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I. INTRODUCTION TO THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT STATEMENT 

THE PROJECT 

Oil and gas exploration in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region of Canada has been successfully under- 
taken during the past 17 years at an estimated cost of 
one billion dollars. Confirmation has now occurred 
of substantial gas reserves onshore and of major oil 
potential offshore. In order to meet Canada’s energy 
needs. the next phase of hydrocarbon development in 
the Region is to provide oil and gas to southern 
markets. 

Development of the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta 
Region involves making the hydrocarbon resources 
available to southern Canada over the next twenty or 

more years. This will involve continued exploration 
to delineate further and prove the existence of com- 
mercial reserves of oil. that is, reservoirs large enough 
to justify the expense of a transportation and produc- 
tion system. 

Artificial islands. as support platforms for produc- 
tion facilities, will be built offshore where it is antici- 
pated that most of the larger commercial oil reserves 
are located. Production systems will be installed both 
on islands and onshore and will be interconnected 
with gathering pipelines. These facilities will be ot 
conventional design. being similar to many now in 
operation world-wide. Two transportation systems. 
namely tankers and pipelines. are being given serious 
consideration. and it is possible that eventually both 
will be employed for part or all of the transportation 
requirements. Support systems will also be estab- 
lished as required to service the production activities. 

The Beaufort Sea-Mackenzre Delta Reg/on. located rn the western Canadran Arctic, has been the sate ofsuccessful exploration 
drillrng for approxmately 17 years. 
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Services provided will include marine, air and Iand 
systems. 

AS occurred during the exploration phase of devel- 
opmcnt, cnvironmcntnl and socio-economic consid- 
erations will go hand in hand with technical consid- 
crations throughout the 1;cars of‘ hydrocarbon pro- 
duction. 

THE PROPONENTS 

The proponents arc the cornpanics who have cxplora- 
tion permits offshore in the Beaut’ort Sea or onshore 
in the Mackenzie Delta. or both. At thih time there 
arc about 50 cornpanics holding permits in this 
region. The three principal proponents. however. are 
Dome Petroleum Limited, Esso Rcsourccs Canada 
Limited. and Gull‘Canada Resources Inc. It is these 
three who have undertaken to prcparc The Bcaul‘ort 
Sea-Mackcnzic Delta Environmental Impact State- 
ment (EIS). 

SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION 

This Envlronmcntal Impact Statcmcnt addrascs the 
environmental and socio-economic issues associated 
with hydrocarbon production in the Benui’ort Sca- 
Mackenzie Delta. The statement consists of the 1,1- 
lowing volumes: 

Volume I - Summary 

Voiumc 2 - Dc\ clopmcnt Systems 

Volume 3A - Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta 
Setting 

Volume 3B - Northwest Passage Setting 

Volume 3C - Mackenzie Valley Setting 

Volume 4 - Biological and Physical Etfcts 

Volume 5 - Socio-economic Effects 

Volume 6 - Accidental Spills 

Volume 7 - Research and Monitoring 

Volume I ih ;L condensed version ot‘ the entire Envi- 
ronmcntal Impact Statement and is intended to be 
u~d ;IS an int’c)rmation document fhr- the general 
public. In Volume 2. the Beauthrt Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta devclopmcnt plan t’or the nest twent!’ years is 
described. Included are a discussion of the energy 
needs of Canada. an identification of’ the level 01 
production dc\eiopmcnt required to achieve Cana- 
dian energy selt’sufficiencq. descriptions ofengineer- 
ine svstems. support systems. Arctic tanker and over- < . 

land pipeline transportation systems and a review of‘ 
the Canadian benefits associated with development. 

Volumes 3A. 3B and 3C provide physical and biolo- 
gical background information for the three major 
regions where production and transportation actiki- 
tics will occur. Volume 3A covers the Bcaufort Sca- 
Mackenzie Delta production Region: Volume 3B. the 
Arctic tanker transportation corridors: and Volume 
3C. the overland pipeline transportation corridor. 
Volume 4 deals with the possible physical and biolo- 
gical ei‘t’ccts ot‘the proposed dcbelopment described in 
Volume 2. assuming that no major polluting acci- 
dents occur. Similarly. Volume 5 assesses the socio- 
economic effects of the proposed devclopmcnt. Vol- 
ume 6 addresses the concern with accidental spills 
and other accidents. most of which have a low proba- 
bility of occurring. Prebentativc measures. and those 
intended to mitigate the elt’ccts ot‘such accidents are 
described. Finally. Volume 7 describes ongoing and 
future needs I’or research and monitoring based on 
the asscssmcnts carried out in Volumes 4. 5 and 6. 

It should be recognized that the development plan 
mav well be changed to take account of‘ important 
socio-economic and environmental factors. as well as 
new technology. Site and project design details \+ill be 
reviewed and reassessed at regular inter\als through- 
out the 20 or more years of‘ project delclopment. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT REVIEW 
PROCEDURE 

In .ILI~~ 1980. the issue ot‘ Beaufort Sea - Mackcnric 
Delta development was rcferrcd by the Department 
of Indian and Northern .4ffait-s to the Department ot 
En\,ironment (Federal Environmental Assessment 
Review Office). An Environmental Assessment Panel 
was appointed to [review all the diverse aspect5 of oil 
and gas production in the Bcaut‘ort Sea-Mackenlic 
Delta Region. including social. technical and encir- 
onmental considerations. The Environmental Impact 
Statement and reports ot’detailed studies w)ill bc tiled 
N ith the Environmental Assessment Panel as part of 
the Federal Environmental Assessment and Rc\ icw 
Process. 

II INTRODUCTION TO 
VOLUME 2 

Decelopment of the potentially huge oil and gas 
reserves in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region 
will involve a coordinated pool of manpower. cquip- 
ment. materials and support services. This will 
require considerable advance planning to ensure that 
311 logistical. technological and environmental con- 
cerns associated with development in this Arctic 
region oi’ Canada are addressed. Volume 2. an intc- 
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gral component of’ the planning exercise. identifies 
and quantifies the separate components. activities 
and potential environmental disturbances associated 
with dcvclopment in this region. This volume was 
prepared by the proponents with the assistance of 
Moncnco Consultants Ltd. 

The essential elements ofthis volume are: an explana- 
tion oi‘ the need for energy and a summary of‘ the 
de\clopment plan to produce oil and gas over the 
next twenty years: a description of the proposed pro- 
duction and transportation systems and the construc- 
tion acti\itics rcquircd for their development. includ- 
ing spccil‘ic details of‘ the individual components of’ 
these systcmh and the construction and design modi- 
fications required to make them functional in an 
Arctic setting; and the expected Canadian benefits to 
bc derived from this project. 

This volume contains se\en chapters 21s follows: 

Chapter l - The Need for Energy 

Chapter 2 - Hydrocarbon Potential and Esplo- 
ration HistorL 

Chapter 3 - Development Plan 

Chapter 4 - Bcaut’ort Sea-Mackenyic Delta Dc- 
velopment Systems 

Chapter 5 - Beaut’ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Sup- 
port Systems 

Chapter 6 - Oil and GasTransport;~tion Sytcms 

Chapter 7 - Canadian Benct’its 



CHAPTER 1 

THE NEED FOR ENERGY 

The question as to whether or not Canada needs 
Arctic oil cannot be answered without first looking at 
the national energy policy and the future Canadian 
demand for and supply of energy. 

The recent National Energy Program (NEP). in con- 
junction with Bill C-48 and the Federal-Provincial 
inerg\ agreements. confirms the government’s deter- 
nlin;i;ion to pursue a policy of energy self-sufficiency 
for the nation. This policy has become an important 
factor. among others. in influencing Canada’s energy 
supply and demand picture, both in the present and 
for the future. 

Two recent studies on Canada’s energy supply and 
demand. namely the 1981 National Energy Board 
report and the 1981 Canadian Energv Research Insti- 
tute study. are used here as the ba& of discussion. 
The former presents energy supply and demand fore- 
casts for the period 1980 to 2000. The latter examines 
crude oil supply and demand in Canada. and 
addresses the major issues associated with various 
pro.jected supply and demand scenarios (‘or oil. 

Neither of‘ these studies is based on the latest pricing 
and taxation agreements reached between the Fed- 
eral government and the producing provinces. For 
this reason they do not fully evaluate the impact on 
supply and demand balancesand Canada’s prospects 
for achieving self-sufficiency. There is ;I wide consen- 
s~~sarnong observers of the energy scene that to reach 
self-sufficiency it will be necessar: to develop all the 
resources Canada has. Even if this happens expedi- 
tiously. Canada’s econom)’ faces a number of vears 
during which the nation’s import dependence will be 
increasIng. It seems that the recent success in reduc- 
ing oil consumption in Canada. even to the extent it 
can be considered a secular rather than cyclical trend. 
will not close the gap between liquid fuel demand and 
supply. To aim at closing this gap by the last decade 
ot‘thiscentur~.action must be taken now’. because to 
bring into production new resources in northern 
regions requires long lead times. The fiscal incentives 
made available to explorers. whether in the Arctic or 
off the East Coast. are tangible evidence of the fact 
that the government recognizes the need and value of 
developing viable alternatives now, in view of the 
long term objective. 

1.1 THE NATIONAL ENERGY 
BOARD INQUIRY 

The National Energy Board (NEB) inquiry into 
energ! Suppi> and demand in Canada observed that 

uncertainties in forecasting led to the adoption ot‘the 
procedure offorecasting ranges ofsupply and demand 
rather than the single point forecasts previously used. 

1.1.1 TOTAL ENERGY DEMAND 

The forecasts are based on a combination ot‘popula- 
tion growth. economic growth and stated energy 
price assumptions in Canada over ~hc next two 
decades. The Board projected a population growth 
rate of 1% and an economic growth rate ot‘3.2% per 
year on the average for the next twenty years. Thcsc 
growth rates. combined with stated price assump- 
tions. produce an estimated total energy demand in 
Canada equivalent to 730 thousand cubic metres per 
day of crude oil in 1980 increasing to 1.2 million 
cubic mctres per day in the year 2000. This represents 
an increase of 2.35? per year over this period. 

1.1.2 CRUDE OIL DEMAND AND SUPPLY 

The National Energy Board (NEB) projected that the 
demand for crude oil in Canada would decline by 
0.89 per year from 290 thousand cubic mctres per 
day in 198 I to 270 thousand cubic metres per day in 
1990 using the middle demand. The demand would 
then increase at a rate of 1.2% per year to total 302 
thousand cubic metres per day by the year 2000. The 
ranges in the forecast pattern ofcrudc oil demand are 
shown graphically in Figure 1.1-I. 
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FIGURE 1.1-1 The National Energy Board (7981) has 
made three projections of demand for crude oil in Canada up 
lo the year 2000: high demand (I), middle demand (2). and 
low demand (3). The mrddle demand shows a small annual 
decrease lo 7990 followed by a gradual increase fo the year 
2000. Demand IS diffxult to forecast as evidenced by the 
wide range between the high and low curves. 

Oil’s share of total primary energy demand was pro- 
,jected to decline from 39% in 1980 to 29% in 1990 
and further to 26!5; by the year 2000. Nonetheless, the 
NEB has forecasted that total oil consumption in 
2000 will be Wi greater than in 1980. 
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The ine\itnble decline in oil production t.rom the 
conventional producing areas of western Canada 
means that major new sources of supply will be 
required to meet Canadian demand. The NEB estab- 
lished a range of supply forecasts. as shown in Figure 
1.1-2. The low (3) and base (2)supplies show a decline 
from the 198 I reserves of 230 thousand cubic metres 
per day. However. the high supply forecast (1). which 
includes optimistic increases in 011 sands supply and 
enhanced oil recovery as well as new supplies from 
frontier regions. indicates a supply level of380 thou- 
sand cubic metres per day in the year 2000. However. 
to get the balance of oil out of the existing fields will 
be increasingly costI>. as productivity declines. In 
fact. the operaiing cost to withdraw the remaining oil 
in the existing wells has been rising faster than the 
general inflation rate. Furthermore. the projected 
increase in supply f.rom oil sands plants will require 
six new plants at a cost of 90 to 120 billion dollars. 
which is a most unlikely prospect. 
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FIGURE 1.1-2 A range of crude oil supply forecasts have 
been provided by the National Energy Board (1987 J’ high 
supply (1). base supply (2) and low supply (3). Both the low 
and base supples show a slgnihcant declme from 1981 
reserves while the high supply. based on opfmMc projec- 
trons, shows a signifxant mcrease. The high forecast 
assumes a significant contr~bufion to supply by o/l sands 
and frontier d/scoveries. 

Assuming the more realistic middle demand and 
base supply forecasts. there will be a shortf’all of 86 
thousand cubic metres ofoil per day in 1990. increas- 
ing to 177 thousand cubic metres per da! in 2000. 
This is illustrated in Figure 1.1-3. The shortfall in 
supply will have to be met by additions to conven- 
tional reserves. oil sands plants. frontier development 
or imports. If these additions from Canadian sources 
are not made.a net increase ofoil importsat a rate of 
6% per year will be necessaq. 

1.1.3 NATURAL GAS DEMAND & SUPPLY 

The NEB also examined the natural gas supply and 
demand outlook for Canada. The Board developed 
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FIGURE 1.1-3 Using the rmddle demand and base supply 
forecasts of the National Energy Board (1981). It IS projected 
that there WI// be a supply shortfall of 86.000 cub/c metres of 
crude oil per day ,n 7990. Thrs will increase to 177.000 cub/c 
metres per day by 2000. 

three cases of‘ gas supply and demand to bracket its 
overall forecasts. Dcpcnding on the combination of 
supply and demand estimates considered. the Board 
I’ound that gas demand would exceed supply from 
con\.entional producing areas as earl! as 1991 to as 
late as the year 3000. However. based on its middle 
case assessment of suppl!, capabilit! from prcscnt 
conventional producing areas and estimates of gas 
delivered from frontier areas. the Board concluded 
that no deficiency in supply would bc encountcrcd 
prior to 1998. 

In their assessment the Board concluded that Canada 
had no further exportable surplus of natural gas 
beyond that which now occurs. Howtvr, the NEB is 
currently undertaking a three phase hearing into IWLV 
pa5 export applications and. as a result 01‘ phase enc. 
has reccntlb rcviacd its procedures for determining 
ga5 surpluses. 

1.2 THE CANADIAN ENERGY 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
STUDY 

The Canadian Energy Rcscarch Institute (CERI. 
19X I) study deals with the Canadian oil supple and 
demand outlook in ;I probabilistic manner using ;I 
IOH. base and high set of‘ suppI! and dcmund 
assumptions. taking into account oil source. qualit> 
and transportation puramctcrs. 

CEKl considered that over the t’orccast period to the 
year 2000. crude oil demand will modcratc due to 
reductions in motor gasoline rcquircmcnts atid ;I 
shrinking market for I‘ucl oils due to the increasing 
use of natural gas. Using base case demand assump- 
tions. the Institute estimated that total Canad~;~n 
demand f’or crude oil will be 302.5 thousand cubic 
mctres per day in 1985 increasing to 310 thousand 
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cubic metres per da! in 2000. The high demand 
estimates are considerable, up to 380 thousand cubic 
metres per day by the year 2000. 

011 the supply side. the institute concluded that con- 
ventional crude oil supplies will decline to provide 
only one quarter of the total crude oil supply bq’ the 
year 2000. In contrast. synthetic and frontier oil. 
u,hich presently suppI;, only a minor proportion. will 
increase to nearly 60% of the total domestic supply. 
The base case oil suppI> developed by CER] repres- 
ents a total domestic supply of 2 I I thousand cubic 
metres per day in 1985 increasing to 285 thousand 
cubic metres per day by 2000. Of the total supply in 
the year 2000. only 65 thousand cubic metres per day 
will be supplied from established reserves. New dis- 
coveries and tertiary recovery. oil sands and frontier 
development are projected to supply 80. 90 and 50 
thousand cubic metres per day respective]). 

In comparing base case suppI\, with base case 
demand. the CERI study concluded that in 2000 ;I 
remaining balance of’25 thousand cubic metres per 
day would have to be met by imports. However. the 
high case developed in the CER] study demonstrates 
that Canada could be self-sufficient in oil supplies b!, 
the year 2000. The probablity of sell-sul‘l‘icienc\, will 
incrcasc t.rom 0 in 19X5 to 0.54 in the year 2000. The 
probability ol‘large-scale foreign dependence will t’;l]] 
from 0.22 in 1985 to 0.06 in the vear 2000. The 
Federal Go\,ernment’a goal of seli‘-sufficiency b) 
1990 uil] not likely be achic\ed unless there is ;I \cr\ 
substantial departure from anticipated crude $1 
supply and demand patterm. 

The CER] \tud! examined five maJor cr-udc oil 
supply sources and determined the relative ;ittr;ic- 
ti\.eness 01’ the \ourccs by c~~aluatinp the sccurit! 
from suppI> interruptlon. the lonfc\ it!, 01‘ suppl! 
capabilit>. the qualit> of the suppl! as a refiner! 
ltiedstock. the transportability 01’ the suppI!, to rcfin- 
cries anti the rc]atl\,c economics. Figure I, l-4 sum- 
marizes this evaluation in matrix form and ranks the 
rc’lati\,c attractiveness ol‘thc five suppI! sources. S\,n- 
thetic and frontier oil wll be the most attr.acti\c~oiJ 
suppi\ ~)urccs for the future ;IS technical hur-dies al-c 
o~crconic. 

1.3 THE ADVANTAGES OF 
PROCEEDING WITH 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
BEAUFORT-MACKENZIE 
DELTA REGION 

The crude oil supply shortfall. as 4houn in Figure 
I. l-3. c;~n be reduced or cl~m~naterl by the construc- 
tion of 011 sands plants and the de\elopmcnt 01’ Last 

Coast and Beaufort Sea -Mackenzie Delta resources. 
The oil sands plant construction schedule projected 
in the high suppI!, case b! the NEB. which would 
increase total oil sands production to I65 thousand 
cubic metres per day in 2000. is improbable: in fact. it 
is like]? that additional oil sands production in 1990 
and 2000 will be 24 and 56 thousand cubic metrcs pel 
day. respectively. East Coast production ma!’ reach 
32 thousand cubic metres per do> b! 1990 and 4X 
thousand cubic metres per dav by 2000. The remain- 
ing shortfall. as shown in Figure 1.1-S. will be 56 
thousand cubic metres per day in 1990 and 95 thou- 
sand cubic metres per da> in 2000. This shortl;lll can 
be met by de\.clopment in the Beaut‘ort Sea - Mack- 
enzie Delta Region. Current events. such as post- 
ponement of tar sands projects and probable delays 
in development of East Coast resources. affirms the 
need for Beaufort Sea de\,elopment. 

CRUDE 
OIL 

SOURCE 

FIGURE 1.1-4 The Canadian Energy Research InstGute 
f7987) esfabhshed a matrlx to demonstrate the re/at/ve 
attractweness of the fwe crude o//supply sources. This ind/- 
cates that fronher 011 IS most attractwe for 1t.s qua//ty and the 
long t/me span of supply. 
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FIGURE 1.1-5 The crude 011 supply shortfall could be 
reduced by development of other potential supplfes such as 
o/l sands and the East Coast offshore. The remammg short- 
fall m supply could be met from Beaufort Sea-Mackenzfe 
Delta reserves. 



The possible rate of development of hydrocarbon 
resources in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region is described in detail in Chapter 3. Develop- 
ment Plan. Figure 1.14 demonstrates the range of 
production possible from the Beaufort Sea -Mackenzie 
Delta Region. If the intermediate development rate 
shown in the figure is reached, it is clear that crude oil 
self-sufficiency can be achieved by 1990. 

FIGURE 1.1-6 Development ol Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta oil reserves will make it possible to a&/eve oil se/f- 
sufficiency for Canada by 1990. The shaded area indicates 
oil that could be supphed from thus region for three different 
development rates (see Chapter 3). The difference between 
the various rates projected for the Beaufort IS atfributed to 
the pace of development as opposed to the expectatrons for 
success. 

While the costs ofdeveloping hvdrocarbon resources 
in the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta are high. the 
benefits are also considerable. The most direct 
benefit is energy self-sufficiency for Canada. How- 
ever. development will alsoadd to the range ofchoice 
in meeting energy needs. will help meet other govern- 
ment objectives and will bring considerable eco- 
nomic advantages to the whole of Canada. 

Energy self-sufficiency will eliminate the present 
dependence on foreign imports and thus ensure 
security ofsupplies. Regarding this point. the Cana- 
dian Energy Research Institute report noted that at 
present more than 60% of the oil supplied to non- 
communist countries comes from the Persian Gulf 
and that this oil passes through just three ports and 
eight critical pump stations. With the continuing pos- 
sibilitv of political problems in the Middle East caus- 
inga disruption in this supply. energy self-sufficiency 
for Canada becomes a major benefit. 

There are four major potential new sources of liquid 
fuel in Canada which may add to existing supplies: 
the Arctic, East Coast offshore, oil sands and 
enhanced recovery. Which sources will be developed 

and in what order will be determined by the outcome 
of exploration activity. government policy and eco- 
nomic feasibility. However. it is likely that most. or 
all. of these new3 energy supplies will be needed at 
some stage. Thus de\,elopment of the Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta Region will provide one option for 
meeting Canadian energy needs. 

Development of this resource is also consistent with 
government policies to encourage deielopmcnt of 
natural resources. to increase industrial develop- 
ment. to de\,elop new Canadian technology and to 
provide industrial trainin g and emplovment to areas 
with lower levels of industrial development. Some of 
the projected benefits of Beaufort Sea - Mackenyic 
Delta development are mentioned here but arc exam- 
ined in more detail in Chapter 8. 

The maJor indirect economic advantages ofde\elop- 
ing the Beaufort Su - Mackcn;lie Delta Region arc 
economic growth. provi4on of employment oppor- 
tunities. regional benefits and increased government 
revenue. Ultimately about 85C; of’ the goods and 
services required could be provided from Canadian 
sources. Thus this development will contribute to an 
increase in the Canadian Gross National Product 
and will also supply revenue to the government in the 
form of royalties and taxes. Using projections from 
the Beaufort Planning Model (described in Chapter 
3). it is estimated that up to 240.000 jobs could be 
created b’ 2000 through direct and indirect employ 
ment. This level of activity would bring about ;I 
reduction in the unemployment rate in Canada. 
Since all economic forecasts predict an underutilized 
economy and high unemployment rates. dcvelop- 
ment of this nature would boost the Canadian econ- 
omy without displacing investment from other sour- 
ces. Finally, these economic benefits would accrue to 
most regions of the country. 

1.4 CONCLUSIONS 

Both the NEB inquiry report and the CERI studv 
identify the need for large volumes of additional o/l 
supply to meet Canadian needs. even under the Iow- 
cst plausible Canadian oil demand scenario. The 
development of frontier resources in the Beaufort 
Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region and offthe East Coast 
of Canada. and development of oil sands plants are 
required to meet this demand. Furthermore, devcl- 
opment of these resources could achieve self-suffi- 
ciency in crude oil t.or Canada. 

The Bcaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region has po- 
tential oil reserves of0.9 to 5. I billion cubic metres (6 
to 32 billion barrels) (Canada Energy. Mines and 
Resources. 1976). In comparison. the North Sea was 
assessed in 19x0 as having between I.6 and I.92 
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billion cubic metres ( IO to I2 billion barrels) of oil in a 
developed, recoverable form. 
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CHAPTER 2 
HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL 
AND EXPLORATION HISTORY 

2.1 HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL 

The Beaut‘ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region of Can- 
adn. stretching from Amundsen Gulf’ in the east to 
the Canada-Alaska border in the west. and its off- 
short continental shelf’. has all the attributes of ;I 
maj,or hydroc:lrbon producing area. The Tertiary age 
sediments underlying this Inrge geographic region 
;Irc simiklr to Cretaceous and Tertiary age sediments 
in other parts of’ the world that have yielded the 
m;t,jority of’ the world’s oil :Ind gns supplies. Explora- 
tion activity in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region has revealed significant oil and gasaccumul;~- 
tions. and has demonstrated the region’s potential 
f‘or large-sc;lIc energy production. 

2.1.1 BASIN GEOLOGY 

The Beauf’ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta sedimentary basin 

tw 

is boundA by the folded CordiIIcrian Region on the 
southwest. the stable pl;ltform of the Canadian 
Shield Lrnd Interior Plain on the southc’;lst. and the 
C:lmtda Bzrsin to the north. This roughi!. tri;lngular 
basin. ;LS shown in Figure 2. I- I. has 311 ;irc;i oi‘nhout 
420.000 square kilomctres. The ;Irea prcxcntiy being 
explored covers about ~00.000 squitre kilomctrc5. 
Thick wedges ofTerti;irv sediments (up to 10 kilome- 
trcs thick) in the basin iire the target ol‘cxplor:ltion 
activitv. 

Scdimentntion in the basin dates from the Triassic 
time (starting roughly 300 million years ago) and 
takes place tod:ly much as it did then. along theactivc 
portions 01‘ the Mackenzie Delta. Figure ?.I-:! is ;I 
cross-st’ction;ll prof‘ile ot‘thc stratigraphy of‘thc basin 
:llongn northucst to southcast lint. The sediments 01‘ 
this basin arc marine in origin. krnd ;lre predomi- 
nantly materials derived from the erosion of‘acl~iacent 
:treas in whnt has been called the Interior Platform 
(Lerand. 1973: Young et al., 1976. Horn ;ind Mros- 
xxlk, 1980). 

The present Beaul’ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Bltsin 

CANiDiAN 
,= SHIELD 

FIGURE 2.1-1 The Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta sedimentary basrn has an area of about 420,000 square kilometres. On/y 
about 25% of the basin IS presently bemg explored. 



extends onshore in the vicinity of the Mackenzie 
Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. as well as the 
Yukon Coastal Plain. The Coastal plain sequence is 
relatively well exposed and includes marine and fluv- 
ial shales and sandstones. Offshore. the basin is esti- 
mated by geologists to be at least eight kilometres 
thick with the sedimentation ofthree ancient periods: 
the Upper Cretaceous era (about 100 million years 
ago). the more recent Paleocene era (70 million years 
ago). and the still more recent Neocene phase (25 
million years ago). It is this eight kilometre thick 
vertical section which has the most promising oil 
bearing structural traps within it. 

As shown in Figure 2.1-J. the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Basin has three structural zones. Zone I forms 
the southern and eastern rims of the basin and has 
normal faults composed of Paleozoic era (550 IO 200 
million years ago). and Mesozoic era (200 to 70 
million years ago) rocks. 

The stratigraphic units of the Mackenzie Dclta- 
Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula region within Zone I show 
the promise of hydrocarbons. In an area parallel to 
Eskimo Lakes and Liverpool Bay. hydrocarbons 
have been discovered within structural traps 
created by the faulting and folding ot’thc strata. For 
example. the “Parsons” structure contains gas. con- 
densate and light oil. and the “Atkinson” structure 
contains oil. However. the Anderson Plain area (on 
the cast side of the Mackenzie Delta). is felt b> 
experts to ha\e limited hydrocarbon potential. 

The nearshore Beaufort Sea area (Zone II) around 
Richards Island and the Delta is underlain by man! 
structural and stratigraphic traps in porous sand 
bodies. The Taglu Field within this area has hydro- 
carbons trapped in thick. cyclical sediments which 
range from non-porous rocks upw,ards to the porous 
sandstone above. 

Zone III. further out in the Beaufort Sea. has mobile 
shale structures. which have formed into wave-like or 
dome-like structures under the surfklce of the ocean 
floor. These structures. which are estimated to be 
quite large. were caused by the swelling up ot‘loosel!~ 
compacted shale in a period as t’:rr back as 160 million 
years ago. This swelling of shale. n,hich tends to Ilow 
under greater pressure. has deformed the o\,erl!ing 
strata and resulted in substantial hydrocarbons being 
trapped. a fact attested to by the oil discoveries in 
structures such as Nektoralik and Kopanoar. 

Geologists have conducted studies of the well cut- 
tings from the northern offshore Bcaufort area. and 
have determined that the principal oil rcsertoirs arc 
Paleocene in age. being formed about 50 to 60 million 
years ago. 

It appears that there wis once 311 ancestral ri\er 
located where the Mackenzie River flous today. This 
river entrenched ;I valley which eventually became a 
deep canyon under the occa~~. cutting into the con- 
tinental shelf. Erosional material was funneled down 
into the deep b’aters 01‘ this canyon. llowing out in a 

OFFSHORE ON LAND 
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FIGURE 2.1-2 A north to south cross-sect/on of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzre Delta sedjmentary basm illustrates the thrck section of rock which IS suItable for the generahon and trappmg of hydrocarbons. Exp/orat/on drilhng has demonstrated that 
the onshore and nearshore areas tend to be gas prone whrle the sedrments below the deeper water are oil prone. The basrn has 
charactensbcs very stm//ar to other exrstmg producrng o// basms in the world. 
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ZONE I 

ZONE I ,I 

MACKENZIE BAY 

.I 

FIGURE 2.1-3 Three distinct structuralzones exist rn the Mackenzie Delta Basm. The signifjcant oil discover/es made to date 
are in Zone II. where exploratory drilling has demonstrated that the sersmic mterpretafrons of sub-surface structure are very 
accurate and the structures are relatively simple and predictable. 

fan shape at the base of the continental slope. It is 
these deep-sea sands that contain oil in structures 
such as Kopanoar. 

2.2 EXPLORATION HISTORY 

2.2.1 SEISMIC EXPLORATION 

The initial stage ofpetroleum industry activity in the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta area consisted of the 
gathering of seismic data. This began in the earl) 
1960’s onshore in the Delta. Throughout the 1970’s 
seismic data acquisition also took place offshore. and 
is presently continuing in areas where operators 
anticipate finding major hydrocarbon accumulations. 

To date. operators have obtained about 100.000 
kilometrch of seismic data. both onshore and of& 
shore. These data in turn have led to the discovery of 
man!’ subsurface structural anomalies which war- 
ranted further exploration by drilling. In the oflAhorc 
area alone. more than 90 potential hvdrocarbon- 
bearing structures have been identified. 

2.2.2 ONSHORE EXPLORATION DRILLING 

The first onshore well. BA-Shell-Imperial Reindeer. 
was drilled on Richards Island in 1965. Since then. 

variousoperatorshavedrilledabout 100 wellsonshore 
in the Mackenzie Delta (Figure 2.2-l ). Oil discoveries 
were made at Atkinson Point in 1970. and at May- 
ogia k in I97 I. Two major gas fields were discovered - 
Parson’s Lake and Taglu. Other oil and/or gas dis- 
coveries were made at Ya Ya. Niglintgak. Imnak. 
Titalik. Kumak. Mallik. lvik and Kugpik. 

2.2.3 OFFSHORE ARTIFICIAL ISLAND 
EXPLORATION DRILLING 

Possible hydrocarbon bearing geological structures 
identified offshore prompted the drilling of the first 
offshore well in the Bcaufort Sea in 1973 at Immerk. 
This well was drilled from an artificial island con- 
structed in 3 mctres of water. Since then. island build- 
ing technolog! has advanced to the point where 
islands in water depths up to 65 metres are now 
t&sible. To date. 21 artificial islands have been con- 
structed. in water up to 22 metresdeep. Twenty-three 
~~clls have been drilled from these islands, resulting in 
oil discoveries at Adgo in 1973. Garry in 1976, and 
Issungnak in 1980: and gas discoveries at Nctscrk in 
1976. and lsserk in IY7X. 

Three of the island wells were delineation wells on the 
Adgo disco\,er),. one was a directional well to deli- 
neate the Issunpnak discovery. Over the winter of 
1981-82. a successful delineation well to the original 
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l‘arsiut oil discolcry (drilled i‘rom ;I drillship) was 
completed from the new Tarsiut cnisson-ret;lined 
island. Further wells are being drilled in 1982. 

2.2.4 OFFSHORE EXPLORATION DRILLING 
FROM DRILLSHIPS 

In 1976. two drillships. specially reinforced to opcr- 
ate in the ice of‘thc Beaufort SKI. were brought into 
the ;II-ca to commence exploration drilling in deepcl 
uxtcrs. These were subsequently supplemented with 
two more drillships. These ships are capable of‘opcr- 
sting onl! 3 to 5 months each year because of the 
thick. mo\ing ice found in the Beauf‘ort SKI during 
the rest 01’ the year. To date. these ships ha\e drilled 
15 wells in watcrdepths ranging from 23 metres to 6X 
metrcs. There ha\,c been 4 oil discoveries: Ncktoralik 
in 1977. Kopanoar in 1979. Tarsiut in 1980. and 

Koakoak III 198 I: and 2 gas disco\,eries: Ncktoralih 
iI1 1977 (same well as the oil discover!. but in ;I 
dilf’erent geological done). and llkalcrk in 1977. Oni> 
one oi’thc 15 WIIS has been abandoned as a dr!, hole: 
the others include two delineation &ells. f‘i\e wells 
requiring additional drilling and/or testing. and one 
~,ell that had to bc abandoned due to mechanical 
problems. 

Hascd on drilling results both onshore and ol‘l’shorc. 
Lxrious operators in the arca ha\c put forward cati- 
mates of’ ultimate recoverable oil. ranging from 0.9 
billion cubic mctre5 (6.3 billion barrcis) to 5. I billion 
cubic metrcs (32 billion barrels). The oil disccncries 
made offshore indicxtc that. unlike the Mackcnlic 
Delta area. this arca is much more prone to oil than 
gas. 

BEAUFORT SEA 

KOPANOAR 
NEKTORALIK -$- l * KOAKOAK 

a” UKALERK A 
HERSCHEL ISLAND 

TARSIUT ? -1 I 

NETSERK 

I AKLAVIK m 

FIGURE 2.2-l Locahon of o/l and gas discover/es In the Mackenzfe Delfa and Beaufort Sea. 
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CHAPTER 3 - DEVELOPMENT 3.1 THE DEVELOPMENT 
PLAN OBJECTIVE 

This ch:~pler describes the short-term and long-term 
de\,etopmcnt plan. i’ollowcd by ;I discussion of’ the 
\~:~r-ious de\ ctopment options and l’:lctors M.hich 
influence the devclopmcnt plan. The chaprer con- 
cludes with ;I presentation of‘projcctcd le\cls ofactij - 
it! in ~hc Rcfion for the r:inge of’ production IKI~CS. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, it is considered necessilr!’ 
to develop the energy resources of’the Beauf‘ort Sea- 
M;lckenzie Delta Region. In this chapter it will be 
demonstrated that to achieve energy self-sufficiency 
h!, the early 1990’s. it is essential to proceed u,ith 
development promptly. The development plan pres- 
ented IS designed to he both technically achievable 
and economically viable. while respondlny to envir- 
onmcntal and social concerns. 

Declining oil production from con\.ention;tl sources. 
combined with LL slight grow,th 111 demand. ;II’C pro- 
jected to result in :in oil shorti’~~lt in C;tnad;l ot‘ Xh 
thousand cubic metres per d:l\, b!, 1990 (575 thou- 
sand bltrrets) and x much 21s 177 thous;lnd cubic 
metres per day by the y;lr 2000 ( I .2 million barrels). 
The current industry estim;ltes 4‘ the ultim;ltc oil 
potential of the Beaufor- Sea-Mtlckenzie Delt:t 
Region range from 0.9 to 5.1 billion cubic metres (6 
to 32 billion hnrrels). 

This development presents 3n opportunit!, to help 
Caxtdians achieve three major goals: attainment of‘ 
oil self‘-suf‘ficienc>, by the 1990’s. cxrtion of’ nc\~’ 
employment opportunities and regional dc\xztopment. 
Oil self-sufficiency is important to Can;ida. not only 

BEAUFORT SEA 

FIGURE 3-l If IS proposed to develop fhe oil and gas reserves of the Mackenzie Rver Delta and southeastern Beaufort Sea in 
the western Canadian Arctrc. The area IS about 500 m/es east of the grant Prudhoe Bay held whrch has been m product!on for 
several years. Because of ifs proximffy to the Norfh Pole the area IS approximafelyequafdrsfance from Japan, Northern Europe 
and the East and West Coast of North Amema 



However. all potential sources dncw oil rcquirc time 
to bc brought into production. Assuming the I‘irst 
commcrcinl oil l‘icld is cont‘irmctl in 19X2. first pi-o- 
duclion I‘rom the Bcaul‘ort Sea coulcl occur by 19X6. 
providecf plnnning, design and implcment;ltion begin 
now. Extcnsice opcration:kf cxpericncc during the 
past two dccadcs has dcvcloped both the knowlcdgc 
and technology to make production and transporta- 
tion systems for oil both technically and cconomi- 
tally Icasible. 

Ol‘lshore dc\clopmcnt activity is composed oI’sc~cr;iI 
I‘und:imcntal parts. l‘hq include ialand construction. 
the drilling and completion 01‘ production wells. the 
installation 01’ production and processing I’acilitics. 
and the establishment 01’ ;I tt-;llispol.t;ttioll svstcm. 
Once ~111 ol‘thcsc components arc in place the keyion 
can bc brought into production and t hc hvdrocar- 
bon?; transportcti to market. 

The r:itc at which thcsc rcser\oirs arc disco\-crcd IS 
the m:lior I’actor \\hich dctcrmincs the I-ate ol‘tlc\cl- 
opmcnt. ~lowe\cr. this rate ol‘ tlc\clopmcnt is ;1Is0 
~nlluenccrl b\, cstcrnal I’actors \uch a\ the mal-kct 
rlem;ind for oil. 

I7icurc 3. l-l iIlu5tratca how production incrcacs in ;I c 
step-wise lashion as devclopmcnt wells are drilled 
I‘rom an ~irtil’icial isl;ind and pl~~ccti on production. 
Note that thiy rcquircs production and drilling O~CI-- 
ations to take place simIlltancously. The peak PI-o- 
duction rate is reached al‘tcr all the wcll5 have been 
drilled. This rate is typically maintained for sc\eral 
vears and then it commences to Jccline 2s the lrcscr- 
\.oir crier-gy is dcpletcd. It is important to note that 
this production prol‘ilc IS based on the rcscrvcs 
acccssiblc Irom ;I gi\cn artil‘icial island location 
Irathcr th;ln i‘r-om the total rcscrvoir. Thus. il‘ the 
rcscrwiI- ~1s Ial-gcr t ban the ;II-C’;I acccssiblc i’rom one 
island. one or rno~-e satcilitc islands woulci bc built 
and the total ~CSCI-\oit- pi-ociuction prd’ilc woulcl be 
the sum of‘ production f’l-om sc\cral islands ;I\ ;ilso 
\ho\\n in Figure 3. I-l 

DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION PROFILE 
OF A THREE ISLAND RESERVOIR 
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FIGURE 3.1-1 Offshore production WI// take p/ace from art/ficra/ islands built wtth sand, capped with concrete or steel 
ca!ssons. The number of islands WI// depend on the size and depth of the field. In a typical field. productIon increases in a 
step-wise fasn~on as we//s are dnlled and brought on production. The maxlmum product/on rate that a field achieves IS 
determmed pr,nc/pa//y by the product/on capaoty of the rnd/v/dua/ we//s. An Island. along wfth the wells dnlled from rt. and the 
product/on fao//t!es to process the o,/ may be regarded as a burlding block. Each butldmg block IS more or less an economic 
Uflll 



The shape of‘lhe production profile in Figure 3.1-I is 
dctcrmined by many fiictors including the rescrG1 
ch:ir;ic[eristics. the productivity of‘ the welts. rescr- 
1 ()ir- man;lgement and f’icld economics. 

]n the second phase of’ oil field development. flirther 
reservoirs are systematically discovered and plac~~i 
on production in the most et‘ficient manner 10 
achic\c ;I continuing oil supply. These one island 
systems al-t‘ then assembled one after the other lo 
sustain production. The! ma! also bc ~rsscmbtcd 
simultaneously to increase the rate of production. a 
ittustl-;ftcd in Figure 3.1-2. Thus the production pro- 
f‘iles shown in Figure 3.1-2 represent an addition ot 
the production prot‘ites ol.all of the resercoirs that al-c‘ 

brought on production in the region (xcr Ibe forecast 
period. 

A range of‘ oil production pr-ofites. each representing 
ils own dc\-ctopment plan is also shown in FiguI-e 
3.1-2. Due to the large number of’variablcs (techni- 
cal. environmental, economic and regulatory) rhat 
have an impact on development. the most practical 
way to discuss Reaut.ort Sea-MackenTic Delta pro- 
duction is IO display a I-ange of achie\,abtc dcvclop- 
men1 rates. 

The high t-ate ot‘production shown in Figul-e 3.1-2 is 

considcrcd tcchnicatl! f’easibtc based upon currcn1 
know,lcdge of’ the region. Logistics. go\crnment 
;~~~p~-~~~;~ts.economics and ~h~;~~ailabitit\~ofm;lrkets 
and capital arc not considcrcd in tic~eloplnp this high 
~-atc 01. pI-oduction. Therefore. It is certain that man? 
constraints wilt emerge H,hich wilt pre\‘ent this lcvct 
of’ production l’rom being ;lchic\ed. 

The towcs~ production tax prcscnrcd is b;ix%d on 
tower oil rcscr\c‘ assumptions and. thcrctorc. :I 
slower pact of‘ de\~elopmcnt. The 4o\+.c’r p:~cc of‘ 
dcvelopmcnt conIci also bc ;I result ot‘slo~~ C~ISC~OV- 
cries of‘ncw reserves. en\ irc>nmcnIal issues. Icgal and 
~~ovcrnnicntal concerns. financial and/al- Iogislics c- 
constraints or operational probtcms such ;15 rCCIII.- 
rent abnormal sea ice conditions. Thcsc constrxinls 
arc‘ discussed in more detail. The low c;isC ;tlsc) 
reprcscnts the Iowcst economic;~ll!~ feasible produc- 
tion rate for de\clopment in (he decptbr waters ol‘thc 
Reaut‘ori Sea. 

A complete array 01‘ oit production prol‘i1e.s exists 
between the low case and rhc high C;ISC. One ofthcsc 
is the inWrmediatc production rate showfn in Figure 
3.1-2. This rcprescnts ;I more likely ratt’ oi‘dcvciop- 
mcnt in the region. The assumptions on which thcsc 
production rates are based arc discussed in Section 
3.2. I. It should bc noWd that the production prot’itcs 
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FIGURE 3.1-2 A range oiproduction rates can be achieved In the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzte Delta area, dependingmarnly on 
fhe pace of development. The ‘bujldrng blocks’descrlbed in Figure 3. l- 1 may be stacked end to end or spaced out to achreve a 
slower growth of production or p/aced closer togerher or one on top of the other fo achieve a higher rate. There is also a high 
rate whzh IS determined by such things as the ava/labhty of resources required to develop the various fields. It can be 
demonstrated that the high rate is an environmentally acceptable scheme. The intermediate productfon rafe for the Beaufort 
Sea-Mackenzie Delta area lies between fhe two. This curve illusfrates the product/on rate m 1990 of approximate/y 300,000 
barrels per day, mcreasing lo about 700,000 barrels per day by the year 2000. 



would bc generally similar for the tanker or pipeline 
oil transportation alternatives. The distinctions 
between these arc discussed later. 

Gas production l.orecasts for the intermediate pro- 
duction rate arc shown in Figure 3.1-3. Gas produc- 
tion rates arc largely dcpendcnt on oil production 
rates since a large portion ot’thc gas is nssoci;ttcd with 
oil. Both associated gas and unassociated gar t‘rotn 
gas fields will bc sold when markets and transporta- 
tion systems are developed. 

3.2 THE DEVELOPMENT 
PLANNING PROCESS 

Major pt-ojcct planning has become ;I sophisticated 
scicncc. Lat-gc projects dictate the need to take into 
itccount thousands ot’cvcnts and t;tctors that intcrrc- 
Iate to bring the prc?ject on line.This type of planning 
is :iIways preceded by the devclopmcnt ot‘ dct;iilcti 
lists ol‘projcct planiiingconstraintsLtnd assumptions. 
Computers have provided the capability to handtc 
these I:trgc volumes of data and thus to assess the 
large nitmbcr ot‘vari3btes and the intcrrclations1~ips 
bctwecn them. 

3.2.1 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 

The dc\,elopmcnt proposed here is ;I comptetc system 
for supplying h\dt-ocarbons to southern mat-kcts. 
The four ma.ior- subsystems comprising hydrocarbon 
dc\clopment arc: 

- Exploration acti\ ities and drilling lo identify and 
dclincate oil rcscr\cs: 

, 
- Construction ofdcvelopment islands. drilling ot 

f - 

welts and assembly of oil production fitcilitics: 

- Gathering of oil through subsea pipelines or 
onshore gathering systems to the production and 
transportation facilities: 

- Transportation of h>fdrocat-bons to southern 
tnarkcts by marine vessels. through an overland 
pipclinc. or some combination ot‘ both. 

All thcsc subsystems must be in place befox hydra- 
carbons can bc I-cco~erccl and transportcd IO market. 

E;IL% 01‘1hc proposed transportation systems. txnkcrs 
and pipclincs. is uniyuc in almost all aspects: only the 
t‘unction ot’ the h>\tetns is the satnc. Thcrct‘orc. in the 
dcvclopmcnt plan proposed here. it is assumed that 
either transportation system can be employed. 

3.2.2 PRODUCTION ASSUMPTIONS 

One l.undatncntaI t’actor intlucncing the devcloptnent 
plan is the oil rc‘scr\oir size. In simple terms the oil 
rc‘sc~.\ 0it.s must contain sufticicnl t-ccovcrablr oil 01 
I-CWI~~L‘S to tnakc pt-oduction and tt-anspot-t~ttj(,,i ot’ 
the oil ~cononi~c‘. The exploration progt-am is locusal 
on I~x:tting 2nd dclinc;iting these t!‘pes c>f rcscr\ airs. 
Dctcrminatton of the six ot‘the rt’stmcs IS discusqcd 
Ill Sccllon 4.2.2. 

T;~ble 3.2-l lihts ~III-rc rchcr\oit-5 in the Beautort Sea- 
Mackcnzic Delta Region \vhich. based on current 
ini‘~~t~m;ttton , arc nearest to being consider-cd corn- 
met-ciallc I-i;tblc. The table lists the discover!, d:ttc. 
[{hen cic‘lincation wells tnight bc drilled. uhcn artil’i- 
CI;I/ islands tn:ty be complctcd and when t‘irst pt-oduc- 
tion could reasonably be expected. B;tscd on cut-rent 
int‘l>t-mation regarding t-eserboir pools in the Beaufort 
___- I 

NON-ASSOCIATED GAS 
PRODUCTION I 

GAS PRODUCTION 
FORECASTS 

REINJECTED -- \ 

z 
0 I I I I 

1992 1984 

L COMMENCEMENT OF GAS SALES 
YEAR 

FIGURE 3.1-3 Two sources of gas are available ,n the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzje Delta Region. One is gas that is produced 
along with the of/ and the other is gas that IS produced from gas fields. Ma/or gas field d,scover,es have already been made. 
Non-assooated gas product/on is dependent on the rate of o/l producf~on. Gas w/l be fransported erther through a pfpelme 
down the Dempster Highway or Mackenzie Valley. or in /quid natural gas carrying, icebreaking, shfps. 
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TABLE 3.2-l 

BASIC RESERVOIR ASSUMPTIONS 

Field 

Tarsiut 

Koakoak 

lssungnak 

Dlscovery 
Date 

1979 

1981 

1981 

Assumed Recoverable Oil 
(mllllon cubic metres) 

Per Island Per Field 

20 
20 
20 
20 
20 100 

95 
95 
95 285 

32 
32 64 

Productlon 
Islands 

Date Requlred 6 Flnt 
Wells Completlon Productlon 

Drtlled Date Date 

2 in 82 1 WI 86’ 
1 in83 2 (86) 87 

1 in 85 B 86 3 (87) 88 
1 in87 4 (88) 89 
1 in 88 5 w 90 

1 in83 1 (W 89 
1 in 85, 86 2 (91) 92 
1 in 87, 88 3 (95) 96 

1 in 83, 84 1 (91) 92 
1 in85 2 (92) 93 

‘Using an early production system. 

Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. the de\ clopmcnt out- I. One commcrciai disco\q results from each ten 
lined in Table 3.2-I could lead to a production ICI cl of‘ wildcat exploration \vclls that arc drilled. 
47,000 cubic metres per day (300.000 barrels per- day) 
by 1990. This represents the intermediate GISC’ out- 2. Production islands located over deep rcser\~oirs 
Iincti in Figure 3.1-Z. (01 cr 3,000 nictrcs) will use 3 drilling rigs per island 

whereas those iocatcd over shallow rcscrvoirs (lcxs 
The largest potcntiai recovcrablc oil rcscr\‘es appear 
to be located of‘Ishore in the Beaufort Sea rather than 

than I SO0 mctrcs) will use two rigs per island. 

onshore In the Mackenlic Dcita. OIlshore oil disco\ - 
cries include Nektoralik. Kopanoar. Tat-Gut. Koa- 
koak. and Issungnak. The success of’currcnt dciinca- 
tion di-iliing programs will determine which ol‘thcsr 
discoveries is developed fiirst. 

, 

To assist in describing the possible scale and rate of‘ 
development the proponents have used :I computer 
model referred to as the Beauf’ort Planning Model. It 
is described in further detail in Section 3.2.8. but 
some ofthe assumptions used by it should be outlined 
at this time. The model assumes that the proponents 
will proceed with a devclopmcnt sciicmc after a dis- 
covery wcil and two dulincation wells have been suc- 
cessfully driiicd. It is further assumed that an artificial 
island dc\eiopment scheme would be used and that 
production would commence approxim;rtcl> one 
ye;lr :rftcr the production island has been compietcd. 
The number of‘ wells that must be driilcd in order to 
deplete f‘uli reser\.cs in ;I rcasonablc period of time is 
zsumed todepend on well productivitv. T-he number 
of wells drilled then in turn indicates the level of 
activit!: required to meet the development plan. 

3. Each drilling rig GIII drill 3 production wells per 
yar- to deep reservoirs. 6 wells per year to medium 
depth reservoirs and t: wells per !‘ear to sh:lilow depth 
resei-voirs. 

4. One in.jcction well will be required for every two 
producing wells drilled. 

5. Gas OI- welter in,jcction will commence cithcr 1 or 2 
yc;irs alter the star-t 01‘ oil production. 

6. Associxtcd gas production ih based upon the 
xsuniption th;lt the gas lo oil ratio is 17X cubic 
mctrcs of g!;ts to I cubic mctrc of- oil ( I .OOO st;lnd;trd 
cubic itie1 ol‘gas to I barrel of-oil). More details on 6~1s 
production ;Irc given in Chapter 7. 

7. T~picnll~ pc;lk reservoir production I;tsts 3 to 5 
years. 

X. Al’tcr peak production, production declines ;lt ;rn 
annu:il rate of‘ I5 to 20(X. 

Other pertinent production assumptions used in the 
de\clopmcnt model are listed below. 

9. RcscrLcs ill-e depicted in the ‘25 vc;lr design lif’c 01‘ 
:rn artificial island. 
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3.2.3 ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS AND 
ASSUMPTIONS 

By definition. a commercial reservoir is one which 
has recoverable reserves large enough to yield a suff‘i- 
cicnt return on the investment rcquircd to develop 
and operate the field. The threshold reserve is the 
minimum level of rcservcs which will enable the 
developer to proceed. 

In conventional southern Canadian onshore opera- 
tions. threshold rcscrces are very low compared to 
wht is required in more dill’icult areas like the Beau- 
i‘ort Sea or the North Sea. The minimum crude oil 
rcscrves rcquircd to make production in the Mackcn- 
zic Delta or Bcaufort Sea economic will depend gn 
many (actors. including reservoirdepth, well produc- 
tivity and area1 extent of the reserves. It is not possi- 
ble to give precise threshold reserves until these fac- 
tors arc determined by dclincation drilling and 
engineering studies. 

The transportation system that will be used to carry 
Beaul’ort Sea-Mackcn;lie Delta oil to the south will bc 
;I significant t;ictor al‘l’ccting threshold reserves. 
Extensive studies are underway to determine thresh- 
old reserves and the economic costs 01’ various 
transportation options. As the cost ol‘the transporta- 
tion system is reduced. so is the lctel of threshold 
i.cser\es rcquircd. 

3.2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIO- 
ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS 

Dcbrlopmcnt ol‘thc Bcaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region must bc accomplished within the constraints 
imposed b! the dcgrce 01‘ cn\ironmental and socio- 
economic impact which is dccmcd acceptable. 
Accordingly. the dc\elopment will be undertaken in 
huch ;I wak as to take into account cn\ironmental 
and aocio-economic conccl-ns. These issues and 
industr!~‘~ mitigatiic mea~urcs are dealt with in 
Volumes 4 to 7 of this Environmental Impact 
Statcmenr. 

3.2.5 REGULATORY CONSTRAINTS AND 
ASSUMPTIONS 

The wide \ariet! ot‘acti\itics inLolled in ;I prc!ject ot’ 
this t\pt’ancl sijrc are sub-&t to man\ public regula- 
tor! control>. The.sc controls i’all under ;I range 01’ 
jurisdictions (local. regional and national) and range 
from implied or rcquehted controls to specific guide- 
lines and laws. Dc\elopmcnt must be undertaken 
within these constraints. 

There are ;I number ot‘go\ernment agencies to which 
industr! must submit their proposals for hydrocar- 

bon production from the Bcaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region. These include the Environmental 
Assessment RcLiew Process (EARP); the review ot 
debelopmcnt plans by the Department of’ Indian 
Af‘t‘airs and Northern Development (DIAND); a 
reveiw ol‘engineering proposals and Canadian bene- 
fits under the Canadian Oil and Gas Land Act 
(COGLA): possibly a review by the National Energy 
Board (NEB):and reviews by the Northwest Territo- 
ries and Yukon governments. 

The major constraint of regulatory processes is the 
time necessary for preparation. presentation and 
approval. Oncconscquencc is that project scheduling 
and mator financial commitments are ol‘ten delayed. 

The unique relationship between Arctic seasonal 
operations and delays should be recognized. A short 
dcloy due to the regulatory process could result in a 
one ycurdelay in development. since the open water 
\cason in the Beaul’ort Sea available I’or construction 
and installation ol‘cquipment is very short. Delays of 
this type arc costly. 

3.2.6 LOGlSTIC AND SUPPORT 
CONSTRAINTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

A Lariety ot’ assumptions related to support and 
logistics must bc determined in order to evaluate the 
levels of activity. which in turn. may produce envir- 
onmental and socio-economic effects. 

Drcdgins. for example. is a key activity which influ- 
cnces the pace of’ development. Figure 3.2-l shows 
the approximate dredging requirements tbr con- 
struction ol’artif‘icial islands. It should be noted that 
the kolumcs needed and their deli\crability arc 
directI> related to dredge type (capacity). distance 
from source to deposit. and the N’ater depth at the 
island location. All these factors iniluencc the time 
taken to build exploration and production islands. 

Personnel requirements are another significant vari- 
able which may affttct the development plan. The 
availability 01’ people with the necessary skills is 
essential to the success of the operation. Assump- 
tions are made about the people required on the basis 
of job skills. 

Assumptions with regard to freight volumes and 
modes of’ transport are required for each type of 
activity. Assumptions are made of where and when 
materials are required and the means of supply. For 
example. river barge traffic will increase but this will 
not affect community resupply since an allowance is 
made t‘or that. The success of meeting supply com- 
mitments will determine the success in keeping to 
schedules. 
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FIGURE 3.2-l Artificial islands must be buM lo develop offshore reservoms. 7h/s requrres tne Uredgmg ot very large volumes 
of material. Th figure shows both dredge capacity and the volumes of dredged material required for typical offshore 
structures at two water depths. 

The supply of marine vessels. aircraft and land vehi- 
cles is also a significant consideration in meeting 
de\-elopment schedules. 

Large urban centres do not presently exist in the 
region and consequently support bases must be 
established. The support bases are the operations 
centres from which all logistics or support functions 
originate. Assumptions about type and size of sup- 
port basesare made on the basis ofacti\ities planned. 
quantities of freight to be moved and available 
mode\ of transport. 

All logistic and support assumptions arc dctcrmincd 
b! the Ic\cl of activity. that is. the pace of dc~elop- 
ment pursued. Furthermore. thc!,arc all intcrrclated. 
Thus. to achie\c a higher rate of oil production more 
drilling is rcquircd and more acti\,it!, occurs at the 
support base. 

3.2.7 POLITICAL CONSTRAINT8 

M+ior de\,clopmcnts such as this proposal for the 
Bcaufor1 Sea-Mackcnzic Delta Region must be co- 
ordinated with national and rcyional political poli- 
cic5. and this can impose some constraints. Howckcr. 
rhc plan p~it i’or\h,;ird in this document ~111 help fulfill 
go\ernmcnt politics on rcsour-cc dc\clopmcnt and 
M,ill contribute to mectlng the nation;11 ob$cti\c of 
achieving cncrg!’ self-sufficicnc!,. As planning pro- 
gresses. communication u,ith go\crnments and the 
local people u,~ll bc maintained. and enhanced if’ 
neccssar!. to ensure compatibilit!, b,ith go\crnment 
policies and other requirements. 

Within northern Canada there are many political 
issues to be settled wlhich have implications for Beau- 
fort Sea-Mackenzie Delta development. Included 
among these are native land claims. division of the 
Northwest Territories. pro\,incehood and revenue 
sharing. However. in the proponents’ view these 
issues need not necessarily impose constraints on this 
development. Rather. development of the region 
should ha\,e a positi1.e impact on the resolution of 
these issues. Furthermore. the provision ofcmploy- 
ment. business and other opportunities. and a tax 
base will improbc the economic base of the region. 

3.2.8 THE BEAUFORT PLANNING MODEL 

An cxtcnsive computer program has been developed. 
and is presently utilized. to assist in analyzing the 
de\,clopmcnt options a\ailablc for the Beaufort Sca- 
Mackcnzic Delta Region. Figure 3.2-2 is a flow dia- 
gram of the computer model. The model allows 
planners to test various assumptions related to 
dcl,elopmcnt which assist in narrowing down scena- 
rio\ to a small group ot‘fixsiblc schemes. However. it 
must be remembered that computer modelling is ;I 
planning tool and the final selection 01‘ ;I dct~lop- 
mcnt plan f’or the BeauI‘ort Sea-MackcnTic Delta 
Region will still be based on discovery rates. opera- 
tional practicalit>. technical and economic f’easibilio; 
as well as social and environmental concerns. 

The planning model is not intended to predict ;I 
spcclf‘ic dc\~elopmcnt plan but rather to indicate the 
requirements (within a reasonable order of‘ magni- 
tude) necessary to attain dif’fercnt levels of‘activity. 
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OPERATING REGUIREMENTS 

FIGURE 3.2-2 A planning mode/ assembled on a computer has been developed to relate the many variables involved in the 
development of discoveries in fhe future. The,model starts with assumptions on the number and size of discoveries and 
computes the resources such as icebreakers, drrllmg sys!ems. and people that are required throughout the forecast period. the 
computer mode/ enables one to study a great many optrons and determine if the resources are available and also to quantify 
the factors which may cause an environmental or SOCIO-economtc disturbance. 

Thus, a particular exercise might consist of inputting are: dredge volumes. number of islands, number 01 
information associated with assumed discovery rates, drill rigs. manpower. steel tonnage. machinery, ships. 
reservoir parameters and production rates. The capital flow and transfer payments. For example. the 
model output would then indicate the individual computer model calculates the personnel require- 
reservoir production profiles and the levels ofactivity ments on the basis of thirty job skill classifications 
required to attain that particular development rate. and estimates the home residences of these workers. 
Some of the requirements indicated by the output This, in turn. determines the infrastructure needed to 
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transport personnel to the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region as well as the revenue transferred to the 
provinces through the wage mechanism. 

The gathering of relevant data is an ongoing process 
and the development of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region depends on constantly updating our 
knowledge base. The flexibility of the computer 
model allows planners to continually re-evaluate the 
requirements for different development plans. In 
using this model. short term projections are reasona- 
bly accurate. However. long-term extrapolations 
based on these data are less accurate. The develop- 
ment plan described here, and options to it, are thus 
based on the best currently available information. 

3.3 THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

The development plan can be considered in two dis- 
tinct phases. In the first phase hydrocarbon resources 
will be confirmed and delineated and a complete oil 
producing and transportation system will be designed 
and built. This is the short-term development plan 
which leads to ‘first oil.’ For the intermediate case, 
first oil using the completed transportation system 
could bc as early as 1986 using tankers or 1987 using 
an overland pipeline. The plan for the second phase 
of development is to provide for long-term oil 
production. 

These two distinct phases of the development plan 
(see Figure 3.3-l) are described here. The planned 
activities in 1982 are presented.followed by the sche- 

START 
NG 
POINT 

+ 

-v--- 
pj$J 

------- 

ISLAND 
CONSTRUCTION TRANSPORTATION 

1982 PRE-PRODUCTION 1988 1982 1987 987 PRODUCTION J 2000 

FIGURE 3.3-l After a drscovery has been made there are two distinct phases of activity, The first is development where the 
productIon faci/it/es are built and rnstalled and the transportation system IS put rn place. The second phase is production. It 
requwes about four years to develop a typical offshore oil field. The number ofoilfields being developed af any one time in a 
given area IS the pace of development. Production could start from the Beaufort in 1986. 

PHASE 1 - SHORT TERM 
ESTABLISH A PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

dule and description of activities planned to 1986. 
The likely developments in place and assumed activ- 
ity underway in 1987 are then presented to give a 
clear picture ofthe progress made to that date. This is 
followed by a more general description of the sche- 
dule and activities which could continue to the year 
2000. 

The development plan presented is based upon the 
intermediate production rate shown in Figure 3.1-2. 
In Section 3.4 the options to and influences on this 
plan are discussed. 

The development plan is formulated and described in 
terms of a typical oilfield development which could 
occur anywhere in the world. The single unique fea- 
ture of this development plan is the location of the 
development. The natural environment of the Beau- 
fort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region places unique con- 
straints on design and implementation of such a plan. 

3.3.1 THE STARTING POINT - 1982 

The development plan described here starts in 1982. 
Delineation drilling to define the offshore discovery 
at Tarsiut (Figure 3.3-2) is under way in 1982. The 
commercial viability of this reservoir should be estab- 
lished by the end of the year. Onshore, further explo- 
ration or delineation drilling can also be expected in 
1982. 

Elsewhere in the region in 1982, three offshore wells 
are scheduled to be completed that were suspended at 
the end of the 1981 drilling season. Up to six addi- 

FIRST 
OIL 

PHASE 2 - LONG TERM 
DEVELOPMENT 
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FIGURE 3.3-2 We//sites in the offshore Beaufort Sea. 

tional wells could be started during the season if time 
and conditions permit. Completion of this drilling 
program (16,000 metres) represents approximately 
2.25 times the depth drilled in 1981. 

An engineering program is being prepared for addi- 
tional offshore drilling in 1983 and beyond. The 
drilling systems planned for this program will include 
a new caisson retained island (to be delivered in 
1982). two mobile Arctic caissons (1982 and 1984) 
and a bloating conical drilling unit ( 1983). in addition 
to conventional drillships and existing artificial 
islands. These drilling platforms, illustrated in Figure 
3.3-3, are described in detail in Section 4.3. 

In 19X2. support bases will be expanded and marine 
equipment will be brought into the region tosupport 
these and anticipated future activities. This year, the 
Environmental Impact Statement for hydrocarbon 
development in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
will be submitted by industry. Commitments forcer- 
tain kinds of equipment will have to await the out- 
come of this review process. 

Gulf is developing a base on Arctic Transportation 
Limited property at Tuktoyaktuk which will accom- 
modate up to 200 people. Construction of living 
accommodation. warehouse. shop and utility facili- 
ties is underway. A fuel depot tank farm is also being 
built. 

Gulf has also applied to the Federal Government for 
approval-in-principle to develop a marine supply 
base at Stokes Point on the Yukon coast. An applica- 
tion previously submitted to the government request- 
ing permission to build a base at McKinlev Bay is 
being held in abeyance until resolution 02 Gulfs 
request for a deep-draft marine support facility is 
accomplished. The proposed base at Stokes Point 
will be used for storing and transferring fuel and 
supplies to Gulfs drilling fleet. It will have living 
accommodation for camp and marine personnel. 
repair facilities. a warehouse and storage area and an 
airstrip suitable for STOL aircraft. A causeway and 
dock is being planned to provide ice protection and to 
permit loading and unloading of supplies. 
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FIGURE 3.3-3 Drillships and artificial islands have been used as foundations for exploratron drilling rigs in the Beaufort for 
the past several years. Variations of these concepts include artificial islands. which are capped with different types of caissons, 
and confcal floating systems. which have the capability lo drill in more ice than a drillship. Exploration drrlling systems are 
temporary MI nature. genera//y drilling only one we// and then movrng lo a different locahon. 

Several new marine vessels will be brought into the 
Beaufort Sea in 1982 as well as several new aircraft. 
Table 3.3-l summarizes the major industry activities 
planned and the support equipment required for 
19x2. 

Although the technology is now debeloped. research 
will continue to refine our understanding of the 
et’l.ects of sea ice on the offshore structures. In 1982. 
research and monitoring(described in Volume 7) will 
be carried out in a variety of fields including studies 
on waves and currents. earthquakes and geotcchnical 
research related to offshore drilling and production 
platforms: well drilling research: oil spill research 
related to prevention and mitigation of possible 
spills: and environmental research and monitoring 
related to all activities. 

The level ofactibity planned for 1982 is not apprecia- 
blygreater than that ofprevious!ears. but will reflect 
the start 01. planning and prelimmarv design to pro- 
gress from the exploration phase to the production 
phase. 

3.3.2 DEVELOPMENT PLAN - 1982 TO 1987 

The development schedule for 1982 to 1987 is shown 
in Figure 3.3-4. 

3.3.2.1 Prove Commercial Reserves 

The proposed drilling program for 1982 onwards is 
designed to discover and prove commercial reserves 
of oil. Figure 3.3-5 illustrates systems to be used for 
drilling in 1982 and 1983. 

Present indications are that commercial reserves of 
oil exist in Beaufort Sea reservoirsand that these will 
provide the threshold oil quantities required to 
initiate production development. The development 
plan assumes that reservoirs will be developed and 
placed on production in order of technical merit 
and reservoir knowledge. However, shallow water 
rcscrvoirs (developments in less than 25 metres) will 
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TABLE 3.3-l 

PLANNED ACTIVITIES AND EQUIPMENT FOR 1982 

Component 

Wells Drilled 
Islands Constructed 
Personnel on site 
Marine Vessels 
Aircraft 
Supplies Required 

(Tonnes/Annum) 
Support Bases 

Exlstlng Estimated New In 
(wvrW 1982 

133 9 
20 2 

1,170 260 
29 7 
11 4 

149,000 200,000 
2 1 

Estimated Total to 
the End of 

1982 

142 
22 

1,430 
36 
15 

3 

PRE-PRODUCTION OBJECTIVES 
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REGULATORY PROCESS 

ENGINEERING 

RESERVOIR DELINEATION 

CONSTRUCT PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

MAJOR FINANCIAL PLANNING 

TIME IN YEARS 

’ 82 ’ 83 ’ 84 ’ 85 ’ 86 ’ 87 

FIGURE 3.3-4 The development schedule indrcates that fhe major financial commitments musf be made in early 7983 in 
order to achieve producfron in 1986. The commercial viability of some discoveries should be established by that time. 

be less difficult to bring on production than deep 
Water ones (more than 50 mctres). This is largely 
because in shallower waters much less dredged mate- 
rial will be required to build the necessary artificial 
islands /‘or- drilling and production platforms. Like- 
wise. finding oil at shallow depths (less than 2.000 
metres beneath the sea bed) will make such fields 
caster to develop than fields with deeper reservoirs 
because drilling time and costs will be reduced. 

As ;I consequence of these considerations. the explo- 
ration and drilling program is expected to concen- 
trate on delineating reservoirs such as Tarsiut and 
Issungnak (shown in Figure 3.3-2). These reservoirs 
are located in relatively shallow water (less than 25 
metres deep) with discovery reservoir depths at 
roughly I.500 metres. Exploratory and delineation 
drilling- will continue at other locations. including 
Kopanoar and Koakoak. to fulfill company obliga- 
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tions and to assess potential reservoirs in these por- 
tions of the lease acreages. 

Several crude oil discoveries have been made in the 
onshore and nearshore Beaufor-r area since the dis- 
coker’yat Atkinson Point in 1970.Todate.a total 01‘9 
oil pools in the shallow Water and onshore area ha\e 
been discovered. with total recoverable rcserces 
being estimated at between 30 and 40 million cubic 
metres. There is significant potential for future crude 
discoveries in the onshore r-egion. however these will 
likely be more modest in size than those disco\.ercd 
offshore. 

3.3.2.2 Regulatory Process 

Submissions will be made to government and the 
Federal Environmental Assessment and Retiew 
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FIGURE 3.3-5 There are currently /our dr~llships operating in the Beauforf Sea and one caisson reramed artrf/c/al Gland 
Three addilional caisson dr////ng systems are under construction and will come unto the Beaufort !n ‘82 through 84. A con~al 
dn///ng unit IS a/so under construct/on and scheduled to come mto the Beaufort in 7983. The de/meat/on requ!rements for 
exsting dscoveries Increases the requirement for drlllrng systems. 

PI-ocesa will be coniplctcd in this tinw pcl-id. ;IS production systcni ;~nd ;i long tcl-ni lI.;lllspol.t;ltioll 

discusstxl prci ioust> swcm. As shown in Figllw 3.3-h. ;I complete PI-O- 
dwtion systrni will tlicn hc in place. 

3.3.2.3 Engineering 

PRODUCTION ARTIFICIAL 
ISLAND - BEAUFORT SEA 

I 

+ 0 .------- f 'i- - - ?'F,-( 3 I (r-..r----' q 1 , L ._________,’ 
I-------LH 

J 

ARCTIC 
TANKERS 

OVERLAND 
PIPELINE 

COMPLETE PRODUCTION SYSTEM 

FIRST OIL 

. 
FIGURE 3.3-6 The major components of a production system include drill systems ior drilling and’ producing wells, 
product/on processing fac/lities, various support systems, a foundafcon system on whrch lo p/ace this equipment, and an oil 
transportafton system. Art/f!cia/ Islands will be used as a foundation for the drilling and product/on systems. while either 
tankers or pipelrnes are su/tab/e for hydrocarbon transportation. 
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production islands. Production systems must last the 
20 to 30 year lift ol‘ an oil field. 

cajsson-retained island. was built in 1981 in the mo\- 
ing ice zone of the Beaul‘ort Sea. Figure 3.3-i’ shows 
an ;Irtist’s cut-aw:rv drawing of this island and a 

Artificial earth filled islands are the princip;ll plat- photograph of the island in operation during the 

forms for offshore drilling systems. Tarsiut. the first winter of‘ 1981-82. 

FIGURE 3.3-7 Ewpenence with explorafion islands has demonstrated the feasibihty of usmg artifroal /stands as a foundation 
for permanent productjon and dr///lng fao/,t,es. The Tarsjut concrete caisson retarned Island builf m 1987. provides the 
engmeers w/th techmcal data required for des!gnrng larger permanent product/on islands. 
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FIGURE 3.3-8 An exploration island like Tars~t could be 
converted to a produchon island by enlarging and streng- 
thenfng the ex/shng island as illustrated m this sequence. 

Espericncc with artificial island building during the 
last ten years is being used in the desig of‘ production 
islands. At present thcrc at-e two main concepts for 
production islands. One is a circular- island ol‘ sufl‘i- 
cicnt G/c to support production equipment. Figure 
3.3-8 illustrates a possible scqucncc for upgrading:tn 
exploration island to a production island. 

Another concept of ;I production island is horseshoe 
shaped. This design. 21s shown in Figure 3.3-9. pcr- 
mits the ilscol‘con\cntional floating or I’ixcd f’acilitics 
in the ccntrc since the island would isolate these 
t’acilitics I‘rom high ice forces. 

The tcchnolosy used in constructing land pads I’OI 
production tacilitics would bc similar to methods 
used at Prudhoc B:I~. Alaska. Either gravel pads ot 
piling would be installed to prevent permafrost de- 
gradation. All ofthe production platforms,as well as 
w~cral other tvpcs of‘ foundations. arc described in 
more detail in Section 4.3 of‘ this document. 

Early design efforts have and will continue to con- 
centratc on the litcilitics and equipment that will be 
placid on the ahnc mentioned platt’orms. These 
htcilities arc conventional and. when housed to pro- 
\ idc protection l’rom the weather. vvill operate in the 

PHASE II 

PHASE Ill 

FIGURE 3.3-9 The Tarsrutexploration Mandcouldalso be 
en/arged to an offshore product/on and loadmg facility. This 
faohfy includes oilstorage. processrng and loading facilities 
as well as the drillmg systems. The slot In the island provrdes 
protect/on for the storage and production systems and for 
tankers which would load at the &and. The ice thickness 
insfde the Island IS controlled by waste heat from the produc- 
fron process. 

s;~tm way as similar systems throughout the world. 
Types of production i’acilities and their purpose are 
dcscribcd in more detail in Section 4.5. 

In 1983 planning and engineering will also focus on 
the options for an oil transportation system. With 
reference to the tanker option, engineering stu- 
dies will focus on the design of‘ the Arctic tanker and 
the offshore loading facilities which will be required 
in the Bcaul‘ort Sea. These are discussed further in 
Section 6.3. With respect to the development plan it 
is assumed that tankers can be built in the next f’our 
years and that they will transport crude oil year- 
round through the Northwest Passage. Dome is cur- 
rently proposing to use a “smaller” version of the 
Arctic Class IO tanker to transport early production 
from the Tarsiut field (Plate 3.3-l). 

Another transportation option is an overland pipe- 
line. The route presently being considered follows the 
Mackenzie Valley to northern Alberta. It parallels 
the Rainbow Pipeline system to Edmonton where it 
connects with existing pipeline systems. This route is 
shown in Figure 3.3-I I. 
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PLATE 3.3-l To transport early productron from the Jar- 
siut field, a “smaller”80,OOOtonne version of the Arctrc Class 
70 tanker is being active/y considered. 

The design. construction technology and operating 
experience needed for a pipeline from the Beaufort 
Sea is already in existence. The Alyeska oil pipeline 

was built across the entire state of Alaska and has 
been successfully operated since June 1977. This 
Alaskan pipeline is approximately I.300 kilometres in 
length. I.200 millimetres in diameter.and is presentI!, 
carrying about 250 thousand cubic metres of oil per 
day ( I .h million BOPD). 

The present development plan considers two pipeline 
configurations for transport of oil from the Benut‘ort 
Sea. A small diameter 300 to 400 millimetrc buried 
crude oil pipeline could be built to carr!’ low viscos- 
ity. low pour point oil. This Ii& would run south- 
ward from the Mackenzie Delta along the east side of 
the Mackenzie River and connect to the Norman 
Wells Pipeline. This transportation system is being 
investigated and could accommodate up to 3.500 
cubic metres per day from onshore and nearshore 
Beaufort Sea oil discoveries such as Adgo and Atkin- 
son (see Figure 3.3.12). Such a small development 
ma!, be economically viable. particularly for onshore 
and nearshore fields, because of the relatively low 
cost ofdeveloping these reservoirs and the efficiencies 

FIGURE 3.3-10 
._ 

The Northwest Passage will be the route used by the Archc Tankers to transport oil from the Beaufort Sea to 
the East Coast of North America. 
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FIGURE 3.3-l 1 If a pfpefrne were used to carry oil from the 
Beaufort it would be routed down the Mackenzie Valley and 
t/e m with an exNmg pIpefine system at Edmonton which 
would carry the oil east to Toronto and Montreal. 

achieved by using the Norman Wells pipeline. It is 
estimated that production could commence 3 to 4 
years after regulator! approvals were received. 

FIGURE 3.3-12 Early onshore 011 development. 

As larger of‘f’shorc rcser\cs arc proven. :I new larger 
pipelinc(9OOor 1300 millimetres in size) ma\ bc built 
f‘rom :I site such as North Point on Richardslsland to 
Edmonton. This line HUUM also transport oil pre- 
~iousll; carried by the small diameter pipeline if’ that 
wcrc built. The small pipeline could then be used to 
car-r! 1.~~1 ga\ f’or pump stations. natural gas liquids 
or methanol produced from natural gas. 

In this time period. engineering studies of’ a mixed 
mode transportation system will beconducted. Initial 
oil production might best be transported by either a 
small diameter pipeline or by tankers. Then for 
increased production. there would still be a choice of 
transportation system: either a large diameter pipe- 
line or an increase in the number of’tankcrs. How- 
ever, support fbr either or both transportation sys- 
tems by the Government of’canada must be forth- 
coming so that an essentially complete oil production 
system can be built. 

3.3.2.4 Reservoir Delineation 

Delineation drilling ofthe majordiscoveries onshore 
would be accomplished over a two year period. For 
example. four wells have been drilled to date on the 
Adgo structure and delineation drilling could be 
completed by 1984 with expected production in 1987. 
The development would include 3 gravel production 
islands with a total of 15 producing wells to produce 
2.500 to 3.000 cubic metres per da!. 

Through further delineation drilling and reservoir 
analysis carried out between 1982 and 1987, the spe- 
cific of’fshore locations around which initial produc- 
tion could commence will be identified. Present indi- 
cations are that Tarsiut. shown in Figure 3.3-13. 
could be the f‘irsi offshore commercial reservoir. 

I NEKTORALIK. .KOPANOAR T~NGMIARK . I 

FIGURE 3.3-13 A successful delmeation we// was drilled 
from an experrmental Island at Tarswf during the winter of 
‘8 l- ‘82. Further drrlling is planned durrng the summer of 
7982 SO that the commercial vrabilify of thrs field could be 
estabfrshed by the end of 1982. 

The development plan schedule f,r the oflihore 
Beautort Sea is summarized in Figure 3.3-14. The 
proposed plan is to develop the Tarsiut reservoir first 
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TARSIUT 
(6 ISLANDS) 

KOAKOAK 
(3 ISLANDS) 

ISSUNGNAK 
AND OTHERS 

.::: 
Y 

,- 

l! ?Si i984 1986 1988 1990 
YEAR 

FIGURE 3.3-14 Tars&t will likely be the firsf offshore field 
on product/on in the Beaufort. It is located in relatively shal- 
low water. a/ready has an artificial island, and has a success- 
ful delineation well. Development of other Beaufort discov- 
eries could follow Tarsiut, sequenced to maximize the 
utilizatjon of onsite consfruchon resources and stabilize the 
activity in the Beaufort ftegion. 

f‘ollowed by other likely fields such as Koakoak, 
lssungnak and Kopanoar in a systematic fashion. 

The water depth at Tarsiut is relatively shallow (22 
metres). making buildingofa production island feas- 
ible. The discovery hydrocarbon zone is at roughly 
1,500 metres. The reservoir structure indicates that 
onlv a few delineation wells would be required to 
just:fy proceeding with development. The reservoir. 
illustrated in Figure 3.3-15. is approximately 25 
kilometres by 4 kilometres in size. This indicates that 
the entire reservoir could be effectively produced with 
five artificial islands. Also shown on the illustration 
are the location of the discovery well. the first delinea- 
tion well and possible sites for additional delineation 
wells. 

As discussed previously, the first successful delinea- 
tion well at Tarsiut was recently completed and was 
estimated to have a sustained oil production flow of 
approximately 550 cubic metres per day (3.500 
BOPD). By the end of 1982 at least two further 
delineation wells will be drilled and tested. 

3.3.2.5 Construct Production Facilities 

(a) Offshore 

Assuming that the drilling is successful. the regula- 
tory process is completed, and financial commit- 
ments are made, then the Tarsiut exploration island 
could be upgraded to a production island. A com- 
mitment to an initial transportation system could 
then also be made. 

It is estimated that the volume of dredged material 
required for the series of artificial islands at Tarsiut is 

FIGURE 3.3-15 The Tarsiut discovery we// was drilled from 
a dri//sh/p. The delineation well. drilled from an experrmenfal 
is/and, was 7.8 kilometres east. The reservoir is relatively 
long and narrow and relatrvely shallow. Four to six islands 
will be requrred to develop the field because of the limrfed 
reach of the directronally drilled wells. One of fhe islands 
would be a combrnaflon production. processing and loading 
facility. 

approximately 36 million cubic metres. First devel- 
opment islands would be started at a rate of one per 
year using conventional dredging equipment with 
each island taking 2 to 3 years to build. 

Approximately two and a half years have been 
allowed for the fabrication and commissioning of.the 
first main production unit. It will probably be barge- 
mounted. constructed in southern Canada, then 
towed out to the first production island. In the 
summer of. 1986 installation. hook-up and final 
commissioning will be completed. Production sys- 
tems would be installed on completed islands at a 
rate of one per year until completion of the fif‘th 
island in about 1991. 

At the Tarsiut field all production locations will be 
connected to the main facility by subsea pipelines. 
Islands will be connected as thev are completed. If‘ 
tankers are used to service this j‘ield. their number 
would increase at a rate of‘ one ship per 8.000 cubic 
metres (50.000 barrels) of oil per day. 

Once the commitment to a production system has 
been made then development would proceed at the 
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next reservoir. Based on information to date, this is 
likeI> to bc Koakoak. This structure is approxi- 
mately IO kilometrcs in diameter and is located in 
Water from 40 to48 metresdeep. Figure 3.3-16 shows 
the reservoir with the possible locations of develop- 
ment islands.The full development of this reservoir 
will require three production islands. 

The dccelopment proposed for Koakoak represents 
;I typical schedule for a moderately deep water field. 
Drilling should commence in late 1983 and four 
delineation wells should be drilled and tested b\, the 
end of 1988. It is anticipated that these wells will 
provide sufficient information to determine the 
commercial viability of this field and to permit con- 
struction ofa production island to proceed. 

The third reservoir to be brought into production 
could bc either lssungnak or Kopanoar depending 
on relative economics and reservoir potential. 
Issungnak is in :I similar water depth to Tarsiut while 
Kopanoar is a deep water field. 

To establish and then maintain the plan for 1982 to 
1987 will require extensive support services. Support 
scr\,icea are comprised of‘all svstems that are external 
to the operating sites. They-include such things as 
support bases. tug boats. supply boats. icebreakers. 

fixed wing aircraft, helicopters and communications. 
These are described in detail in Chapter 5. 

The number of operating sites and the level and 
nature ofactivity at each site determines the amount 
of support required. For example. an operating drill- 
ship requires one icebreaking supply boat and one 
standby boat. One 20 passenger helicopter is required 
for every 400 people and one Boeing 737jct aircraft 
or equivalent is required for every 2.500 pcoplc in the 
area. These types of’ relationships arc used to calcu- 
late future support requirements. 

Support base expansion in this time period will be 
focused at McKinley Bay and possibly Stokes Point. 
Once the production systems are in operation. some 
of the functions carried out at the support base may 
shift offshore to the artificial islands. These islands 
will be accessible to icebreakers and supply ships on a 
year-round basis. 

(b) Onshore and Nearshore Production 

Development of onshore reserves will take piacc in II 
manner similar to offshore development. Once rescr- 
voirdelineation iscomplctcd.dcsign, fabricationand 
installation of production facilities is commenced. 
The production facilities will be located on gravel 
pads or piling toguard against permafrost thaw. The 

KOAKOAK 

OUTLINE AREA ACCESSIBLE 
FROM ARTIFICIAL ISLAND I 

OUTLINE OF 
RESERVOIR 

DEVELOPMENT 
, ISLAND LOCATIONS 

DISCOVERY WELL 

70”20’ 

0 1 2 3 4 

0123456789 

FIGURE 3.3-16 The Koakoak reservorr IS m water about 50 mefres deep. The field could be developed with two or three 
art/floal Islands and production could be processed at a Koakoak production storage and loadmg island or alternatively it 
could be dehered to the Tarsjut loadmg facihty through a seafloor prpeline. 
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FREIGHT VOLUME BY YEAR 
1000’5 OF TONNES 

100 -100 YEAR 
FIGURE 3.3-21 Shown here are the on.sGe personnel 
requ/rements for the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta devel- 
opment to 1987. Since a rotatjon system will be used wrth 
some people commufing from soufhern Canada, the total 
number of people on the mdusfry’s payroll wrll be larger than 
thrs. 

FUEL trntcd in Figure 3.3-22. will be in place. These ;irc 
listed in T;tblc 3.3-2. 

FOOD- 0 0 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1980 1907 

PERCENTAGE OF FREIGHT VOLUME 
MAJOR COMMODITY 

FIGURE 3.3-20 Projected tonnes of supplIes requjred from 
1982 to 1987 

hers show,n ;Irc for pcoplc working onsitc at one time. 
Since ;I rotation sgtcm will bc used with some people 
commuting from southern Canada. the total number 
of people on the industry’s payroll will be greater. 

3.3.3 THE PACE OF DEVELOPMENT IN 1987 

B! 1987. one or two Beaufort Sea Llnd Mackenzie 
Delta oil fields will have been brought into produc- 
tion. Through exploration. additional com- 
mcrcial rescrics will ha\c been discobercd. Some 
cxpcr-icncc u,ith production s>stcms will ha~c been 
s:iincd. The cnvironmcnt;rl and socio-economic 
impacts U,ill ha\e been identified and Canad; will 
ha\c ;I much hcttcr picture ot’ the nation;ll crude oil 
\uppl!-demand bal;incc. 

In 1987. :lssuming the intermediate production r;ltc. 
oil production is proiected to hc 5.720 cubic mctres 
(38.000 hat-I-cls) per &I!. A complctc arra> ofcxplo- 
r-ation. productIon ;\nd support systems. as illus- 

16000 

OIL PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION , 
/ ORI‘LINO AND MARINE @AS PIPELINE 

OPERATION . CONSTRUCTIONS 

1882 1993 1994 1986 1990 1987 

A method ofc\aluating the reasonnblcncss ol‘dc~el- 
opmcnt pro,icctions is to comp:lre them with actual 
cxpcricnce in anothrr oil producing ;Irca. Thus. the 
projcctcd Bcuutort Sea drilling schcdulc was com- 
pirrcd to the ;ictuaI number of cxplorntion wells 
drilled in the CJnited Kingdom sc‘ctor 01‘ the North 
Sea. This shoucd th:lt the proicctcd Bcoufort Sea 
cxplorittory drilling r;\tc !‘<)I. the next IO ycnrs is Icxs 
than one quarter of that cxperienccd in the North Sca 
in ;I simil;lr time period. 

The Be:lufort Sea disccl\ery r;ltc. hnscd on the success 
ofthc 33 csploratory wells drilled in the ofl‘shorc OWI 
the pas1 ctccadc. pro\ ides substantial evidcncc that 
large oil and gas I‘iclds exist. If the rate of rcscrvcs 
discoLcr1; is ;\s good ;IS that cxpericnccd in the IJ.K. 
North Sea. then Be;lul’ort Sea discovcrcd rcscrbcs 
woulci total 720 thous;lnd cubic metrcs (4.5 billion 
barrels) of oil b! 19X5. and 1.2 million cubic mctrcs 
(7.5 billion barrels) by 1990. 

At the time of the first ma,ior oil discovery in the 
North Sea ( 1970) the site spccil‘ic technology to pro- 
duct oil in thi\ h:\rsh marine cnvironmcnt did not yet 
exist. Ne\crthelcss. first oil production WI\ ;whievcd 
just l’ikc >ea~-\ later and is now well cstablishcd (Fig- 
urc 3.3-23). The oil industry’s position in the Bcau- 
fort Sea today is much like Its position in the North 
Sea ten years ago. Extensive research has been con- 
duct4 on design criteria for Bcaul‘ort Sea syems 
and expcricnce has been gained in exploratory;,pcra- 
lions. Based on this cxpcricncc industry is cominced 
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FIGURE 3.3-22 By 1987 there will be a complete array of exploration. production and support systems in place in the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region, as illustrated. 
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FIGURE 3.3-23 Development of the Beauforf Sea-Mackenme Delfa Regfon maybe compared to thaf of the North Sea where 
of/ production. also ,n a harsh c/,mate. sfarted lust ftve years affer the frrst ma/or dmcovery. 



that Beaufort Sea oilfields can be brought into full 
production by 1987. 

PHASE 2 - LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT 

TABLE 3.3-2 

STATUS OF DEVELOPMENT 1987 
INTERMEDIATE DEVELOPMENT RATE 

EXPLORATION 
Drillships 4 
Extended Season Drillships 4 
Caisson Drill Systems 3 
Exploration Wells Drilled during 1987 8 

CONSTRUCTION 
Conventional Dredges 7 
Arctic Dredges 1 
Crane Barges 3 
Pipe-Laying Barges 1 
Accommodation Barges 3 

PRODUCTION 
Production Islands 4 
Arctic Production and Loading Atoll 1 

TRANSPORTATION 
Arctic Tankers 1 
Small Pipeline 1 

SUPPORT SERVICES 
Icebreakers 16 
Supply Vessels 16 
Other Vessels 36 
Helicopters 14 
Long Range Aircraft 4 
STOL Aircraft 9 

PERSONNEL 
Onsite Employment 3800 

3.3.4 HYDROCARBON PRODUCTION 1987 
TO 2000 

The long term development plan for the years 1987 to 
2000 is presented here (Figure 3.3-24). The pace of 
development. and therefore production. in this time 
period will depend on further discoveries and on how 
many islands are developed at various locations. The 
intermediate development plan which has been pro- 
jected is summarized in Table 3.3-3. For this inter- 
mediate plan. if a pipeline transportation system is 
used one or two pipelines might be built. If a marine 
system is used. 16 tankers would be required by the 
year 2000. It is also possible that a combination of 
these two systems could be used. 

3.3.4.1 Oil Production 

The development schedule for the intermediate pro- Initial gas production will be utilized as fuel wherever 
duction rate is shown in Figure 3.3-25. Reservoirs are possible. Quantities produced in excess of fuel usage 
brought into production in sequence and the sum of will be flared in the early stages of production at each 
production from each artificial island offshore. or island (approximately 2 years). However, as soon as 

1988 1990 1992 1994 1996 1998 2000 

1987 PRODUCTION 2000 
FIGURE 3.3-24 The long term development plan for the 
years 1987-2000 will depend on further oil dmoveries and 
on how many artihoal /Hands are developed at each off- 
shore location. 

TABLE 3.3-3 

INTERMEDIATE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

Potential Oil Reserves 6 billion barrels 
Developed Oil Reserves 5 billion barrels 
Oil Production Rate 270 thousand barrels 

per day by 1990 
770 thousand barrels 

per day by 2000 
Cumulative Oil Production 6.5 billion barrels by 2000 
Exploration Activity 96 wells by 2000 
Developed Oil Fields 7 
Production Platforms 17 offshore 

6 onshore 
25 by 2000 

Total On-Site Personnel 6.700 approx. by 2000 

well cluster onshore. results in the total reservoir 
production rate. The sum of production rates from 
all the reservoirs gives the total Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta production rate. 

3.3.4.2 Gas Production 

Figure 3.3-26 illustrates the expected gas production 
rate during the time period 1987 to 2000. Gas will 
become available either as associated gas. that is.gas 
in solution with the oil, or produced as separate gas 
reservoirs. 
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technically feasible and economically viable. gas will 
be re-injected for gas conservation and reservoir pres- 
sure maintenance. Many gas transportation options 
will be assessed prior to sales volumes beccming 
available. This is discussed in Section 6.2. 

3.3.4.3 Levels of Activity from 1987 to 2000 

The levels of activity for certain key operations in the 
period 1987 to 2000 are illustrated in the following 
figures. 

During the period 1987 to 2000. approximately 655 
oil and gas wells could be drilled (Figure 3.3-27). 
These include production. exploration, delineation 
and in.jection wells. as discussed in Section 4.4. 

The estimated requirements for offshore exploration 
and production platforms to support thedrilling and 
production activities is shown by year in Figure 
3.3-28. 

Some islands will first be used as exploration plat- 
forms. then upgraded to production islands as 
appropriate. Deep water production islands require 
at least two years for construction. One island 
could be upgraded to an Arctic Production and 

700 

Loading Atoll (APLA) prior to first oil production. 
A second APLA will be needed when dailv oil pro- 
duction reaches approximately 110.000 cubic metres 
(700,000 barrels per day). about 1998. 

To support the offshore activities a number of 
marine vessels will be required. as shown in Figure 
3.3-29. These are shown by delivery schedule and 
type of vessel. 

A description of the vessel types is giv,en in section 
5.1. 

Figure 3.3-30 illustrates the projected total tonnes of 
supplies required in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region during each year of oil production. 
Also shown in the figure are the relative percentages 
of freight volumes by major commodity type. It can 
be seen that fuel will make up a large proportion of 
freight to be shipped. however. options such as build- 
ing a topping plant or refinery in the north in order to 
reduce fuel transport are being investigated. 

Figure 3.3-3 1 illustrates the estimated personnel 
requirements in the region by type of activity. This 
shows the number of‘ people working on site at any 
one time. as opposed to the total number of people 
required to operate all shifts. The significance of 
these personnel requirements is addressed in Volume 
5. Socio-Economic Effects. 

OFFSHORE (DEEP) 

ONSHORE 

’ 
--------- 
RESERVOIR DELINEATION 1 

I AND DEVELOPMENT -- -_----- 1 
INTERMEDIATE 
DEVELOPMENT 

RESERVOIR #4 
OFFSHORE (SHALLOW) 

ONSHORE 

2 zoo- RESERVOIR #2 ------------- g t-,----------- 

k 

loo- 

YEAR 
FIGURE 3.3-25 Jhe years 1987-2000 are much more drffrcult to forecast. The /eve/s of activity will depend on fufure 
dmovenes and the pace at which these d/scovenes are developed. 



GAS PRODUCTION 
FORECASTS 

0 

NON-ASSOCIATED GAS 
PRODUCTION 

YEAR 
L COMMENCEMENT OF GAS SALES 

FIGURE 3.3-26 Gas produced with the oil will be flared for the first year or so of production and then re-inlected until such 
time as a transportation system to carry the gas out of the Beaufort Region is in p/ace. When the transportatron system is in 
place gas discoveiies in the Beaufort (non-associated gas) will also be developed. 

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1996 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

YEAR 

FIGURE 3.3-27 An estimate of the number of we//s drilled per year assuming the intermediate oil production rate is 
illustrated. 
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PRODUCTION RATE PROJECTED NO, OF EXPLORATION ISLANDS CONSTRUCTED PER YEAR 

82 13 84 86 80 07 88 80 90 81 92 93 84 S6 00 87 91) 89 2000 

HIQH TECHNICALLY 
ACHIEVAILE RATE 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 

INTERMEDIATE RATE 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

LOWEST ECONOMICALLY 
VIABLE RATE 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

PRODUCTION RATE PROJECTED NO. OF PRODUCTION ISLANDS CONSTRUCTED PER YEAR 

82 83 a4 as 86 a7 00 89 90 01 e2 a3 94 96 06 87 @I 99 2000 

HIOH TECHNICALLY 

ACHIEVABLE RATE 112~4234323112 

INTERMEDIATE RATE 1112 2 2 4 4 2 1111 2 

LOWEST ECONOMICALLY 
VIA6LE RATE 1 1 1 1 .l 2 2 2 1 1 1 

FIGURE 3.3-28 The projected numberofoffshore exploration and production islands required for various production rates. 
Blank years are assumed to be bad ice years, when no islands can be bui/t. 

VESSEL TYPE 

SMALL VESSELS 

YEAR OF DELIVERY 
SIZE 87(88~89~90~91~92~93~94(95(96~97~98~99~ol 

ICE BREAKERS CLASS 10 ic 150m X 30m A 

ICE BREAKERS CLASS 4 lOOm-22m AAA 

SUPPLY BOATS 80m * 18m AAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

ACCOMMODATION BARGE 160m I 30m AAA AA A A A 

MEDIUM VESSELS 

DRILLING BARGE 
t 

150m * 30m AAA AA A A A 
CONICAL DRILLING UNIT 

1 
65m.65m AA A 

DREDGE 4 210m,36m A A 

LARGE VESSELS 

PROCESS BARGE *’ u! 200 m 60 m A A AAA A A 

STORAGE BARGE A AAA A A 

ARCTIC CRUDE CARRIERS AAAAAAAA AAA A 
VESSELS PRIOR TO 1987 (85) PwNI-wmwww~~wrm 
TOTAL NUMBER OF VESSELS 

w~~~dwmwwww~ww 
fFv-v-C%-s-CrC 

FIGURE 3.3-29 Projected numbers of marrne vessels deljvered between 1987 and 2000 are illustrated (Intermediafe Produc- 
tion Rate. Marine case). 
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FIGURE 3.3-30 The projected total tonnes of supplres 
requrred fn the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region for 
each year of oil product/on are illusfrated. The relative per- 
centages of frerght by type are also shown. 

FIGURE 3.3-31 The projected onsIte personnel d/rectly 
employed by the mdustry by activity type is //lustrated. 

3.4 VARIATIONS IN 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

An intermediate production development plan has 
been presented. However, this plan could be altered 
by a variety of factors. Some possible variations to 
the plan are discussed here. 

3.4.1 CHANGE IN RATE OF DEVELOPMENT 

There are a variety of factors which could cause a 
change in the rate of development from that pro- 
jected. First, it might be found that oil reserves are 
smaller than was expected or. alternatively that they 
are much larger. If reserves are smaller, then 011 
production would be lower and this might slow the 
pace of development. If larger than expected com- 
mercial reservesare proven then oil production could 
be increased. Secondly. it is possible that the time 
required for construction of some major components 
mav have been underestimated and thus certain 
activities may be delayed. Thirdly. regulatory appro- 
vals must be obtained before any development can 
proceed. The timing of these. regulatory approvals 
could thus affect the rate of development. 

3.4.2 EARLY PRODUCTION 

Oil production from the Beaufort Sea could begin in 
1986 if an early production system were used. Such a 
system. illustrated in Figure 3.4-l and shown in 
actual operation in Plate 3.4-1, does not require the 
construction of a large loading facility at an artificial 
production island. The major advantage of this type 
of system is that it allows the earliest possible date for 
oil production and allows time for more precise 

PLATE 3.4-l An Early Production System is a crude oil 
processmg and handhng system which allows the earlresf 
possrble delivery of o/f before the permanent production 
sysfem comes on line. Subject to approval a similar system 
using an Ice-remiorced tanker could be used In the Beauforf 
as early as 1986. 
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FIGURE 3.4-l An early production system could be used to enable production to commence while conslruction of the 
permanent facilities is underway. These systems are common around the world where 
construct Ihe permanent fac!lrtres. The early production system includes a 

three of four years are required IO 
Noatrng productfon treating and storage facility 

connected lo a producrng artlhcral JShd by a seafloorpipelme. A tanker would load from the storage barge. 
be an open water system m Ihe Beaufort. 

The system would 

reser\,,oir information to he gathered bel‘ore large 
financial commitments are made leading to full scale 
production. 

This type of facility could he combined with a pro- 
duction island upgraded from an exploration island. 
It could also be mo\ed to a new location if desired. 
Thus. once the first reservoir is connected to the 
permanent production system. the early production 
system could be moved to another resercoir. 

3.4.3 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

The alternati\.es. pipelines and tankers, are described 
in Chapter 6. Delivery of Beaufort Sea oil could start 
as early as 1986 using a tanker transportation system 
and 1987 using a pipeline. The ultimate decision to 
use either pipelines. Arctic tankers or a combination 
of systems will be based upon a number ofconsidera- 
tions. including. for example. environmental and 
socio-economic impacts. project economics and crude 
oil reserves. 

3.4.4 OTHER ARCTIC PROJECTS 

Apart from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta oil 
and gas development. there are a number of major 
projects currentlv being developed or planned to take 
place in the Arciic. 

- Government approval has been granted for 
expansion of the Norman Wells oilfield in the 
Mackenzie Valley and the construction ofa pipe- 
line to connect it to southern markets. 

- The Arctic Pilot Project is a proposal to product 
gas on Melville Island and transport it to market 
by tankers operating year-round through the 
Northwest Passage. 

- The Alaska Highway Pipeline Prqject proposes 
to transport gas from the Prudhoe Bay oilfield in 
Alaska. through western Canada. 
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- A Dempster Lateral Pipeline has been proposed 
to carry gas from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region through the Yukon to connect with 
the Alaska Highway Pipeline. 

- The Polar Gas prqject is a proposal to produce 
gas in the High Arcttc Islands and transport it to 
southern Canada by pipeline. Part of their prop- 
osal is to have a branch line to receive gas from the 
Beoufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. 

- Mining projects are underway on northern Baf- 
fin Island and Little Cornwallis Island and the 
mineral potential ofthe Arctic makes it likely that 
further prqjects will be undertaken. 

- The Prudhoe Bay oil field on the North Slope o( 
Alaska has been in production since 1977 with oil 
transported by pipeline to Valdez in the south. 

The timing and location of these projects may affect 
development in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region. For example, construction ofanother Arctic 
project concurrent with this development could 
result in competition for supplies. services. personnel 
and transportation capacit?. It might then he neces- 
sary to change the schedultng of activities and thus 
alter the development plan. 

3.5 LEVELS OF ACTIVITY 

The development planning process hasJust been des- 
cribed. There are many factors u~hich affect the rate 
ol‘developmcnt 1n the Region and these include. hut 
are not limited to. the number 01‘ discoveries. the 
trccovcrahle reserves. economics. and government 
policies. Another significant ti1ctor which affects the 
production rate and hence the level ofactivity in the 
region al a given point in time is the method 01‘ 
transport ol‘hydrocarbons from the Region to south- 
ern mar-kets. 

Since it is difficult to predict with any degree of‘ 
certainty the eventual production rate to he achieved 
in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta. the Beaul’ort 
Planning Model (Section 3.2.8) was used to generate 
numbers which characterize the levels of activity 1‘01 
various rates 01‘ production. These numbers provide 
a range 01‘ activity levels from the so-called high 
technically~nchiev~nhle rate ofoil production dour) to 
the so-called lowest economically viahlc rate 01‘ oil 
production. It is very’ likely that the ;~ctuaI rate 01‘ 
development will CalI within this range 01‘ numbers. 
In thissection theseestimated activity levelsare pres- 
ented. They were also used in Volumes 4 and 5 to 
assist with the assessments of environmental and 
socio-economic impacts which will accompany 
development. 

3.5.1 CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION 

The projected crude oil production profiles expected 
to generate the various levels of activity are shown in 
Figure 3.5-l. 

The following basic assumptions were used in the 
computer model to determine the Ie\,el of acti\.ity 
resulting from each production rate. 

1. For example, for the high technically achievable 
rate, there are nine deepwater discoveries. four shal- 
low water discoveries and three onshore oil 
discoveries which will be placed on production by the 
year 2000. The oil fields in deep water are in a deep 
horizon (deep wells required) whereas three of the 
shallow water oil fields are shallow well horizons and 
the fourth is in a medium well horizon. 

2. After a discovery is made. delineation drilling 
commences the following year. A minimum of two 
successful delineation wells are drilled per oil field 
before a commitment is made to initiate production. 
Construction of shallow water production islands 
will be completed two years after delineation drilling 
is completed. In deep water. three years are required 
to complete construction of the first island. 

3. To develop the deep water discoveries, two arti- 
ficial islands are constructed per field. The number of 
shallow water islands required for the development 
varies with the location. When an oil field is disco- 
vered from an artificial island. the exploration island 
may’ be expanded to become ;I production island. 

4. In an! offshore oil field. construction of the first 
production island is completed one year prior to 
production from that field. In shallow water loca- 
tions. subsequent islands will be completed at the 
rate ofone pcrycar. In the model it isassumed that it 
will take two to three years 10 complete the second 
island at a deep water oil field. 

5. Because of‘ the dredging volumes required, only 
one deep w’ater island could hc completed in any 
Vc‘ilr. 

6. It is possible to exploit 95 million cubic metresof 
oil (approximately 600 million barrels) from each 
deep water island whereas each shallow, water island 
can exploit 4X million cubic metros (approximately 
300 million barrels). Three drilling rigs located on 
each deep water production island will drill nine 
wells per year. Production wells will be drilled on 
each shallow w’atcr island at the rate of 8 wells pet 
year for shallow horizons and six wells per year f‘ot- 
medium horizons. utilizing two drilling rigs per island. 
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FIGURE 3.5-l A range of oil production rates can be achreved from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta oil fields, depending 
ma/n/y on the pace of development; high, intermediate, and low. 

7. One water in.jection well (included in the totals 
above) will be required per 2 producing wells. Injec- 
tion commences two years after oil production in 
deep vvater oil fields. In shallow Water. injection will 
commence the year following the initiation of crude 
oil production. Each oil field will have one gas in.jec- 
tion well. 

8. Each production island has primary production 
facilities (first stage separation). while each oil field 
has only one secondary production facility (des- 
cribed in Section 4.5). 

3.5.2 GAS PRODUCTION 

It has been assumed that the gas to oil ratio in an oil 
field development is I78 cubic metres of gas to one 
cubic metre of oil. (1 .OOO standard cubic feet ofgas to 
1 barrel 01’ oil). Natural gas will be used as a fuel for 
production operations. Any excess gas will be flared 
during the first phase of oil production (about two 
years from each island for of‘fshore locations) from 
oil fields which commence production bef’ore thegas 
can be mo\;ed to market. Af’ter two years. the gas will 
be in.jectcd into the producing formation until a gas 
transport system is in place. 

Once a natural gas transportation system is com- 
pleted. non-associated gas fields will be developed. 

Production from these gas fields and associated gas 
will probably be transported by pipeline though 
other means. such as LNG or methanol tankers 
might also be used. 

Figure 3.5-2 shows the total gas production rates for 
the three development rates. 

3.5.3 EXPLORATORY OPERATIONS AND 
PRODUCTION DRILLING 

Exploration wells, or wildcats. are drilled both 
onshore and offshore in the Region on structures 
identified by seismic or other geological information. 
Delineation wells are drilled to provide more subsur- 
face information on the discoveries and to determine 
if commercial reserves exist. The number of produc- 
tion wells drilled per structure (which includes injec- 
tion wells) will be a function of many oil reservoir 
properties. 

Figures 3.5-3. 3.5-4.3.5-5 and 3.5-6 shows the range 
of drilling activity in the Region for exploration dril- 
ling, delineation drilling. production drilling and 
total wells drilled. The maximum and minimum 
number of wells drilled in any one year are provided 
to show the range in the levels of drilling activity 
considering the three production profiles. 
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FIGURE 3.5-6 Projected total number of wells - 1981 to 
2000. 

FIGURE 3.5-2 This figure ifluslrafes the range ofprojected 
gas production rates considered over the review period - 
7987 to the year 2000. 

3.5.4 ARTIFICIAL ISLAND CONSTRUCTION 

FIGURE 3.5-3 Projected number of exploration wells - 
7987 to2000. 

In 1 

issi issi, ioeb ' isad 
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FIGURE 3.5-4 Projected number of delineation wells - 
7987 to2000. 

FIGURE 3.5-5 Projected number of production we//s - 
7985 to 2000. 

The number of artificial islands to be constructed in 
the Region to achieve a desired production rate is a 
major parameter which significantly governs the 
number of marine vessels. number of personnel. 
quantity of dredged material. and support require- 
ments. Naturally. the total number of exploration 
and production islands to be built in the Beauf’ort Sea 
is greatest for the highest technicallv achievable rate 
and lowest for the lowest economically viable rate 
(offshore). Figures 3.5-7 and 3.5-8 show the range in 
the number of exploration and production islands 
projected to be built to the year 2000 for these two 
cases. 

As shown in the figures, the exploration island con- 
struction program for the highest technically achier- 
able rate and the lowest economically Gable rate 
(offshore) are similar up to 1985. then the level of’ 
actic.ity.for the highest production rate increasesand 
is sustarned throughout the forecast period. Explora- 
tion activities for the lowest rate continues to 2000. 
but at a much slower rate. 

Production island construction for the two dcvelop- 
ment rates proceeds in similar fashion up to 1989. 
From that year to 2000, additional production 
islands are required to put new fields on line for the 
highest development rate, whereas. only minimal 
activity is required to sustain the lowest rate. 

Two Arctic Production and Loading Atolls ( APLA) 
are required for the highest technically achickable 
rate. and a single APLA is required for the loading of 
Arctic tankers for the intermediate development rate. 
For the pipeline options. the crude oil produced 
offshore will be pumped to a northern pipeline ter- 
minal through subsea pipelines. 
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EXPLORATION ISLANDS 

PRODUCTION RATE No. OF ISLANDS CONSTRUCTED PER YEAR 

82 83 84 86 80 87 68 89 so 91 92 93 94 96 96 97 98 99 2000 

HIGH TECHNICALLY 
ACHIEVABLE RATE 2 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 

INTERMEDIATE RATE 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

LOWEST ECONOMICALLY 
VIABLE RATE 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

FIGURE 3.5-7 Projected number of exploratfon islands constructed per year. Blank years are assumed to be bad /ce years, 
whfch may or may not occur. 

PRODUCTION ISLANDS 

PRODUCTION RATE No. OF ISLANDS CONSTRUCTED PER YEAR 

82 83 84 86 86 87 88 89 SO 91 92 93 94 96 96 97 98 99 2000 

HIGH TECHNICALLY 

ACHIEVABLE RATE 11 2 2 4 2 3 4 3 2 3 11 2 

INTERMEDIATE RATE 111 2 2 2 4 4 2 1111 2 

LOWEST ECONOMICALLY 

VIABLE RATE 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 

FIGURE 3.5-8 Projected number of production Islands constructed per year. 

3.5.5 GATHERING PIPELINES 

Crude oil and gas produced ol‘l’shore will bc pumped 
to transportation terminals vi2 subsca pipclincs (Sec- 
tion 4.6). SimilarI!. oil ol-gas produced from onshore 
fields will be transmitted by onshore gathering sl;s- 
terns (Section 4.7). Figures 3.5-9 and 3.5-10 show! the 
maximum and minimum distance of offshore :~nd 
onshore gathering pipelines in any year considering 
all of the developmcpt options. 

160 
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MINIMUM LEVEL 
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OFFSHORE GATHERING SYSTEM 

‘II 
96 20’ 

FIGURE 3.5-9 Length of offshore gatherrng pipe projected 
to be msfaffed m fhe Beaufort Sea 

1981 1986 1990 1996 2oc 
YEAR 

FIGURE 3.5-10 Length of onshore gatheringpipeproiected 
to be installed fn the Mackenzie Delta. 

3.5.6 DREDGING REQUIREMENTS 

The dr-edging rcquircmcnts for the ollshorc devel- 
opment are substantial, in that dredging of millions of 
cubic mctrcs ol‘sand is rcquircd for the construction 
ol’;trtil‘icial islands and several hundred kilomctrcsof’ 
trenches in the seafloor are required prior to installa- 
tion ol‘ subsca pipelines. Figure 3.5. I I shows the 
maximum and minimum quantity of dredged mater- 
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ial required in the region in any one year considering 
all of the development options. Also shown are the 
dredging requirements for the intermediate level of 
production. 

1 

FIGURE 3.5-11 Projected yearly dredging requirements 
during the period 1987 to 2000. 

rotation system to southern Canada. which is two 
weeks in the Arctic followed by two weeks leave for 
most year-round positions. substantially increases 
the total personnel required. To estimate the total 

FIGURE 3.5-12 Projected number of onsite personnel 
required for development activities. Peak manpower require- 
ments occur during the construction of pipelines. 

3.5.7 SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS 

Each major component of the development des- 
cribed earlier in this chapter requires significant 
support activity. These support requirements include 
marine vessels, aircraft, regional support bases. per- 
sonnel, and the movement of cargo to the Region. 

3.5.7.1 Support Bases 

As described in Section 5.3, major regional support 
bases in the Region may include Tuktoyaktuk. 
McKinley Bay, Inuvik and a site along the Yukon 
coast. Other minor staging areas. fuel depots and 
construction camps will be required throughout the 
forecast period. 

3.5.7.2 Personnel 

The personnel required in the Region; that is. the 
personnel required for exploration and production, 
construction, support, and management will vary 
seasonally. As well. the personnel required and the 
job skills required for the various development 
options are considerably different. For example, the 
construction of an overland oil pipeline will require 
thousands of pipeline construction personnel. Figure 
3.5-12 shows the range of personnel required to the 
year 2000. as predicted using the computer model for 
the highest and lowest production rates. and the 
number of personnel required per year for the con- 
struction of a 900 millimetre oil pipeline. 

Figure 3.5-12 includes only those personnel who are 
in the western Arctic at any one time. This includes 
personnel working and those off shift. The personnel 

personnel employed by the oil industry for Beaufort 
Sea-Mackenzie Delta Development. the personnel in 
the region shown in Figure 3.5-12 are multiplied by a 
rotation factor of 1.5 in 1984. 1.6 in 1985. 1.7 in 1986, 
1.8 in 1980, 1.9 in 1989 and 2.0 between 1990 and the 
year 2000. 

3.5.7.3 Marine Vessels 

The number of marine vessels, including floating 
drilling systems, in the Region in any one year is a 
function of the level of‘ activity. Supporting marine 
vessels such as support ships, icebreakers and tugs 
are a function of the number of drilling systems 
operating or production platforms under consfruc- 
tion or in operation. Generally. a relationship can be 
used to estimate the number of support vessels 
required: for example one Class 3 icebreaker is 
required to support two extended season drillships. 
one crane barge is required per artificial island under 
construction, one Arctic tanker is required for each 
8,000 cubic metres per day of oil production, etc. 

Figure 3.5-13 shows the maximum and minimum 
number of marine vessels required in the Region in 
any one year. considering the three development 
options. 

The number of Arctic tankers required for the 
marine transportation option is shown in Figure 3.5- 
14. Figures 3.5-15, 3.5-16 and 3.5-17 provide the 
average number of dredges. icebreakers and supply 
vessels, respectively, which are required in the Region. 
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MINIMUM LEVEL OF ACTIVITY 
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FIGURE 3.5-13 Pro/ecfed number of marine vessels 
reqwred dunng the period 1987 to 2000. 
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FIGURE 3.5-14 Projected number of tankers required lo 
transporf o/l during the perrod 7981 to 2000. This projecfion 
assumes that no pipelines are used. 
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FIGURE 3.5-15 Projected number of dredges required to 
build offshore facififies during the period 1987 to 2000. 

0 / ,981 1086 11)oo ,996 1c”m “EAR 
FIGURE 3.5-16 Projected number of icebreakers required 
during the pertod 1981 lo 2000. 

FIGURE 3.5-17 Projected number of supply vessels 
required during the perjod 1981 lo 2000. 

3.5.7.4 Aircrafl Supporl 

FIGURE 3.5-18 Projected number of arrcraft required 
during the period 1987 lo 2000. 



3.5.7.5 Freight Movements 

Freight is moved into the Region by barge down the 
.Mackenzie River. by sea lift operations around 
Alaska. by road and by air. Figure 3.5-19 shows the 
maximum and minimum freight requirements in the 
Region each year to 2000. considering all projected 
production rates. Figure 3.5-20 provides a distribu- 
tion of freight movements by mode for the interme- 
diate development plan. 

FIGURE 3.5-19 Profected quantity of freight to be trans- 
ported to the Region per year during the period 7987 to 2000. 

RIVER IIARQE 

YEAR 
FIGURE 3520 Projecteddistribution of freight movements 
by mode for the intermediate development p/an. 

3.6 REFERENCES 
Dome Petroleum Ltd. 1982. Beaul’nrt Sea Planning Model. 
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CHAPTER 4 
BEAUFORT SEA - MACKENZIE 
DELTA DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEMS 

4.1 PHYSICAL FACTORS 
AFFECTING BEAUFORT SEA- 
MACKENZIE DELTA 
DEVELOPMENT 

Phvsical factors profoundl! affect the manner in 
which devrlopmcnt and operations can bc conducted 

in the Arctic. Some of the more important physical 
factors that affect development arc illustratcci in Fig- 
urc 4. I-I Further information and references art’ 
provided in Volumes 3A. 3B and 3C. Due to the 
SEI’CI-c climate and rcmotcness from centrcs of popu- 
lation and manLificturinrr, the narrow climatic \h’in- 
ctows a\~ailahle for transportation become verb im- 
portant. As an exampie, the se;~sml for the west COHS~ 
sea lift is extremely short. and in some years vessels 
ma! not have sufficient timf to return around Point 
Barrow to the Pacific as the polar ice pack may drift 
into co:ist;ll \\3ters. Also. the retreat of the polar ice 
pack at the start of‘ the shipping sr;~son ma be 
dclayd h! advrrsc winds: in such, ye:irs ;I VCI-\ short 

open watct- se;~son occurs for seal~ft operations. 

The cffccts of‘ climate ;~nd remotcncss togcthcr 
require cxtcnsivc Icad times and cai-dtil logistical 
planning in order to carry out planned ;rcti\itics. 
Whereas construction materials. methods and schc- 

duliny in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta ma! 
\:ir\’ significantlv from southern Canada. construc- 
ti& 2nd opcrati;>n ol‘facilitics in the Arctic art’ well 
within the realm of’ ayiilablc tcchnolog~~. 

4.1.1 ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRONMENT 

4.1 .I .1 Temperature 

LOH, temperatures in the Arctic ha~lpcr the cx~cu- 
tion of most activities. Most of the acti\,itics asso- 
ciatcd with this proposed development will take 
place in an art‘;i extending about 250 kilometrcs 
north from Inuvik. which is located in the Mackenzie 
Delta about 200 kilomctrcs north of the Arctic Cir- 
clc. Hcrc the mean January temperature is ;rbout 
-32°C ;~nd the mean tcmperaturc remains below, 
ircc~ingl~o~-eight monthsofthc year. Ovcrthc Beau- 
fort Sea the average January temperature is below 
-25”Cand the average Julv temperature is ;lbout 5°C. 
In addition.even light wi&scan produce;1 wind chill 
which Iowers the effective tempt’r;tture. As ;~n cx;lm- 
ply. with \!inds of32 kilometres per hour ;I tcmpcra- 
turc 01. -32°C becomes effcctivclc -64°C. 

T(-,cc,untcr thcsc cold tcmpcr:lturcs \~orkcr-s must bc 
prntectcd and insuiatcd as much as possible. Work in 
the open is sloucr ami Icss dicicnt and as much M.0r-h 
;IS possible must be accomplished in heated shelters. 

The low tempcraturesalso increase maintenzncc and 

operating prohlcms n,ith cqttipmcnt anti \fchiclcs ;Inci 
ncccssit;itc the use ofspccial ni;itc‘i-i;ils ;Irld rnCth0cfz. 

For ex:lmplc. during the dc\clopmcnt ofthc Alaskan 
North Slope oil fields. steels sufl’cred bl-IttIc t’ailur-c\ 
at bclou normal strcsscs; uelcling tcchniqucs had 10 
;iccount for- exti~cmcl\ rapid cooling. u,ith conhcqucnt 
changes in the mct~rllurgic;il propcrtich ol the mate- 
rials used: and the irapid t‘i-cczin, 0 of materials con- 
taining U’:iter M’;IS ;I constant conccl-n. 1.0~ tcmpcr:i- 
turcs ;lf‘lcct chemical reactions such AS the tlctonatlon 
ot cxplohi\cs and curing of concrete. and in some 
instances. constructic>n can onl! bc accomplished 
during the summer months. 

The transportation of oil and gas hv pipclinc ih ;ilbo 
affcctcd b! tcmpcraturc. The design 01‘ pipcllnc 
pumping and compressor stationr must :Iccollnt I.01 
low ambient tcmpcratures. dich affect the dcnsith 
end \pibcc>hity of Iluids being pumped. 

Humidit! dcclincs with tempcr;lturc and hcncc \cr! 
10\{ tempcr:iturcs result in ;I \cr! IOU rcl;iti\c Ilumid- 
it\,. Due to static clcctricity in this dry ail-. ;lircraIt 
relucling is ;I grcatcr ha7:rrri in the t’:lr north. 

4.1 .I 2 Precipitation 

The Region recci\es littlc prcclpitation and some Arc- 
tic arc;is arc referred to as “pc)lat- dcscrt.” I-or the 

colder months, Inu\,ik reccivcs Icss than 3.5 ocntimc- 
trcs per month of rainfall or cquivalcnt snowf~~ll. 
During July. August and October this may, rise to 5.0 
ccntimctres per month. Total annual precipitation 
tlccrcascs stcidil) as one proccccis noI-thwards. Thus. 
on the Tuktoyktuk Peninsula the design snow-lo;rd 
is 0.92 kiloNewtons per square mctrc. while at Fort 
Good Hope further south in the Mackcnyic Vallc! 
~hc design snow-load is 2.88 kiloNcwtons per square 
mctrc. The latter figure is similar to that in m;ln! 
southern arcas. Where pipeline construction is pro- 
poscri. such as in the MackcnSc V;~llc~,sutl‘icicnt 
snow will bc avuilablc in winter to pro\ idc the ncces- 
sary working surfaces nnd temporary roads rcyuircd 
to protect the tundnt. 

4.1.1.3 Wind 

Wind is the primarv cause 01 pack ice motion and 
thus Ill~i~af‘I’Cct navigation and ot‘fshorc drilling. For 
example. in 1974. wcstcrly winds in the summer held 
the ice pack near the shoreline: in other years cast 
winds have driven the pack ice scawnrd and provided 
open water from Point Barrow to Banks Island. 
Winds. thcrci’orc. 1argcly dctcrmine whcthcr it will bc 
a good ice year or ;I bad ice year. 
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FIGURE 4.1-l The above physical factors affect development. The Beauforf Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region IS characterrzed by 
24 hour daylight durrng the spring and summer months to near 24 hour darkness throughout the winter. The average 
temperatures vary from about minus 35 degrees C rn the wmter to plus 15 degrees C in the summer with exffemes of mmus 45 
degrees to plus 30 degrees. The area IS relatfvely dry m winter and summer. 
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The greatest impact of the local wind pattern will be 
felt by the transportation sector of the proposed 
activities. All marine transportation must continu- 
ally respond to wind conditions and sea states, par- 
ticularly shallow draft vessels operating in coastal 
waters. Also. air transport. particularly regional and 
local flying operations using relatively light aircraft, 
are affected by adverse wind conditions. 

4.1.1.4 Visibility 

Reduced visibility may cause inconvenience and 
schedule disruption, though it does not usually 
severely, hamper operations on the ground. In gen- 
eral, vrslbility in the Arctic is good with local condi- 
tions at specific sites sometimes requiring special 
consideration. 

White-outs are a particularly severe weather condi- 
tion in which visibility is minimal and no differentia- 
tion can be made between the earth’s surface and the 
sky. This may be caused by low overcast cloud, 
diffused light, blowing snow, fog, or similar circum- 
stances. 

Reduced visibility due to fog occurs most often in the 
summer. However. ice fog also sometimes occurs. Air 
operations can be brought to a temporary halt while 
the fog persists. which may be from one hour to a 
number of days. 

4.1.1.5 Daylight 

In the Arctic, for a period in summer the sun remains 
above the horizon 24 hours a day. while in winter it 
remains dark 24 hours a day. For example, at lnuvik 
on the Mackenzie Delta in November it is dark for 
about I3 hours a day and twilight for the remaining 
11 hours. During December, the sun does not rise at 
all and does not reappear again until mid-January. 
Sunlight then returns for progressively longer peri- 
ods each day, and by May there is continuous day- 
light for about three months. These long hours of 
sunlight in the summer are an advantage to Arctic 
operations, however, in winter illumination must be 
provided for all activities 24 hours per day. 

4.1.2 ICE ENVlRONMENT 

4.1.2.1 Ice Zones 

There are three principal ice zones in the Beaufort 
Sea; the landfast, transition and polar pack zones. 
These ice zonesare illustrated in Figure 4.1-2 which is 
a cross-section of typical ice f‘eatures from the shore 
to the polar pack ice zone. 

Landfast ice is anchored to the shoreline or to the sea 

bottom and is more or less stationary. This ice grows 
out from the shore each year to approximately the 20 
metre water depth contour by mid-February. All of 
the artificial islands constructed in the Beaufort Sea 
prior to 1981 have been located in the landfast ice 
zone. In the southern Beaufort Sea, this ice is seldom 
more than one year old, forming in the fall and 
building to a thickness of 1.5 to 2 metres throughout 
the winter and then melting in the spring and 
summer. Newly formed sea ice may move a few 
kilometres per day in late autumn and early winter. 
However, once the ice becomes landfast, movement 
is in the order of metres per day. 

The polar pack consists of multi-year ice 3 to 4 metres 
thick with old pressure ridges which may reach 50 
metres in thickness. Hummock fields are formed by 
extensive ridging in the multi-year ice along the west- 
ern edge of the High Arctic islands. These fields may 
be hundreds to thousands of metres across and 10 to 
15 metres thick. The pack is not a rigid ice surface, as 
is demonstrated by the rubble fields within it. and the 
continual opening and closing of numerous leads 
which may be hundreds of kilometres long. The polar 
pack ice drifts in a clockwise direction under the 
influence of winds, gravity and ocean currents. This 
motion is called the Beaufort Gyre and has an average 
peripheral movement of 3 kilometres per day. 

The zone between the moving polar pack and the 
stationary landfast ice is known as the transition 
zone. The width of this zone varies from year to year 
due to northerly and southerly shifts of the polar 
pack. Some years the zone may be up to 320 kilome- 
tres wide while in other years it can be 50 kilometres 
or less. The transition zone is generally composed of 
first-year or seasonal ice which forms in early 
October and exists until June or July. Because of the 
dynamic conditions that exist in this zone, the ice is 
subjected to large natural forces which cause many 
pressure ridges and rubble fields to form. Oil and gas 
prospects extend offshore into this region. The Tar- 
siut artificial island, constructed in 1981 in 22 metres 
of water. is located in the transition zone. Plate 4.1-I 
shows the transition zone in January 1982 near the 
Tarsiut island. 

4.1.2.2 Pressure Ridges 

Pressure ridges are formed as a result of a structural 
failure of level ice which has been subjected to horiz- 
ontal forces. The forces that contribute to this failure 
are wind, currents, and the moving polar pack. The 
longer these forces are applied the larger the resulting 
ridge will be. Many experiments have been con- 
ducted with pressure ridges during the last several 
years.The pressure ridge is now not the obstacle to 
marine navigation that it was believed to be a few 
years ago. 
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FIGURE 4.1-2 There are three ice zones in the Beaufort Sea. Landfast ice includes new ice which forms in the fall of the year 
and is anchored to the shore line. fly the end of the winter, the landfast ice 8Xt8ndS out to wh8r8 the water depth iS about 20 
metres. further to the north and west is the polarpack which is multi-year ice that exists permanently and is constant/y moving 
in a clockwise direction under the influence of gravity, ocean currents and winds. The polar pack retreats to the northwest in 
the summer and 8nCrOaCh8S on the southern Beaufort Sea in the winter. The area b8tW88n the fandfast ice and the polar pack iS 
the transition zone. During the winter it is characterized by numerous ice features such as pressure ridges and rubble fields. 

PLATE 4.1-l This photograph illustrates the transition zone near the Tarsiut island. The Tars&t island is the first artificial 
is/and to be built in the moving ice zone. 
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4.1.2.3 Rubble Fields 

The term rubble field has been applied to describe the 
mass offailed ice generated by the passage of moving 
ice around on artificial island. The area of the rubble 
field may cover several square kilometres. 

The rubble fields are more difficult to traverse with 
an icebreaker than pressure rid_ges because the!: are 
wider and are somewhat plastic. Multi-year rubble 
fields are even more difficult to traverse because of‘ 

their width and overall size. 

4.1.2.4 Ice Islands 

Ice islands are large ice features up to 60 metrcs thick 
and several kilometres across which calve from the 
ice shelves of Ellesmere Island in the High Arctic. 
They may enter the Bcaui‘ort Gyre and move with the 
pack ice, These features present the most formidable 
obstacle to navigation and permanent structures due 
to their large mass. Fortunately, ice islands are very 
rare and the probability of interaction between an 
ice island and a structure in the development area is 
very low. 

4.1 .j MARINE ENVIRONMENT 

4.1.3.1 Bathymetry 

The Beaufort Sea has three main physiographic 
features: 

- the continental shelf extending to the 100 metre 
isobath: 

- the continental slope: and 
, 

- the deep Canada basin beyond the 3.000 metre 
isobath. 

The Beaufort Sea is bisected by the Mackenzie 
Canyon which extends from the Delta out to the 500 
metre isobath. East ofthe canyon (north of the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula) the continental shelf is typically 
about 160 kilometres wide while west of the canyon 
the shelf is about 80 kilometres wide. Also, the con- 
tinental slope is less steep on the east side of the 
Mackenzie Canyon. A submarine delta exists east of 
the canyon and the near-shore waters are extremeI) 
shallow. with water depths of less than IO metres as 
far seaward as 35 kilomctres off Richards Island and 
the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. 

Permafrost, pingo-like features and ice scours are of 
importance to navigation and offshore drilling in the 
Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula arcas. 
Permafrost exists at some depth below the ocean 
floor. In addition, pingos are found under water and 
take the form of ice-cored conical submarine mounds 

300 metres in diameter at their base and sometimes 
rising to within 15 mctres of the surface. ICC scours. 
furrows in the seafloor. are found between the 15 and 
45 metre isobaths. These features must be considered 
in designing structures and locating pipelines for 
these areas. 

4.1.3.2 Oceanography 

Storm surges are common on the Beau!,rt Sea coast 
during the ice free months of August. September and 
October. These occur when a low pressure area 
passes from west to east along the coast accompanied 
by onshore northwesterly winds and increased ri\,er 
runoff. At Tuktoyaktuk. 22 : \urgeh wcrc recorded in 
an 11 year period. The highest recorded surges had 
heights of 2 metres and 3 mctres. Negative storm 
surges. resulting in lowered sea levels along the coast. 
may be caused by passage of a high pressure xystcm 
and strong easterly winds. but these arc rare. 

Beaufort Sea oceanography isof importance to many 
development activities. For example. negative storm 
surges may cause ships to ground in shallow har- 
hours while positive surges can cause damage to 
shore installations unless considered in design critc- 
ria. The amplitude of surges decreases offshore and 
thus they are of little importancr to offshore facili- 
ties. However. wave characteristics are important in 
designins offshore structures to resist applied loads, 
although ice pressures replace the wave forces in 
controlling some aspects of design. The structure of 
the continental shelf and water movements also 
result in current and ice patterns which effect explor- 
atory operations and the construction and maintc- 
nance of permanent islands. 

4.1.3.3 Seismicity 

Preliminary assessments of seismic sources and seis- 
micity in the Beaufort Sea Region have revealed that 
several areas within the Region have recorded seismic 
activit!,.This activitv has been centrcd in three areas: 
the Richardson M&untains. Martin Point and the 
Bcaufort Sea Seismicity Cluster (located about 200 
kilometres offshore in water depths of 200 to 2,000 
metres). Seismicactivity in the Martin Point area has 
been in the range of I to 5 on the Richter Scale. 
Recorded events in the Beaufort Sea Cluster have 
ranged in magnitude up to 6 on the Richter Scale 
over a wide area. 

Figure 4.1-3 shows the location of faults and earth- 
quake epicentres in the area of oil and gas dcvelop- 
ment. Between the Beaufort Sea Seismicity Cluster 
and Tuktoyaktuk. lies the Kal~ag Fault Zone. Tuk- 
toynktuk itscll‘is located on the northwestern edge of‘ 
the Eskimo Lakes Fault which extends up the Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula. Minor epicentres have been 
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FIGURE 4.14 Minor seismic activity (earthquakes) have been recorded throughout the Beaufort Sea Region. Seismic forces 
are not expecfed to have a major impact on permanent Beaufort Sea structures. Nevertheless. a program is in place to monitor 
seismic actrvity and incorporate seismic forces in the design of structures. 

located to the south of this fault zone. however none 
have been located under the Beaufort Sea in the area 
of drilling or proposed island construction. 

4.1.4 TERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENT 

4.1.4.1 Terrain Features 

The Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula 
are basically flat with numerous lakes and channels. 
In addition to other problems. these numerous 
bodies of water prevent land transportation during 
the spring and summer months which leads to logis- 
tical problems for overland supply- The exception, of 
course, is the Mackenzie River itself which becomes a 
transportation artery during the summer. 

Flooding occurs in the Delta areas as a result of spring 
runoff. The water level rises about 1 metre in the 
middle parts of the Delta causing widespread flood- 
ing of the alluvial islands. Storms can also result in 
flooding of low-lying areas onshore. 

4.1.4.2 Permafrost 

Permafrost is permanently frozen soil which occurs 

both on land and on the continental shelf under the 
Beaufort Sea. East and west of the Delta, the ground 
is frozen to a depth ofabout 600 mctres. However, in 
the Delta itself. permafrost only extends to depths of 
20 to 60 metres.During the summer the surface of the 
ground thaws to a 0.3 to 0.6 metre depth before 
refreezing: this is known as the active layer. In the 
continuous zone. permafrost exists evervwhere except 
under lakes and river channels. while in the discon- 
tinuous zone. thereare only local lenses ofpermafrost. 

All onshore production facilities would be situated 
within thecontinuous permafrost zone. A pipeline to 
southern Canada would pass from the continuous 
zone into the discontinuous zone about 300 kilome- 
tres south of the coast. 

Relic permafrost, a result of land subsidence, exists 
30 to 100 metres below the sealloor.and could extend 
to a depth of 600 mctres. This land possessed a 
permafrost layer which has never completely thawed 
after being submerged under the sea. 

Permafrost does not present a problem to devclop- 
ment in areas where rock predominates. However, if 
foundations must be supported on clay or sand 
material that are ice-rich. then the permafrost could 
pose some problems. Ifany form of heat is applied to 
the ice-rich material. the ice content turns into water, 
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the material softens and the foundations could settle. 
The permafrost must be prevented from melting 
either by placing large granular pads over the ground 
and then constructing roads and structures on these 
insulating pads (see Section 4.3) or by raising the 
structures above ground level by constructing them 
on piles. Pipelines may also have to be elevated to 
prevent the heat of the oil from melting the perma- 
frost (see Section 6.2). 

Methods of coping with permafrost under the ocean 
are not as elaborate as on land since the artificial 
islands used result in low bearing pressure at the 
seafloor. Assuming adequate insulation from surface 
structures, the only source of heat that could cause 
melting of subsurface permafrost is that generated in 
the producing well bores by the warm oil flowing to 
the surface. The thawing and subsidence of the fro- 
zen layer is a major factor in the design ofwell casing 
and foundations in Arctic operations. 

Studies are now underway to predict the behaviour 
of permaf’rost soils under specific conditions (See 
Volume 7). These studies include computer model- 
ling of single wells and clusters of wells and an analy- 
sis of the effect of potential permafrost casing failure 
on well integrity. However. the likelihood of settle- 
ment is minimal, since wells will be completed with 
low thermal conductivity packer fluid located between 
two casings in the annulus. which will effectively 
retard thaw,ing of the permafrost. Other more elabo- 
rate techniques could also be employed, such as the 
addition of insulation around the casings. If settle- 
ment did nonetheless begin to occur. artificial freez- 
ing of the soil could be undertaken in a similar way to 
that used for many years to stabilize civil engineeiing 
excavations. 

4.1.4.4 Tundra 

The land surface in this region is characterized by a 
shallow lavcr of topsoil covered with lichen. moss 
and peat. This cover protects and insulates the per- 
mafrost underneath. keeping it frozen. If the tundra is 
damaged or removed. for example. by the passage ol 
vehicles and machinery. then localized thawing. 
water runoff and erosion take place. This degrada- 
tion of the tundra can gradually spread and so must 
be avoided. Typically gravel is placed over the tundra 
to provide roads and development pads. The object is 
to keep the tundra frozen even in summer. In winter 
adequate snow cover must be ensured before pro- 
ceeding with activities on the tundra. The use of 
correct development techniques and procedures will 
minimize any harmful effects to the tundra. 

4.2 FUNDAMENTALS OF OIL 
AND GAS EXPLORATION 
AND DEVELOPMENT 

This section describes the fundamentals of explora- 
tion and production of oil and gas fields. beginning 
with an account of conventional oil and gas field 
operations already in existence in the older producing 
areas of Canada and the United States. It then dcs- 
tribes the \.ariations from conventional procedures 
that must be used in the Arctic. both on land and 
offshore. 

4.2.1 THE EXPLORATION PHASE 

The exploration phase involves collecting and analyz- 
ing seismic inf‘ormation to determine the character of 
the underground strata. followed by test drilling to 
determine if promising subsurface structures contain 
oil or gas in commercial quantities. 

4.2.1.1 Seismic Surveys 

Seismic surveys can generally define with considera- 
ble accuracy the shape of rock formations hundreds 
of metres below the land or water surface. Under 
certain circumstances. it is possible to estimate the 
type of fluids contained in suitable reservoir rock. 
However. seismic surveys cannot determine whether 
oil and gas exist in commercial quantities. This can 
only be determined by drilling exploratory wells. 

Seismicsurveys involve initiating a shock waveat the 
surface. detecting each reflected wave, and recording 
the time that it takes the shock wave to travel from 
the surface to some reflective layer beneath the sur- 
lace and back to the shock wave receiver. The time 
lapse between the creation of the energy wave and the 
detection of each reflected wave gives an indication 
of the depth and slope of the boundaries between 
rock formations. A series of these measurements. 
over a wide area, enables geologists to draw maps 
which. in effect, define the ‘topography’ of various 
subsurface strata. 

The basic equipment used in conducting a seismic 
survey consists of a source of energy or shock waves, 
geophones (microphones) to detect the reflected 
waves. and a recording apparatus. The process of 
creating a wave and of detecting and recording the 
reflections is repeated at different points along a 
straight line. and then the whole procedure is 
repeated along a number of parallel lines. The dis- 
tance between the lines and between the points at 
which the shock waves are created, is determined by 
the level of detail that is needed. Wide spacing is 
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adequate for the initial surveys, with the distances be- 
coming smaller as more is learned about an area and 
more detail is required. The seismic survey system is 
illustrated in Figure 4.2-l. 

When the subsurface maps are completed, the geolo- 
gist searches for ‘traps’, which are locations beneath 
the surface where the migration of oil through the 
rocks may have been stopped. This results in an 
accumulation of oil or gas. One example of such a 
trap is called an anticline, as shown in Figure 4.2-2. 
Oil or gas moving through porous rock could be 
trapped beneath the dome of non-porous rock. If the 
resulting reservoir were large enough. commercial oil 
or gas may be the result. 

A key element in conducting a successful seismic 
survey is the creation of a strong energy wave. On 
land this is usually done by drilling a shallow hole 
and setting off an explosive charge in the hole. The 
“shot hole,“as it is commonly known, is used so that 
more of the energy is directed downward. Offshore, 

explosive charges are no longer used and the energy 
wave is created with a sounding apparatus such as an 
air-gun. The shock waves generated by an explosion 
under water may kill nearby fish. whereas the waves 
generated by air-guns or similar devices do not injure 
fish or marine mammals (see Volume 4 for further 
discussion). 

In the Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort Sea Region, seis- 
mic surveys on land are only conducted when the 
ground surface is frozen (late October to early May). 
This reduces the impact of the activity on the sensi- 
tive surface covering. The equipment is mounted on 
tracked or similar all-terrain vehicles. The typical 
seismic crew consists of 20 to 30 persons including 
surveyors, geophysicists, shot hole drillers, explosives 
handlers and assistants. The operation consists of 
surveying the shot hole and geophone locations. dril- 
ling the hole, placing the explosive charge in the hole, 
and setting out the geophones. Once the equipment is 
in place, the recording apparatus isactivated and the 
explosive charge is detonated. The equipment is then 
moved along to the next location. 

SHOT HOLE RIG 
RECORDING TRUCK 

EXAMPLE OF REFLECTION SEISMOGRAM. 

FIGURE 4.2-I The equipment used to obtain seismic information include a source of energy, geophones and a recording 
apparatus. On land, shot holes are drilled and explosive charges are set off in the shot ho/e. The geophones measure the length 
of time a reflected energy wave reaches the surface. These data, in the form of a seismogram, are used to define the subsurface 
strata. 
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TUNDRA 

FIGURE 4.2-2 Oil IS formed from the part/al decomposition of organic matter. Affer millions of years, the oil migrates through 
sedfmentary rock untfl~f reaches a place where/t IS trapped. An anticline. as shown In this figure, IS an example ofa trap where 
o/l m/graf/on may be stopped causmg the accumulafion of oil or gas. 

In the Rc:iuf‘ort Sea, seismic surveys are conducted 
during the open water season using specially designed 
ships. These ships arc equipped with the apparatus to 
crcatc the shock waves. to record the reflected waves. 
and to process and analog the recorded information. 
The ship also contains Il\;ing quarters f’or the prrson- 
ncl. In conducting an oflshore survey the reflected 
energy WYCS :rre picked up by microphones spaced 
;I~OII~ a cable that is lowed behind the ship (Figure 
4.2-3). Since all the equipment needed to conduct ;I 
seismic survey is carried on one ship and since the 
ship is highly mobile. an area can be surveyed much 
f‘aster than is the case on land. Seismic survcvs have 
:11so been conducted from the ice surfitce in milch the 
s;lme way as done on land: howcvcr surveys con- 
ductcd from ships are more efficient. 

In the Beauf’ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region, future 
seismic programs will be more site specific and aimed 
:lt providing ;I better definition of reservoir geometry. 
Principal activities will be running tie-in lines to 
verify the correlation between exploratory wells and 
previous seismic maps. closer grid surveys. and 3- 
dimensionz~l seismic surveys over discoveries or 
highly promising structures. 

Seismic surveys have many other uses in the Region. 
Shallow surveys. M,hich are undertaken using the 
same equipment but with diff’erent energy sources. 

have Llpplications in identifying shallow high prcs- 
sure water zones (see Section 4.4.6.2). defining per- 
mafrost zones for route selection oi’subsea pipelines. 
defining the sea bottom sediment at artificial island 
construction sitrs, and locating subscn sources of 
sand and graveI for island building. 

4.2.1.2 Exploration Drilling 

Information gained by exploratory drilling will clar- 
ify. and may prove or disprove, the geologist’s inter- 
pretation of data gathered through seismic surveys. 
As drilling progresses. the geologist studies drill cut- 
tings recovered from the well. in addition to cores 
which are obtained by special drilling tcchniqucs. 
Experience indicates that only one well in ten finds 
oil and one well in fiftv finds a commercial field. 
However, it is common for a great number ofunsuc- 
ccssful exploratory wells to be drilled in a new basin 
and then after the first discovery. several additional 
discoveries may follow quickly as the data from the 
successful well unlocks the mystery of the new area. 

The drilling of ‘wildcat’ exploratory wells takes 
drillers to a variety of places since the subsurface 
usually has little relationship to the surf’ace. In many 
places. for example the United States. exploration 
can continue l.or seventy or eighty years after the first 
oil is discovered. 
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SEA LEVEL 

FIGURE 4.2-3 Offshore. explosives are not used as the 
energy source for selsmlc surveys. Energy waves are gener- 
ared by air guns or other slmffar devices whxh do nor Inlure 
f,sh or mar/ne mammals 

As dcscribcd in Ch;kptcr 2. csplor;ition drilling began 
in th Mackcnk Dcita Rcyion in 1965. Since that 
time ;~bout IO0 \~cll\ ~;IW been drilled onshore. The 
intithtr-y nio\~ed ol‘tsho~-c in 1973. and drilling from 
islands 1125 niovcil into progrcuivcly deeper water. 
To cl;ttc csploration drilling has been conducted 
[‘roni ninctccn artit‘ici;iI islands built in the Be;lut’ort 
Sea in Mater dcpthb up to 22 mctrcs. Deep water 
drilling ixyaii in 1976 l‘roni ice-reinl’orccd drillships. 
Today. IS McII> ha\c been drilled from foatins ves- 
5cls in w;~tcr ticpths ranging Croni 13 to 68 metres. 
i>rillings~~tcnis and procedures used in the Bcaufort 
Se:)-hlackcn~ic 13~1~1 l$gion ;II-e described in detail 
in Section 4.4. 

On kind. exploratory drilling takes place on gravel 
pads dcsigncd on ;I sltc specific basis to prevent per- 
mal‘rost thaw and to pro\,idc ;I structural base for the 
tlrillin~ceclllipiucnt. Since the science ofdrilling in the 
Arctic tundra is MCII developed. little change in the 
t!‘pc and :trr;rngemcnt is expected during the forecast 
peri<)ti. 

III ~iwll~~w u;lter ol‘i‘xhorc (usualI> considered as the 
arc;1 in water up to 20 mrtrcs deep). 2rtit‘ici;ll islands 
131-o: idc the platform t.or drilling systems. Island 
building tcchnc>log~ has de\-eloped significantly since 
1976 ;~nti uill continue to be refined AS more rxpe- 
tric:xc is sained. Caissons. such as those used at the 
Tarsiut island. permit steeper side slopes of the ear- 
then berm. and hence less dredged material. and are 
able to withst;lnd ice and U’;ILC action. These reusea- 
blc caissons . and dcepcr steel or concrete caissons 
will be urcd in shallow w;ttcr and will play ;I bigger 
role in the cxpl~>ration ot‘ prospects in IX to 30 mares 
of‘ w;itc‘r. 

In deeper water. exploration drilling will undoubt- 
edly continue with the existing tleet 01‘ four icc- 
rcinlorced drillships. In order to provide an extended 
season drilling capability. designs of floating drilling 
systems which can withstand the ice-related forces 
have been developed. Thcsc units. having an icc- 
breaking profile and huge mooring systems to anchor 
the ships to the seafloor. will provide exploratory 
drilling in most ice conditions. The onshore and oi’f- 
shore drilling platforms are described in detail in 
Section 4.3. 

4.2.1.3 Delineation Drilling 

When ;I wildcat well becomes a discovery well it is 
necessary to determine the magnitude of the discov- 
ery. both in terms ol‘size ofthe reservoir (reserves prcs- 
cnt)and potential flow rate for production purposes. 
Delineation wells. sometimes called appraisal wells, 
serve this purpose and thereby help to confirm the% 
commercial ftiasibility nf‘the reservoir. 

Delineation wells are drilled in an identical manner 
to exploration wells but are drilled more etf’icicntly 
due to the knowledge gained from drillins the dis- 
covery well. Typically. in the North Sea 3 to 8 deli- 
neation wells were associated with each discovcIq 
well and ;I similar experience is likely to occur in the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. However. 
the number nt’deiincation wellsdrilled isdetermincd 
by the geological structures present. 

Delineation wells are located and drilled to depths 
which. when completed. will maximize the informa- 
tion obtained. Consequently. delineation wells. in 
addition to being drilled within the known reservoir 
structure. mny be drilled of?‘ the known reservoir 
structure to determine the areal extent of the reser- 
boir or to delineate possible aquil‘ers which will provide 
energy l’or producing the oil. Also. they can be drilled 
above or below the expected producing formation to 
define the extent of the oil in the discovered or related 
structures. 

Upon completion of the delineation well drilling 
program, information is then available to determine 
the potential for commercial development 01‘ the 
reservoir. 

4.2.2 OIL AND GAS RESERVOIRS 

I<nowledee of reservoir characteristics is essential to 
the plann;ng for commercinl development of oil and 
gas t‘iclds and their subsequent management. The 
evaluation of’ reservoir characteristics is described in 
this section. 



4.2.2.1 Geology 

The sands of most of the Mackenzie Delta structures 
were laid down in a deltaic environment. By defini- 
tion this means that the depositional waters were 
relatively shallow, with the area of deposition being 
alternately covered by sea water and breaking above 
the sea level throughout the thousands of years that 
the deposition was taking place. These sands are 
technically known as ‘turbidites’ and were deposited 
during catastrophic type occurrences in geologic 
times such as floods and sandslides. The sands are 
therefore somewhat channel-like with a variety of 
grain .si,e. The age of the rock is tertiary which is 
rclativclh, young by geologic standards. Oil has 
migrated through the older sediments in the tertiary 
sands where it has been trapped by a combination of 
structure and imperious rock. 

When the deltaic type sands were laid down the 
dcpnsiIion channel was likely quite smooth and 
gently sloping in a seaward direction. At a later 
geologic time. however. the shape of the sediments 
was modified by tremendous pressures from below. 
The pressures resulted from thick sections of clay 01 
shale which tended to extrude upward. The result is a 
scrics of hills and valleys M,hich. in conjunction with 
the impcr\ious rocks laid on top of the channel 
sands. cl-eated a fa\.ourable environment for hyciro- 
carbon accumulation. 

4.2.2.2 Rock Characteristics 

Disco\,crv wells provide the first real insight into rock 
charactcrlstics. In the case of Kopanoar. the well was 
not ‘cored’ throughout the pay section and the rock 
samples that came to surface in the drilling mud were 
relativcjy small. Cafes collected from the side of the 
hole along with data from electric and radioactive 
10~s were used to determine the rock characteristics. 

Rock characteristics important from an engineering 
point of view include porosity. which is the mea- 
surement of.thc void space between the grains of the 
rock. permeability. which is a me:isurc of the ease 
with which tluids can move through the rock. and 
grain size and distribution. which are measures of 
homogeneity of the rock. These factors all affect the 
volume of oil that mavbe present in the rock. the case 
with which it may be recovered, and have some 
bearing on the relative volume of recovery (recovery 
factor). 

4.2.2.3 Fluid Characteristics 

Port space in the rock will always be filled with fluid: 
oil. waccr or gas. Most sediments contain salt water 
since oil and gas a~-c’ fol-med in a marine environment. 
‘Thus when oil and gas arc found. water is atso pres- 

ent since the rocks were originall!; saturated with 
water. Fluid characteristics arc gencrall\, unknofl,n 
before wells ha\,c been drilled and tested. M:cIl logs 
and rock samples provide some information on fluid 
characteristics and well testing (which is a procedure 
whcrebv well fluids or reservoir fluids arc allo\\-cd to 
flow tosurface). These also provide large samples 01’ 
reservoir Iluid and facilitate an ;LccUI-ate dctcrmlna- 
tion of‘lluid characteristics. 

Of importance to reservoir determination :11-c the 
proportions of the three fluids: oil. water and gas. 
and their chemical and physical characteristics. For 
example, data from Kopanoar indicate that the ports 
of the rock contain approximatcl!, 15!:i w:;ltcr and 
7594 oil. and that the oil has an API gra\‘lt> of 37”. 
contains no sulphur and has a high proportion of 
light hydrocarbons. There is sufficient rcscr\.oir 
energy for properly completed producing wells to 
flow nt a rate in excess ot 2.000 cubic mctres per da\ 
Ail of these characteristics art‘ very f>\ourablc for c;il 
production. 

4.2.2.4 Reserve Determination 

To determine reserves one must first ascertain the 
total Lolunie of oil existing in the rcscr\‘oir (oil In 
place) and multiply this bv the fraction of the oil in 
place that can bc economically recovered (rccovcry 
fibctor). The volume of oil in place is typically detcr- 
mined volumetrically. One needs to know, the thick- 
ncss of the reservoir. the area1 extent of the reservoir. 
the porosity ofthe rock and the fraction of the poros- 
ity that is occupied bv oil. Another factor is the 
amount of gas that is cjissolvcd within the oil. since 
this gas. when the pressure is released, cause’s the 
volume of oil to dccrcase as it comes to the surface. 

Information from scvcral wells is usually required to 
provide a reliable estimate of oil in place. Rcfinc- 
mcnts to this number continue even after several 
hundred wells have been drilled. 

The recovery factor depends on such things as rescr- 
voir energy, fluid and rock charnctcristics. rcscrvoir 
management techniques and economics. Recovery 
I;ictors generally range from I5% to XV% 

The term ‘threshold rcscrvc’ is used to identify the 
lowest recoverable rcscrvc that one could justifj 
developing on a commercial basis. Development 
costs. production rates and prices arc all important 
considerations. For a rcscrvc to be economically via- 
ble. it is necessary to establish that rcscrvcs arc 
equal to the threshold value. Pro.jcctcd threshoid 
rcscl-ves in the Hcaufort Sea-Mackcnzic Delta Region 
have been discussed in Chapter 3. 
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1.2.3 RI~SI~RVOIR MANACiEMENT 

Reservoir ni;ina~cmcnt refers to the proccdiirc 01 

chcli~piny and operating an oil or gas I‘icld. Proper 
rcwrvoir m;in;igcmcnt rquirc~ ;~ii undcrstantling of‘ 
~~L’o~ov!v. phvsics and chemistry. Good m;lnagcment of‘ t- L_ _ 
the rescr\~>ir th aimctl ;it recovering tlic m;Lximum 
amotlnt 01 oil and gab under economic conditions. 
The f‘ollowing sections dcscrihc the Irictors allkctiny 
rcscrvoir manaymunt. Rctrcncc is made to the 
Kopano;lr I‘iclcl as an cx;lmple ot’ho~v ;I rcsci-voir m;~y 
bc m;inagecl in the 13eaul‘ort Sw. 

4.2.3.1 Rcscrvoir Geometry 

The conf‘igur;~tion of‘thc rcscr\.oir, that is. it4 shirpc. 
size. thickness. :lntl rock characteristics. :Irc key LIC- 
tars in the design 01‘ the rt’scrvoir ni;tn;igcmcnt sys- 
[cm. Thu ycomctr!’ of’ the I‘icld helps dcsiy ot’ the 
rc’sc’rvoir managcmcnt \\,stcm ;ind helps dctcrniinc 
how many Lvclls are required and where the ~~115 aill 
bc loc;rtcd. ‘I‘hc stlonictry is particularly import;int in 
oi‘llhoi-c l’iclrls hecause it dclcrmincs how many pro- 
ducl~on ~slanrls or platl’orms I+ III bc rcifuirccl to 

;r~c:~~iiii~ic~clatc the dircctionallv drilled producing 
WCIIS. 

I:or con\-cntional onshore t‘iclds. rescr\oir gcomctr! 
is lei;s 01‘ ;I consideration. since wells ;irc i~siiail~ 
drilled \-crtically and surlilce de\.clopmcnt costs :Irc‘ 
n<~t one of the m;ijor components of‘ the overall 
cic\ch~pmcnt costs. 

The depth of‘ the rc‘scrt air in ol‘t‘shorc fields is also ;I 

tactor since It af‘t’cc‘ts the ‘rc:tch’ of the dircction:llly 
drilled well. Since dircction;ill\ drilled \\vlls ;irc 
initiall!,\.el.ti~;ll and thin directed so that they deviate 

60 dc31-CL‘S or more t‘rorf~ the Lcrticnl. the deeper the 
well the yc:ltcr the horizontal reach. Thus. crry shal- 
low rcscr\oirs prcscnt more of :I problem to the off’- 
qhorc operator th:ln dccpcr reservoirs. 

1:igut-c 4.2-J shops the gcomctr! of‘ the Kopanoar 
t.icld ;ind the Icxition ot‘ the discovcr!~ wll and first 
.stcp-out \\ell. Ii‘ further drline;ition diilling \,crifics 
this interpret;~tion then two production platforms or 
i>lanJs \\oulti bc required. hlultiplc wills ~‘ould bc 
drilled directionally from each pl;ltform. b;tscd on 
111~ v~c‘ll.5 being unlt‘ormly sp:iccd c\‘sry 65 hectares in 
thc I-cscr1 ijir. 

4.2.3.2 Rcscrvoir Energy 

In order for oil to Ilow from ;i subsurface reservoir to 
the suri‘:lcc. encrs\; must be ;Ipplied to the reservoir. 
In almost all c3sc.s considcr~iblc ‘nritural’ cricyy 
exists in the rescr\,oir system. Oil usualf!~ contains 
dissolved natural gas. As long;ts the rcscrvoir is held 

FIGURE 4.2-4 TINS draw\ng fkstrates the geomefry of the 
Kopanoar or/ held. The semmc data have proven to be very 
accurate in the Beaulort Sea so there IS a h/gh conf/dence 
level m the geolog,sts predrctlons of subsurface structures. 

under prcssurc. the gas stays in solution. When the 
pressure is reduced . gas breaks out 01‘ solution and 
the energy of‘ the espandin, 0 gas causes the Iluid to 
move. In ;I great rnnn! c;tses there is sul‘ficienr rcsct-- 
{oil- pressure and y?ils dissol\cd in the oil to c;iuse the 
oil to ilow :iII the M*;Iv to the surfcc. Somctlmcs the 
volume ofg;~s presen; exceeds thar which can rem;lin 
dissolved in the oil so ;L free gns phase exists in the 
rescr\,oir. Since gas is much lighter than oil. free ys 

will ;~lwuy rise to the top ot’the reservoir to Corm ;I 
‘gas cap.’ 

Initial pressure in :i reser\,oir is usually at k;1st cqu;il 
to the \\cight ol‘:r column of’waterextending from the 
surface to the deepest purt of’ the reservoir. Thus ;I 
rcser\vir ;lt ;I depth of’ 3.000 metres would normall!: 
have :I reserkr pressure of about 31.000 liPa. Wells 
drilled into the reservoir pro\,ide the oppol-(unity to 
rcducc the pressure ;It the ~~cllborc f’acc so th;lt thy oil 
\vill flo\\, into the uell :lnd to the surlhce. When ;I gab 

CLIP exists the cxpnnsion ot‘thc - gas cap is one form of 
cnersy that f’orccs the oil from the rcscr\,oir into the 
u,ellbnre. Another form of’encryy which commonly 
forces the oil from the rcscr\.oir into the wellborc is 
welter. W:lter is usunlly present below the oil. under 
pressure. The volume of.water is frequentI>, hundreds 
of times larger than the volume of oil so that :IS oil is 
produced. \\:ltcr migrates into the rcserioir to main- 
taln pressui-c. 



Thus. there are three types of ‘drive’ in a reservoir: 
solution gas drive, gas cap drive, and water drive. 
The nature of the natural drive is the key to the 
recovery factor. Recovery factors under natural drive 
could vary all the way from a few percent of the oil in 
place up to 40 or 50%. Rarely would it exceed 50%. 

In modern oil field operations, natural reservoir 
energy is frequently supplemented with energy from 
other sources. In order to improve the recovery fac- 
torand the production rate from the reservoir, water 
is frequently injected into a series of water injection 
wells around the periphery of the field or interspaced 
among the producing wells. The injected water 
behaves exactly like a natural water drive; it moves 
through the reservoir in the direction of the produc- 
ing wells, sweepin‘g the oil ahead of it. One may also 
inject gas into an existing gas cap or perhaps inject 
gas into the top of the reservoir even though a gas cap 
may not exist. These techniques are frequently 
referred to as ‘secondary recovery’ since they are 
applied to supplement the natural energy. A field 
producing with primary energy alone might recover 
20% of the oil in place. When a water flood is applied 
the recovery could be increased to 40%. 

These recovery methods are sometimes supplemented 
with more exotic techniques such as steam, fire flood- 
ing or flooding with detergent type fluids. These 
techniques are usually aimed at recovering a portion 
of the ‘residual’ oil. Residual oil is that oil which is 
left after normal recovery. These techniques are 
called tertiary recovery and may recover another IO 
to 2OG/r of the oil in place. No system has yet been 
devised to recover 100% of the oil in a reservoir in an 
economical manner. 

In the later stages ofthe producing life of an oilfield, a 
great deal of water may be produced with the oil. 
Sometimes there is not enough natural energy to 
cause the well fluids to flow to the surface. Thus, 
additional energy is frequently applied through the 
producing wells themselves in order to improve the 
rate at which the oil flows to the surface. This is called 
artificial lift. 

One method of artificial lift is the injection of addi- 
tional gas at various places in the producing tubing 
string. Injected gas expands in the same way as natu- 
rally dissolved gas and thus helps move the oil 
towards the surface. A second method is the use of 
mechanical pumping situated at the bottom of the 
well. Pumping systems, however, are not usually 
practical in offshore installations because the direc- 
tionally drilled wells are not vertical, thus ‘gas lift’ is 
the system usually used offshore. 

Prior to the drilling of a discovery well, it is not 
possible to ascertain the type and quality of reservoir 
energy that may be available. Testing of the first well 
provides the Iirst insight and gives data on the 
amount of gas that is contained within the oil. Tests 
indicate whether or not a gas cap may be present, and 
it may indicate the presence of water below the oil. 
Additional wells help to define the energy regime. 

4.2.3.3 Production Planning 

In production planning.conservationconsiderations 
are integrated with economic factors so that the rec- 
overy of oil and gas is optimized and the cost of 
production is minimized. The principal factors that 
must be taken into consideration include the follow- 
ing: 

- oil and gas in place 

- recovery factor 

- field geometry 

- field depth 

- surface constraints 

- oil and gas prices 

- transportation costs 

- production costs 

- royalties and taxes 

- time to first production 

- field life 

- production 

- development costs 

- fluid characteristics 

- conservation regulations 

- rock characteristics 

Two key parameters which must be assumed in 
designing a development plan for any oil field are the 
‘field life index’ and the ‘economic life of the field.’ 
The ‘field life index’ is the ratio of the total reserves to 
the maximum producing rate. while the ‘field life,‘as 
the name implies, is the number of years over which 
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the economic production from the field will be reco- 
vered. These two factors are both related to field 
production rates and. when combined with reservoir 
geometry and producing characteristics, they deter- 
mine how many wells will be required to develop an 
oil field. 

For example. if the recoverable reserves of an oil field 
are I60 million cubic metres, a reasonable field life 
index would be IO. The production rate from this 
field would increase gradually to a maximum of 16 
million cubic metres per year, or about 45 thousand 
cubic metres per day. The production level would 
remain at this rate for several years and then com- 
mence a decline as reservoir energy was depleted. or 
the water or gas that was sweeping the oil toward the 
producing wells broke into the wells and was pro- 
duced with the oil. Less and less oil would be pro- 
duced until the total production rate declined to a 
level where it was no longer economic to produce oil. 
A reasonable field life would extend over 20 to 30 
years. 

The number of wells and well spacing is dependent 
upon a number of reservoir parameters including 
depth, geometry, and permeability to fluid flow. For 
example, at Kopanoar the field area is approximately 
100 square kilometres. Reasonable drainage of the 
reservoir could be expected with one well every 65 
hectares. that is 160 wells. If half the wells were produc- 
ing wellsand half were injection wells. there would be 
80 producers and 80 Injectors. The 80 producers 
would collectively need to produce 45 thousand 
cubic metres per day which is about 650 cubic metres 
per day each. This requirement would be compared 
with the test information todetermine if the wellsare 
capable of this type of production. The discovery 
well flowed at a rate of over 1.000 cubic metres per 
day and the calculated potential exceeds 2.000 cubic 
metres per day. The 560 cubic metres per day average 
then should not be difficult to achieve. In fact. the 
maximum field production rate selected may be 
higher than 45 thousand cubic metres per day. thus 
giving a lower field life index and perhaps a lower 
field liie. depending on the rate of decline. 

At Kopanoar. a minimum of four delineation wells 
will be required to establish the field geometry with a 
reasonable degree of confidence. The time required 
to drill these wells is about two years. 

Any development plan can be revised as new 
information becomes available through drilling of 
producing wells. Well spacing can be changed. well 
design can be changed, different producing rates can 
be accommodated, and so forth. 

In the case of large oil fields like those expected in the 
Beaufort Sea. it is not necessary to define the entire 
field in order to-justify proceeding with development. 
Only a certain area can be accessed from a given 
platform or island location. Thus, each platform or 
island can be analyzed on a project basis. At 
Kopanoar-type water depths. the threshold reserve 
to justify production is estimated to be about 80 
million cubic metres. This would provide a produc- 
tion rate of about 22 thousand cubic metres per day 
and would require one island and about 80 wells (40 
producers and 40 injectors). Thus the initial aim of 
the developers of Kopanoar is to demonstrate that 80 
million cubic metres of oil are accessible from one 
location. The appraisal of the entire field will follow 
accordingly. 

4.2.3.4 Reservoir Modelling 

Reservoir modelling is a relatively new technique 
that has been made possible by the computer. It is 
employed to mathematically simulatean oil reservoir 
and predict its performance over its entire field life. 

The three dimensional reservoir model simulates an 
oil reservoir by dividing it into thousands of little 
cubes each of which are assigned values for rock and 
fluid characteristics. Well established mathematical 
formulae describe the movement of fluids from one 
cube toanother. The model keeps track ofthe flow of 
fluids through the reservoir to the producing well. the 
pressure in all cells of the model, the remaining satu- 
ration of oil. water and gas, and the producing rate. 
The quality of the model is improved as more data 
become available. 

Reservoir modelling early in the development of a 
field is very useful even thou* quantitative data are 
sketchy. Since many of the variables are known early 
in the life of the field (particularly fluid and rock 
characteristics), the development plan can be made 
available at a much earlier stage than otherwise. 

4.3 PLATFORMS FOR DRILLING 
AND PRODUCING SYSTEMS 

Perhaps the biggest difference between the explora- 
tion and production phase of the oil industry is the 
degree of permanence of the facilities. Exploration 
facilities, either onshore or offshore, are temporary 
since no one wants to make a large capital outlay for 
facilities without knowing whether the exploration 
will yield favourable results. For example, in a south- 
ern Alberta exploration program, temporary roads 
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are built to the well site locations, drilling personnel 
live in trailer units. and all equipment is as mobile as 
possible. In an offshore exploratory program, wells 
are drilled from mobile rigs, tested and usuallyaban- 
doned, while the rig moves on to explore elsewhere. 

Production facilities are permanent since they must 
last the 20 to 30 year life of the oil or gas field. 
Durable roads are built, proper warehouses and 
accommodations are erected and production facili- 
ties are set on stable foundations and properly 
housed to suit the long-term environmental condi- 
tions. Offshore fields have been developed from steel 
or concrete platforms permanently anchored to the 
sea floor and producing to facilities that are designed 
to last for many years. 

This section deals with the platforms that will be used 
for drilling and producing facilities in the onshore 
and offshore Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. 
These are the platforms or structures that will 
accommodate the drilling rigs which drill the explora- 
tion. delineation and production wells, and accom- 
modate the relatively simple processing facilities that 
separate the oil. gas and water. or which support 
transportation systems. 

This section also describes the design. construction 
and maintenance f‘eatures of onshore and offshore 
platforms. with emphasis on the design criteria used 
to counteract the physical regime unique to the 
Region. 

4.3.1 ONSHORE PLATFORMS FOR DRILLING 
AND PRODUCTION 

In southern Canada. platforms for drilling rigs and 
all of their supporting equipment and platforms for 
production systems present few problems for conven- 
tional land drilling. Typically. a two to four hectare 
site is cleared and graded, and the drilling rig is 
positioned over the point where the well is to be 
drilled. The accessory equipment such as fuel tanks, 
water and mud tanks, mud pumps, mechanical and 
electrical power systems. accommodation for the 
crew. and storage systems are positioned around the 
rig at distances sufficient to provide safety and ade- 
quate working space. 

The foundations for drilling systems and permanent 
production facilities are designed in a manner similar 
to other man-made structures in southern Canada. 
The foundations are usually relatively simple because 
the point loads are low. so special piling is not usually 
required. 

The loads in the Arctic are similar to those in south- 
ern Canada. However. failure to prevent the thawing 
of the permafrost during operations will seriously 
reduce bearing strength. resulting in a potential for 
structural failure and unnecessary erosion. Thawing 
of the permafrost is prevented by construction during 
winter, by applying a thick gravel pad. and by instal- 
ling wooden piles where necessary to support the 
structure. The gravel pad. of a calculated thickness. 
acts as an insulating blanket preventing the summer 
heat from melting the permafrost. 

Arctic rigs are more compact than many of the land 
rigs used in southern Canada. so the space require- 
ments may be slightly less. Foundation design on 
land in the Arctic is not a complicated problem. Oil 
industry operations, both drilling and production. 
are successfully conducted at Prudhoe Bay and have 
been for several years. The onshore operation in the 
Mackenzie Delta uses the same type of equipment as 
is used in Prudhoe Bay. Plate 4.3-l shows a drilling 
system located in the Mackenzie Delta. 

Two types of foundation designs for heavy equip- 
ment are used at Prudhoe Bay. The same variations 
are presently used in the lnuvik area for housing or 
commercial structures. One method is to use piling 
which is firmly anchored to the permafrost by freez- 
ing. A deck area is then built about two metresabove 
the ground, on top of the piling, to provide clearance 
space between the floor of the building and the 
ground. This open air space assures that the perma- 
frost will not be melted and the foundation’s integrity 
will be maintained. 

The second method is to use a gravel pad combined 
with insulation to guard against permafrost melting. 
The frozen earth provides an excellent foundation. In 
either foundation type the key is to prevent melting of 
the permafrost. 

Due to the fragility of the vegetation and terrain in 
the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region, the land 
area covered by these platforms and ancillary facili- 
ties, such as access roads, will be kept to a minimum. 
Likewise, gravel hauling for construction of the pad 
and delivery and assembly of the production facilities 
will be done over snow roads in winter in order to 
minimize damage to vegetation. Many years ofcon- 
struction experience in the Region exists and confirms 
this can be done. 

Once exploratory drilling is complete, the drilling 
system is normally moved to another location. Sim- 
ilarly, with production facilities, once all recoverable 
reserves have been produced, the production facilities 
can be removed. The gravel pad can also be removed 
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PLATE 4.3-I Drilling onshore in the Mackenzie Delta is similar to onshore drilling anywhere in the world; however, special 
precautions must be taken to protect the tundra. This is done by covering the tundra with about one metre of gravel before the 
r/g IS p/aced on the site. 

and the gravel used at another site. The area can then 
be reseeded and restored as closely as possible to its 
original condition. as shown for example, in Plate 
4.3-2. 

4.3.2 OFFSHORE DRILLING SYSTEMS 

During the past thirty years. drilling offshore in lakes 
and oceans has moved into progressively deeper 
water. This has resulted in the evolution of two types 
of drilling platforms; one which is founded on the 
lake or sea bed and one which floats and is held in 
position by anchors or is dynamically positioned. 

4.3.2.1 Offshore Bottom-Founded Drilling Systems 

Historically. the first offshore wells were drilled from 
submersible barges in very shallow water. Conven- 
tional land rigs were erected on large barges and 
floated to the drilling site. Considerable innocation 
was required in order to fit all ofthe equipment into 
the limited space. At the drilling location. the sea 
bottom wascovered with approximately one metre of 
gravel so as to provide a smooth level surface onto 
which the barge could be ballasted. The depth of the 
barge was such that the deck remained above sea 
level. 

As the industry moved into deeper water. the posted 
barge was developed. This system used an extra deck 
on posts welded to the main deck of a barge and was 
suitable for use in water three to five metres deep. 

As the exploration moved still further offshore. the 
posted barge concept was no longer sufficient and 
specialized rig barges. with large columns that enabled 
the drilling deck to be I5 to I8 metres above the main 
submerged barge. were designed. The water depth 
capability was now extended to about I2 metres. 

The next development in offshore drilling was the 
jack-up drilling rig. The first jack-up rig consisted 01 
two barges, one on top of the other. The lower barge 
was ballasted to the sea floor and the upper barge, on 
which the drilling rig was mounted. was hoisted out 
of the water to a height of IO to I5 metres. Later 
designs utilized large legs without the bottom barge. 
These legs were jacked down to the sea floor thus 
raising the upper barge out of the water. 

Plates 4.3-3. 4.3-4 and 4.3-5 illustrate the posted 
barge. the submersible rig and the jack-up rig. These 
rigs all have a substantial advantage over a floating 
system. because there is no motion and the wellhead 
and blowout prevention systems are at the working 
surface on the deck of the barge. 
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PLATE 4.3-2 Affer drilling has been completed at the 
onshore Me, the facilrties are removed and fhe area is 
restored. 

1.3.2.2 Floating Drilling Systems 

As offshore exploration pushed into deeper water the 
floating drilling system was developed. There are two 
main types of floating drilling systems - the drillship 
and the semi-submersible. 

PLATE 4.3-3 The first offshore drilling started about 30 
years ago. It was carned out from barges whrch were sub- 
merged to the sea floor. A convent/ona/ drillrng rig was 
mounted on stilts on the barge surface to ho/d the rig out of 
the water. 

PLATE 4.3-4 As offshore drilling moved into deeper water, 
the posted barges were replaced with specially built sub- 
mersible barges. These barges could be submerged to the 
sea floor in 70 to 20 metres of water. 

PLATE 4.3-5 As offshore drilling technrques developed, a 
specralized rig called a jack-up was developed. A jack-up is a 
barge mounted rig which has three or four legs that can be 
lacked down to contact the sea floor when the rig is on 
locahon. Continued jacking elevates the barge w/th the rig 
above the surface of the water to prowde a stable drilling 
platform. 
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The drillship (Plate 4.3-6) which has extended off- 
shore drilling depths substantially. has a drilling rig 
mounted amidships and performs all drilling opera- 
tions through the moonpool, a large hole which pene- 
trates the ship from the main deck to the bottom of 
the hull, and is totally sealed from the rest of the ship. 
Before drilling commences, the drillship is anchored 
over the well site by about eight anchors, generally 
four bow and four stern anchors. The drilling systems 
are similar to those used on land. except for the 
blowout preventer, which is located on the sea floor. 
The riser, a large diameter steel pipe, is connected to 
the top of the blowout preventer and rises to the 
surface through the center of the ship in the moonpool. 

PLATE 4.3-6 Floating systems developed concurrently 
with bottom-founded systems. The first floating systems 
utilized converted ships. Drillships continue to be a popular 
system for offshore drilling. particularly in deep water. 

In areas of rough seas and deep water, another type of 
vessel is used. The dynamically positioned drillship. 
which does not use any anchors. maintains its posi- 
tion over the well by a computer controlled position- 
ing system that uses the ship’s propellers and trans- 
verse thrusters in the hull of the ship. 

In spite of the strong anchor system. the drillship 
moves in response to wave and wind action. Sideways 
motions of the ship can be accommodated to some 
degree by the flexibility of the riser, while the up and 
down motion must be compensated with special 
tensioning devices and motion compensators. The 
motion compensators enable a constant weight to be 
kept on the drill strings. whereas the tensioners ena- 
ble the ship to move up or down without significant 
dynamic load changes on the blowout preventer. 

Limitations of conventional drillships in rough water 
led to the development of the semi-submersible. 
Semi-submersibles work on the principle that the 
effect of wave action extends only IO to 12 metres 
below the surface of the ocean. One design of the 
semi-submersible has two large pontoons and four or 
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more long columns on which the drilling deck is 
placed. as illustrated in Figure 4.3-l. The semi- 
submersible has a very limited response to wave 
action because the bulk of the structure is below the 
wave zone. 

Semi-submersibles are used extensively in areas like 
the North Sea and the east coast ofcanada. where 12 
to I5 metre waves and consistently high winds are 
common. 

4.3.3 BEAUFORT SEA EXPLORATION 
DRILLING SYSTEMS 

4.3.3.1 Drillships 

To drill safely and efficiently from a floating vessel, it 
is necessary that the vessel stay on station over the 
hole that is being drilled. If it is necessary to move 
away, the move must be conducted in a carefully 
planned manner. Since moving ice can exert large 
forces on the vessel and since ice tends to move in a 
somewhat random way. drilling from a floating unit 
in the presence of ice involves a number of potential 
problems. In the absence of any defensive or protec- 
tive action, the ice forces mav cause the anchoring 
system on a conventional drillship to fail and the 
vessel to be pushed away from the well. The consc- 
quences of this, with respect to well control. depends 
on whether preparations have been made to plug or 
seal the well. and what the conditions were in the well 
at the time. The most serious situation that could 
occur would be the destruction of the connection and 
control lines between the blowout preventers on the 
seafloor and the drilling vessel. If this were to occur, 
the blowout preventer would automatically close and 
prevent release of oil well fluid. 

FIGURE 4.3-l Semi-submersible drilling rigs were deve- 
loped to carry out drilling operations in rough seas. While 
drilling. the semi-submersible IS part/y submerged so that 
the bulk of the structure is below the depth of wave act/on. 



A second threat posed by sea ice comes from the deep 
keeled ice ridges that may scrape the sea floor in 
shallow water and could shear off any equipment that 
has been installed at that point. In normal non-ice 
situations, the blowout preventers in a floating dril- 
ling operation are installed at the seafloor. Blowout 
preventers provide the sealing mechanism to control 
pressures in the well; however, if they should be 
damaged or separated from the well, control of the 
well may be lost. The threat from ice ridges during 
drilling from floating platforms in the Beaufort Sea is 
eliminated by installing the blowout preventers below 
the sea floor. to a depth below that of anticipated ice 
scour. 

In addition to typical and proven concepts from more 
temperate areas. the conventional drillships used in 
the Beaufort Sea have additional capabilities to cope 
with the environment and to extend the drilling sea- 
son. The features incorporated into the drillship 
design include: 

- Sponsons on the outer shell to provide double 
hulls and an ice class equal to Type A under the 
Arctic Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations. 

- Two underwater thrusters on each side of the 
ship set at 30” angles to deflect approaching ice 
floes and to reduce ice friction. 

- An eight-point mooring system with remote 
acoustic release devices. 

- An underwater fairlead for each mooring line 
to reduce contact with ice. 

In order to provide a longer season for exploratory 
drilling from floating vessels. a new type of drillship is 
presently being designed and built to operate in the 
Beaufort Sea. Whereas conventional drillships are 
required to quickly move away from a drill site before 
threatening ice arrives, these extended season drill- 
ships with icebreaker support will have the capability 
of remaining on location when ice is present. 

The conical drilling unit is an example ofan extended 
season drillship designed for Gulf Canada Resources 
Inc. This unit will be a polygonal structure with 24 
equal sides and will have a deck width of approxi- 
mately 81 m. The unit will have no propulsion sys- 
tem: hence. it will require marine vessel support to be 
moved to drilling locations. During drilling opera- 
tions, these units will be supported by Class 4 ice- 
breakers and icebreaking supply ships. 

The conical drilling unit will have a deep hull to 
protect the marine riser (the connection between the 
drilling equipment and the blowout preventer). The 
hull will be capable of breaking ice regardless of the 

direction of ice movement. The shape of the hull is 
designed to reduce the total ice forces exerted on the 
unit. The mooring system will be more extensive and 
stronger than that of a conventional drillship, to 
ensure that the drilling system remains on location 
when subjected to the ice forces which occur during 
early winter. These features will make it possible to 
drill in the Beaufort Sea over an extended season of 
about 8 months of the year. 

Plate 4.3-7 and Figure 4.3-2 illustrate the conven- 
tional drillships used in the Beaufort Sea and the 
conical drilling unit. 

PLATE 4.3-7 Ice-reinforced drillships were built for the 
deeper water of fhe Beaufort Sea. The drillship was the only 
convenbonal offshore drilling system that could resist the 
rce forces. 

4.3.3.2 Artificial Islands 

The first offshore well in the Beaufort Sea was drilled 
by Imperial Oil in the winter of 1973-74. This well was 
drilled from the artificial island lmmerk B-48, where 
construction had started using a stationary suction 
dredge in the summer of 1972. This island was con- 
structed at a fairly sheltered location in the offshore 
delta in a water depth of 3 metres. The first winter 
demonstrated that the island could withstand the 
winter ice. After placing additional fill during the 
next summer. drilling commenced. Plate 4.3-8 illus- 
trates drilling at Immerk B-48. 

Up to the spring of 1982, industry has built and 
drilled from 20 artificial islands in the Arctic. Figure 
4.3-3 shows the locations of these islands. Most have 
been built in the summer by dredging sand from the 
seafloor. but some have been constructed in winter by 
trucking gravel over the ice. 

Construction efficiency has been gradually improved 
as working knowledge of the Arctic environment has 
increased. Table 4.3-l summarizes basic information 
on artificial islands constructed and drilled from to. 
date. 
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FIGURE 4.3-2 The conical drilling unit is a specialized drill 
system that has been developed for the Beaufort Sea and 
presents an icebreaking profile, like the bow of an icebreak- 
ing ship, around its entire periphery so that it can resist much 
greater ice forces than a conventional drillship. 

PLATE 4.3-8 Artificial islands such as lmmerk El-48 shown 
in thts photograph provide very suitable foundaUons for 
explorarory drill systems in shallow water. A conventional 
land rig IS rigged up after the is/and is built. 

Most of the earlier islands used weighted slope pro- 
tection materials such as sandbags to protect the 
relatively steep upper side slopes of the islands from 
wave and current erosion. Plates 4.3-9. 4.3-10 and 
4.3-l 1 show the islands Netserk. Adgo and Kugmallit. 

Basic changes in building concepts were made as the 
water depth increased and as experience was gained. 
Sacrificial beach designs were introduced in 1976 

BEAUPORT SEA 

.AI,,F,C,AI ISLANDS Bull1 10 DATE 

FIGURE 4.3-3 A total of 20 artificial islands have been built 
and drilled from in the Beaufort Sea, clearly establishing the 
feasibility and technology of this type of foundation system. 

with the construction of Arnak L-30 as shown in 
Plate 4.3-12. Arnak has been followed by Kannerk, 
Isserk, lssungnak and Alerk which are all of the 
sacrificial beach design. 

As exploration from artificial islands moved into 
deeper water. island designs have been refined and 
construction techniques improved: each new island 
being another step forward in the development of 
island building technology. 

The Issungnak island (Plate 4.3-13). completed in 
1979, was built in 20 metres of water using material 
dredged near the site and supplemented with granu- 
lar material hauled from Tuft Point. This deeper 
water island required 5 million cubic metres of 
material. 

One problem with the conventional islands in deeper 
water is that although construction starts in the 
early summer. it cannot be completed until the fall. 
This time of year, though. is characterized by severe 
and frequent storms, which may interfere with the 
dredging operations and can result in erosion prob- 
lems. At this time. the islands are particularly vulner- 
able to erosion until erosion protection measures are 
installed. 

As islands were built in deeper water. economics 
necessitated changes in geometry to reduce fill volume 
requirements. Since the island is a cone. the volume 
of material required is very sensitive to water depth 
and side slope of the berm (Figure 4.3-4). Thus, it is 
apparent that steeper sides slopes minimize fill 
volume and reduce cost. 

This rationale led to the design of the Tarsiut island 
which was built in 198 1 (Figure 4.3-5). The sand berm 
does not extend to the surface and the side slopes of 1 
in 5 to 1 in 7 are steeper than those at the Issungnak 
island, which are about 1 in 15. Concrete caissons are 
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TABLE 4.3-l 

BASIC INFORMATION ON ARTIFICIAL ISLANDS 

Year Water Depth Conrtructlon 
Island Conrtructed m Season Operator 

lmmerk B-48 1972-73 3 Summer ESSO 
Adgo F-28 1973 2 Summer ESSO 
Adgo P-25 1974 2 Summer ESSO 
Pulien E-l 7 1974 1.5 Summer ESSO 
Netserk B-44 1974 4.5 Summer ESSO 
Adgo C-15 1975 2 Summer ESSO 
lkattok J-17 1975 2 Summer ESSO 
Netserk F-40 1975-76 7 Summer ESSO 
Unark L-24 1974-75 2 Winter Sunoco et al. 
Pelly D-35 1975 2 Winter Sunoco et al. 
Sarpi k B-35 1976 3.5 Winter ESSO 
Kugmallit H-59 1976 5 Summer ESSO 
Adgo J-27 1976 2 Summer ESSO 
Arnak L-30 1976 8.5 Summer ESSO 
Kannerk G-42 1976 8 Summer ESSO 
lsserk E-27 1977 13 Summer ESSO 
lssungnak O-61 1978-79 20 Summer ESSO 
Alerk P-23 1980-81 11.5 Summer 
West Atkinson 1981 272 Summer ZE 
Tarsiut N-44 1981 Summer Gulf Canada 

PLATE 4.3-9 The artificial is/and of Netserk F-40. 
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placed on top ofthe berm to penetrate the wave zone 
and, once filled with sand, form a foundation for the 
drilling equipment. 

The Tarsiut island required approximately I.5 mil- 
lion cubic metres of fill material. which was obtained 
from subsea borrow areas approximately 65 km and 
10 km from the island. Plates 4.3-14. 4.3-15. and 
4.3-16 show the construction of the Tarsiut island 
and the caissons. 

The Tarsiut island is also a research platform. being 
heavily instrumented in order to continue measure- 
ment of ice forces. The data obtained from monitor- 
ing the ice forces and behaviour at Tarsiut will help to 

PLATE 4.3-10 The artificial is/and of Adgo C-75. further refine the design of other deep water 

PLATE 4.3-11 The artificial island of Kugmaltit H-59. 

artificial islands. As more experience is obtained. 
refinements are made to concepts and design details 
of islands and caissons currently under development. 

PLATE 4.3-12 Arnak, an artificial is/and of the sacrificial 
beach design. 

Other deeper water caissons are being constructed to 
further reduce the quantity of dredpcd material 
required in the construction of exploration islands. 
The Caisson Retained Island (Figure 4.3-h) and the 
Mobile Arctic Caisson (two configurations) (Figure 
4.3-7). are two examples of deep caissons which will 
be in operation in the Region in 1983 and 1984, 
respectively. Such a unit will be towed to a drilling 
location, ballast water tanks which are integral to the 
caisson structure will be filled with water to sink the 
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PLATE 4.3-13 The lssungnak artificial island was completed in 1979 in 20 metres of water. Approximate/y 5 million cubic 
metres of oranular mater/a/ was required to complete the island, much of it dredged from the sea floor. Sand filled plastic bags 
p/aced on”nett/ng protect the beach from erosion. 
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FIGURE 4.3-4 The geometry of an artif/c/a/ island signifi- 
cant/y affects the quantity of dredged mater/a/ reqmred for 
/s/and construct/on. Steeper s/de slopes are required to con- 
struct Islands in deeper water /n a t/me/y and econom/c 
manner. 

A DEPTH 

FIGURE 4.3-S The Tars/U island is the island built in the 
deepest water to date in the Beaufort Sea. It addressed the 
problem of mater/a/ requrrements by usrng carefully selected 
granular materials which were p/aced on the sea floor to 
control the s/de slope at a rat/o of approximate/y 1 to 7. A 
concrete caisson system was used as a water line penetra- 
t/on system to avo/d the problem of is/and erosion. 
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PLATE 4.3-14 Four large caissons, each weighing about 
4,500 tonnes were set rnto place and sunk onto a prepared 
earthen berm at Tarsiut. 

PLATE 4.3-15 Setting in place of a caisson during the con- 
struct/on of Tarsiut. 

PLATE 4.3-16 When the caissons were in place, dredged sand was pumped into the centre of the island, stabilizing the 
structure and prowding a foundation for the drillrng system. SI -- - - -..- T.-..-...J - .--..--..-.. .-. . ..- -. ..,,. ‘J ‘,“.““,. 
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FIGURE 4.3-6 The Caisson Retained /s/and is a self con- 
tained mobile drilling system that will be used for drilling 
exploratory wells. 

unit onto a previously constructed earthen berm. and 
dredged sand will be placed within the centre of the 
structure to stabilize the caisson. Once drilling is 
completed at the location, the ballast water is released 
and the caisson is unlatched and refloated for towing 
to a new drilling location. 

4.3.4 CONVENTIONAL PLATFORMS FOR 
OFFSHORE DRILLING AND 
PRODUCING FACILITIES 

This section provides a brief history of the develop- 
ment of con\.entional offshore platforms and des- 
cribes the platforms which are used for drilling and 
producing facilities in the GulfofMexico.Cook Inlet 
and the North Sea. 

4.3.4.1 Gulf of Mexico 

The oil industry extended production to offshore 
areas in the 1950’s in the Gulf of Mexico. The transi- 
tion was gradual. since many of the lowland coastal 
areas in southern Louisiana were submerged a great 
deal of the time due to tidal action. Exploratory 
drilling was done from floating barges as described 
earlier, and production was carried out from simple 
structures anchored to the sea floor by piling. Some of 
the shallow water fields off the coast of Louisiana 
were developed with vertically drilled wells. Well- 
heads protruded above the surface of the ocean and 
were protected by steel piling. 

This type of structure was displaced with larger steel 
structures from which directional wells were drilled. 
The early structures were not large enough to 
accommodate the entire drilling system; only the drill 
rig was placed on the platform and the rest of the 
drilling equipment was on a ship anchored alongside. 
These were called ‘tender’ platforms. The technology 
continued to develop until today large steel structures 
accommodating two drilling rigs. 40 to 50 wells. 
complete living quarters and production I‘acilities are 
common. Plate 4.3- I7 shows a large steel platform in 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

The limiting design conditions for the Gulfof Mexico 
platforms are imposed by hurricanes. The platforms 
are designed to safely resist the tbrces associated with 
a hundred year storm. Thus. the decks are always 
located I5 to 18 metres above normal sea level and 
the steel structures are firmly anchored to the sea floor 
with steel piling that is driven 90 to 120 metres below 
the mud line. In the Gulf of Mexico the designer must 

FIGURE 4.3-7 Mobile Arctrc Caissons may be towed lo a drilling location and ballasted down onto a prepared berm. The 
drilling system is moved to a new location when exploratory drilling is completed. 
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also minimize the amount ofstructure that IS exposed 
to wave action. thereby reducing the total wave forces. 

4.3.4.2 Cook Inlet, Alaska 

Oil and gas were discovered offshore of Alaska in 
Cook Inlet during the mid-1960’s. This area pres- 
ented a new challenge since Cook Inlet is covered by 
ice for three or four months of the year. Also, the 
tides in the inlet range up to 12 metres.and the corres- 
ponding tidal currents range up to 4 metres pet 
second. 

The inlet is covered with ice throughout the winter 
months. The limiting design forces on offshore struc- 
tures are imposed by larger ice noes. sometimes 
rafted to 4 metres in thtckness, and moving at a speed 
of4 metres per second. These forces can be combined 
with substantial seismic forces, since thearea is prone 
to earthquakes, and subject to winds up to I30 
kilomctres per hour. 

These t’actors rendered the Gulf of Mexico type steel 
structure unsuitable. New structures had to be dc- 
signed to resist the ice t’orces and to also provide 
protection for the well conductors. Two plattbrm 
designs emerged. Plate 4.3-18 is the most common 

structure in Cook Inlet. It is a four columned steel 
jacket anchored to the sea floor by steel pilings driven 
about 100 metres below the mud line. There is no 
cross-bracing between the legs. except close to the 
sea floor. in order to limit exposure to ice. Clearance 
of about 16 metres is provided between the bottom of 
the decks and sea level at low tide to accommodate 
the very high tidal range. The piling. which was driven 
through the four large columns, also forms the con- 
ductors for the 48 wells which can be drilled from the 
platforms. Drilling rigs are positioned over the plat- 
form legs and wells are drilled through the piling. 

The second type of Cook Inlet platform is illustrated 
in Plate4.3-19and is known as the ‘monopod.‘This is 
the only platform of its kind in the world. The advan- 
tage of this type ofstructure is that it was very easy to 
tow from the west coast ofthe United States. where it 
was constructed. to its production location in Alaska. 

PLATE 4.3-17 Drilling systems illustrated in previous fig- 
ures and photographs are mobile exploratory drilling sys- 
tems. After a dIscovery has been made, permanent systems 
must be set in p/ace. In the Gulf of Mexico, the steel /ackets 
are set on the sea floor and anchored with piling. Production 
and drilling facilities are p/aced on top ol the steel jacket. 

PLATE 4.3-16 In Cook Inlet. Alaska, which developed in 
the /ate 7960’s, the Gulf of Mexico steel jackets could not be 
used because of ice. Cook /n/et conditions have many sim- 
Uantres to Beaufort Sea conditions. In this area, the four 
column drilling rig was p/aced on the sea floor and anchored 
wrth piling. The we//s are drilled through the four steel legs. 
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Once on location. the monopod was submerged in 
place on the sea floor. The platform is anchored to the 
sea floor with piling driven through the horizontal 
pontoons resting on the sea floor. Wells are drilled 
through the central protective column which is 8.5 
metres in diameter. 

The platforms in Cook Inlet were the largest in the 
world until the North Sea development commenced. 
and they demonstrated the ability of the oil industry 
to respond to new challenges. These platforms were 
built in the total absence of environmental or other 
legislation. Operations have been ongoing in the area 
for over I5 years with no major environmental or 
engineering problems. 

4.3.4.3 North Sea 

The discovery of oil and gas in the North Sea pres- 
ented another challenge to the oil industry. Discover- 
ies in the North Sea have been in relatively deep water 
up to 150 metrcs. Severe storms are common in the 
North Sea. with storm waves frequently reaching 20 
metres. These conditions are much harsher than 
those in the Gulf of Mexico or in Cook Inlet and 
required new platform designs. 

PLATE 4.3-19 Anofher type of platform used in Cook /n/et 
IS known as the monopod Thrs is a smgle column plafform 
anchored to the sea floor. It presents a very small surface 
area for mteract,on with fhe moving ice. 
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Two tvpes of structures were built to meet these 
conditions. Plate 4.3-20 illustrates a steel structure 
similar to those used in the Gulf of Mexico. but many 
times larger and stronger. This platform contains 
about 30.000 tonnes of steel as compared to about 
10,000 tonnes of steel in an equivalent Gulf of Mexico 
platform. Plate 4.3-21 is a completely different type of 
structure called a ‘gravity structure.’ It is built of 
concrete and the weight of the structure adequately 
secures it to the sea floor. 

4.3.5 BEAUFORT SEA PRODUCTION ISLAND 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The Beaufort Sea is quite different from most of the 
other seas in the world. where hydrocarbon explora- 
tion and production are carried out, because of the 
ice. Even in summer. the amount of open water is 
relatively small: this limits waves to smaller heights 
than are experienced in other areas of petroleum 
development. Furthermore, the tides are quite small. 
although storm surges may increase vvater levels sig- 
nificantly in bays and near the shore (see Volume 
3A). 

The most important aspect of the Beaufort Sea is the 
ice, which is present for about 9 months of the year. 

PLATE 4.3-20 In the North Sea, it was necessary lo modify 
the product/on platform design because of the very deep 
water and large waves. The platform shown in this photo- 
graph IS several hmes larger than fhe average Gulf of Mexico 
platform. 



PLATE 4.3-21 CONDEEP. a gravity type structure used in 
the North Sea is bufft of concrete and is secured to the sea 
floor by its werght. Boftom cylinders are used for storage of 
or/ and drilling fakes p/ace through the four vertical columns. 
(Courtesy of Foster Wheeler Petroleum Development (Can- 
ada) Ltd.) 

This ice cover may comprise first-year ice, older 
multi-year ice. or when extremely low probabilities 
are considered, ice islands, which break off the ice 
shelves of Ellesmere Island. 

As there are no icebergs, such as occur off Canada’s 
east coast, it is the sea ice which dominates the design 
of offshore platforms for the Beaufort Sea. 

In designing these platforms for environmental for- 
ces, it is necessary to design for events with extremely 
low probabilities of occurrence. These probabilities 
are expressed as the return period of a particular 
event. Return periods of 100 years are normally 
regarded as an acceptable engineering design level. 
That is. the maximum environmental forces which 
could occur over a 100 year period are the normal 
design forces selected for the design of offshore 
structures. 

The designs for Beaufort Sea production structures 
will be based on proven engineering practice, which 
makes allowance for the uncertainties in the design 
parameters. It is the objective of the engineering pro- 
cess to identify and quantify the degree of uncertainty 
involved in the generation of all design parameters, 
and to make appropriate allowances for these uncer- 
tainties in the design. The level of risk of failure for 
any structure which is deemed acceptable depends on 
the consequences of that failure. For this reason, 
more than one return period can be analyzed for any 
set of environmental forces. If the results of failure 

are catastrophic, such as the IOSS of life or damage to 
the environment. then only a very low risk isaccepta- 
ble. For a failure with less severe consequences, such 
as having to shut in the wells and temporarily aban- 
don the structure, a somewhat higher risk may be 
acceptable. For repairable damage (for example. hav- 
ing to replace some of the slope protection surround- 
ing an offshore structure damaged by ice over the 
winter), a much higher risk is acceptable. provided the 
damage has not made the structure vulnerable to 
failure. 

4.3.5.1 Research 

Canadian industry has been conducting research on 
ice interactions and island building technology in the 
Beaufort Sea for over a decade. Designs have been 
developed that are capable of withstanding extreme 
ice conditions in water up to 60 metres deep. Figure 
4.3-8 illustrates the major design criteria requirements 
and the corresponding types of research that have 
been conducted (see Volume 7). The successful con- 
struction and operation of I9 exploration islands in 
water up to 22 metres deep has provided experience 
which contributes to the design of islands in deeper 
water. 

Much of the research has been conducted through 
co-operative programs of the Arctic Petroleum Op- 
erators Association (APOA). an association ofpetro- 
leum companies with interest in the Canadian Arctic. 
Due to the high costs of research in the Arctic, the 
association was formed to provide a vehicle for cost 
sharing. Research projects are proposed and oper- 
ated by individual members. Other members can then 
voluntarily participate in any project, by sharing in 
the cost of the project in return for the data. This 
research has contributed significantly to an increased 
knowledge of ice and its interaction with structures. 

In 1969, research and data-gathering activities began 
with the purpose of providing technology for off- 
shore drilling in the ice-infested waters of the Beau- 
fort Sea. The approach was to consider bottom 
founded structures, which would have the ability to 
withstand the loads imposed by moving ice. This 
required a knowledge of the ice environment, as well 
as the lateral forces exerted by ice as it failed against 
the structures. 

At that time, available technology was inadequate to 
deal with the problem. Some experience had been 
gained in Cook Inlet, Alaska, in dealing wtth sub- 
Arctic ice, and bridge piers in ice-infested rivers 
had been standing up for centuriesEven so. the 
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FIGURE 4.3-8 Artificial islands have been selected as the most practical foundation system for permanent drilling and 
production facilities in the Beaufort Sea. The factors which govern the design of artificial islands have been the subjecf of 
extensive research on is/and building fechnology and ice interactions for over a decade. The ice forces 8fe accurately known, 
as IS the ability of man-made islands lo resist these forces. 

action of’ Arctic ice on fixed structures was considered 
to be a unique problem, owing to the greater strength. 
thickness and lower temperature of the ice. 

Several studv areas have been pursued, including gen- 
eral ice conditions and behavior, extreme ice features. 
and ice strength and forces. Information on ice 
beha\iour and ice conditions have been systemati- 
cally collected each year since the early 1970’s in the 
shallow waters of‘ the Beaufort Sea (Spedding. 1974. 
1981) and in the deeper wjater arcas (McGonigal and 
Wright. 1980: Wright ef al.. 1981). 

It was from this realization that the research effort 
into ice blossomed. There were many facets to subse- 
quent studies. Experimental ice indent.rtion tests 
were done on lake ice at intermediate scale with 
specially designed apparatus (Taylor. 1973; Miller, 
1974). Similar tests were conducted at smaller scale 
on thin ice sheets in a cold room. Field measurements 
of ice behaviour and ice properties continued (Kry, 
1973: Gladwell, 1976). A large outdoor ice test basin 
was constructed to observe and record ice loading on 
structures (Verity, 1975). The following outlines 
some of this work. 

The first experimental Arctic offshore research pro- The portable field test apparatus constructed for 
ject investigated the action of an Arctic ice sheet indentation measurements was used at Eagle Lake, a 
against a vertical pile-type structure (Croasdale. freshwater lake, near Calgary. It consisted of two 
1970. 1974). This “Nutcracker Project” was so called steel load faces separated by powerful hydraulic 
because of the special devices. resembling giant nut- cylinders supported in a gantry. The load faces were 
crackers. which were used to measure the crushing forced apart in the ice sheet and the failure loads 
strength of ice against circular piers. The Nutcracker recorded. Three consecutive years of measurements 
tests probided valuable design data. but also indi- were taken to obtain data on the effect of various 
cated the presence of a size effect. which made it parameters. These included the dependence of aspect 
difficult to extrapolate the ice l‘ailure strengths to ratio (indenter width/ice thickness) on the crushing 
those relevant to large structures. It became obvious strength of ice. as well as the effect of indenter shape, 
that an intensive research effort was required to more indenter-ice bonding, temperature and loading rate. 
fully understand the importance of various ice and Follow-up experimental work using the same appa- 
structure parameters on ice loading. ratus investigated the buckling characteristics of ice 
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at large aspect ratios (Trofimenkoff. 1975). Field test 
results were correlated with the mechanical proper- 
ties determined from cold room laboratory experi- 
ments. 

These tests identified the ice failure modes for differ- 
ent loading rates and showed that they were an 
important factor in determining the ice failure strength. 
Furthermore. these tests. as well as observations of 
the crushing failure of ice against artificial islands 
(Gladwell. 1977) and cold room experiments. indi- 
cated that the ice did not fail simultaneously in the 
entire interaction region. Rather. at any one time. 
different local areas of the interaction region were in 
different stages of failure. In other words. it appeared 
appropriate to consider the failure region divided 
into a number of independent zones. with the number 
of zones increasing as the structure width increased. 

These observations indicated that the design stress 
for a wide structure should be less than for a narrow 
structure (Kry. 1979. 1980). A stochastic model ~‘3s 

developed. which quantified the decrease in design 
stress for wide structures. compared to narrow struc- 
tures. This allowed prediction of ice stresses on artifi- 
cial islands based on data obtained from tests on 
continuous crushing of lake ice and in the cold room. 

Further direct measurements of ice pressures around 
islands (Strilchuk, 1977). the observation of ice fail- 
ure modes around islands. additional continuous 
crushing measurements at Eagle Lake. and seg- 
mented indenter tests in the cold room. added to 
confidence in the stochastic model for predicting ice 
failure loads in the interaction zone at an island or 
other structure. 

The presence of ice rubble fields around islands com- 
plicated the application of ice failure loads in the 
interaction zone to a load on the island (Kry. 1977). 
However. recent work in monitoring the formation. 
nature and stability of ice rubble fields has added to 
the knowledge of how they influence the stability of 
the structure which they surround. 

Concurrent with the above studies. experimental 
data were being gathered on the interaction ofice with 
conical structures. The main reason f’or considering 
conical structures was the reduction in ice t’orcc one 
could expect through bending rather than crushing. 
This was of particular importance where impact with 
multi-year ridges could be expected. 

To provide confirmation of earlier theoretical and 
small scale modelling. a large open air ice test basin 
was constructed in Calgary in 1973. Initially. this 
Canadian facility was used to test a 4.5” cone structure 
at approximately one tenth scale using sheet ice and 

ridges. The cone was instrumented to measure horiz- 
ontal and vertical forces and record the ice failure 
modes. In subsequent years. tests were aho con- 
ducted on model artificial islands(Semeniuk. 1976). a 
section of a caisson retained island (Roseneggcr. 
1977) and recently on a 30” conical structure. Field 
programs to measure the flesural strength of Arctic 
ice complemented this work (Kry. 1975). Of particu- 
lar interest was the determination of the strength of 
multi-year ice ridges in the Beaufort Sea (Gladwell. 
1976). 

More recently, research has been conducted at Hans 
1sland.a natural island in the High Arctic. situated in 
the Kennedy Channel between Ellesmcrc Island and 
Greenland (Plate 4.3-12). Each summer when the ice 
breaks up. large multi-year ice 110~s move down the 
channel and collide with this rock! island. Mcasure- 
ments obtained here arc the first compiled for the 
interaction between thick multi-year ice and a large 
structure. and simulate the interaction expected at a 
large Beaufort Sea platform. Finally. ice forces are 
being measured on the Tarsiut artificial island. which 
is considered a prototype of future deep water pro- 
duction platt‘orms. 

4.3.5.2 Ice-Structure Interactions 

In most years in the Beaufort SW. ice forms during 
October or November and grows to about 2 m thick 
by late winter (see Volume 3A for more details on 
Beaufbrt Sea ice). Landfast ice (which is almost sta- 
tionar!,) gradually extends from shore to about the 20 
m water depth contour by mid-.Ianuary to early Fcb- 
ruary. Beyond the landfast ice. in the transition zone. 
the seasonal pack ice is in constant motion and con- 
tains numerous pressure ridges. Further offshore lies 
the polar pack. consisting of multi-year ice about 3 to 
4 m thick with old pressure ridges. which in the 
extreme, may bc up to 50 m thick. Multi-year hum- 
mock fields may also occur within the multi-year ice. 
These hummock fields are formed by extensive ridg- 
ing at the edges of the landfast ice, bounding the 
western shores of the High Arctic islands. These fea- 
tures ma! survive a number of years heforc calving 
from the landfast ice edge and drifting seaward. The! 
may be hundred to thousands of metres across. and 
IO to 15 metrcs in thickness when they enter the 
Bcaut’ort Gyrc. There are no icebergs to contend with 
in the Beaulort Sea: however. occasionally parts ol‘an 
ice shell’ on Ellcsmcrc Island break off to form “ice 
islands” which circulate in the polar pack. These ice 
islands can be as thick as 55 m and several kilometres 
across. but they are very rare. and return periods for 
collision with a fixed platform are in the order of ;I 
thousand years. Nevertheless. structures to be used 
for production platforms can be designed to with- 
stand thcsc extreme ice features as well as the thick 
multi-year ice, and hummock fields. 
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PLATE 4.3-22 A natural is/and called Hans /s/and, situated between Ellesmere /s/and and Greenland, has been the site of 
research programs on rce forces for the past few years. This is/and is about the same size as the arhficial islands planned for 
Beaufort Sea product/on systems. Scientists have observed numerous collisions of ice with this natural is/and and have been 
able to accurate/y measure the ice forces and ice strengths 

In waters less than 20 m deep. during late autumn and 
early winter. the newly formed sea ice moves in the 
order of kilometres per day. causing rubble fields to 
form around artificial islands. Large portions ofthese 
rubble fields are grounded. As the ice thickens in 
these shallow water areas. it becomes landfast. and ice 
mov-cments are gencrallv less than a fem. mctres dur- 
ing a movcmcnt event. Once the first-year ice sheet 
becomes landf’ast. ice conditions within the landfast 
ice zone r-emain essentially unchanged until break-up. 
The industry experience has shown that thrx first-year 
ice poses littlc threat to artificial island installations. 

The probability, of a collision between extreme ice 
t’caturcs and an offshore structure located within the 
landfast ice between the time when the ice stabilizes. 
usuallv in January. and break-up in early summer. is 
effectively zero. 

During break-up. the landfast ice is weakened by 
solar radiation. which causes it to fracture into large 
Iloes. These drift seaward under the influence of off- 
shore winds. then melt. Rubble fields surrounding 
islands melt in place. causing fractures to develop in 
the ice rubble. and when the mass is sufficiently 
reduced. its buoyancy causes it to lift off the sea 
bottom and drift seaward. 

During the summer months the threat exists that 
multi-year ice, with an average thickness of 3 and 4 
mctres. may interact with a structure in the Beaufort 
Sea. The probability of impact decreases as the water 
becomes shallower. since the ridge keels contained 
within the multi-year ice will limit the multi-year floe 
travel into shallow water. Figure 4.3-9 shows csti- 
mates of the average summer concentration (R,) of 
multi-year ice in the general area of interest (Marccl- 
lus and Morrison. 1982). 

An assessment of impact probabilities for @Iti-year 
floes has been conducted for general sites. based upon 
the average summer concentration of multi-year ice 
at the sites (Marcellus and Morrison. 1982). For 
example. Tarsiut lies along the estimated 3.5%. COII- 

tour, whereas Kopanoar is closer to the 5.5’2 con- 
tour. An estimate of the impact rate of multi-year 
floes with diameters greater than 500 m has been 
established and indicates that approximately 40 floes 
of this size range may impact :I point structure 
located along the 5(,7 contour during the summer 
months. Likewise. for the winter months. for a struc- 
ture located outside the landfast ice at the 5’8 site. 
approximately 28 multi-year Roes with diameters 
greater than 500 m may impact a point structure in 
one winter season. Multi-year ice invasions tend to be 
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FIGURE 4.3-9 The largesf regular forces II? the Beauforl Sea are exerted by mu/t/-year /ce. Thus d,agram illustrates the 
average concenfrat~on of mu/t!-year Ice m the area ol mteresr. 

ir-i-cgiil:ir ;Incf \ arid yonicto Vet3 t’cu multi-\ C;II. 

llllIllIrlock I‘iclds h;i\ c been c)lAc‘n cd in the \ollthcl-ll 
Hcaui’ort Sea ~IllLl IC\C nlc;lsLII’cIllcllls Ila\c been made 
t0 date 011 thcsc I’c;ltiIres. However. ;I cIc;Ii- del~inition 
of’;1 huntnioch l‘iclci has been lacking. and in the pxst. 
htlmmock t‘iclds ima! li;i\ c been considcrccl \-cr!’ 
rotigh multi-year Ilocs. For tllc purphcs ol‘ind11str\ 
work in the region. ;I h~ininiock I’icld II;IS rcccntl\~ 

been dctincxi ;is ;I multi-Jcat- ice tloe u hich Ii;15 II 
di;lnictcr oi‘grcatcr than or cqtial to 500 rn. and 211 

;I\txigc lhicknchs gi-wtcr thn orcrlual to IO In (Ma-- 
cclluh ;inti Moi-hon. 1982). Ijhing this clel’inition. 211 
;lswssmtwt 01‘ the number of hummock I’ields in the 
pack ice north of the drill sitcs \\‘;I?; condwtcd Liung 
tlic iincicr-ic.c prc>l‘ilt‘s obt:iincd l.roni :I ~iIl~ni;Irinc 
run. l-tic rcl;ilionship bctwccn the niimbcr ot hum- 
niock f‘iclds ;iiid tlit’ number ot. multi-!c‘;ii. Iloc5 u;i\ 
tc)und to bc I in 65. l‘hcr-ct‘ore. on a\cragc. ;III Impact 
w1t11 ;I l~ummock t‘icld COLIIL~ bc cspcctcd about once 

C\ClJ I.5 tc) 2 !c;ll-h ill \\2ter depths 01‘ 60 llletl-cs 

during the sumnicr. and ;ibout (WC C\ cl-y 5 !,c:II-s 

during the winter at these sitcs. The thickness ciIstri- 
brltion for Ilumm~~ck I‘iclds \\;I!, obtained t’rom ;I 
5iIbm;irinc run alon y the \\ c5t co;tst 01‘ tlw Queen 
E!izibcth 15land~ \\ Jicrc nisi-c hummock t’Icld5 at-c 
f‘~~lilld 



The l’orcgoing asscssmcnts \vct-c lx15cd on genera] 
~innual kc st:ltistics, which arc ncccshary for an anuly- 
si> b;lscd on return periods. ICC conclltions. howe~cr. 
call 4ary grc:ltly I.rom year 10 !‘car in the ~outhcrn 
13catllol-1 Sea. In some sumniCr5. multi-year ice may 
IlCVcr COillc into the al-ca4 cll‘lhe drill silts; whcre:is. in 
otllcr~ yeal-5, lhc multi-yc:ir ice ina~’ bc prcseiit in 
\:rrioti~ ~oll~Ciili-;liions Ili~~ottglio~~t the 5ummcr. FOI 

instance. in 1974. nn\horc winds pushed mulli-year 
ice into Ihc ;irc;l ol‘thc drillaiLcs ;~nd iI lcnlaincd thcrc 
IllOSl 01. 1hc ~llllllllcr. 

4.3.5.3 ICC Pile-up and Ride-up 

When K:I ice mo\ ch against an ohslruction huch as :~n 
ai-lit‘ici;il island or ;I bc;rch. it can ciIhci. flex upward 
and I-idc tip. or t’riii agains the obstruction. producing 
;I pile 01‘ ice rtlbblc. 

In cari! wintcxr when there arc estcnsi\c mo\~cnicnIs 
ol‘lhin ice. artilkiai isl;rnds in (Iic Bcatlt’or~ Sw habc 
been observed IO C;ILILC the foi~mation of ice irtibblc 
pilch. IIur~iy kc mo\cnicnt~. picccs 01‘ the sheer 
blc)hcn ol’i 1~~ impact \\‘I1 h the island c;~nnot pass 
;irotind the stl-ticttirc aid ;irc too thin. and thcr&~i-c 
too \vcak. 10 d-up on\o ~hc idand. The ice thus 
brcahh up and remains ncz~- the cdgc ot’thc platform 
;IS ;1 pile of ice rtibblc. El-cn iI’ pile-up U’crc to gro\c 
10 ;I ~ut’t‘icicnt height to LYILIW a spill o\ cr of kc rubble 
onto the island xnrt;~cc. this ICXMY mntcrinl could he 
lairI\ casilk ionri-ollccl bt ;L retaining wall. Notuith- 
standing the t’ortgoing. It is possible Ihat ice could 
ride up onlo the suri‘acc to thrcatcn the sai’cty ot 
personnel and installations. Therefore. \-ulnerable 
lacilitics ;irc located at ;i sult‘icicnt distance away 
t‘rom lhc island cdgc. 

When ;1 rubble pile is :~lready t‘ormcd. the ice sheet 
mot ing to\s’ard iI m;~y actualI\, bcnctr:lte the rubble 
bct‘orc being dcilcclcd ;~nd broken. Once the rubble 
pile grounds and rcachcs 2 critical hciglit. it will 
cstcnd s~;ln,ard. The ice I’OI-ccs ;I1 work in this process 
during e:ii-I\ uinrcr arc qiiitc sm;rll and the rubble 
hc~$it I-;ircli, e~cecds 7 metrcs. L;itcr in winter thcrc is 
Ic’;Y, IC:C mo\c‘mCnt hut the ice sheets are much thicker. 
1-1~11~. it‘ mo\ cmcnt does occur. hi@er rubble piles 
llsu;lll\ result. 

As the winter progresses. the rubble consolidates. SO 
[hat by Iate winter. it behaves as a rigid grounded 
inas which shields the isl;ind from direct cont3Ct 
i\ith mo\ ing ice sheets or exIrcme ice tcatures. 
Mo\,emcnt ol‘the I-ubble t’iclds thcmsel\es. u,ithin the 

IanclI~rst ice. hale been mcastircd ;I[ ICS th:ln one 
mctrc PC]- d:ly. The rubble also protects an isl;lnd 
from ice ~OPXS by incl-casing the sliding rcristancc. 
This rcsislancc is. ho\\v\er, coltntcrb;~lanccd 10 ;j 
large cstcnt by the incrcascd arc;1 O\.CI. which an 
;\clLancing kc sheet will interact with the obstruction. 

Inclustr-l; and othcra have been condtrcting rcscarch 
on ICC pllc-up and r-ide-up f’or man> Fears ;ind obwr- 
\alions of‘ ice action on csistin g ar1il‘ici:il islands in 
the Bcattii>i-t SC;I IKIW pl-ovidcd valuable Ii&l c\,idcnce. 

Ko\ ;Ics and Sodhi ( 19X0) rcvicwcd occtirrcnccs oi‘icc 
iridc-up and pile-up l‘or the period I X35 to 1979, For 
the 34 crtrcmc crises of ride-up on sloping bc;rchcs. 
the inean m~~sinit~ni clc\;ition yin UXI~ 9 m ;~ho~c SC;I 
level. ,.I rcsidcnt of Sachs ~(arbour rcportcd. how- 
cbcr. that ice has okcl-ridcn 15 in hills nc;ii- tbc bcxh. 
The mean rcportcd length 01’ eulrcmc ride-up was 
arout~d 100 m past the shoreline. In one uncspl:tined 
case at King Chrisrian Island in 1x35, the ice con- 
tinued for X00 m inland. A t’icld stud> ;II Hans Island 
in 1% I pro\ idcd evidence of’ an ice ride-up ot I1 
inc’trcs ;ibo\e SC:I level. 

Since the maximum height of historical ice ride-up 
has not excccdcd I5 m. freeboards between 30 and 30 
in u ill be pro\,idcd for production ihl;inds to cnsurc 
that the t’xcllilics will not bc thrc;l~cncd b> kc riclc-up. 
Furthermore. ice rick-up has onIF occui-i-cd on dial- 
low sloping beaches. and ne\cr o\:cr \crtical walls. as 
will cxuist on cai5sowtype drilling or producing 
islands. 

01’ the 24 extreme cases of‘ pile-up rrCewed by Kov- 
;ICS and Sodhi. the maximum elecation gain has been 
about II m abme SC;I le~cl. The maximum observed 
rubble pile height occurred in 1975 at Somerset 
Island. where a cone shaped rubble pile reached 30 m. 
In 1974 and 1981, 25 m of rubble piled LIP at Hans 
Island. No pile-ups of this magnitude ha~c been 
I-cportcd I’& the Bcaufbrt Sea. 

In model tests of ice interactions with ;I caisson- 
retained island. it has been tbund that stecpcr barriers 
resist override and instigate ;I pile-up ol.:tdvancing ice 
(.Jahns. 1979). It has also been suggested that an 
est:lblished rubble pile ofearly scabon ice. serves as an 
effectice line OC defence againsr later overI-idc. High 
be;lch friction ant! abrupt slope changes H’ere felt to 
be effective triggers of pile-up. More rccontly. in LI 
sericsoftests in which artificial ice was I‘orccd against 
;I model beach. it was found that as tht angle of the 
beach W;IS increased. the ice showed an increasing 
tendency to fail in crushing. producing ;I pile-up. 
rather than a failure in flexure. which would initiate 
an override. When similar tests were conducted with 
3 vertically-walled caisson model. ride-up nckcr 
occurred. even when encouraged with an ice-ramp 
placed ithead of the caisson walls. 



sc\ct-al Ihcol~ctical tnodcl~ I1;1cc been tic\ elopcci to 
pt-dicl ltic pb~notncna 01’ kc pile-up :rnd t-idc-ktp. 
l’he rc’s1tI1s 01’ rcswrcl1 l.31, Cro;lstl;llc (‘I (I/. ( 197X) 
inrlicatc thal piic-up. I-athcr than rick-up. c;tn bc 
ctlcouragccl bv tncrcasing bc;tch ~lopcs. beach Icnglli5 
;tlld I’l~cchc);lt~tl. A good dcsigtl to tuiht ice r-idc-rtp i\ 
one with 2 ccrtical ot- nc;tr-\ct-tic;iI I’acc ;I[ tbc w;~tct. 
lint. Wllcn ice ;Icts against \itch ;t slrctc‘lui-c’. initi;tll> 
Ioosc ~tthhlc is Iot-ni~4 which will bc deposited both 
OII the SUI~‘;ICC 01‘ 111~ ice ;111ri bclou the ICC. -l‘lti\ 
ptxkms will continitc. with the ice pcncttxting the 
I-ubblc until c\cn~t~all! 111~ trubblc bcnc;lth this ice 
I~cLY~tllcs gt-ollllrtcd on the llncIcI.\\;Itlzl’ b~t-m of’ IllC 
sttmctitt-c. :I1 Illal point t~ttbblc could continttc to bc 
lot-ccd bcnc;ttll the IC’C. r;rlsing tts Ic:tdins c>dge ;111d 

tniti;iling ;I t-i&-up. tlo\\e\cr 2 tltcc~t~clic:ll ctict’g!’ 
b;ilancc indic;ttcs lb;11 it i< mttcli tiior-c lihcly th;l1 
t-ubblc u III con1tnuc lo build aho\-c the w;~tct‘ lint. 

tltcrcb!, ctlll;~n~~n~ IIK pile-upand pro\ iding;r barrict- 
to ice riilc-up. 

Ko4 ;tcs ;itici Sodhi ( 1’330) siic~wcd tlxtt ;t triibblc pile is 
211 cl.l’ccti\c. b:it-rtcr to I-KILLup. [ising nic’;~s~~~‘cnic’nis 
~1 dc‘tttal ~11~5. llic\ cal~ttlalcd 111~1 tlic niininiitni 
I‘~~t-cc‘ t~~quit~~ti to slicic‘ rubble tip ;I beach c\~~cds tlic 
I’ot-LX tqttitd 10 continttc I-ubbl~ ptlc-up b! ;I I‘;ICIOI 
01 3 01. 4. 

I %&.*I VIEW ~~ .i 
FIGURE 4.3-10 When the mowng Ice colldes wfh a strut- 
lure ft IS necessary for the structure to resfsf the Jmpact. 

cIc;tr aroltnci ;t wiclc‘ s1t-itc‘1ttt~. tliits ctxiting :~ii ice 

tubblc pile. As ICC continues to move. it acts on the 
oitlsidc 01’ llic i~ubblc and IllC stt~llctlll~al shape 
bccotncs irt-clc\;inl. 

7‘1~ sc~-~~llid IC’C \ltwngth p;~~~:~tmclct- is ;I coniplex 
issue tli:il 113s la\;ccl tlie abilt1\ ol‘xicntkts and cnyl- 
nccth 1’or sc\ et.al dccadcs. l’bc iisiic’ is conipltcatccl 1~) 
tlic I’~cl tb;tt ice‘ IS :t dif’l.iciiit engineering ni:rtcrial to 
dwl \I i1b. It is ;t tm;ttct-i;il close to ils tnclttng point. 40 
it csllibitj L‘I-c’cp. .tnd tts cicl~orn~a1ion cll;tr;tctcristics 
XI-C‘ vnstli\c 10 1~mper;11urc. ILY is ;IIW ;I bt-ittlc I~;I~c- 
trial \\.I~c’n loadetl quicI\I\. but riucrilc ;It do\\ c’r lo;~tl- 
irtg tr:~lcs: lhtts ils \Lrcng1ii IS sc‘n\ttt\c‘ to I~xicling wtc 
or sltxln tr;iIc. The crks1;il s1ruc‘lii~ ot tbc iw 21~0 
inllucnccs its strcngtb. Finall!,. ILY i\ ;t n;Ittttx[ IKIIC- 
t-i;tl c0nt:tin1ny im;tri> cracks ;incl Il;tws: tlicit-pi-cscncc 
1~3ds to lo\\ c‘t- stt-ctigth with inct-case iii tlic wlttnic 01‘ 
ice being loacicd. 

From ;I scicntil’ic vic~point there 3rc’ still wtmc yaps 
iii out- I\nc>u Icdy 01. ice strcnsth. ho\\\e\i21-. niticji 
sigtiii‘ic;ttil t~csc~ai~ch 112s bccii c‘onclu~~lc~i diiring llie 
past d~cacle. f-r-c)tll ;I pi-;tgm;tttc cngiticcring \ icw- 
point. stlll’i~ictil utidcrstanditi g iio\v csisls 10 wl.~!l\ 
prcdic1 ice I;)rccs on ol‘l’shot-c Arctic pl;til’orms. In rlil 
rcspc‘c‘1 11 sh~ulci be ncxcd rh;~r sn~;ill-sc;~li‘ nlc‘;~st~~.c‘- 
nic’nls (11 ice‘ strctiglli yncrall\- \ iclcl higlicr 1 ;iltt~~ 
tlian tliosc‘ \\.hi<h OC’C‘LII~ in the I’icltl on ;i 1;trgcr sc;~li’. 
E\pcricnw to da1c witli at-rii‘icial iktnrls in Ilic Bc;itt- 
l~>t-l Sea itidkttcs lb;11 ice f‘orcs predictions bahcd c)n 
stllall-sc:llc strcll~tl14 ;lnd tl;lrro\r \lrllclrll-cs ;It’c con- 
sc’t7 ;lIi\ c‘ \\ hct-e appliccl to rcl;ili\ cl\ \\ idc sltxc‘lttr0 
sucIi ;is iit-titlci;il isl;rnris. 
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recently been developed which recognizes the varied 
stages of interaction of such features with offshore 
platforms. (Croasdale, 1980: Croasdaie and Marcei- 
ius. 1981). 

In the initial stages of interaction of such large ice 
masses. the penetration into the structure is governed 
by the kinetic energy of the ice feature. In fact the 
“limit force” approach is only valid if the ice feature 
can be stopped before it fully envelops the structure. 
At this stage in our knowledge the best approach to 
stop a large ice feature appears to be to design a 
structure with a protectice sand berm below the 
watcriine. The sand berm has to be large enough to 
stop the large ice feature before it penetrates suffi- 
ciently to cause catastrophic damage. In engineering 
terminology. the work done in deforming the sand 
berm and lifting the front end of the ice feature has to 
balance the ini%ai kinetic energy of the ice feature. 
plus the work done by the external forces during the 
slowing down process. The external forces are wind 
drag. current drag and ridge-building forces from the 
surrounding pack ice. if present. 

This approach indicates that it is possible to stop a 
hypothetical ice feature such as a large ice island (10 
km by 10 km by 50 m thick) before it reaches the 
central core of an artificial production island if a 
protective subsea berm is probided. After the ice 
feature has been brought to rest. the ice forces are 
limited b> the driving forces on the large ice f’eature. 
These ice forces can also be comfortably resisted by 
typical production piatf’orm designs. Thinner ice fea- 
tures which clear the berm will generate forces on the 
waterline portion of the platform and can be calcu- 
latcd using the limit stress approach. although in 
some casts there may not be sufficient energy and 
driving force to cause full envelopment ofthc structure. 

Verification of the physics of the interaction models 
arc underway. The two main areas of investigation 
are the ice-soil deformation process and large-scale 
crushing strengths of multi-year ice (see Volume 7). 

The models can be applied detcrministicaity or statis- 
tically. the latter being a more valid engineering 
approach. The statistical approach recognizes firsti) 
that there isan cstremel!, low probabiiit!, that a iargc 
ice feature will collide with a fixed point in the Beau- 
fort Sea: secondI>. that eken if it does, it may not be 
mo\ing at maximum vciocity nor subject to maxi- 
mum Icbels of dri\ ing force f-rom wind. currents and 
pack ice. One can then consider the maximum prob- 
able ice fkaturc which may interact with a structure 
during its lit’etime and base the design criteria on this 
c\.cnt. 

To quantilb the statisticai approach, a probabilitv 
model has been developed using the “Monte Carlo” 

The following describes the ice interaction observed 
at Netscrk F-40 (7 metre water depth) in the winter of 

approach, which integrates statistics for collision. floe 
sizes. ice thickness. velocity and driving forces. By 
simulating thousands of years of ice movement past a 
structure of particular geometry, statistical ice loads 
are generated. representing the selected risk levels (or 
return periods). From this kind of analysis the maxi- 
mum probable ice feature can be selected and ice 
loads calculated. This ice feature is then used to 
conduct sensitivity analysis for X.arious structural 
geometries to determine the optimum geometry for a 
particular structural concept. 

4.3.5.5 Observed Ice Interaction with Existing 
Islands 

Observations on ice behaviour around exploratory 
artificial islands has contributed greatly to the know- 
ledge of ice interaction with structures. 

In shallon, locations. for example, at the Adgo artifi- 
cial islands, the ice quickly becomes landfast once 
freeze-up commences.Thereafter. the ice moves min- 
imally in response to wind stress or thermal expan- 
sion. Small pile-ups occasionally form. caused by 
strong winds at the time of freeze-up. Because of the 
iimitcd movement, the ice sheet tends to be relatively 
smooth around the islands. remaining unchanged 
until break-up. Some cracks are formed bv tidal 
action but this activity also reduces as the ice freezes 
to the bottom at these shallow water locations. Dur- 
ing break-up. ice around the shallow water islands 
usually melts in place. 

In summer. invasions of ice seldom occur because the 
thicker multi-year ice with ridges grounds in deeper 
water before reaching the shallow water islands. 
Islands at which this typical ice behaviour pattern 
was observed were Adgo F-28. Adgo P-25 and 
Ikkatok J-17 (Croasdaie and Marcelius. 1978: Giad- 
well. 1977). 

in the deeper locations it takes longer for the ice to 
become iandf’ast. thereby exposing the island to large 
moicments of‘ice sheets of typically 0.5 m thickness. 
Under storm conditions, these ice movements create 
extensibc grounded rubble fields around the island. 
Howcbcr. once the ice becomes iandf‘ast. movements 
arc gcneraiiy limited to the order of I metre per day 
and tend to be cyclic. These movements. coupled with 
tidal action. arc sufficient to maintain an unfrozen 
“active” crack around the periphery of the rubble 
field. 

At break-up. fractures develop in the grounded ice 
rubble. When its mass is sufficiently reduced, buoy- 
ant forces lift the grounded ice pieces off the sea 
bottom. allowing them to drift away. 
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1975/76, and at Isserk E-27 (I3 metre water depth) in 
the winter of 1977/78. It is anticipated that these 
observations are typical of the ice behaviour to be 
expected at other islands in similar water depths. 

(a) Netserk F-40. Winter 1975/1976 

New ice began to form in Mackenzie Bay during the 
last week of September. The new ice quickly extended 
out to where the water was 13 metres deep. encom- 
passing the Netserk artificial island positioned just 
off the Mackenzie Delta. This ice did not become 
completely landfast and stable until mid-November. 
Near the end of October a large 90 m ice movement 
caused the formation of an extensive rubble field. 
Following this event, cyclic movements of several 
metres in response to winds increased the size of the 
rubble pile. An active crack was always present 
around the edge of the rubble field, opening and 
closing in response to ice movement (Giadweil. 1977; 
Strilchuk, 1977). 

In early February. a storm with strong winds caused 
ice movement from the northwest. The ice was about 
1.5 metres thick and moved at a rate of 0.5 cm per 
second. A new rubble pile about 12 metres high was 
thus generated on the northwest edge of the existing 
pile-up. The seaward slope of the pile lay at an angle 
of about 60” with ice pieces averaging 0.25 to 0.6 
metres across. The fact that the pieces were smaller 
than the thickness of the ice suggests that the ice failed 
in crushing against the island. At the same time a 
pressure ridge w<as formed running in a southwest 
direction. Although there was substantial movement 
to the north of the pressure ridge. there was no per- 
ceptible movement of the existing rubble pile. This 
pile effectively protected the island from the move- 
ment of the ice sheet. 

After this. ice movements were small and cyclic. 
Throughout April the ice sheet moved continuously 
but slowly from the south. It is probable that warm- 
ing of the ice sheet. causing thermal expansion, was 
the driving force. Although there were some extended 
periods with very little ice movement. tidal action 
maintained an open crack around the island through- 
out the winter. 

(b) Isserk E-27, Winter i977/1978 

Isserk was completed with a 3.5 metre freeboard in 
October 1979. By the end of November there were 
large mobile ice floes about 0.4 metres thick in the 
vicinity of the island. Ice movement created a rubble 
field at the island. The major and minor axes of the 
rubble field had lengths of 700 and 500 metres. with 
mean height of the rubble of 2 to 2.5 metres and 
maximum heights of 6 to 9.5 metres. The rubble field 
was probably well grounded. The ice within the 2 
metre water depth contour was relatively smooth 
with ridges at the periphery. 

Ice movement continued to extend this rubble field 
until late December, when the ice became landfast. Bb 
then the rubble field had increased to twice its origi- 
nal extent towards the northwest, but changed little to 
the south and southeast. Dimensions of the rubble 
field at this time were I .400 and 700 metres along the 
maJor and minor axes. 

In spring. an open water area de\.eioped due to meit- 
ing in the immediate vicinity of the island. By mid- 
June. a water moat approximately one half the Island 
diameter had formed around the island perimeter. 
Numerous cracks also developed in the rubble field 
beyond the melted area. As melting continued and 
the surrounding iandfast ice disintegrated. sections of 
the rubble broke away. The major portion of the 
rubble field had disintegrated by mid-July when the 
drilling rig was removed by barge. Grounded rubble 
which remained had to be broken to permit anchor- 
ing of the barge on the island beach. 

4.3.5.6 Protection Afforded by Grounded Rubble 

Experience demonstrates that artificial islands in the 
Beaufort Sea induce the formation of ice rubble piles 
in the early winter whenever there are extensive 
movements, the broken pieces ofthe ice sheet formed 
I3 m high and extending over IO island diameters (I 
km) have been observed (Kry. 1977). During ice 
movements the broken pieces of the ice sheet formed 
by interaction with the island slope cannot move 
around an island as they can around narrow struc- 
tures. To date, no ride-up onto the island working 
surface has occurred. 

The mechanics of ice rubble pile formation are var- 
ied. In some cases the ice sheet deflects upward or 
downward, failing in bending. At other times the ice 
penetrates the rubble pile before deflecting upward 
and failing in bending (Parmeter and Coon. 1972). 
When extensive ice movements occur. the rubble 
huiids until it grounds, and once a certain height is 
reached, it grows seawards. Ice forces during this 
process are low. In the early winter the rubble height 
rarely exceeds 7 m. 

As winter progresses, ice rubble formation activity 
decreases with the diminishing ice movements; but iI 
movements of thicker ice (I to 2 m in thickness) do 
occur. higher rubble piles result. As well. the rubble 
piic consolidates. so that by mid winter the rubble 
behaves as a rigid grounded mass which shields the 
island from immediate contact with thicker ice. 
Through grounding. it also provides some protection 
to the island due to its sliding resistance. This sliding 
resistance to ice forces is dependent on the average 
rubble height above sea level, as well as ihe character- 
istic ice rubble sail and keel porosities (Frederking 
and Wright, 1980). However. the resistance to ice 
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forces is counterbalanced by the effective increase in 
island diameter caused by the rubble. which presents 
a wider area for advancing ice interaction. 

4.3.5.7 Wave Conditions 

Wave conditions in the Beaufort Sea must be taken 
into account when designing offshore platforms. 
Understanding of wave conditions comes from three 
sources: direct observation. estimates based on re- 
corded wind data and pressure charts. and estimates 
derived from hypothetical severe storm scenarios. 

The most reliable source of information is direct 
measurements with Waverider buoys. These wave 
recording devices have been supplied by the govern- 
ment’s Marine Environmental Data Service. From 
one to four Waverider buoys have been used to 
gather data each summer since 1975. Unfortunately. 
the usefulness of these data are restricted by the limited 
duration and sporadic coverage of the program. In 
order to obtain longer and more continuous esti- 
mates of the wave regime. hindcast techniques have 
been used to predict extreme situations. In hindcast 
studies. recorded wind data and pressure charts are 
used to estimate wind and wave conditions. A 
number of such studies have been performed for the 
Beaufort Sea (Baird, 1980; IRC. 1977: Dames and 
Moore, 1975; Seaconsult. 1981). A recent study 
(Baird, 1980) estimated the wave conditions at six 
locations in the Beaufort Sea every hour over the 
open water periods between 1970 and 1979. The esti- 
mated wave conditions were checked against availa- 
ble Waverider buoy records. The reasonable agree- 
ment between hindcast and measured waveconditions 
adds credence to the results (see Volume 3A for 
further information on waves). 

It is also necessary to estimate the severity ofextreme 
storms which could occur in this area. Since it is very 
unlikely that such storms have occurred during the 
limited time over which meteorological records have 
been kept. The only methods ofestimation are exam- 
ination of historical records and extrapolation from 
less severe but more common storms. to derive an 
estimate ofthe most severe storm that can occur. The 
second method is that which has been used most 
often both in the Beaufort Sea and elsewhere. How- 
ever. Seaconsult ( 198 I). using the meteorological his- 
torical records, have deduced the wind field asso- 
ciated with the most extreme storm event that is 
physically, realizable. The relevant meteorological 
data associated with such a storm have been used as 
input to a wave climate model to estimate the most 
severe wave conditions that are ever likely to occur. 

In designing offshore platforms for normal wave 
conditions. the key factor used is the frequency with 
which waves exceed a stated significant wave height. 

For more severe storms. the return period for a storm 
of given severity (peak wave height) is the measure 
used in designing a structure to withstand wave con- 
ditions, Although wave heights in the Beaufort Sea 
are generally very low, severe storms do sometimes 
occur in the fall. At times these have been severe 
enough to bring all dredging operations to a halt. 
Islands under construction are particularly vulnera- 
ble. because at this time of year they are likely to be in 
the late stages ofconstruction. that IS. penetrating the 
zone of wave action at a time when slope protection 
provisions or caisson installations have not yet been 
completed. 

Since wave heights in the Beaufort Sea are very low 
compared to other areas such as the North Sea. where 
structures are designed to withstand 30 m waves, 
wave action does not present a problem of structural 
safety once a platform is complete. Rather. it is of 
importance in designing erosion protection. Deep 
water production platforms in the Beaufort Sea are 
likely to be artificial islands topped with a prefabri- 
cated caisson structure which will penetrate through 
the zone of wave action.These will be more erosion 
resistant. In the case of the bermed island or atoll 
structure. the subsea berm will extend to about IO 
metres below the water surface. and thus will gener- 
ally be unaffected by wave action. Caissons will also 
be used in the construction of shallow water islands: 
however, conventional methods of slope protection 
such as rip-rap, will also be used at some shallow 
water locations. 

4.3.5.8 Ocean Currents 

Currents in the Beaufort Sea are of some concern in 
the design of offshore structures because of the poten- 
tial for erosion of unprotected sand surfaces below 
the wave action zone. Figure 4.3-l I is a typical fre- 
quency distribution for current speeds, based on a 
long term summer and winter current measurement 
program at a deep water site (Fissel, 1981). 

This type of information will be used in the design of 
offshore production platforms. As illustrated, cur- 
rent speeds are generally low. Even allowing for the 
fact that the presence of a structure may cause a 
localized increase in current speed by a factor of I .5, 
the speed will seldom exceed 0.3 metres per second, 
which is the speed required to transport medium 
grained sand particles. However, during storms, 
speeds may exceed 0.3 metres per second. While little 
variation is apparent at deep water sites, recent 
observations in shallow water show speeds increasing 
to over 0.7 metrcs per second during storm events. 

4.3.5.9 Mean Water Level Fluctuations 

The mean water level in the Beaufort Sea will fluctu- 
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FIGURE 4.3-11 Ocean current speeds are generally low m 
the Beaufort Sea. As shown IR the above frequency distribu- 
t/on of current speeds which were measured al a deep water 
site, current speed seldom exceeds 0.3 mlsec. 

ate due to tides and storm surges. Tidal ranges in the 
Beaufort Sea are low. typically less than 0.5 m. Larger 
fluctuations are possible along the coast due to storm 
surges: however, storm surge amplitudes well off- 
shore are too small to pose any hazard to an offshore 
facility (Henry. 1975). 

4.3.5.10 Geotechnical Considerations 

As with all major civil engineering projects. detailed 
delineation of the foundation soils is required in 
advance of construction. This is normally conducted 
by combining the information from boreholes and 
shallow seismic traces at the site. Detailed engineer- 
ing calculations of the stability of the foundations 
under the anticipated loading by the platforms. and 
environmental forces.are then conducted. Both short- 
term and long-term stability is assessed. For short- 
term stability the loads imposed on the seabed soils 
during and immediately following construction are 
assessed. Long-term stability calculations involve the 
lateral stability against ice loading on the platform. 
the bearing capacity and settlement of the seabed 
soils. and the effect of earthquakes. 

For some sites, where the surficial sediments are 
weak. it may be necessary to remove the upper layer 
of the sediment to obtain the required stability for the 
platform. For instance. at the Tarsiut island location, 
the weak surficial sediment was removed before the 
island fill was placed. 

4.3.5.11 Permafrost 

A layer of permafrost. which may be up to 500 metres 
thick. exists in the sediments beneath the sea floor of 

the Beaufort Sea. This was formed thousands of years 
ago when the shallower parts of the Beaufort Sea 
were above sea level. When the land subsided and was 
inundated by the sea. the permafrost started to melt. 
but since melting takes place very slowly beneath the 
sea. much of the permafrost still exists (see Volume 
3A for more details on permafrost). 

The importance of this to the design of offshore 
production platforms depends on the nature of the 
subsea materials. Melting of permafrost in clay or silt 
could cause subsidence. The key factor of concern is 
the water content of the soil. If the water content is 
very low, the thawing will likely have a minimal eff’ect 
on the structure. If, however. the soil has a high water 
content, thawing of the permafrost could cause 
slumping of the foundation material and thus, subsi- 
dence of the structure. 

The only source of heat that could cause melting of 
subsurface permafrost is that generated in the pro- 
duction wells by the warm oil flowing to the surface. 
This could cause local settlement of a man-made 
island, but would probably not be enough to have a 
detrimental impact. An extensive research and engi- 
neering study has been initiated to measure and pre- 
dict the behaviour and effects of permafrost thawing 
around well casings used in the Bcaufort Sea (APOA 
Project No. 183). The purpose of the project is to 
specify appropriate design parameters in order to 
prevent physical damage of casings. which may affect 
the integrity of the well during drilling and produc- 
tion at offshore locations. Specific studies within the 
prqject include the development ofa computer model 
capable of predicting design parameters for a sinple- 
well application: the development of a computer 
model fbr predicting design criteria for a typical 
multi-well application; the de\,elopment of a com- 
putcr-based downhole measurement system to gather 
actual data from the Tarsiut N-44 island well: the 
taking of a 370 metre, 20 cm core and laboratory 
analysis of the lithology at thk Tursiut well: and a 
scrics of tests to determine the strength of casings and 
associated connector devices. Measures used tocoun- 
tcract this potential problem are described in Section 
4.4.6. I. In addition. it may be necessary to incorporate 
a system whereby lebel ad.justments for the topside 
facilities can be made as needed. 

4.3.5.12 Earthquakes 

The stability of all structures, whether made of steel. 
concrete or sand. may be threatened by eartl?quakes 
and these must he taken into account during design. 
Under certain circumstances, sand fill islands can 
liquefy during seismic activity. but the chances of this 
in the Beaulort Sea are low. Experience todate in the 
Beaufort Sea indicates that hydraulically placed 
sands will be stable with regard to liquefaction. Pre- 
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liminary values for design earthquakes have been 
calculated and a research project in coordination 
with the Geological Survey of Canada will develop 
improv,ed methods of calculating these values (see 
Volume 7). 

4.3.6 BEAUFORT SEA PLATFORM CONCEPTS 

Sections 4.4 and 4.5 describe the type of facilities that 
are required at the oil field site to drill the wells and to 
process the oil and gas. The civil engineer is presented 
with the size and weight of the equipment which must 
be accommodated and the environmental conditions 
which his structures must tolerate. His assignment is 
to design a platform for the equipment. which will 
operate safely throughout the entire producing life of 
the reservoir. Several possibilities have been explored. 
These are described in the following sections. 

4.3.6.1 Dredged Islands 

Dredged islands such as Issungnak (Plates 4.3-23 and 
4-3.24) are already tried and proven and most cer- 
tainly would provide a safe foundation over a long 
period of time for permanent drilling and producing 
facilities in shallow water. The permanent island will 
be provided with slope protection to prevent erosion 
and would extend further above the surface than 
exploratory islands, to minimize run-up of waves 
during fall storms. Slope protection would be pro- 
vided by rock and gravel or man-made materials. 

A future production island in the shallow waters of 
the Beaufort Sea (0 to 20 m) would likely appear very 
similar to those being used off the coast of California 
(Plate 4.3-25). At this particular location (Long 
Beach). because of the proximity of the islands to the 
viewing public. they have been decorated to make 
them more aesthetically appealing. The drilling rigs 
and production facilittes have been covered with 
facades painted a variety of appealing colours. 

4.3.6 Caisson-Berm Island 

The caisson-berm island is a variation of the ‘sacrifi- 
cial beach’ island such as Issungnak. The caisson- 
berm island addresses one of the problems that has 
plagued island builders in the Beaufort Sea for the 
last several years. Island building has always taken 
place during the ice-free summer months. The project 
usually starts in the spring of the year when the ice 
leaves the construction location. and should be com- 
pleted in the fall. so the drilling equipment can be 
placed on the island. followed by drilling during the 
winter months. The fall of the year. however, is when 
there are severe and frequent storms. which have not 
only intcrruped the dredging operations. but have 
caused serious erosion problems to islands under 
construction. 

The caisson concept. illustrated in Figure 4.3-12, uses 
a man-made island or berm which extends from the 
sea tloor to a level about 6 to 10 metres below the sea 

PLATE 4.3-23 Aerial view of the dredged island of lssungnak. 
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PLATE 4.3-24 Moving ice runs aground on the beaches surrounding the lssungnak Island. A rubble field several times larger 
than the /s/and gradually builds up. Ice forces are then absorbed by the rubble field rather than the island. 

PLATE 4.3-25 An existrng production is/and used off the coast of California. The drilling rigs and productjon facilities have 
been covered and painted to make them aesthetically appealing. 
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FIGURE 4.3-12 The caisson-berm island at Tarsiut redu- 
ces the quantify of dredged materialrequiredand eliminates 
the problem of wave erosion on the island beaches. The 
forces of thin first-year ice are absorbed by the caisson. 
Larger rce features, such as pressure rrdges, run aground on 
the berm before they reach the caisson. This type of island 
a/so builds up a rubble field around it during the winter 
months. 

surface. Concrete or steel caissons are placed on top 
of the berm and extend 6 to 8 metres above sea level. 
The surface of the berm is below the active wave zone 
so the berm is affected little by wave action. The 
caissons are floated into place after completion of the 
berm and can be set in place quickly. The caisson- 
berm system. therefore, is theoretically much less 
susceptible to damage caused by fall storms. 

The interaction of a caisson island with ice is shown 
in Plates 4.3-26 and 4.3-27. New first-year ice encoun- 
tered near the caisson is piled-up around the caissons 
and grounds on the berm. As the ice thickens, the 
rubble field begins to grow and becomes larger and 
larger as the winter progresses. Large pressure ridges 
ground on the berm so their forces are never applied 
directly to the caisson. Eventually, a large grounded 
rubble field forms around the caisson, similar to the 
rubble field that formed around the Issungnak 
dredged island. 

The caisson-berm type of artificial island could 
initially be constructed as an exploration platform. If 
hydrocarbon discoveries demonstrate sufficient reser- 
voirs. production could be undertaken at the site by 
expanding the island. Figure 4.3-13 illustrates con- 
ceptually the expansion of a caisson-berm explora- 
tory island to a production island. The figure also 
demonstrates the relative sizes of exploratory and 
producing platforms. 

4.3.6.3 Gravity Structures 

Figure 4.3-14 illustrates a gravity structure which is 
somewhat like some of those used in the North Sea. 
Relying on its own weight to anchor the platform in 
place. the caisson would likely be made of concrete 

PLATE 4.3-26 This photograph taken during the winter of 
1987-82 illustrates the interaction of ice with the artificial 
is/and at Tarsiut. The Tarsiut island has performed in acor- 
dance w/th expectations and has provided data which will be 
useful in the design of larger permanent islands. Also shown 
is the large ice pad, which was built as a relief we// drilling 
pad should it be required. 

and would be about 90 metres in diameter at the 
water level. In this case the ice either fails in crushing 
or shears and moves around the structure. The 
advantage of this structure is that it is relatively sim- 
ple and could be totally fabricated in the south. 

The ability of the gravity structure to resist the limit 
stress forces associated with an ice island interaction 
is the subject of ongoing studies. 

A variation of this concept is to place the gravity 
structure on top of a dredged berm. This concept is 
being given serious consideration for production 
platforms at the deeper water sites in the Beaufort 
Sea. 

4.3.6.4 Monocone Structure 

This steel or concrete structure is a variation of the 
monopod structures used in Cook Inlet, Alaska. The 
structure is anchored to the sea floor with piling or by 
its own weight. Its hourglass shape causes the moving 
ice to ‘climb’ the structure and the ice fails in bending 
and moves around the smooth cylindrical surface. 
Figure 4.3-15 illustrates this structure. 

This design can safely resist most of the ice forces 
which could be exerted upon it by ice features in the 
Beaufort Sea. However, its resistance to loads from a 
large ice island isquestionable. Ifone is faced with the 
probability of being hit by an ice island at a particular 
site, the provision of a protective subsea berm would 
be required. It should be mentioned that a collision 
with an ice island is something that could be pre- 
dicted many days or even months ahead of the event 
since the ice moves very slowly. Thus, the failure of 
the structure would not cause any environmental 
degradation since all of the wells would be safely 
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PLATE 4.3-27 A rubble prle formed around the Tarsiut /s/and m ear/y winter. 

PHASE II _ EXPLORATION ISLAND dINFORCED AND ENIARQED 

h-x -_i~ 

PHASE Ill _ PRODUCTION ISlAND PHASE Ill - PRODUCTION ISLAND 

FIGURE 4.3-13 An exploratory island such as Tarsrut could be expanded into a larger permanent production island by 
additronal dredgmg and the mstallation of additronal caissons. 
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FIGURE 4.3-14 Other concepts for permanent production 
foundations In the Beaufort Sea include a concrete gravity 
structure placed on the sea bottom. Thrs is similar to gravity 
structures being used in the North Sea. 

FIGURE 4.3-16 Anofher vanation of a gravity structure is a 
monocone. similar lo the monopod used in Cook /n/et, 
Alaska. 

secured and personnel evacuated. Naturally there 
could be a large financial loss. Figure 4.3-16 illus- 
trates the forces which may act on a monocone dur- 
ing the winter. 

FIGURE 4.3-16 Platforms must be desIgned for wind for- 
ces, Ice forces, wave and current forces, ice freezmg to the 
sfructure. and for the weight of equipment and material. 

4.3.6.5 Arctic Production and Loading Atoll (APLA) 

The island building technology developed during the 
past several years in the Beaufort Sea illustrates the 
feasibility of building islands even in deep water. The 
largest concept for offshore platforms is illustrated in 
Figure 4.3-l 7 and is called the Arctic Production and 
Loading Atoll (APLA). One older concept for an 
APLA isa two island system. with the two portions of 
the island lorming a protected harbour or lagoon. 

The islands are built to withstand the maximum ice 
forces that can be exerted in the Beaufort Sea. These 
are the forces associated with ice islands. Such an ice 
feature would be resisted by the submerged berm. 

The inside lagoon. like any harbour. provides pro- 
tected water in the summer months and may be 
covered with fast ice in the winter months. The inside 
of the lagoon then becomes a well protected harbour 
where a variety of platforms could be used to 
accommodate drilling and producing equipment 
platforms arc shown in Figures 4.3-18. 4.3-19 and 
4.3-20. 

Figure 4.3-18 illustrates [he system where the berm 
has been extended so that the drilling and producing 
facilities can be mounted directly on the island sur- 
face. This system would be similar to that illustrated 
previously on a production island. This type of sys- 
tem. howc\,er. would cnablc the designer to spread out 
the equipment more than on ;I production island. 
since additional surface area could be provided at a 
nominal cost. One might have two or three such 
systems in order to provide additional drilling and 
producing capabilities. 
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FIGURE 4.3-17 One vanatfon of a product/on processmg and loading fermmal is known as an A PLA (Arcf~ Product/on and 
Loading Atoll). The two crescent shaped fslands prowde protectfon from the movmg ,ce for the drilling. produong. loadmg 
and storage facMres. 

I PRODUCTION 
EQUIPMENT 1 

APLA SECTION 

STEEL STRUCTURE DRILLING & 
PRODUCTION 
EQUIPMENT 

APLA SECTION 

-.-..-- _ - .- 
PItiUKt 4.3-19 An alternafe toplaong drrlling andproduc- 
tion faohties on the berm is to rnstall them on convenhonal 
sfeellacket platforms, anchored to the sea floor, wth pilmg 
The berm protects the structure from moving rce. 

FIGURE 4.3-10 An APLA provrdes sufficienf berm surface 
so that dnlling and producing facililles could be placed 
dwectly on top of fhe berm. 
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APLA SECTION 

FIGURE 4.3-20 Drrfl/ng and produong facilities could be 
floating systems permanent/y moored wifhin the protected 
harbour of the APLA. 

Figur-e 4.3-19 illustrates a steel platform system which 
isanchorcd to the berm and sea floor with steel piling. 
This type of platform would be similar to that used 
elsewhere in the world. since it is no longer required 
to withstand massive ice forces. Again. several struc- 
tures of this type could be located within the pro- 
tected lagoon. 

Figure 4.3-20 shows a floating system of drilling and 
producing systerqs within the APLA harbour. Float- 
ing systems would be built on large barges in the 
south and floated to their location inside the lagoon 
of the APLA. The barges would be securely moored, 
probably, with piling driven into the berm through the 
f.our corners of the barge. Producing wells could be 
drilled using either subsurface systems like those for 
exploratory wells, complete wtth subsurface well 
heads, or with surface typesystems like those used on 
jack-up drilling units. Several such floating units 
could be placed inside the lagoon. 

The key component in the APLA system is a facility 
fbr stormg produced oil and loading the icebreaking 
tankers that will carry the oil through the Northwest 
Passage tosouthern markets. Figure4.3-21 illustrates 
one type of system which might be used. It includes a 
fairly standard system of mooring dolphins where the 
tankers would be secured during loading. A floating 
storage system would be located in the vicinity. Oil 
would be produced from the producing wells, pro- 
cessed within production facilities, transferred by 
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FACILITIES 

FIGURE 4.3-21 Wifhin fhe harbour of an APLA. the Arctrc 
tankers will moor al fixed moorrng dolphins and crude oil will 
be transferred from storage facilities. 

underwater pipeline to the storage barge. and then 
pumped from the storage barge into the waiting 
tankers. The volume ofstorage rcquircd would likely 
be at least twice the volume of a tanker. or about 
500.000 cubic metrcs. 

Alternate design concepts for an Arctic Production 
and Loading Atoll are shown in Figures 4.3-22 and 
4.3-23. These concepts provide a protected hat-bour 
for the location of tloating production units and 
crude oil storage, and for mooring the Arctic tankers 
while loading. and provides space on the berm f‘or 
drilling systems, consumable storage and accommo- 
dation facilities. The relative size of the Tarsiut artifi- 
cial island is shown in Figure 4.3-22 to demonstrate 
the size of the APLA at the surface. 

The construction procedure for building an APLA is 
identical to that used fbr building an island like Tar- 
Gut. First. the subsurf’ace soil characteristics arc mea- 
sured over a wide area by taking multiple cores. a few 
hundred metres deep. All of the characteristics of the 
soil are determined in the laboratory as they are for 
any major civil engineering project. If sand or gravel 
is the predominant material on the sea Iloor then little 
or no preparatory work would bc required. If clay OI- 
silt is present, it may be necessary to remove enough 
of the soil to ensure that the resulting base would 
have adequate bearing strength. The APLA would 
then be built from granular material, dredged from 
borrow sites as near as possible to the APLA site. 

The type of dredges used would be depcndcnt on the 
water depth ofthc APLA, the distance to the borrow 
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PERMANENT PRODUCTION FACILITY LAYOUT 

FIGURE 4.3-22 Reducing the size of the APLA produces a horseshoe shaped island as shown in this illustration. This is/and 
has sufficient strength to resist the highest ice forces in the Beaufort Sea while at the same time accommodating a// of the 
facilities required to drill, produce, process, store and load crude o/l. There is sufficien t waste heat from the production process 
to control the ice thickness in the centre part of the island. 

FIGURE 4.3-23 This illustration shows an alternative shape for a reduced size APLA. The construction procedure for 
building an APLA is identical to that used for building an is/and like Tarsiut. First, the subsurface soil characteristics are 
measured over a wide area by taking multiple cores, a few hundred metres deep. A// of the characterrsbcs of the sorl are 
determined in the laboratory as they are for any major civil engineering project. If sand or gravel is the predominant mater/al on 
the sea floor then little or no preparatory work would be required. If clay or silt is present, it may be necesary to remove enou 
of the soil to ensure that the resultmg base would have adequate bearing strength. The A PLA would then be built from 7 

h 

material, dredged from borrow sifes as near as possible to the APLA site. 
granu ar 
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FIGURE 4.3-24 Dredges will play an important role in the 
constructron of productron islands. The specra/ Arctic 
dredges which will be able to operate in ice and m deep 
water have been fully designed. These would be the largest 
dredges in the world. Material would be dredged from the 
sea f/oar at appropriate sites where grave/ or sand is presen t 
and transported to the srte where an island is bemg built. 

FIGURE 4.3-25 The quantrfy of dredged material required 
for the construction of an A PLA increases considerably with 
water depth. 

FIGURE 4.3-26 The d/stance to the borrow pit IS a signrfl- 
cant factor/n pfannmg for the construction of large offshore 
sand structures. The da//y capacity of an Arctrc dredge is 
reduced by 50% when the borrow p/t IS 30 km from the 
construct/on sde compared to 70 km. 

site. and the time allocated to build the APLA. Two 
to three h,orking seasons is a reasonable time period 
for building the berm portion of the island. If an 
APLA uerc ev~entually built at a site like Kopanoar. 
approuimately~ 100 million cubic metres of material 
could be required and a quantity ol cla! may first 
have to be removed from the site. This work would 
require specially designed dredges because of the 
water depth and the long haul from likely borrow 
sites. These dredges (Figure 4.3-24) have already been 

designed and are described in Section 5.1. Special 
features of these dredges include the capacity to haul 
25.000 cubic mctrcs of material (about 2.5 times largct 
than the largest hopper dredge in the world), an 
icebreaking hull so that the dredge could operate for 
an extended season in the Beaufort Sea. and a very 
long stinger so that the drcdgc can rcmovc clav at 
sites like Kopanoar. 

In the case of Koakoak. the dredging requirements 
are considerably less because the water depth is less 
(47 metres) and because the location is much closer to 
suitable borrow areas. It is possible that stationary 
suction dredges. in combination with conventional 
trailer suction hopper dredges such as those used to 
build the Tarsiut Island, could complete an APLA 
system at Koakoak. 

If an APLA were placed at Uviluk. the construction 
activities would be less extensive due to the shallow 
water depth (30 metres) and the proximity ofsuitable 
borrow material. Stationary suction dredges. such as 
the BEAVER MACKENZIE. or a cutter suction 
dredge. such as the AQUARIUS illustrated in Plate 
4.3-28. would likely play ;I key role in building an 
APLA at IJv.iluk. 

Figure4.3-25 illustrates the volume of material that is 
projected to be required for an APLA as a function of 
water depth. Figure 4.3-26 illustrates the capacity of 
an Arctic dredge on a daily basis as a function of haul 
distance. By combining the information in these two 
graphs one can determine how many Arctic dredges 
may be required to build an APLA in any water 
depth at any location in the Beaufort Sea. 

PLATE 4.3-28 The A QUA RltJS is a cutter suction dredge 
that has been working in the Beaufort Sea since 7979. This 
dredge cuts a channe/ in the sea floor and pumps the 
dredged mater/al through a plpeline to the Wand location. 
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4.3.7 OPERATION, MAINTENANCE AND 
ABANDONMENT 

Maintenance of onshore platforms for drilling and 
production will be limited to ensuring that perma- 
frost below the gravel pads remains in the frozen 
state. Although not expected to be a problem, the 
condition of the permafrost adjacent to production 
wells will be monitored in order to provide an early 
warning of increasing soil temperature (see Section 
4.4). If required. the permafrost insulating system will 
be modified to ensure the integrity of the platform. 

Abandonment of onshore exploration drilling plat- 
forms has been discussed in Section 4.3.1, and aban- 
donment of production platforms onshore will nor- 
mally be the same. A reclamation program will be 
developed for each location on a site specific basis 
and will include sealing of the wells, removal of the 
topside equipment for use elsewhere or for transport 
out of the region as scrap. The gravel pad may be 
removed for use elsewhere if economically feasible. or 
the gravel will be incorporated into the overall site 
reclamation plan. 

When construction of an offshore drilling or produc- 
ing island. or APLA is complete, maintenance will be 
primarily related to replenishment of berm materials 
or erosion protection measures as required. The 
effect of ice conditions on the structures, and the 
continued ability of the island to safely withstand ice 
forces and other environmental factors will be moni- 
tored. 

Abandonment procedures common to all offshore 
platforms include sealing the wells and removal 01 
topside equipment. Further procedures are a func- 
tion of many factors including type of structure, the 
design life of the structure, the potential alternate 
uses of the site. economics and environmental con- 
cerns. Unless the need for sand in the region can 
economically be met by dredging sand from an aban- 
doned artificial island, the sand berm will be left and 
will gradually be eroded by the action ofwind, waves. 
currents and ice. Deep water caisson drilling systems 
like the Caisson Retained Island will be towed from a 
completed site to a new drilling site. Reclamation 
plans for gravity type platforms, caisson-berm islands 
and other large offshore platforms will be formulated 
on a site specific basis. 

4.3.8 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

This section identifies likely or potential environmen- 
tal disturbances from onshore and offshore plat- 
forms. Volume 4 addresses the environmental inter- 
actions in detail. 

4.3.8.1 Onshore Platforms 

Aside from the possible environmental disturbances 
associated with the facilities themselves, the potential 
sources of disturbance of onshore platforms are land 
utilization, permafrost degradation. securing of con- 
struction materials, alterations to the terrain and sur- 
face drainage, and the construction and operation 
activities. 

Land-based installations in the Mackenzie Delta will 
use either gravel pads or platforms supported on 
piles. The specific design for foundations and pads 
will be determined using site specific geotechnical 
data including subsoil and permafrost information. 

The need for cooling systems to minimize permafrost 
degradation may requtre the use of one or more of the 
following: 

- Assisted or unassisted air circulation through 
the space between a pile supported platform and 
the ground. 

- Provision of refrigeration ducts or piping within 
the gravel pad for either air circulation or mechan- 
ical refrigeration. and 

- Installation of insulation within the gravel pad. 

Before construction of an onshore platform can 
begin, the site will be properly prepared by installing 
gravel pads and by controlling drainage. The area to 
be affected will be approximately 10 to 15 ha, depend- 
ing upon the specific facilities installed. Typical areas 
required are: 

- 8 production wells, in two clusters. complete 
with sumps and fuel storage facilities - 5 ha 
(approx.) 

- oil or gas treating and compressor facilities -4 ha 
(approx.) 

- airstrip (STOL) or heliport - 2.5 ha (approx.) 

- temporary construction camp - 3 ha (approx.) 

Total approx. area = 14.5 ha 

Mitigative measures will bc utilized to ensure ade- 
quate storm drainage, stability of slopes and preven- 
tion of permafrost degradation. 

About 225.000 m3 of gravel is required to provide a 
base for a 15 ha site. In borrow areas where the gravel 
is deep, the land area disturbed will be equivalent to 
the area of the terrestrial platform. or approximately 
15 ha per platform. However, in areas where depth of 
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gravel is shallow, upward of 3 times an equivalent 
area may be affected, or 45 ha. Combined with haul 
roads. typically 30 km in length by 15 m wide or 
occupying 40 ha, the total land area impacted could 
amount to 85 ha per platform. If the borrow pit is too 
shallow, alternative sources of gravel from distant 
borrow pits or ocean dredging will be used. 

4.3.8.2 Offshore Platforms 

All of the proposed offshore production platform 
types present a potential source of environmental 
disturbance, be it as a result of physical activity asso- 
ciated with construction and operations, or due to its 
physical presence. Common to all platform types is 
the local effect on ice dynamics in the vicinity of the 
structures and the possible long-term, but local, 
alteration of physical oceanographical parameters as 
they are constructed. The sand constructed plat- 
forms. and to a lesser extent the concrete or steel 
structures, will also have an impact associated with 
dredging. 

(a) Dredging Disturbance 

Artificial islandsare to be constructed with materials 
from three primary sources: granular material dredged 
from the sea floor near the island sites: granular 
material dredged from marine areas considerably 
removed from island sites; and sand. gravel and rock 
mined from borrow pits onshore and transported to 
the island sites either by truckson the winter ice or by 
barges in summer. Most island construction mate- 
rials, however, are dredged from the sea floor using 
suction-type dredges. and these activities are the 
focus of this discussion. 

The most immediate source of disturbance by dredg- 
ing on the physical environment is the alteration of 
bathymetry. The dredged depth will normally be less 
than 20 m. It is expected that construction materials 
will be dredged as close to the site of island construc- 
tion as possible to minimize transportation costs. 
Some of the future dredges designed for use in the 
Beaufort Sea may be capable of operating in water 
depths of up to 80 m. 

The placement of dredged materials will result in the 
dispersion of fine particles into the surrounding sea 
water. The effect of dispersion is a localized increase 
in turbidity and suspended solids. a decrease in dis- 
solved oxygen levels. and possibly nutrient enrich- 
ment. Short-term dredging-related variations in ver- 
tical temperature and salinity stratification have also 
been documented. All of these effects ofdredging will 
be short-term, corresponding only to the duration of 
dredging activity. These effects will be most pro- 
nounced during freeze-up when background turbid- 

ity is typically lower. Inside the Mackenzie River 
plume the effects of dredging are not easily distin- 
guished from background turbidity levels during 
much of the open water season. 

(b) Platform Construction 

The sources of disturbance for artificial island con- 
struction may include: the removal of seafloor mate- 
rial and its deposition at another location to clear a 
site for the foundation; pile driving; theexcavation of 
a borrow pit; materials transport and placement; and 
related activities. 

Where the seabed at the construction site consists of 
unacceptable foundation materials. the soil may be 
removed by dredging to the appropriate depth. The 
material removed, called dredge spoil. will be depos- 
ited at approved locations adjacent to the construc- 
tion site. 

Table 4.3-2 provides approximate dredged volume 
requirements and estimates of the area of the sea floor 
which will be disturbed for shallow and deep produc- 
tion platforms and for APLA’s constructed in shal- 
low and deep water. Shallow platforms are those 
built in water less than 20 m deep and deep platforms 
are those built in water ranging from 20 to 60 m deep. 

TABLE 4.35 

APPROXIMATE DREDGED VOLUME REQUIREMENTS 

TYP. Bar. Dndgad Afloctad 
Dhnotor Ouantlty Arva’ 

m ma mJ 

Shallow Island 800 m 10 x 100 1.5 x 1W 

Deep Island 12OOm 40 x 10’ 3.5 x 1W 
e 

Shallow APLA 1100 m 30 x 10’ 2.7 x 1tY 

Deep APLA 2500 m 1OOXlW 11.25 x 10’ 

‘Includes: borrow pit, base of island. area of deposition ot 
dredge spoil. 

(c) Superstructure Construction 

Islands in shallow water (less than 20 m) may not 
require a prefabricated superstructure. For islands in 
deep water, however, caisson-like superstructure 
modules may be required. These units would be pre- 
fabricated in southern sites and transported to the 
construction site for installation. 
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The main sources of disturbance due to construction 
of the superstructure of the platform will include 
towing of prefabricated modules to the site, installa- 
tion of the modules. dredging to supply materials to 
anchor the superstructure and to provide ice protec- 
tion, and island surface preparation. The physical 
presence of the superstructure also represents a 
source of disturbance to the local physical oceano- 
graphical regime. 

Platform dimensions and the physical quantities of 
dredged material used in superstructure construction 
are included in the foregoing table. 

(d) Maintenance Dredging 

Maintenance dredging may be required from time to 
time to replace sand lost to erosion by ice. waves. and 
currents. 

Annual materials lost to erosion are estimated at 
approximately 2%- ofthe in-place volume. The same 
bor-row pit mav be used every year to obtain the 
necessary mate&Is and could be located as far as 100 
km from the platform. 

(c) Artificial Island Operations 

When completed. the island acts as a physical barrier 
to both marine traffic and to local ocean currents and 
ice movements. 

Production platforms built near the edge ofthe land- 
fast ice may result in the localized extension of the 
landfast ice cdgc to the platform. Islands such as 
Uviluk. which u,ill be located up to20 km beyond the 
lundfast zone. will be situated in the trnniition ice 
zone. which separates the polar pack ice from the 
landdl1st ice. There is presentI!, no reason to bclic\e 
that the landfast ice edge would extend out this far. 
since naturalI> occurring grounded rubble forma- 
tions in the transition zone ha\e been obscr\.cd to 
have no efl’ect on landfast ice cstenaions. More 
information on this and other subjects raised is prcs- 
ented in Volume 4. 

Ice pile-up around artificial islands has been de+ 
cribed in Section 4.3.5.3. Although there is consider- 
able information on the mechanismsofpile-up. there 
is little on the possible effects of this pile-up on 
regional ice dynamics. This latter effect may bc an ice 
related impact concern. The extent of ice pile-up 
around offshore platforms will vary considcrabll. 
depending on location and on weather conditions in 
any particular season. It is predicted from the existing 
data base that ice pile-up against production plat- 
forms could reach a vertical height ofapproximatel~ 
1 1 metres maximum. average approximately 3 metres. 
and could extend over an area approximately 3 times 
the crohs-sectional area of the structure where it 

intercepts the waterline. This phenomenon appears 
to be reasonably constant irrespective of the size of 
the structure or Its water depth. 

Free ice on the surface of the sea will accumulate in 
and around the harbour of an APLA and must be 
removed or reduced in thickness to allow tankers to 
enter the harbour. This can be accomplished b! using 
waste heat to melt the ice. with or without barriers. 
and insulating materials.Typical sources of waste 
heat which would be employed for this purpose 
include turbine exhaust heat and cooling u’atcr. 

Where thermal discharges are used for ice managc- 
ment. the discharge water temperature would be in 
the range of4”C to 8°C. In contrast. during most ol 
the year. the temperature of Arctic waters remains 
below 0°C. In the summer. the surface temperatures 
may reach a maximum of 5°C. with deep water 
remaining at 0°C. It is assumed that on the avcragc. 
waste heat releases will enter the waterjust below the 
ice at 6°C above ambient. 

4.4 DRILLING SYSTEMS 

Wells are drilled for a number of reasons during the 
exploration and development of oil and gas resour- 
ces. Exploration wells arc the most important com- 
ponent in the discovery of oil and gas. and arc drilled 
at locations and to depths prrdetcrmined by seismic 
and other geologic information. Delineation wells 
are drilled to determine the sile ofa discovery and to 
pro\ idc data for USC in designing hydrocarbon rccov- 
c‘n svstcms. . . 

Production wells are drilled and operated at loca- 
lions in an oilhcld thal Mill cfficientlv drain the oil 
from the rcscr\oir. In the Bcaut‘ort &-Mackenzie 
Delta Rcyion. most of the production wells will hc 
drilled directionally (up to 60” from vertical). enn- 
bling man!’ production wells to be drilled from one 
platform. Also. injection wells will bc drilled to rein- 
troduce produced water and gas to the formation. 

The proccdurcs and equipment used to drill the var- 
iou.4 t\‘pes of wells arc esscntiallv fhe same and. t’or 
the p~~rposcs 01’ this section. drilling is dcscribcd 111 
the ccneral scnsc. L 

4.4.1 TYPES OF DRILLING SYSTEMS 

FOLIO basic ~ypcs ofdrilling system\ will bc usccl in the 
Bcaufort Sea-Mirckcnyic Dclt;r Region: the convcn- 
tional land rig hirnilar to systems used in Alberta: the 
\peciall> designed ‘platform type’ rig similar to sys- 
tems ~tscd on offshore platforms in the North Sea and 
clscwhcrc: the drillsh1pcurrcntly used in the Bcaufort 
Sea and in other ofi’shorc areas: and the conical 
drilling unit that is currently being dcsigncd lor the 
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Arctic. Although the basic drilling components of all cope with anticipated problems. These drilling sys- 
these systems are the same, they are assembled differ- terns are illustrated in Plates 4.4-1, 4.4-2 and 4.4-3 
ently to take advantage of certain conditions or to and Figure 4.4-l. 

PLATE 4.4-l A typical lend-based drilling system includes a derrick and draw works for hoisting the drill pipe in and out of the 
hole. a mud system for pumping mud down the inside of the drill string to lubricate the bif, carrying drill cuttings to the surface 
and control well pressures, and support systems such as electrical power, heat and accommodations. 



PLATE 4.4-3 Drilling systems used on offshore floating vessels are also very similar to conventional land systems. They are 
modified to accommodate the motion of the vessel and arranged to accommodate the vessel configuration. 

FIGURE 4.4-l The conical drilling unit is a specially 
designed Beaufort Sea exploratory drilling system which 
has an icebreaking bow around its entire periphery. Its res- 
istance to the ice is therefore similar to that of the bow of an 
icebreaker and enables it to work in much thicker ice than a 
drillship can. 

With all the drilling systems. the working areas are 
heated and protected against the extreme weather 
conditions that are encountered. The platform type 
drilling system used on an artificial island will dtlter 
from the conventional land system only in the greater 
use of equipment modules to conserve land area. 
Modules may be stacked on more than one level to 
reduce space required. while still retaining efficiency. 

Although the basic components of a floating drilling 
system are the same as other types of drilling systems. 
the arrangement of the equipment differs in some 
important ways. The most important is the location 
of the blowout preventer. which serves to stop accid- 
ental releases of hydrocarbons from the well. This 
device is located at or below the sea floor and is 
designed to permit quick disconnection by the drill- 
ships. In addition. the marine riser. which is the pipe 
connecting the drilling equipment on the ship to the 
blowout preventer. is flexible to compensate for ver- 
tical and horizontal movement of the vessel. The 
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4.4.2 THE DHILLIIVC PROCESS 

The four main componcnls of the rolar! s! stem arc 
tlic drill bit. the drill pipe or string. the hoisting 
sv5teni and the mud rj3tcm. Figure 4.4-2 show5 the 
tit-illing s~5rcni components. The rot:iting action oi 
lllc drill bi1 chips awa! the piccch oi‘1~0cli. The bit is 
;itLtchcd to the dt-iII string. ;I hollo44 pipe which ts 
rot2lcci by 3 mcch;tnic~tl system on the surface. 
I-luida. called drilling mud. arc’ pumped down the 
inside ol’thc drill xtrtng during the dt-illinf 0pcraIion. 
The drilling mud passes throurrh holes in the bit. 
10 keep the bit clean. provide lubrication 2nd carr! 
material. cut by the bit. back to the surf’:tcc. The drill 
string is suspended from a derrick and cat1 be rut1 in 
and out of the borehole hole with the hoisting 
equipment. 

Dur~itlf tllc sixt!, year5 lhal rhc oil industr-! ha5 been 
tit-illing holes ltsiiif rotar> drilling technique\. :t set ot 
good opc‘t-atinf pracliccs has been dcwlopcd v,hich 
proi ides guidance l;ti- lhc cnginccr in sclccting 
cqitipmcnc. and for the dt-illing crw in opcr21ing Ihc 
clt-illing awtcm. Tlii, expcricnce is ;ind w+ll conIinuc 
to be ~tscd to a\,oid problems in the Ikaul’c~rt Sea - 
M;tckcn;lic Delta drilling progratn,;rnd tocnsurc rh;tt 
prepawtions arc ma;lc lo cope with the uncspcclcd. 
In addition. thcrc 21-c compt-ehcnsi~c regulalion5 in 
Canada. go\crning drilling in all frontier ;irc;ts, that 
giw IcgaI status (0 good practices and prclcnt the 
taking ofshot-I cuts. Thcsc regulations arc con~idcrccl 
to be the most comprehcnsiw and stringcnl of an!’ 
drilling regulations in the world. 

Although drilling consists of simple processes. the 
equipment and procedures used are complex and 
sophisticated. This is because rock is not homogenc- 
ous and no single efficient device can be designed to 
bore through a11 types. The boring device (drill bit) 
must bc changed tt-cquentl!. and each time the dt-iI1 
pipe tnust be pulled out of the hole. Powerful equip- 
ment is required lo hoist the drill pipe. For example. 
the weight of a drill string or casing string for ;I 
medium depth m,ell (4.000 111) may esceed 500 tonnes. 
Powerful pumns are also required 10 circulate the 
1luid that tlushcs out the rock chips. Rocks h;t\,c 
varying strength and stability characteristics that can 

C;ILISC problems and there are ;I number of‘ other 
speci:ll conditions th;rt may cause dcl:tys. or ma\ 
result in the hole nor being finished. ii‘ proper fcch- 
niqucs and cquipmcnt ;Irc not LISC~. The pt-occdurc 
lOr driIling ;I con\ cnrioii;tl \v~II ia dcxcribcd in Ihc 
l’ollo~ ing paragraphs. 

When drilling on land. the f‘irst step is thy building (II 
;I ro;id to the well site and prrp;tr;ition ol lh~ site for 
the drilling rig. In 1111‘ At-ctic. sno\\ roads I0 the 
drilling site arc builr during winter and drilling plat- 
forms. 2s described in Section 4.3. I. arc constructed 

prc\en’ melting of rhc permal‘rost. Site prL’p;tr;t- 
tion iii\,ol\cs Ic\,clling ;in arca :tbout I? mclres 
squ;trc. dillcling or building ;i pit lli:tt can hold 1 to 2 c z- 

FIGURE 4.4-2 The prmcipal components of the rotarydril- 
lrng system. 
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thousand cubic mctrrs ofdrillin~ w;lstes. and ensur- 
ing that there is a solid llat level art’s 1.5 10 20 metrcs 
square near the middle ofthe platform tosupport the 
parts of the drilling rig that lift the heavy loads. A 
small cellar about I mctre square and 1 mctre deep is 
dug and a section of large diameter pipe. 5 to 6 mctres 
in length, is cemented into the ground at the spot 

where the well is to be drilled. The remainder of the 
space is used for the storage of pipe. drilling fluid 
mixing and proccssing,powergencration equipment. 
sewage treatment equipment and livingaccommoda- 
tion for the drilling personnel. 

The drilling rig is then moved to the site in pieces that 
can be efficiently moved by truck (or sometimes by 
air) and that can be sai’eiy and conveniently handled 
by the drilling crew with the equipment available at 
the site. At the site the drilling equipment is installed 
and assembled around the cellar. 

Moving the rig invoi\,es 10 to 30 large truck loadsand 
it takes about 5 days to assemble the rig after it has 
reached the site. 

Drilling on an artificial island is essentially the same 
as drilling on land. The surface of‘ the island is 
levelled and the drilling equipment is brought in by 
barge and hoisted or skidded upon it. Alternati\,cl!;. 
21s described in Section 4.32. the drlllmg system ma> 
bc integral to a ‘reusable caisson such as the Mobile 
Arctic Caisson. Hhich is tou,ed to the drilling Iota- 
tion and submcrfcd on ;I prepared sand berm. 

Offshore drilling from a drillship. Hhcre all the dril- 
ling equipment is integral to the ship. in\,ol\,es 
anchoring the ship on the location where the well is to 
be dl-iiled. 

Once a rig is completely assembled. the first opera- 
tion is to drill a large diameter hole (445 to 93 
millimetres) a fe& hundred metres deep. As the drill 
bit is rotated. force is applied to enable the bit to cut 
through rock. At the same time. drilling fluid is 
pumped down the drill pipe. carrying the rock chips 
to the surface. Next. steel pipe (casing) that is slightly 
smaller than the hole is lowered into the hole and 
cemented securely In place. The cementing is accom- 
plished by pumping ;I cement-water mixture down 
the casing. and up the space between the casing and 
the sides of the hole. and by holding it there until it 
hardens. This part of the hole is drilled deep enough 
so that the casing is bonded ton solid rock formation. 
When the cement hardens. it creates a bond between 
the rock and the steel casing that is as strong as the 
rock that was removed. 

The first stringofcasingdescribed above iscalled the 
surface casing. it forms an anchor for the blowout 
preventer. which is bolted to a flange on top of the 

surface casing. The blowout preventer consists of ;I 
series of vnl\,es designed to seal the top of the hole 
against pressure from the hole. 

After the first casing is securei!; cemented in phc~ 

and the blowout preventers arc Inst;riled and tested. 
drilling continues until the planned depth oryologi- 
cal ob,jecti\,e is reached. 

The actual drilling operation in\,ol\,cs rotating the hit 
and tlushing out the rock cuttings until the hc)ic is 
deepened by the length of ;I single ,joint of drill pil>c 
(IO mctres). The drill pipe :~nci bit arc then raised up. 
another joint of drill pipe is added and rlriIling COP 
tinues. From time to time the bit becomes dull and 
must be changed. The complete string ofdr-ill pipe ic 
then hoisted omit of the hole. the bit rtplaccd and Ih~ 
string run back to the bottom. Bit life varies in ;iccor- 
dance with bit design and the nature ofthc rock being 
drilled. and may range from 20 to 100 honrs. 

As the hole is drilled deeper. additionai casing is 
installed at pre-determined depths and cemented in 
place. With each installation of ;I casing string it is 
necessary to reduce the size of the bit and. of‘ course. 
the subsequent string of casing, If‘ the sul-f‘;tcc casing 
string U’erc 76 centimctrrs in rliamcter. f’oi~cx;imple. 
;Ind run to 100 mctres. the next string of casing ma! 
be run to ;I depth of about 351) mctres. This casing 
\ionld be cemented in piacc in the wmc manner as 
the surface casing. Aftcrwa1-ds. ;I smaller bit. about 
45ccntimetrcs in diameter, would be run through the 
50 ccntimetre casing and drilling resumed. The nest 
string of casing would he :tbout 34 ccntimctrcs in 
diameter and would be run to a depth ofabout I .500 
or 2.000 metrcs. The smallest practic:rl casingdi;lmc- 
ter is 12cenlimctrcsand is run intoa hole drilled with 
;I slightly larger bit. 

Evaluation of the wcllhorc takes place during the 
drilling operation. Electrical and raciioactivc devices 
arc run into the hole before each string of casing to 
measure the characteristics of the I-ock and the fuid 
in the rock. The samples of rock chips th;lt ;Irc 
returned lo the surface are ex;Imincd for oil, compo- 
sition and the presence of fossils. 

From time to time a special bit is run which cnahlcsa 
long cylindrical section of rock. c;~llcd ;I cow, 11) bc 
recovered. The core provides thegeologist with much 
more information toevaluate rock propcrticssuchas 
porosity and permeability. oil saturation and ciectri- 
cal and radioactive characteristics. It also permits ;I 
detailed examination for fOssils. 

Technically, the drilling process is completed when 
the total depth ofthe well has been rc;lchcd, elrctrica] 
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logs have been run. and casing has been run and 
cemented. Further evaluation at this point, in the 
form of testing, is frequently carried out. This 
involves perforating holes in the steel casing and 
allowing the fluids in the formation to flow to the 
surface under controlled conditions. The zones for 
testing are selected from well logs and other infor- 
mation. 

Plates 4.4-4. 4.4-5, 4.4-6 and Figure 4.4-3 show the 
main components of drilling systems and Figure 4.4- 
4 is a schematic showing the subsurface components 
of a well. 

4.4.3 PRESSURE CONTROL 

The spaces between the grains of sedimentary rocks 
are filled with fluid, usually salt water, but occasion- 

PLATE 4.4-4 The derrick mast, a prrncipal component of 
the drilling system. 

ally oil or gas, or a mixture of all three. This fluid 
exists under pressure. The pressure level is usually 
related to depth, a normal pressure being equivalent 
to the weight ofa column of water from the surface to 
the depth of the zone. Thus, for example. if a layer of 
sandstone existed at a depth of 1,500 metres and it 
was saturated with water, under normal conditions 
the pressure would be about 14,500 kPa, or 9.5 kPa 
per metre of,depth. Under some conditions the pres- 
sure may be higher than this; this is referred to as an 
overpressured zone. On the other hand. an under- 
pressured zone may also be encountered. 

When a borehole penetrates a subsurface formation, 
the fluids in the penetrated zones may enter the bore- 
hole if the pressure in the rock is greater than the 
hydrostatic pressure of the fluid in the borehole. In 
the early days when the wells were drilled with cable 
tools, the boreholes were usually totally empty so the 
pressure was almost zero. When these wells pene- 
trated oil reservoirs, there was a tremendous flow into 
the wellbore, and up the well to the surface. This 
resulted in many “gushers” and unfortunately this is 
an image that many people have of oil wells today. 

Much of the planning of a drilling program and the 
selection of equipment is directed towards ensuring 
that fluids contained in the rock formations are pre- 
vented from entering the wellbore. This section des- 
cribes the techniques and equipment used for pres- 
sure control. 

4.4.3.1 Drilling Mud 

In the drilling of a well, the drilling fluid plays a very 
important role. It not only flushes the broken rock 
away and lubricates the bit. but the weight of the 
drtllmg mud column provides the pressure that pre- 
vents the fluids in the rock formation from flowing 
into the hole. Since the drilling mud is a continuous 
column from the bottom of the hole to surface, it 
exerts pressure at the bottom of the hole and 
throughout its length. The pressure at any point is 
equal to the density of the mud times the depth. 

If pure water were used for drilling, the pressure 
would be about 9.5 kPa per metre of depth, which is 
about the same as the normal pressure that one 
expects in a reservoir. 

Because the drilling fluid serves a number of func- 
tions, and because large volumes are pumped consid- 
erable distances down the drill pipe and up the out- 
side, the properties must be carefully controlled. The 
critical properties of drilling fluid are density, viscos- 
ity, resistance to shear. and the tendency to cause the 
rock face to deteriorate. 
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PLATE 4.4-5 The rotary fable rotates the drill string, causing the bit on the bottom to chip off pieces of rock. 

Drilling mud is usually a complex mixture of water. 
thickening agents, corrosion inhibitors. lubricating 
components, thinners. freeze dispersants and clay 
inhibitors. Because of these additives the fluid is 
always heavier than water. Additional weight is 
created by adding an inert dense solid called barite 
(barium sulphate). When properly mixed with the 
other mud materials. it is possible to increase the 
density of drilling mud to twice that of water, and 
under special circumstances even higher. In addition 
to barite. chemical additives consist primarily of clay. 
potassium chloride. sodium bicarbonate, and small 
quantities of organic materials. 

Under normal drilling operations the drilling engi- 
neer endeavours to maintain the pressure at the bot- 
tom ofthe hole exerted by the column of drilling mud 
2.000 to 2,800 kPa higher than the pressure in the 
formation (the differential may be higher or lower 
than this depending on depth). I1 there are indications 
that the weight of the mud column is too low, drilling 
is immediately stopped and the density of the mud 

increased by adding more barite. Drilling is only 
resumed when a pressure overbalance is provided. 

Thus. the weight of the drilling mud is the primary 
mechanism for maintaining well control. Blowout 
preventers are only used to control pressure when the 
weight of the mud column is not effective. 

4.4.3.2 Pressure Prediction 

As drilling continues deeper and deeper, early detec- 
tion of a change in subsurface reservoir pressure is 
essential to maintaining pressure control with the 
drilling mud system. As the bit moves deeper, the 
formation pressure increases, but the pressure exerted 
by the mud column also increases, so that the differ- 
ential is constantly maintained. 

The Mackenzie River Delta, particularly offshore. is 
an area where abnormally high pressures are encoun- 
tered so that the density of the mud must be fre- 
quently adjusted. Fortunately pressure changes do 
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PLATE 4.4-6 The drill pipe extends from the bit at the 
bottom of the hole to the surface and is rotated al the sur- 
face. fach trme the bit musf be replaced, the entire drill pipe 
string must be removed from the ho/e. 

not occur instantly. There is usually a transition zone. 
from 15 to 90 metres thick. where the pressure gra- 
dient changes from one level to another. A number of 
sensitive devices operated by drilling crews facilitate 
quick detection of the pressure gradient change. there- 
by prompting corrective action. 

One of the most obvious signs of a pressure imbal- 
ance is an increase in the amount of drilling fluid in 
the surface tanks. Sensitive devices measure the total 
volume of fluid in the drilling system and also mea- 
sure the level of the mud in the surface tanks. Since 
the mud is circulated down the drill pipe. up the 
casing. into the mud tanks and then pumped down 
the drill pipe again on a continuouscirculation basis. 
there should be no increases or decreases in total 
system volume unless something unusual is occur- 
ring. An increase in fluid volume at the surface means 
fluid must be entering the wellbore from the drilled 
formations. The additional fluid may be gas, oil or 
water. but gas is the frequent cause. As the gas rises 
with the mud column and the pressure is reduced, it 
expands. causing more volume gain at the surface. 
Gas within the mud system greatly reduces the pres- 
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FIGURE 4.4-3 The mud system is an /mportant part of a 
drilling system. Drilling mud consists of water, a thickening 
agent such as bentonite and a high density material such as 
barite. to control the weight of the mud. The mud is pumped 
down the inside of the drillstringand out the bit. lt lubricates 
the bit, and carries the cuttmgs back to the surface. while at 
the same time exerting sufficient pressure inside the ho/e to 
control formation pressures. 

sure of the mud column at the bit. further aggravat- 
ing an underbalanced pressure situation. 

As soon as the change in fluid volume is detected by 
the drilling crew, drilling is stopped and the blowout 
preventer is closed against the drill pipe to ensure that 
no more fluid enters the wellbore. At this point the 
drilling crew will be able to measure the pressure at 
the surf’ace beneath the closed blowout preventer. 
This permits calculation of the required drilling mud 
density, and drilling will be resumed when the desired 
density is achieved. 

The drilling crews are carefully trained for control- 
ling pressures, both in the classroom and on the 
drilling rig. Regular drills are held so that they can 
respond quickly to changes in well conditions. Care- 
ful records are kept to record the time it takes the 
crew to determine a change in fluid volume, to close 
the blowout preventer, and to take corrective action. 

There are other techniques that enable the drilling 
crew to determine the change in pressure before a 
volume change occurs at the surface. Sensitive detec- 
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FIGURE 4.4-4 After a hole is drilled, it is cased with steel 
casing and the casing is cemented to the walls of the hole. 
Several strmgs of casing. each successive/y smaller than the 
previous string, are used to supporf the walls of the hole and 
contain formation pressure. In a producing we//, the oil pro- 
duction flows through perforations in the casing and up a 
small diamefer pipe (called tubing) to the surface. 

tors enable the mud loggers (people who continually 
measure the characteristics of the drilling mud) to 
determine minute changes in gas content in the mud. 
An increase in gas concentration is usually the first 
indicator of a changing pressure regime. The shape 
and density of the rock chips give indications of 
abnormal pressue changes in the rock formations. as 
does a rapid change in the rate at which the hole is 
being drilled. 

In Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta wells, essentially 
every device available to the industry is provided for 
detecting pressure, measuring changes in well condi- 
tions. and responding to those changes. 

As more drilling is carried out in the Region, it 
becomes easier to predict pressures. In the first wells 
drilled in an area, pressures can be estimated from 
seismic information. After the first well has been 
completed, the pressure can be physically measured. 

When development wells are drilled, pressure predic- 
tion is very accurate using available data obtained 
during exploration drilling. 

4.4.3.3 Blowout Preventers 

The blowout preventers used in the Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta Region have a very high pressure 
rating. with built-in redundancy to provide protection 
in the event of failure of a subcomponent of the 
preventer. Blowout preventers, as shown in Plates 
4.4-7 and 4.4-8. have three valves or rams which close 
against the drill pipe. Only one is required for pres- 
sure control. The fourth ram is the blind ram or shear 
ram, and can actually cut off the pipe. if necessary. to 
form a seal. Additional valves on the side of the 
blowout preventer enable fluids to be bled from the 
well or pumped into the well at a controlled pressure 
and rate. All of these devices and valves are con- 
trolled by the driller from his work station. 

PLATE 4.4-7 The blowout preventer is the series of valves 
placed on the we//head. The blowouf preventer is closed 
aufomatically or from remote stations in the event that fhe 
mud weight is not controlling formation pressure. The sub- 
sea blowout preventer, illustrated in this photograph, is 
placed on the we//head on the sea floor. If weighs about 150 
tonnes. 
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PLATE 4.4-8 The land type blowout prevenfer is similar to 
the subsea blowout preventer. 

Blowout preventers are tested regularly to a pressure 
that ensures that the system is capable of withstand- 
ing any pressure that may be encountered during the 
drilling of a well. 

The valves in the blowout preventer are all fail-safe. 
This means that the valves are held in the open 
position by hydraulic pressure. If there were a failure 
in the hydraulic system, which might happen because 
of some surface disaster, the blowout preventer will 
automatically close. 

In offshore areas where ridge keels from ice floes may 
scour the sea floor, the blowout preventers on float- 
ing drilling systems are placed below the sea floor in 
“glory holes.” These glory holes are dredged prior to 
drilling to enable placement of the blowout preventer 
at a depth where it will be unaffected by ice scouring. 

4.4.4 EXPLORATION WELLS VERSUS 
PRODUCTION WELLS 

An exploration well is a well that is drilled to secure 
geological information. A production well is drilled for 
the purpose of producing oil or gas. Some explora- 

tion wells are referred to as “wildcats,” which implies 
a high risk venture -not an inappropriate term in the 
expensive search for oil. Technically, some people 
class an exploratory well as one which is a certain 
distance from proven production. about three kilo- 
metres. In exploration wells there are few subsurface 
data to help the drilling engineers predict what lies 
ahead. 

The technique for drilling a production well is basi- 
cally the same as for an exploration well, although 
more evaluation work will usually be carried out on 
the exploration well. For conventional onshore 
operations in southern Canada, if an exploration 
well results in a discovery, the well will be retained as 
a future producer. After drilling and evaluation, the 
discovery well would be safely suspended by putting 
mechanical and cement plugs in the casing above the 
production formation, and also securing the well- 
head at the surface. In the case of offshore wells, 
while it is not impossible to preserve an exploration 
well for future production, it may be complicated 
and difficult. The main problem is that these wells are 
usually drilled from a mobile drilling unit, so the well 
could only be completed as a producer if it was 
practical to place the wellhead on the sea floor, and 
later tie the well into permanent production facilities. 
In most cases, offshore exploratory wells are per- 
manently abandoned even if they are discoveries. 

Production wells are drilled more quickly than 
exploration wells because of the knowledge gained 
during exploration and because there is less time 
spent in evaluation. The activity of well completion 
adds some time to the process. Well completions are 
discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.1. 

During production well drilling, there will be a con- 
centration of activity, since a large number of holes 
will be drilled from a single location, and two or more 
drilling rigs may be operating beside each other. 
Wells will be drilled in groups of five to fifteen, 
depending on the depth of the productive formation, 
the size of the field and, in the case of onshore fields, 
the availability of suitable sites. Onshore, the well- 
heads will be spaced up to thirty metres apart in a 
straight line or in parallel lines. On islands, they will 
be approximately three metres apart in a square patt- 
ern. All but one of the wells in each group will be 
directionally drilled to penetrate the producing for- 
mation some distance away from the surface location. 

At some locations, two or perhaps three drilling rigs 
will be operating side by side, and new wells will be 
drilled a few metres from wells that are already pro- 
ducing. There are potential hazards created by this 
situation, because an accident at one drilling rig could 
endanger the other drilling activities or damage the 
control valves on nearby producing wells. Carrying 
out multiple operations in a confined space is com- 

, 
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mon practice on most offshore drilling and produc- 
tion platforms, and protective arrangements and spe- 
cial operating procedures are used to reduce the risk 
and consequences of an accident. Onshore sites and 
offshore islands both provide greater space and more 
opportunity to take defensive measures than does a 
traditional offshore platform. Fire walls and protec- 
tive cages are placed around wellhead equipment, 
certain operations are shut down when other opera- 
tions are taking place, and strategically placed fire 
fighting equipment is installed to automatically 
detect and respond to fires. In addition, down hole 
shut-in devices, combined with an automatic surface 
control system. are installed to shut off all produc- 
tion immediately in the event of a hazardous situa- 
tion arising. Because of these measures the effect of 
drilling operations on the safety of other operations 
will be negligible. 

4.4.5 DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 

In conventional southern oil fields on land, where 
surface access is not a problem, producing wells are 
drilled vertically. Where, for example, a 65 hectare 
spacing pattern is used, wells are drilled in a grid, 
each well 800 metres from adjacent wells. A series of 
lease roads provide access to each well site. Each well 
site consists of one or two hectares of land so that 
space is available in the event that a rig must be 
moved back to the well for down hole servicing. 

Offshore, and on the tundra, it is not practical to 
establish multiple surface locations. In these areas 
one surface location is used as a base from which a 
number of producers -perhaps as many as 50 -could 
be drilled. 

Directional drilling is another part of the oil industry 
that has become a specialized science. It is now pos- 
sible to hit a subsurface target 30 metres in diameter, 
3,000 metres below the surface, three to five kilome- 
tres from the surface location. The industry record 
for step out distance was achieved in Cook Inlet in 
the 1960’s. The distance was almost 5 kilometres 
away from the surface location at a vertical depth of 
almost 3.000 metres. 

The drilling of a directional well is mechanically 
identical to drilling a vertical well. The well is drilled 
vertically at least to the depth where surface casing is 
run. At a predetermined depth, a specialized tool is 
run into the hole to deflect the bit. The depth where 
the first deviation is desired is called the “kick-off’ 
point. A specialized drilling assembly is used which 
includes a hydraulic motor suspended on the bottom 
of the drill pipe. The bit is rotated by the hydraulic 
motor so that the pipe does not have to be rotated. A 
“bent sub,” which is a section of pipe with a 2 or 3 
degree deflection, is run above the hydraulic motor. 
The bit is oriented using direction-indicating devices 

and rotation of the bit is established by pumping mud 
down the drill pipe through the hydraulic motor. 
This process is continued with the angle being 
increased by about 2 to 3 degrees for each 30 metres 
drilled, establishing a smooth curve. Ultimately an 
angle as high as 60 degrees can be established and 
even higher in extraordinary situations. Once the 
desired angle has been established, conventional dril- 
ling is resumed and the hole again becomes straight, 
but the angle of deviation is maintained. The long, 
smooth curve in the wellbore does not affect the 
ability to rotate or move up and down the relatively 
limber drill string. 

Figure 4.4-5 is a cross-section view of a directionally 
drilled well. It illustrates the kick-off point and the 2 
degree angle which builds to an ultimate deviation of 
45 degrees. Frequent well surveys enable the precise 
location of the well to be determined at regular inter- 
vals, and corrective action can be taken if deviation is 
not according to plan. In the development of an oil 
field, a directional plan is prepared for every produc- 
ing well to minimize the chances of well interference. 
The target, or location where the well will penetrate 
the producing horizon, will usually be spaced on a 
uniformed grid. Thus, one could end up with a 65 
hectare spacing with the bottom of each well 800 
metres from each adjacent well, as in the conven- 
tional example. 

Directional drilling is also used for relief wells. It is 
important to have an accurate description of every 
wellbore so that if a relief well were required, the 
engineers could establish a target. The relief well 
would be drilled to intersect the wellbore of the blow- 
out at some predetermined depth where a ‘kill’ could 
be affected. 
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FIGURE 4.4-5 The producing wells drilled from an off- 
shore location are drilled on an angle so that adequate 
coverage of the reservoir can be achieved. Angles of 45 
degrees are common while angles up to 70 degrees are not 
unusual. A rule of thumb is that the horizontal reach is 
approxrmately equal to the vertical depth. 
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To minimize friction during directional drilling and 
also to reduce the effect that the drilling fluid has on 
the producing formation. it may be necessary to use 
an oil based drilling fluid. Oil based fluid is handled 
in a c~oscd system that prevents its escape to the 
surrounding environment. In the event that the fluid 
becomes contaminated, it is taken toa central facility 
where it is processed to remove the contaminants and 
then reused. This drilling fluid and the methods for 
handling it are widely used on offshore platforms in 
the North Sea and in the Gulf of Mexico. With this 
system. all the rock chips will be coated with oil. but 
the!, will be either washed or incinerated to rcmovc 
the oil bef’ore disposal. 

4.4.6 DRILLING PROBLEMS 

During the course of drilling a well there are a wide 
\,aricty of things that can happen to delay progress 
and. in extreme cases, to cause the well to be aban- 
doned and a new well drilled. Exploratory wells. 
particularly the first ones drilled in a new area. are the 
most problem prone because of the many unknown 
factors. In any region there are conditions that are 
more or less unique. These require special equip- 
ment. designs and procedures. This subsection des- 
cribes some of‘the problems that are taken into con- 
sideration in the design and drillin! of wells in the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Regron. 

4.4.6.1 Permafrost 

Permafrost is a condition where the rock formation 
and soil is permanently frozen. It exists almost every- 
where on land in the Arctic and in various locations 
offshore. The offshore permafrost is somewhat dif- 
ftirent from the lan$ permafrost in that it is in a 
deteriorating state. The offshore permafrost was 
formed thousands of years ago when the arcas now 
submerged were actually above sea level. The perma- 
frost offshore is now melting, both from the top and 
the bottom. so that when it is encountered it is usually 
30 to 100 metres below the sea floor and may extend 
to a depth of up to 600 metres. The nature and 
severity of the effect that it has on drilling depends on 
the kind of rock formation and the depth at which it 
is encountered. 

In onshore areas, where the drilling site is underlain 
by ice-rich soils. removal of the insulating layer of 
vegetation and heat from the drilling activity can 
cause the permafrost to melt. The resulting water-soil 
mixture may be too weak to support drilling. Thaw- 
ing can be prevented by placing an insulating layer of 
gravel under the equipment and bv cooling the dril- 
ling fluid. In addition. an extra string of casing may 
be installed to create a ‘thermos’ effect, or insulation 
may be applied to the casing to restrict heat loss. 

Permafrost encountered deeper in the hole has a 
number ofeffects. Warm drilling mud circulating in 
the wellborc can melt the permafrost. If the soil or 
rock has a very high moisture content, so that the 
particles of the rock are not in contact with one 
another. melting may cause the rock to disintegrate. 
The thawing effect in the wellbore in Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta wells is minimized by keeping the 
temperature of the drilling fluid close to the f‘rcczing 
point and by drilling through the permafrost section 
very quickly. In land wells it is common to run an 
extra string ofcasing equipped with mechanical insu- 
lation to prevent heat from the drilling fluid L‘rom 
melting the surrounding permafrost. 

The presence of permafrost requires special cements 
that set under low temperature conditions to be used 
for cementing the upper strings of the casing in the 
well. Special care must be taken to ensure that the 
casing remains intact e\‘en ifpermaI‘rost melting does 
occur. This has been a problem in some of the off- 
shore wells drilled in the Region and has caused 
changes in design. 

In producing wells. permafrost will not present any 
particular incremental problem during the drilling 
operation. but the potential thawing of permafrost 
over the long term production of warm fluids from 
the reservoir is of concern and must be taken into 
consideration in the dcsiyn. In locations like Prudhoc 
Bay. designs have been developed and tested succcss- 
fully over the past several >;ears. Figure 4.4-6 is a 
cross-section of a casing stnng design on a typical 
Prudhoe Bay well. This type of system may also be 
adopted in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. 

4.4.6.2 Shallow High Pressure Water Zones 

Permafrost provides an impermeable layer over all of 
the rocks beneath it. lJnder normal sedimentary 
conditions. the fluids that are contained within the 
newly deposited sediments are gradually squeezed 
out as compaction occurs. Water squeezed out of’ the 
rock usually finds its way to the surface. In localized 
areas in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region, 
the permafrost has prevented the normal migration 
of fluid SO that unusually high pressures may be 
encountered immediately below the permafrost zone. 
If this zone happens to be sand. an artesian situation 
exists. When the drill bit penetrates the permafrost 
layer it drills into the sand and there is a tendency for 
the water to flow to the surface. Shallow water flows 
have been a problem in some ofthe of’fshore Beaufort 
Sea wells. 

The occurrence ofshallow high pressure zones is very 
difficult to predict, however, seismic surveys may 
indicate the possible presence of these zones. Weak 
rock formations near the surface and the presence of 
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FIGURE 4.4-6 Arcfic wells require spec/a/ precaufions 
because ol the presence of permairdst. 

permafrost above the zones, usually prevent the use 
ofweighted drilling mud tocontrol the flow of-water. 
It may be necessary to permit the water flow to 
continue until the pressure is depleted. or until the 
water freezes. 

It may be desirable in the future, particularly in areas 
where field development will occur, to investigate the 
practicality of depleting these water zones. This 
would greatly decrease the problems and risks ass+ 

ciated with these 701~s. An attempt to contain the 
shallow water zone. if unsuccessful, could result in 
casing failures after a well has been drilled to greater 
depths. 

Figure 4.4-7 illustrates the occurrence of a shallows 
water high pressure zone bcn~th the pcrm:rt’rost. 

FIGURE 4.4-7 Problems unique to drilling in the Arctic 
include permafrost gas hydrates, and shallow wafer Itows. 
Proper drilling procedures have made it possible to over- 
come these problems, 
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4.3.6.3 Gas Hydrates 

Gas hydrate is a frozen mixture ofwater and natural 
gas which can be encountered at depths to 1,500 
metres. It can exist as a solid at temperatures above 
(1°C. due to a unique combination of gas and water 
composition. pressure and temperature. It decom- 
poses. or melts. when heat is added or the pressure is 
reduced. thereby releasing the natural gas. &IS 
hydrates are not uncommon in conventional opera- 
tions in western Canada where pas is exposed to cold 
conditions in pipelines or surface cquipmcnl. It is 
unusual for gas hydrates to occur beneath the surface 
in western Canad;i but it has been ;I common phe- 
nomenon in perninfrost zones. 

The meltingofg:js hydrates whiledrillingn well ma? 
cause a problem because the e\‘olved gas occupies 
space in the mud column. thereby reducing the dcn- 
sity and the pressure that the mud exerts at the 
bottom of the hole. 

Proper drilling procedures and good well design 
defuse the problcmsassociated with hydrates. Hydrate 
sections arc drilled slowlv to minimize the quantity of 
hydrate m:lterial In the mud system. This allows the 
hydrates to melt and to be separated without :I 
serious effect on the mud density. It has now become 
common practice to ref‘riperate the drilling mud to a 
temperature below that at which hydrate decomposi- 
tion will occur. Extra strong casing is run through the 
hydrate zone. to withstand thecollapse pressures that 
may develop if’ decomposition of h!drrrtes occurs 
outside of the wellbore. 

4.4.6.4 Abnormal Pressures 

Abnormal pressures were introduced in Section 
4.4.3. There arc several reasons why pressures may be 
higher than normal! One explanation was given in 
the discussion on permafrost, where the impermeable 
layer prevents the normal migration of fluids from 
the deposited sediments as they are compacted. thus 
resulting in high hydraulic pressures. It is also possi- 
ble for porous and permeable formations to be prcs- 
sure connected with higher pressure zones deeper in 
the wellbore. Fortunately, abnormal’pressures can be 
predicted in advance. and the weight of’ the mud 
column adjusted before the full impact is felt in the 
wcllbore. The standard overbalance that is always 
carried while drilling also accommodates some in- 
crease in pressure. and the blowout preventer assures 
that any pressure could be contained in an emergency. 

Careful selection of the casing setting depths is 
important in controlling abnormal pressures. Nor- 
mally one tries to set the casing string into the transi- 
tion zone of the abnormally high pressured z.one so 
th:it other sections of the well are not exposed to the 

higher weight mud column th;jt must be carried 
through the high pressured zone. 

Occasionallv pressures may be abnormally lo%. This 
is common in older oil field areas where prcssurcs 
have been depleted by production. Ifabnormally In~r 
pressures are encountered. the rn~~ci column rna!~ bc 
too heavy and it can flow into the IOH pressut-c rock. 
resulting in lost circulation. Lost circtil:itiim is rc- 
gained by adding to the mud materials. which w,ill 
reduce the porosity in the ‘thicl’mnc. Occasionall! it 
is ;IISO nccess;iry to lower the mud weight. btlt this 
must be done with caution. bccnusc the need to 
control higher pressure zones open to the wcllborc. 

In the Rcaul’ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. :rb- 
normal pressures arc \cry common. The tthilit!, to 
detect these zones before they are drilled has improved 
substantiall!~durinp the last five yc:irs. Thc!,shou8 up 
on seismic records. on gas detectors in the drilling 
mud. in the density ofthc cuttings from the wcllborc. 
as incre;ises in pcnctration rate and in the shape of 
the drilled cuttings. 

Procedures h;~\:c been developed to predict :Ind rlcal 
with these conditions. A technique known as ‘kick 
tolerance’ has been refined for the Region ;~nd is a 
particularly useful tool in choosing casing setting 
depths ;ind determining the best drilling fluid density. 
This technique provides3 me;1suremcnt ofthc ;thility 
of‘ the overall system to control well pressures. In 
p:lrticular. it indicates how much the densit!, of‘ the 
drilling fluid c;ln bc increased without risking the loss 
ofdrilling fluid into a normally pressured formation. 
In essence it procides for a carefully preplanned. 
graduated response to any pressure change. Other 
conventional pressure control techniques and proce- 
dures. ;Ilong with suitably designed blowout prcven- 
ICI-S. provide the necessary control. 

4.4.6.5 Blowout 

The most catastrophic event that can occur while 
drilling is 3 blowout or a complete loss of pressure 
control. When this happens the mud column is insuf- 
ficient to offset the pressure in a formation and the 
fluids ilow into the wellbore in an uncontrolled 
manner. Fortunately they do not always flow to the 
surlice. They may flow up the well and intoa zone of 
lower prcssurc. This is known as an ‘underground 
blowout and, while it is still highly undcsirablc. it is 
not cat:istrophic in that uncontrolled flow does not 
occur at the surt’;ico. 

Fluids in a blowout may escape to the surface in two 
WiIyS: one is a 110~ up the casing and through the 
blowout preventers. This could only happen if there 
was :I malfunction with all of the pressure control 
systems. The second is an uncontrolled flow of fluids 
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on the outside of the casing. This could result from 
improper casing design, improper casing installation 
or a casing failure. 

Blowouts are controlled by remedial measures at the 
surface or by drilling relief wells. Relief well drilling is 
described in Section 4.4.7. The probability of uncon- 
trolled flow of oil at the surface from the deep zones 
in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta is remote. This 
is because well control procedures improve with 
depth, as more strings of casing are run into the well 
and the mud column becomes longer, providing more 
time for corrective action. Worldwide statistics show 
that 887~’ of blowouts are gas rather than oil. This is 
also understandable since the entry of gas into the 
wellbore, and the subsequent expansion as the gas 
rises to the surface, aggravates the pressure loss 
situation. 

4.4.6.6 Other Problems 

Other drilling problems include loss of pipe or mate- 
rial down the wellbore, stuck pipe, caving in of the 
hole, swelling shale. and high bottom hole temper- 
ature. 

Procedures for handling each of these problems in a 
safe and efficient manner have developed over many 
years of experience all over the world. Occasionally 
the problems necessitate abandonment of a well and 
the starting of a new well. 

4.4.7 RELIEF WELL DRILLING 

In the event that a well blows out and subsequent 
attempts to regain control at the surface in the origi- 
nal wellbore are unsuccessful. a relief well is a certain 
way of cutting off the flow in the uncontrolled well- 
bore. A relief well is drilled to intersect the wild well at 
some point deep below the surface. so that a high 
density fluid along with cement can be injected into 
the problem well. It is not necessary that the intersec- 
tion be made at the bottom of the original hole. It is 
only necessary that it be made deep enough that the 
formations can withstand the pressures necessary to 
effectively bring the well under control. 

In drilling the relief well, normal drilling equipment 
and <” rectional drilling procedures are used. With 
the number of drilling systems that will be operating 
in the Region, there will be a variety from which a 
selection can be made. The type of equipment 
selected, and how it will be set up, will depend on the 
location of the well that is blowing out and the time 
of year. 

The surface location of the relief well should be as 
close to the blowing well as safety premits. however, 
it must be separated sufficiently to eliminate inad- 

vertent communication between the two well bores. 
The location of the relief well could be as close as 150 
metres or as far as 2,000 metres from the blowing 
well. As previously mentioned it is important to 
know the precise location of every point in every well 
that is drilled in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region, whether an exploratory well or a producing 
well, so that the intersection by a relief well can be 
properly planned, should an emergency ever develop. 

If the wild well is located onshore. a new site will be 
prepared for the relief well as close as possible to the 
original well, if one is not already available. The most 
effective drilling system will be moved to the site, 
over snow roads in winter or by helicopter in the 
summer. 

For offshore wells, a number of options will be avail- 
able depending on ice conditions, depth of water 
around the location of the blowing well, the time of 
year and the nature of the blowout. If drilling is being 
carried out from an artificial island in the winter, a 
relief well may be drilled with a drilling rig placed on 
a thickened ice pad in the rubble field surrounding 
the island. A stabilized rubble field is established by 
early January and after that operations to thicken the 
ice could begin. This pad could be usable until June. 
Techniques for building thick ice pads have been 
tested and proved feasible, and exploratory drilling 
has been conducted on both grounded and floating 
ice pads. The drilling rig would be moved by ice- 
breaking supply boats and helicopters. Alternately, a 
drillship could be moved into the rubble field, 
allowed to freeze there, and the drilling carried out 
from the stationary ship. 

In the event the blowout occurred in the open water 
season, a drillship would be moved as close as possi- 
ble to the island if the water is deep enough. Alterna- 
tively, the island would be enlarged to provide a base 
for the relief drilling rig. About 45 to 60 days would 
be required to drill a relief well and effect a kill for 
most wells in the Region. The advent of extended 
season floating drilling systems such as the conical 
drilling unit will provide a further option for the 
drilling of relief wells. 

4.4.8 ACCOMMODATION AND UTILITIES 

Approximately 100 personnel are required to drill a 
typical well in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region. Self contained living accommodation for 
these people will be provided adjacent to drilling 
systems operating on islands or onshore. For floating 
drilling systems, personnel are accommodated on- 
board the ship. 

Electricity and heat are supplied to the accommoda- 
tion facilities from the drilling system utility supply, 
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Water \yill be obtained tram the sea or nearby water- 
courses and treated to provide potable water for the 
accommodation facilities. 

Each drilling system will be equipped with a pack- 
aged sewage treatment system capable of treating 
anticipated peak daily wastewater flows from the 
accommodation facilities. Solid wastegenerated from 
the living and dining components will be incinerated 
with combustible solid waste. such as packaging 
material. generated from drilling activities. Noncom- 
bustible solid waste and incinerator ash wiii be peri- 
odically transported to approved landfill sites. 

4.4.9 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

The drilling system creates b>t-products or waste 
materials which are sub.iect to treatment and dispo- 
sal. A summary of the sources. quantities and charac- 
teristics of drilling by-products is provided in this 
section. The environmental impacts of drilling are 
examined in detail in Volume 4. 

4.4.9.1 Waste Drilling Fluid 

About 90% of the constituent weight of additives in 
water based drilling muds is made up of barite, ben- 
tonitc. lignite and iignosuiphonate; all naturalI> 
occurring materials. There are a number. of special 
fluids for specialized applications but gcnerniiy fewer 
than a dozen products are required to control drilling 
fluid properties. All chemicals used in the drilling of 
wells in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region 
arc screened and appro\:ed for use by the Federal 
Government. Information on the quantities of all 
mud components are reported to the drilling author- 
ities. 

, 

Quantities ofdrilling fluid are wasted from the system 
on a daily basis due to volumetric excesses caused by 
the addition of chemicals and water. The total 
amount of drilling fluid that will be discharged during 
the course of drilling a well will vary depending on the 
nature of the rocks being drilled. the complexity and 
cost of the fluid and time. In the caSe of a conven- 
tional iignosuiphonate drilling fluid. approximately 
1 SO0 cubic metres will be discharged in the course of 
drilling a 4.000 metre well. Where oil based fluids are 
used, essentially no drilling fluids are discharged, 

4.4.9.2 Drill Cuttings 

Rock chips or drill cuttings are flushed up from the 
drill bit with the circulating drilling fluid. The cut- 
tings are removed from the fluid by screening and 
settling. Drill cuttings from onshore operations are 

generaiiv allowed to build up along the side of‘ the 
sump and when drilling is completed. are used to fill 
in the sump, Drill cuttings from offshore platforms 
are generally pumped overboard. 

Drill cuttings generated when oil based drilling fluids 
are being used or when a formation cc)ntaining oii is 
being penetrated. will be coated with oil. l‘hesc CL]!- 

tings are cleaned or incinerated before disposal. 

During the drilling of a 4,000 metrc well. about 700 to 

400 cubic metrrs of drill cuttings will bc gcneratcd. 

4.4.9.3 Wash Water 

During the course of‘ drilling. the cquipmen[ and. 
particularly, the working arca on the drill floor must 
be washed regularly to allow the drill crcM’ to work 
safely. Usuaii~ small amounts of detersems arc LIW~ 

to aid in the cleaning. and the end result is ;I misturc 
of fresh water with small amounts of dr-illing fluid 
additives. minute quantities of oil and grcasc and 
detergent. The amount of wash H’ater that is used 

varies greatly depending on the riper--ations that al-e 
being carried out. but is normally about IO cubic 
metres per day. 

4.4.9.4 Sewage Effluent 

Accommodation f’aciiitics located adjacent to the 
drilling platform will gencr:lte wastewatcr from food 
preparation. laundry. toilets and showers. The waste- 
water will be sub.ject to treatment in packaged (self- 
containcd)sewage treatment plants w.ith eilluent dis- 
charge to the sea or to nearby watercourses. 

It is estimated that approximately 20 cubic mctres 
per day of treated eflluent will be discharged from 
each platform. 

4.4.9.5 Solid Waste 

Solid waste materials generated by the drilling crews 
as well as packaging materials for drilling supplies 
will amount to approximately 350 kilograms per day. 
Combustible solid waste will be incinerated and the 
residue as well as noncombustible solid waste. 
amounting to about 14% of the total, will be 
landfilled. 

4.4.9.6 Atmospheric Emissions 

The operation of internal combustion engines on site 
to power the drilling and ancillary equipment will 
emit hydrocarbons, particuiates. water vapour and 
nitrous oxides to the atmosphere. It iscstimatcd that 
145 tonnes per well will be emitted or. assuming a 
4.000 metre 75 day well. about 2 tonnes per day. 



4.4.9.7 Noise 

Recent studies have documented sound levels from 
drilling rigs operating in Alberta (Beak Consult:]nts 
Ltd.. 197X). Rig noise W:IS recorded 21s moderatel! 
high at the edge of‘the lease ;lrea (68 to 73 dBA at ICSS 
than 20 metres from the rig). decreasing to natuml 
background noise Ievcis (low 30’s) ;tt distances of‘ 

:rpproxim;ltely 1 .OOO mctres from the drill site. Sound 
;lttenu;ltion is espccted to be greater for Arctic rigs 
due to the extensi\.e enclosures around them. Conse- 
quently. noise levels should be tower th:~n those 
described. 

4.5 OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION 
SYSTEMS 

The drilling activities used to locate hydrocnrbons in 
geologic formntions an d to delineate the si7e of‘ 
reservoirs were discussed in Section 4.4. This section 
describes the tacilities required to clf‘ectively move 
fluids, under controlled conditions. from the subsur- 
face reservoir to processingffacilities. where thr crude 
oil and gas ;lre prepared to meet product specifica- 
tions for transportation via tanker and/or pipeline. 
Processing f;icilitics are designed to safeI>, and clf‘i- 
ciently separate oil. ys. and water and remove sand 

produced with the oil. 

The equipment required for producing :tnd process- 
ing oil ;ind gas will be designed by l;icilities engineers 
employing the skills of.process. mechanic;ll and elec- 
tric:il engineering. The basic data provided to the 
designers include expcctcd production rates f‘or each 
well :tnd for the field throughout its producing life. 
fluid characteristics and compositions. and cnvi- 
ronmental operating and limiting conditions. The 
facilities will alwnys be designed with cost. saf’et!, and 
reliability ;IS key factors. 

As the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region is ;t 
remote location. the production fzrcilities will neccs- 
sarily be totally self-sufficient. requiring water treat- 
ment and utility systems. safety systems ;rnd person- 
nel accommodtition. A descriptic?n of‘ these ancillary 
systems. necessary to support the oil and gas produc- 
tion facilities, is included in this section. 

Production facilities. whether located onshore or ofl- 
shore. will include the same production equipment 
and ancillary facilities. with difl’erences related prim- 
arily to use of‘ space. layout of producing wells iit the 
surlace. and construction logistics. 

The facilities applying to oil and gas production will 
be described in the general sense Lvith ma.jor dirferen- 
CL’S between the offshore and onshore locations being 
highlighted. OfTshore production facilities will tvp; 
tally be located on artificial islandsasconceptualjzed 

in Figure 4.5 1: whcrc;ls. 3 production titcilit!; onshore 
w:ilI bc subject to 1Cwer space restrictions 25 shoU,n in 
Figure 4.52. 

FIGURE 4.5-l After a discovery has been mao’e and its 
cornmeroa/ bvabhfy has been e.stab//shed. permanenf dril- 
/,ng and product/on faohties are installed on suOab/e focin- 
dattons. Ths conceptual drawmg shows the arrangement of 
productfon equipment on an offshore /s/and 

4.51 WELL COMPLETIONS 

As described in the section on drilling syztcms. the 
fin21 drilling procedure in\ ol\tcs settiny caxin: throu$ 
the producing horizon and ccmcnting it 111 place. In :I 
con\,entional 1;1nd opelation in southcl-n C’anad:~. ;I 
drilling rig is mo\~cd off‘ the w,cll ;It thi5 5t:lcc. then 3 
smaller rig. c;illcd ;I w-orko\,cr rig or scr\icc r-ig. i5 
nio\ecl into place to complete the well. 7%~ hc:r\.y 
hoisting and dl-illing equipment pro\idcd \rith the 
drilling svstcm is no longer rccluircd since the tubu- 
l;irs uscd.in the completion activities ;I]-c smaller :ind 
lighter. 

In most ol‘fshorc ;ipplications. howe\,cI-, it is not pnrc- 
tical to remove the drill rig ;IIKI rcpl;lce it with ;I 
workover rig. so the completion opemtions ;irc MI-- 
ricd out by the drilling rig and the drilling rig crews. 
This will be the case for ol9’shorc producing wells and 
ma!; 21~0 occur onshore. 

After a production well h;ls been drilled. it must be 
completed so that the oil and psc:in bc mo\uI under 
control from the producin,cf;ormation to the surl;lcc. 
Well completions typically involve running the pro- 
duction tubing inside the well casing. installing the 
wcllhc~id control equipment. perforating the c;ising 
into the producing f‘ormation. ;ind chemically or 
phyGcallv stimulating the formation to incrc;lsc the 
floU* 01‘ o’il. 

Perforation is the process ol’ piercing the casing waII 
to provide holes through which the formation tluids 
may enter. Perl‘oriition 01‘ the casing is of‘ten done h! 
lowering bullet perl‘orators to the dcsircd depth ;tncl 
electrically f‘iring bullets through the casing and into 
the f’ormation. This GIIISC’S very little d;lmagc to the 
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FIGURE 4.5-2 An onshore production facility. 

casing and produces a smooth round entrance hole 
to provide for a maximum oil flow rate with a min- 
imum of perforation. Three to six metres of the 
section can be perforated at a time. or multiple units 
mav be used to perforate a longer section of pipe. 
Perforating is a standard operation and is done in the 
same way both onshore and offshore and in either oil 
or gas wells. 

The succeeding steps in well completions are depend- 
ent on wellbore and formation conditions. If the 
reservoir rock is unconsolidated, it may be necessary 
to take steps to prevent the sand grains from the 
reservoir rock from flowing into the wellbore along 
with the reservoir fluid. Although a certain amount 
of sand production can be tolerated, excessive sand 
can lead to problems with surface equipment and 
also necessitates frequent workovers or cleanouts of 
the wellbore. as described in Section 4.5.5. 

This type of problem is expected in wells in the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. The com- 
mon procedure to remedy the situation is to ‘gravel 
pack’the wellbore. Gravel packing involves placing a 
filter of carefully sized and sorted gravel or sand 
between a liner. placed inside the production casing, 
and the perforated production casing. The liner has 
carefully machined slots throughout its length to 
prevent passage of the gravel. Thus, the gravel res- 
trains the movement of the formation sand and the 
slotted liner prevents displacement of the gravel. 

Figure 4.5-3 illustrates a wellbore where the produc- 
tion casing has been perforated and the liner gravel 
packed in place. 

From this point, the equipment and procedures used 
in well completions are determined by well depth and 
reservoir pressure. In conventional land operations 
with shallow wells, low reservoir pressures and small 
volumes of gas associated with the oil, the equipment 
and procedures are very simple. After perforating the 
well. the tubing string would be run into the well and 
the well placed on production. In higher pressure 
situations, where the wells are capable of flowing oil 
to the surface without any artificial lift,a packer may 
first be run into the well. The packer, as shown in 
Figure 4.5-3, is a device which isolates the perforated 
section of the producing casing from the upper sec- 
tions of the wellbore. The tubing is set in the packer 
before it is set in the wellhead. 

All offshore wells are equipped with packers. Perfo- 
ration into the producing horizon is performed after 
the packer is in place. A smaller perforating gun is 
run through the tubing string into the open casing 
below the packer. 

Well completion operations, as well as workover 
operations, are always conducted with fluid or dril- 
ling mud of sufficient weight in the hole to control 
pressure. 
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FIGURE 4.5-3 Illustration of a we// bore where theproduc- 
tlon casing has been perforated and the liner gravel packed 
in place. 

Wellbore hydraulics deal with the geometry of the 
producing tubulars. The combination of the geome- 
try of the tubulars, the characteristics of the reservoir 
rock and the reservoir fluid determine the producing 
characteristics of any well. The producing character- 
istics of the reservoir are determined by the permea- 
bility of the rock, the thickness of the section, the 
fluid viscosity and reservoir pressure. All of these 
factors, except pressure. are more or less constant. so 
one can actually draw a curve that relates formation 
producing capability with bottom hole pressure; the 
lower the bottom hole pressure in a well relative to 
reservoir pressure, the higher the production rate. 
Once the fluid has entered the wellbore it begins to 
flow up the tubing string. The flow rate up the tubing 
string is dependent on well depth, fluid characteris- 
tics, including viscosity and density, and the diameter 
and roughness of the pipe. Another variable is the 
pressure that is held at the surface, called back pres- 
sure. By matching the producing characteristics of 
the tubing string with the producing characteristics 
of the reservoir, one can accurately predict well 
performance. 

The design of the tubing string actually controls the 
design of the entire well bore. For example, if one 
wanted to produce 1,600 cubic metres per day from a 
depth of 3,000 metres, it would likely require a tubing 
string diameter of about IO cm. The casing string 

would therefore have to be a minimum of 17.5 cm. 
which in turn dictates the diameter of the other cas- 
ing strings. 

A number of devices can be included in the tubing 
string to improve the safety of the production opera- 
tion. These include such things as the mud line sus- 
pension system, which enables the tubing to be sus- 
pended within the casing, from a point below the well 
head. In the case of Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
wells it is probable that this type of a hanger system 
will be employed below the depth of the permafrost. 
If any permafrost related problems occurred the tub- 
ing string would remain intact. Another device is a 
tubing shut-off valve which, in the case of offshore 
wells. is installed below the sea floor. These devices 
originated in the Gulf of Mexico where they are 
called “storm chokes,“suggesting that if the produc- 
tion platform was destroyed by a storm. the wells 
would be automatically shut in at a level several 
metres below the sea floor. The wellhead control 
equipment, consisting of control valves. pressure 
gauges. and chokes, is called the “Christmas tree”. 
and is assembled at the top of the well to control the 
flow of oil and gas as shown in Plate 4.5-l. Christmas 
trees in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region 
will be located either on land or on artificial islands, 
with the exception of possible subsea completions, 
where the wellhead control equipment is placed at or 
below the sea floor. 

The final operation in preparing the well for produc- 
tion is to displace the fluid in the annular area with a 
non-corrosive fluid to protect the production pipe 
from corrosion. 

4.5.2 CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION 

Oil present in an underground reservoir contains 
dissolved gas and is almost always associated with a 
certain amount of water. When it rises to the surface 
the pressure is gradually reduced. At lower pressures 
the oil will hold less dissolved gas so the surplus is 
evolved as free gas. Water may not be produced 
along with the oil and gas mixture in theearly phases 
of oil production, but in the final phases when the 
field may be water-flooded to improve the recovery. 
water is also produced. 

4.5.2.1 Oil Field Development 

The fundamentals of oil field development have been 
described in Section 4.2. The design of hydrocarbon 
recovery systems is a function of many subsurface 
characteristics. as described, and the layout of the 
production wells at the surface varies considerably, 
depending on offshore or onshore locations. 

Offshore, as many as 50 production and injection 
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PLATE 4.5-l The ‘Christmas tree’is a series of valves used 
to control a producing well. 

wells may be drilled from a production island and 
may be spaced as close as 3 metres apart. All but one 
of these wells will be drilled directionally to enable oil 
recovery from locations considerably distant from 
the production island. In some offshore oil fields, 
additional production and injection wells will be 
drilled from satellite islands or will be completed 
subsea, with product transmission by subsea pipeline 
to a central production island. 

An onshore oil development will consist of one or 
more well clusters which will produce oil to a central 
production facility. The wells in a cluster will be 
drilled directionally to the subsurface target area 
with a spacing at the surface of about 30 metres. 
Metering and test facilities will be provided at each 
well cluster. Oil well fluid will be transmitted through 
short flowlines to central processing facilities. Sim- 
ilarily, injection lines will be run to injection wells at 
the clusters for the injection of water or gas. Figure 
4.5-4 illustrates the surface facilities at a typical 
onshore oil field development. 

4.5.2.2 Crude Oil Processing 

The physical separation of oil. gas and water is the 
primary function of a crude oil processing system. In 
addition to achieving fluid separation. the produc- 
tion facility must also include equipment and pro- 
cesses for dealing with the separated gas (associated 
gas), for treating and disposing of produced water, 
for storage and distribution of the produced oil, and 
for removal of other unwanted substances such as 
sand. Figure 4.5-5 shows the typical crude oil pro- 
cessing components, the gas use alternatives. pro- 
duced water treatment facilities, and the storage and 
distribution components. 

Before entering one of the process trains in an oil 
processing system the incoming well fluid passes 
through an inlet manifold. The manifold is a special- 
ized combination of pipe valves and fittings which is 
used to route flow from a number of wells to the 
process equipment. The manifold also has the capa- 
bility of isolating one well’s flow stream and directing 
it to a test separator. Data from the test separator are 
vital to the planning and implementation of strate- 
gies to ensure the most efficient depletion of the oil 
reservoir. 

Normally, the initial and simplest type of processing 
equipment in any production facility is a series of 
separation vessels. The progressively lower pressure 
in each vessel allows gas and water to be separated 
from the oil. In a three phase separator, the gas rises 
to the top of the vessel, the water falls to the bottom, 
and the oil remains in the middle. The effluent oil is 
directed to storage, the water treated for disposal, 
and the gas treated and used for fuel, compressed for 
reinjection, directed to the distribution network or 
flared. Plate 4.5-2 is an illustration ofa three phase oil 
separator. 

Sometimes some of the water produced with the oil is 
not ‘free’ and it is necessary to apply additional 
processing to the oil in order to remove it. The water 
exists in the form of an emulsion. Typically. after 
initial water separation, the remaining waterconcen- 
tration in the oil stream would be less than 2% or 3%. 
This remaining water is separated by adding surfac- 
tant chemicals to the stream and by heat, sometimes 
aided by an electrical process. The equipment used 
for this additional processing is a pressure vessel very 
similar to the separator previously described and is 
called a heater-treater. These vessels are almost 
always operated at a very low pressure (200 to 350 
kPa) and accordingly are larger than gas separators. 
The effluents from this vessel consist of gas which is 
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FIGURE 4.5-5 The crude oil processing components, gas use alrernatives, production water treatment facilities and the 
storage and distribution components of a crude oil processing unit. 

removed at the top, oil which is removed in the 
middle, and water which is removed at the bottom. 

4.5.2.3 Associated Gas Use Alternatives 

It is expected that.at a typical oil development, about 
178 cubic metres of gas would be produced per cubic 
metre of oil. This associated gas will be treated for 
use as fuel within the production facility, compressed 
for reinjection. compressed for transport to market 
or flared. These alternatives are shown schematically 
in Figure 4.5-6. 

The volume ofassociated gas depends on oil produc- 
tion rates and the gas-oil ratio. An oil production 
rate of 16.000 cubic metres per day will produce 
approximately 2.8 million cubic metres of associated 
gas per day. 

In conventional installations, associated gas is treated. 
compressed and delivered to gas pipelines. This 
option will not be available in the early phases 01 
development of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region. 

The alternative uses for associated gas are discussed 
in the following: 

1 J$+FuELGAS 

FIGURE 4.5-6 Associated gas use alternatives include: gas 
mjectron, gas sales, fuel gas, and gas lo flare. 

(a) Reinjection 

Generally, oil recovery can be increased by maintain- 
ing reservoir pressure through the injection of water 
and/or gas. Where markets exist for the gas, water 
injection would be chosen, provided there is an ade- 
quate supply. Water drive is more efficient than gas 
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drive: however, if no market existsforgas. reinjection 
wtill allow the gas to be stored until it can be sold. A 
compression system will compress gas from the var- 
ious separation stages to a final design pressure, 
determined by the pressure of the reservoir to which 
it is being injected. Between intermediate compres- 
sion stages. water would be removed from the gas 

stream. usually in a glycol dehydration unit. The gas 
is then rrinjected into the formation. 

The practicality of reirrjecting gas in Beaufort Sea 
and Mackenzie Delta fields requires evaluation on a 
field by field basis. Considerations include the volume 
of gas and the presence or absence ofa gas cap in the 
reservoir. If no gas cap exists in a reser\.oir. the 
creation of a gas cap may actually reduce the amount 
of oil that is recovered. 

Reinjection is the associated gas disposal system that 
is prescnti!, being used in the Prudhoe Bay field in 
Alaska. where the produced gas separated from the 
oil is rein.jetted into an existing gas cap. 

(b) Gas Flaring 

Another alternative for the disposal of gas is to flare 
it alter primary separation. This is common practice 
in the Middle East and in several offshore fields in the 
North Sea, where a sales gas line is not available and 
reinjection is not economically or technically fensi- 
ble. When a natural gas export system becomes 
available. flaring of associated gas w,ould be discon- 

tinued and the gas would bc processed and distributed. 

In the remote area of the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie 
Delta. the question of gas flaring or gas reinjection. 
will be a matter of technical feasibility. economics. 
and conservation regulations. It is very unlikely that 
the gas can be recovered for sale economically 111 the 
early years of 051 production, since the facilities 
required to market the gas would be as large as the oil 
project itself, greatly increasing the cost and complex- 
ity of the initial systems. Transport of gas from the 
Region will most likely take the form of a gas trans- 
mission pipeline (Section 6.2) or Arctic tanker trans- 
port of liquefied natural gas (Section 6.3). 

(c) Fuel Gas 

Fuel gas for gas turbines, oil heaters. oil treaters. 
glycol water heaters. and emergency generators will 
be supplied after intermediate gas compression. This 
gas would pass through a fuel gas scrubber and 
through pressure control valves prior to use as fuel. 

(d) Artificial Lift 

The energy of associated gas under pressure in the 
reservoir is probably the most valuable withdrawal 
mechanism for oil. Primary recovery of oil uses this 

naturally occurring reservoir force. How,ever. for 
many reasons. the reservoir may reach the end Of its 
primary Iife.havin! produced 011lya small fraction (5 
to 30(Z) of the oil in place. 

Most oilfields will require artificial lift at some time. 
The most common method in Saskatchcv~:tn and 
Alberta is a surface mounted sucker rod pump. In the 
Arctic. howsev-cr. and particularly offshore. this type 
of lift s\stem is not suited since the majority of the 
production wells will be directionally drilled. The 
curved well bores will not accommodate the vertical 
motion 01‘ the pump rod s!‘steni. 

Gas lift is an :tlternativ.e artificial li1.t s!%tcm which is 
applicable to directionally drilled wells. A gas lift 
system is essentially a recycle loop. G;rh rcmov~cd 
from the pressure separators is compressed and then 
dehydrated to remove water. The gas is then com- 
pressed. transmitted by pipeline to the individual 
wells and introduced into the Rowing oil ncll stream 
downhole. The injected gas lifts the oil to the surface 
where it is again scpnrated from the oil to recom- 
mence its compression. dehydration and rcinjrction 
loop. 

The process is idcnrical to that in a naturall!~ flowing 
well. The mechanics involve prov~iding the ~K~~CI 

volume of gas. Injected at the right place. at the right 
pressure - an a& of engineering which in itself has 
become very specialized. Figure 4.5-7 illustrates the 
components of‘ gas lift system. 

Artificial lift is not all that common in offshore instal- 
lations. Artificial lift increases the cost of operation 
suhstantiallv. These costs, when combined with the 
other high fixed and variable costs associated with 
offshore oper;ltions.i‘rcquentl?i render an ofi’shorc 
field uneconomic. 

4.5.2 Disposal of Produced Water 

Early in the life of an oil field. there will be very little 
water produced with the oil. Eventually. however, 
water will be produced and toward the latter half of 
the life of the field it will likely be produced in large 
quantities. In a field that is 20 years old, it is not 
unusual for a stream produced from the wellbore to 
contain more than 80%, water. 

Methods selected for disposal of produced water are 
usually totally dependent on economic and opera- 
tional considerations. For conventional land pro- 
duction, produced water is almost always processed 
and reinjected into the reservoir. There arc two rea- 
sons for this: the water is usually saline and there is 
no practical way to treat it for disposal on the surface; 
and water production. like oil production, usually 
causes the reservoir pressure to decline. Since pres- 
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FIGURE 4.5-7 Naturai gas IS lniecfed mto the we// bore to 
/,ft oil to the surface from the producrng format/on. 

FIGURE 4.5-8 A schematic of a produced water treatment 
system. 

sure maintcnancc js important. e;lch unit of flu~ti 
produced must be replaced with ;I unit in.iected. Pro- 
duced water is usually cheaper than other sources for 
production on land so it becomes quite practical to 
reinjcct the produced water along with make-up 
sources if‘ available. Nevertheless. produced w:tter 
disposal is still ;I si_cnificant operating cost ant! will be 
21 contributing factor in determining the prof’itabilit!, 
and abandonment point of any oil field. 

In offshore operations. the methods selected for dis- 
posal of produced water will depend on the conl‘igu- 
ration ol‘ the production processand the charxteria- 
tics of‘thr oil w.ell fluid. In Cook Inlet. Alaska. free 
water is separated offshore and the remaining water. 
which is difficult to separate. is transported to short 
along with the oil through a subsea pipeline system. 
The additional water is removed onshore. It was not 
practical to send the water back to the platforms for 
reinjection since this would have required another 
pipeline so the water is treated and disposed of’ into 

Produced xitcr l’rom the process separators is 
directed into ;f surge tank where sul’ficienl retention 
time is allowed for primary gravity separation to 
occur. The water is drawn offthrough a gas flotation 
unit whcrc procfuced gas is rclcitsed from the liquid 
throu#put. The produced water continues on to a 

filter where removal of‘suspcndcd solids and L‘urther 
remnvat ol‘oil droplets takes place. The clean water is 
then directed lo reservoir rcin.jection or surface 
disposal, 

After- treatment, facilities rcquircd liar the in.icction of 
welter to the reservoir- consist of injection pumps. il 

piping system. and associated instrumentation to 
control inlection rates and pressures. 

45.3 GAS PRODUCTION 

Proven reserves ofonshorc gas. coupled with further 
anticipated onshore gas discoveries. rcprtxnt signil- 
icant quantities of gas available for dcvclopment. 
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Although preliminary indications point to oil pro- 
duction being the primary product for offshore 
development, it isanticipated that major non-associa- 
ted gas fields will be discovered and commercially 
developed. At this stage of development, associated 
gas previously injected into oil reservoirs will be re- 
covered and directed to natural gas processing facili- 
ties by subsea pipelines. 

4.5.3.1 Gas Field Development 

Non-associated gas field development offshore, would 
not differ significantly from offshore oil field devel- 
opment in terms of well spacing on artificial islands. 
An onshore gas development would consist of clus- 
ters of gas wells. a gas plant and support facilities 
normally grouped in one location. Well clusters 
would be near the geographic centre of the gas field 
and wells would be drilled directionally. Clusters 
would consist of from two to six wells spaced approx- 
imately 30 metres apart in a straight line. If the nature 
of the gas field development is spread out, the well 
cluster sites would also accommodate a test separa- 
tor, metering facilities, storage tanks. emergency 
power units. emergency shelter and production con- 
trol equipment. as shown in Figure 4.5-9. 

4.5.3.2 Gas Processing 

Gas in a subsurface reservoir exists in equilibrium 
with the formation water that is present. Water in a 
vapour form is always associated with the gas regard- 
less of pressure and temperature. Similarly. heavier 
hydrocarbon components may exist in the gas. One 
normally thinks of natural gas as being 100% pure 
methane but it is usually a mixture of predominantly 

methane and smaller quantities of heavier hydrocar- 
bons such as ethane, butane, propane, pentane, as 
well as some heavier components. The concentration 
of these components that remains in the gaseous 
phase varies in accordance with pressure and temper- 
ature. The natural gas stream may also contain some 
non-hydrocarbon components such as nitrogen, car- 
bon dioxide. and hydrogen sulphide. 

The objective of processing natural gas is to deliver a 
stable natural gas stream to a pipeline or to a LNG 
processing plant. The pressures at which this delivery 
takes place are different than the pressures that exist 
in the reservoir. To achieve this objective. it is neces- 
sary to remove excess water and other hydrocarbons. 
A typical gas processing facility is shown in Plate 
4.5-3. 

PLATE 4.5-3 A gas production facility, 

ONSHORE GAS DEVELOPMENT 

WELL HEADS 
Ii 

PROCESS MODULE FLARE PIT AND SUMP 

I I- HELICOPTER PAD 

FIGURE 4.5-9 A well cluster site accommodating a test separator, metering facilities, storage tanks, emergency power units 
emergency shelter and production control equipment. 



Natural gas processing includes the removal ofexcess 
water. carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and liquid 
hydrocarbons from the raw pas, and subsequent 
compression and cooling to produce a gas which 
meets transportation requirements. 

Each well stream would be brought into a metering 
building in individual (lowlines and manifolded to a 
common production header which will then feed the 
processing system. 

The processing of rau gas will typically involve the 
following operations: 

I Separation of the raw gas stream into gas and 
liquid phases at the separation pressure and 
temperature conditions. 

2. Removal of water from the gas stream. Dehy- 
dration is necessary to prevent hydrate formation 
(gas freezing) within the subsequent processing 
steps or during transportation. and also to minim- 
ize the possibility of corrosion. The gas will be 
dehydrated by glycol or a solid desiccant absorp- 
tron process. 

3. Rcmo\aI of‘ hcavicr hydrocarbons that ma! 
condense to ;I liquid in the transmission line. The 
condensate removed could bc used as a fuel wlithin 
the g:is production facility. injected into the crude 
oil system or reiri.jected into the producing f’orma- 
1 i 0 II. 

4. Removal of carbon dioxide, if present. by chem- 
ical liquid absorption. Carbon dioxide is not ;I 
physical problem ;IS far as handling is concerned 
but.since it h;ls no heating value. transporting it is 
:i wastef‘ul use 01’ energy and capacity. In the 
unlikely event that hydrogen sulphide wtlre to be 
present in the gas stream. it would bc removed by 
chemica I liquid absorption. The recovered gases 
would be incinerated and the resultant suiphur 
dioxide WOUICI be released from an clcvated stack. 

Further treatment of the gas is. a function of the 
method used for transmission to market. Assuming a 
pipeline transportation system, the gas would be 
compressed to the pipeline transmission pressure. 
Compression requirements would depend upon the 
reservoir pressure. processing schcmc. and ultimate]! 
the pipeline requirement. 

I1‘a tanker option were utilized to move natural gas 
from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. the 
gas product would be compressed to the liquid state. 
A liquefaction plant. as shoum schematically in Fig- 
ure 4.510. having the capability ofchilling the gas to 

about -160°C. would be constructed In the devclop- 
ment area. The Iiyuefied natural gas would then bc 

transported by icebreaking LNG tankers to a south- 
ern re-gasification plant for conversion back to natu- 
ral gas. 
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FIGURE 4.510 Convers/on of natural gas fo LNG mvolves 
removal of carbon d/ox/de and wafer and cooho to -160” C 
to generate a liquid product. LNG is stored ih msulated 
storage tanks prior to transport by tankers. 

An alternative to liquefying the produced natural sas 
for shipment would be conversion to methanol. Ris- 
ing world fuel prices and ne\j’ process technology 
may make methanol conversion a \iablr altcrnati\~e 
at some point in time. Methanol hasa furthcradv:ln- 
iage of’ being Safer and chcapcr 10 trilIlsp0rt than 

LNG. It is a clean burning fuel and is an important 
chcmicaI feedstock. 

Figure 4.5-l I schcmaticall~ shows the methanol 
conversion process 

REFORMER METHANOL REFINING 
CONVERTER COLUMN 

GAS METHANOL 
FEEDSTOCK PRODUCT 

FIGURE 4.5-l 1 A schematic represenfaflon of the mefbanol 
conversion process. 

4.5.4 STORAGE FACILITIES 

Oil storage faciiitics in the Rcaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region will be rcquircd to minimize produc- 
tion interruptions caused by temporary pipeline 
shutdowns or the late arrival of an Arctic tanker. In 
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the case of the tanker option. the amount of storage is 
dependent on production rates. tanker capacities. 
and frequency of arrival. In the case of a pipeline, 
storage will be provided on land at the northern 
pipeline terminal. Storage will also be available at the 
southern pipeline terminal to meet daily market 
demand fluctuations. 

4.5.4.1 Onshore Storage 

Onshore storage systems will consist of conventional 
welded steel storage tanks. Earthen dykes surround 
the tanks and are designed to retain 011 m the event of 
a spill or leak. An impervious liner is installed in the 
tank farm base and dykes where further protection is 
required. 

Figure 4.5-12 illustrates the oil storage and pumping 
facility (Pump Station Number 1) on the Alyeska 
Pipeline at Prudhoe Bay. Alaska. It may be noted 
that only 67.000 cubic metres (420.000 barrels) of oil 
storage capacity is required for this system, which is 
designed to pump 320.000 cubic metres (2 million 
barrels) of oil per day. 

FIGURE 4.5-12 Thus IS an M.Wraf~on of Pump Station 
Number One of the Alyeska Pipe/me at Prudhoe Bay. Alaska. 
showing the oil storage and pumptng facihty layout. 

An overland pipeline system would require minimal 
offshore storage capacity. Oil will be delivered 
directly from the production islands through a meter- 
ing facility and via subsea pipeline to the northern 
pipeline terminal. Storage. equivalent to 12 to 24 
hours of production, may be provided at onshore 
production facilities since space is not a limiting fac- 
tor and storage could enhance operating flexibility. 

Onshore storage tanks will be constructed on gravel 
pads to guard against thawing of permafrost and, 
where necessary. the foundations may be insulated 
and/or refrigerated. 

If oil is be transported by Arctic tankers on a large 
scale, one alternative under consideration is to pro- 
vide tanker loading facilities at a regular port. A 

water depth greater than 20 metres is required for 
docking the icebreaking Arctic tankers, thus limiting 
the choice of locations for this alternative. If conven- 
tional land storage were used, tankers would dock at 
mooring dolphins offshore, and the oil would be 
delivered from the storage tanks by either a subsea 
pipeline to the mooring area or a pipeline on top of a 
finger pier connecting the mooring area with land. 
This tvpe of system is used in Cook inlet where it has 
been in operation for I5 years with no reported 
mishaps. 

454.2 Offshore Storage 

For the Arctic tanker option, storage could be pro- 
vided offshore at the tanker loading facility. In order 
to provide sufficient volume of crude oil to permit 
fast loading of the Arctic tankers, and to provide 
flexibility to accommodate tanker delays. about four 
ship loads of storage capacity would be required per 
loading platform. 

The storage system at an Arctic Production and 
Loading Atoll (APLA)could be provided by a float- 
ing barge system protected from ice forces as shown 
in Figure 4.5-13. Alternatively. the crude oil stor- 
age system could be submerged within the harbour of 
the APLA. The submerged storage tanks would be 
constructed of steel or reinforced concrete and would 
be designed to withstand hydrostatic forces. 

Another system under study uses a storage island 
(Figure 4.5- 14) containing about 960,000 cubic metres 
of surface storage. with the tanker loading terminals 
strategically located several kilometres from the 
island. These loading terminals would be connected 
to the storage island by subsea pipelines. 

In the North Sea. oil is stored offshore in the base of 
concretegravity type platforms. Oil from the process 
system on the platform flows directly into the storage 
compartments in the base of the platform. Tankers 
are loaded at some distance from the platform at a 
buoy which is called a single point mooring system 
(SPM). The empty tankers moor themselves to the 
SPM which has its own subsea pipeline to the plat- 
form storage. The ship is free to rotate around the 
SPM in accordance with wind direction. A flexible 
pipeline runs from the buoy to the tanker. 

Another alternative still under consideration for off- 
shore loading in the Beaufort Sea is a system similar 
to that described for the North Sea. Storage tanks 
would be constructed within the concrete caisson of 
the production island, for subsequent transfer by sub- 
sea pipeline to a mooring system for tanker loading. 
As is the case for all offshore storage. the storage 
facilities will be compartmentalized to increase the 
strength of the structure and to minimize the amount 
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FIGURE 4.5-13 A floating barge storage system within the harbour of an APLA and an alternative configuration with one end 
of the protective berms closed. 
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FIGURE 4.5-14 An oil storage system under study uses a storage island as illustrated. Oil would be stored w/thin the 
chambers on the artifioal island then pumped via subsea pipeline to distant tanker loading terminals. as required. One or more 
production Islands would supply oil to this storage is/and. 

of oil lost in the remote event of a leak. Figure 4.5- I5 
shows storage compartments within the base of a would also require storage tank systems. In general, 
production platform. the same options would be available for storage of 

LNG or methanol; however. in the case of LNG. the 
4.5.4.3 Other Storage Systems storage tanks would be insulated. LNG storage sys- 

tems would be located adjacent to the LNG conver- 
Conversion of natural gas to LNG or methanol sion plant. 
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FIGURE 4.5-15 A concrete gravity structure placed on the 
seabottom, similar to those used in the North Sea, might 
contain oil storage compartments in its base. 

4.5.5 WELL WORKOVERS 

In almost every well. repair or workover operations 
are required from time to time.The need for these 
operations may stem from a desire to improve the 
productivity of a well or from the need to repair 
subsurface equipment. The workover may be con- 
ducted to remove sand from the wellbore in order to 
enhance production or may involve reservoir stimu- 
lation techniques. 

Well repair is usually associated with sand produc- 
tion, erosion, paraffin accumulation. or mechanical 
failure. Most of these problems involve moving the 
workover rig (in the case of an offshore well, the 
original drilling rig) over the well, displacing the 
fluids in the annulus with drilling mud. and removing 
the tubing from the well. Most of the repairs involve 
completely cleaning out the wellbore. replacing the 
packer, repairing any damaged or worn equipment. 
replacing the wellhead and returning the well to 
production. 

The frequency of well workovers is usually related to 
the character of the formation and the produced 
fluids. A reservoir containing unconsolidated sands 
is more of a problem than one comprised of carbo- 
nate rock. Fluids with high paraffin contents, and 
those containing sulphur. are more prone to problems 
than asphaltic crudes, which are free of sulphur. In 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta wells, sand produc- 
tion and associated problems can be expected. Little 
corrosion. however. is anticipated since the oil does 
not contain any sulphur. Paraffin isalso not present. 

The sand related workover on an offshore well would 

require one or two weeks of time and one could 
expect to work on each well once every two years. 
Thus. if there were 50 wells on a producing island. 
workover activities would be taking place continu- 
ously. Surface facilities and operating procedures 
must. therefore, be carried on simultaneously with 
workover operations. When workover operations at 
a particular well are being initiated. the adjacent 
wells would be shut in. Once the spool piece has been 
connected between the wellhead of the well being 
worked and the blowout preventer of the drilling rig 
above it. production from the adjacent wells can be 
resumed. 

At conventional land wells. workovers to improve 
the producing characteristics of the formation are 
very common. Well stimulation. which encompasses 
several processes used to enlarge existing fractures in 
a producing formation or to create new ones. is often 
used to enhance oil production. Chemical and physi- 
cal methods of stimulation include acid treatment. 
the use of explosives. and hydraulic fracturing. Acid 
treatment is commonly used where the producing 
formation hasa high carbonatecontent. Acid pumped 
into the formation moves outwards from the well 
along the fractures. The acid dissolves carbonates, 
thus enhancing fracture size. The neutralized acid is 
later discharged to the oil, where it is then separated 
from the oil with the produced water. 

Hydraulic fracturing involves pumping a specially 
blended fluid, under considerable pressure. into the 
producing formation. The fluid, which can be oil, 
water or acid based. contains fine particles called 
“proppants” which are usually sand or other parti- 
cles such as nutshells or beads of glass. plastic or 
aluminum. The fluid pressure results in the rock 
materials fracturing and existing fractures expand- 
ing. When pumping stops, the pressure dissipates 
and the proppants hold or prop the fractures open, 
thus increasing the permeability of the producing 
formation. 

Explosives may be used to fracture the producing 
formation adjacent to the well. This method is gener- 
ally used only under circumstances where acid treat- 
ment and hydraulic fracturing are not expected to be 
as effective. 

Wellbore stimulation, while performed occasionally 
in offshore wells. is more common in onshore wells. 
One of the reasons for this is that these techniques are 
easy to apply and are more successful in poor quality 
wells with thin reservoirs. By nature, offshore reser- 
voirs have thick producing sections, and are of good 
quality, or they otherwise would not have been deve- 
loped. The thicker sections are more difficult to 
stimulate and require very large quantities of stimu- 
lation fluids. Thus, there is a limit to the practicality 
of stimulating offshore wells. 
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4.5.6 SAFETY SYSTEMS 

Safety systems protect personnel. equipment and the 
environment from injury or damage. These systems 
will be addressed in great detail in the plan of devel- 
opment submitted to the regulatory authority for 
approval prior to each oil field development. They 
arc addressed here mainly in the context of concept 
and policy. In this regard. it should be noted that 
each operator has developed and regularly updates 
safety, and contingency: plans and procednres fbr all 
types of’ safety,-rekitcd incidents. 

4.5.6.1 Fire and Explosion 

The oil industry has many years of experience in 
handling \,olatile products where the danger of fire 
and explosion is ever present. The growth of’ the 
offshore oil industry caused even more attention to 
be directed to 011s hazard since the means of’ escape 
are reduced and equipment and investment are con- 
centrated in :1 very small area. In the Bcaufort Sea- 
Macken;lic Delta Region. whether onshore or off- 
shore. all systems will be designed using state-of-the- 
art technology ;1nd include substantial redundancy 
to absolutely minimize the possibility of’ fire and 
csplosion. 

Drx1gn criteria are comparable to those used in the 
aircr-af‘t and aerospace industries. Producing facilities 
;tre typically divitfcd into spaces in accordance with 
thei]- susceptibility to fire and explosion. Any area 
uhcrc there is ;I source of’ hydrocarbons is classified 
;IS a hazardo11s arc;1 and. accordingly, stringent 
design :1nd operating conditions prevail. These are 
areas whcrc failure of a v3lve or vcsscl may result in 
the emission of llammablr oil or gas. 

Petroleum Industrv design standards. designated as 
API R.P. 500 B entitled “Classification of’ Areas for 
Electrical Installations at Drilling Rigs and Produc- 
tion Facilities on Land and on Marine Fixed and 
Mobile Platforms.” will form the basis for determin- 
ing area classifications for installations. Howcvrer. 
good engineering practice may dictate that more 
stringent guidelines be used for Beaufort Sea-Ma&- 
cnzic Delta developments. 

Safety systems in hazardous areas include preventive 
systems, which automatically control the atmospheric 
Preventive systems include such things as ventilation 
systems wlhich automatically control the atmospheric 
pressure in a hazardous area to a lower pressure than 
the surrounding areas. Other preventative measures 
include specifications of‘ electrical equipment to 
exclude any fittings or devices which are not cx- 
plosion-proof‘, 

Alarm systems include such things as gas alarms 
which W~LIICI immediately detect the presence ofgas 

before it had reached an cxplosivc level. The alarm 
would alert operating personnel to the condition and 
co~1ld also be used to acti\.ate a mitigating device 
such as a well shutdown. Flame detectors indicate the 
presence of a source of‘ ignition. even though there 
may not be any flammable substances in the haz1rd- 
ous area. Other alarm devices indicate overhearing. 
overspeed conditions . abnormal pressure. abnormnl 
flow rntcs.and ;I host oi‘other chtraor-dimir! circum- 
stances. All of’ these alarm devices ;1utom;1ticall!~ 
initiate c0rrectiL.e action. as w,ell as notii‘!,ing the 
operating personnel of‘ the cxistcncc 01. a par-ticula1 
condition. 

4.5.6.2 Control Systems 

Operating a Beaufort Sea-Mackcnlie Delta produc- 
tion facility efficiently and safely will involve correct 
functioning of sophisticated 1fistrutilcnt;1tion fo1 
achiev,ing process control. The control system will bc 
properly planned to achieve precise control 3nd 
quick response. It will respond immcdintcly to pro- 
cess upsets and any changes in opcmting conditions. 

The instrumentation control systems used will be 
based on approved oil industry practices and will 
employ standard ccrtil‘ied equipment. 

Emergency shutdou,n systems WOLIIL~ be provided to 
guard against an!’ abnormal condi1ion w~hich could 
create a hazard or cause equipment tk1mage. Alarms 
would warn the operator before shutdown to enable 
him to take corrective action. IPthccorrectivr action 
is unsuccessful. :tutomatic shutdown of the relevant 
facility would occur. The control room will bc 
located within the safest arca of the facility and will 
be manned on a 24-ho11r basis. The control room will 
have the capability of monitoring all prime platform 
operation functions. The following systems would be 
integrated into the central control console: 

- wellhcad status 

- emergency shutdown system control 

- production facility critical paramctcrs status 

- ancillaries and critical utilities status 

- fire and gas systems status 

4.5.6.3 Gas Flaring 

Whether a production installation is designed for oil 
or gas processing, provisions must he made for safe 
gas disposal of’ some. or all, of’ the produced gas 
through relief systems to a flare during start-up, 
shutdown. some maintenance situationsand in emer- 
gcncics. During these periods the gas will bc trans- 
ported a safe distance from the production facility 
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before being burned in a flare. The primary function 
of the flare is to ensure complete and safe combustion 
of produced gases. 

Proven flaring techniques allow for the safe, efficient 
ignition of gases. Flare tip designs have also been 
developed with the specific intent of ensuring com- 
plete.continuous combustion. minimization of radiant 
heat and significant reduction in noise levels. 

The facilities selected for the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region will incorporate these systems with 
particular emphasis placed on: reliability. flare loca- 
tion. impact ofadverse wind direction, prevention of 
permafrost and sea ice thaw. and personnel safety. 

4.5.6.4 Exposure to Environmental Elements 

One hazard that everyone associates with work in the 
Arctic is personal exposure to the elements. The Inuit 
have coped with this problem for years with rela- 
tively primitive facilities. In the north of today, 
exposure incidents are rare, partly because of availa- 
bility of equipment and l’acilities for protection, and 
also because of general public awareness and concern 
for the problem. Thus. individuals always wear or 
have available the proper clothing and carry emer- 
gency equipment when appropriate. Designers build 
buildings and other facilities to protect the individual 
from the elements. 

Operators who develop energy resources in the Beau- 
fort Sea-Mackenzie Delta will continue to use estab- 
lished practices to provide personal protection from 
the elements. These include procedures which require 
all people travelling to the Arctic to have proper 
Arctic clothing in their possession. training in pre- 
venting and treating hypothermia. survival training 
for emergency conditions and the provision ot 
appropriate emergency equipment. Permanent facili- 
ties will offer even more protection than the tempor- 
ary facilities that are used in exploratory operations. 
consequently workers within permanent facilities 
will often work in a ‘shirt sleeve’ environment. 

4.5.6.5 Well Control 

The obvious hazard that must be addressed is the 
uncontrolled flow of fluid to the surface during the 
production phase. Section 4.4 describes in detail the 
steps that are taken during drilling to control prcs- 
sures and fluid flow. During production. the need to 
provide safety systems to prevent a blowout situation 
remains. 

Completion and workover operations arc conducted 
with drilling mud in the hole. which serves the same 
function of well control as it does during the drilling 
operation. The production packer at the bottom 01 
the hole isolates the producing reservoir from sec- 

tions above. The packer provides isolation. both 
when the tubing is set into the packer. and when it is 
withdrawn. A subsurface hanger is used to suspend 
the tubing string below the surface. This device is 
supplementary to the hangar in the wellhead, and 
provides complete assurance that the tubing will 
remain properly suspended in tension. even if some 
catastrophic occurrence destroyed the wellhead. 

The subsurface safety valve is the modern version of 
the valve that was once called the ‘storm choke’. The 
storm choke was a device that was actuated when 
flow rates through a tubing string exceeded a prede- 
termined critical rate. The new devices are hydrauli- 
tally actuated. with hydraulic pressure apphed by a 
small diameter line from the surface. Hydraulic pres- 
sure keeps the valve open during normal producing 
operations. A release of hydraulic pressure causes the 
valve toclose automatically:This arrangement makes 
the operation of the valve fail-safe: that is. if a catas- 
trophic event occurred at the surface. the source 
providing hydraulic energy for the subsurface safety 
valves will be destroyed and the wells will automati- 
cally close. These valves can be operated manually 
simply by cutting off the source of hydraulic pressure. 

4.5.7 UTILITY SYSTEMS 

Utility systems are the facilities which provide the 
necessary support for the oil and gas producing sys- 
tems. the drilling systems. and the subsurface sys- 
tems. They include electrical power generation, 
compressed air supply, fire-fighting capability, per- 
sonnel accomodations and services. potable water 
suppl!. source waler supply and sewage treatment. 

In conventional land-based oil field operations in 
southern Canada. utilities do not present much of a 
problem. The power systems and communication 
systemsarc commercially available and other utilities 
can be readily provided. In remote areas on land or 
offshore, the operator usually must provide all the 
services: therefore, oil and gas production facilities in 
the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region will 
include all required utility and ancillary facilities. 

4.5.7.1 Source Water Treatment and Injection 
Systems 

The quantity of source Water taken from the sea for 
offshore development will be determined largely by 
the production process cooling needs and the sup- 
plementary in.icction volumes required. Source water 
for onshore production facilities will be obtained 
from nearby fresh water sources. 

If water in addition to produced water is used for 
in.jcction purposes. it is important that the water be 
treated to prevent formation plugging, Thisgenerally 
entails the use of a filtration system to exclude detri- 
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mental particles. Water required for injection may be 
further filtered using sand filters.diatomaceousearth 
filters or cartridge filters. The water then passes 
through a deaeration tower which reduces the oxy- 
gen content to 0.5 parts per million. The remaining 
oxygen level may then be further reduced through the 
addition of chemical agents to levels of 25 parts per 
billion. Additives co minimize corrosion in the injec- 
tion wellsand preserve the reservoir formation deliv- 
erability characteristics are commonly used. Booster 
pumps take the water from the deaeration tower to 
feed the high pressure injection pumps. The main 
injection pumps will have a discharge capability COT- 

responding to the particular reservoir injection re- 
quirements. 

Similarly, water used for process cooling will be fil- 
tered to remove suspended solids, to minimize fouling 
of the distribution. cooling and utility systems. In 
addition. a chemical biocide is often injected into the 
system to inhibit biological growth. 

4.5.7.2 Production Fuel Source 

Hydrocarbon gas taken off the main process will be 
the main fuel source at an oil production facility. In 
order to power emergency generators. fire pumps. 
cranes. drilling equipment and other critical compo- 
nents and life support systems, a supply of diesel fuel 
Gil be maintained. 

At gas production facilities. plant condensate will be 
used as the normal fuel supply.and natural gas will be 
used as hack-up during turbine start-up and shut- 
down. The processed natural gas would serve as an 
cmergenc! fuel gas supply. 

During the construction phase ofoil and gas produc- 
tion facilities. diesel fuel will he the primar! fuel 
source and will he utilized until after commissioning. 

4.5.7.3 Instrument and Utility Air 

Clean. dry instrument and utility air is essential f’or 
the operation of production facilities. control and 
instrumentation systems. A typical installation would 
USC a compressor. prc-filter. air compressor and 
recei\,er 10 suppI! the required volume of air at a 
nominal utility pressure of I50 psig. Drying equip- 
ment uould also be selected to provide ;I constant. 
rcliablc source of clean dry air. 

4.5.7.4 Heating Systems 

Each separate tlcility will require a heating system. 
Generallq. heating requirements would be met by 
Waste heat recovery from turbine exhausts. with 
direct fired heaters being used during commissioning 
and as an operational emergency back-up. Maxi- 
mum use will be made of waste heat in meeting the 

heat load requirements at Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta production facilities. 

4.5.7.5 Electrical Power Generation 

Electrical power will be generated at each site by 
turbine drive generators. In general. most equip- 
ment, such as oil pumps. gas compressors, water 
pumps. auxiliary motors. etc.. will be clectricall\~ 
driven. 

As is common practice in the oil industry. the capa- 
city to supply 100% standby emergency power to 
assure system reliability will be installed. Thus. for 
lighting, living quarters heating, communications 
equipment. and all essential and emergency systems. 
a standby generator will be provided with a diesel 
fuel drive and sufficient fuel to last through an emer- 
gency condition. All of the communication and 
instrumentation systems will be provided with an 
emergency back-up system. 

4.5.7.6 Accommodation Facility 

A permanent feature of Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta production facilities will be modern pref‘abri- 
caced accommodations and services buildings. They 
will house the plant complements, which may range 
from 65 co I50 personnel. depending on the location 
and nature ofthe facilities, and the number ofdrilling 
systems. In addition. they may support part-time 
construction and support personnel on a regular 
basis. Accommodation facilities will be built from 
prefabricated modules and will be self-contained. 
They will be able to operate, with moderately res- 
tricted services. for about 30 days without outside 
supplies. During normal operation the facilities will 
be supplied with potable water from either desalina- 
tion systems for seawater. if located offshore, or from 
watercourses nearby onshore facilities. Sufficient 
storage volumes of potable water will be in place to 
provide adequate quantities during normal or unex- 
pected shutdowns of’ the water treatment system. 
Water treatment will typically include filtration. 
chemical flocculation. sedimentation and disinfec- 
tion in a modular treatment plant. 

The wastewater treatment system for useduring con- 
struction and operation of production facilities would 
treat all domestic wastes which are generated. These 
will be primarily from kitchen. showers, toilets. and 
laundry. All process area wastewater would be col- 
lected separately for processing within the produc- 
tion plant components. The design capacity of the 
treatment system will include a surge capacity equal 
CO the daily flow, in order to accommodate the daily 
peaks associated with morning and evening shift 
changes. It is anticipated that extended aeration 
treatment plants, or units ofsimilar sewage treatment 
efficiency. will operate at production facilities. After 
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biological treatment and solids settling, the effluent 
will be subject to disinfection, if deemed necessary, 
prior to discharge to nearby watercourses or to the 
sea. 

Excess sludge from the sewage treatment system will 
be periodically removed and either incinerated or 
incorporated into the solid waste handling system. 

Solid waste, generated from the accommodations 
and services facilities, as well as that generated from 
the packaging of replacement parts, will be approxi- 
mately 86%~ combustible. Consequently, on-site 
incineration will consume most of the soild waste, 
with the remainder transported to a sanitary landfill 
site. 

4.5.8 CONSTRUCTION 

The foundations for either onshore or offshore pro- 
ducing and drilling systems are designed specifically 
to accommodate the oil and gas producing facilities, 
drill systems. and related accessories. Because of the 
remoteness of the Arctic, innovative approaches for 
matching surface facilities to the foundations are 
required. Experience in other areas of the world has 
shown that simply placing large equipment and 
components on their foundations at the site of an oil 
field, and carrying out all of the interrelated hookup 
work on site is expensive and time consuming. Mod- 
ular fabrication at specialized plants before transpor- 
tation to the site has developed as an alternative. 
Each module consists of major pieces of mechanical 
equipment such as engines, compressors or pumps 
mounted on a skid-type of foundation and com- 
pletely outfitted with all the accessory piping and 
instrumentation and controls. The entire facility can 
be divided into a series of these modules. Thus the 
field work is generally reduced CO placement of the 
modules on the field foundations and connection. 

The modular approach to facility construction has 
been so fine-tuned that fabrication plants all over the 
world have been built specializing in fabrication of 
modules. The larger the module the better: however. 
the limit on module size is dictated by the ability to 
handle the module at both the fabrication site and the 
field site. 

In the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region there is 
room for substantial innovation in optimizing the 
modular approach towards facilities construction. 
The benefits will be enormous. since construction 
costs in this remote and harsh environment are 
approximately an order of magnitude higher than 
other oil producing areas of the world. The Arctic 
Production and Loading Atoll (APLA) concept des- 
cribed in Section 4.3.6.5 provides the designers with a 
number of attractive options for modular design. It is 
possible that an entire oil and gas producing system 

will be fabricated on a single barge in a shipyard in 
the south. Such a barge could be either anchored in 
place in a floating mode. or ballasted to rest on the 
dredged berm of an APLA. A similar concept could 
be used on a production island. Plates 4.5-4. 4.5-5. 
and 4.5-6 illustrate modules used in North Sea 
applications. 

PLATE 4.54 The Piper ‘A’platform modules for use in the 
North Sea nearing completion in a fabrication yard. Cour- 
tesy of Foster Wheeler Petroleum Development (Caneda) 
Ltd. 

All Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta installations will 
comply with the applicable codes. standards and 
regulations. Due to the unique nature of this devel- 
opment work in the Arctic, there may be certain 
items that fall outside the scope of existing practices. 
In such cases. design standards will be established in 
concert with regulatory agencies. 

Specific details of installation of process modules will 
be determined at the time they are designed and built. 
Both the support structure and the process unit will 
be unique to each location. 

Permanent docking facilities will be constructed at 
offshore platforms immediately upon completion of 
the island construction. The dock will be sized to 
accommodate the largest supply vessel or barge 
expected at the island throughout the construction 
and operation phases. Equipment such ascranes will 
be sized to handle the heaviest equipment modules. 

As with offshore facilities, equipment and facilities 
for onshore facilities will be prefabricated and shipped 
to the site in large modules. These modules, some 
possibly weighing up to 900 tonnes each. will be sized 
to fit the transportation units available. The modules 
will be transported to the site by barge and moved 
from the dock to their final location by crawler 
transporters. The dock size will be determined to a 
large extent by the size of the barge required for the 
construction phase of the project. Sizing of the dock 
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PLATE 4.5-5 Installation of a module on the Shell Fulmar North Sea platform by a crane barge. 

will take into account the number and sizes of‘ barges. 
method of’ unlonding. location of’ raw water pump- 
house and USC of‘ movement around the area. The 
permanent operating phase will require facilities and 
space to off-load cargo from river barges. Staging 
areas will be needed to store unloaded materials in 
preparation f’kr the construction phase. 

Installation will include interfacing. testing and 
commissioning the prefabricated modules, erecting 
buildings and installing the interconnecting piping. 
controls. and instrumentation from the wells to the 
plant itself‘. 

krsed on mkmum USC ot‘modules. site construction 
for ;I typical production facilitv should require 
appro\imatcl! 300 to 500 specialized tradesmen ;It 
;~n\ one time. 

Construction camps will bc spccif’icnlly designed to 
hc both portable and sell‘-sull‘icicnt. Construction 
camps ;lrc discussed i‘urthcr in Section 5.3. 

4.5.9 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

This scctlon pro\ ide\ a summar! of‘ the major dis- 
charges and cmis\ions from oil ;ind gns production 
shstcms. Potential disturbances associated with the 

construction ot‘and physical presence of-the founda- 
tions f’or production systems ;Ire discussed in Section 
4.3.8. VoIume4examines the potential impactsasso- 
ciated with oil and gas production systems in detail. 

4.5.9.1 Atmospheric Emissions 

Most equipment ;tt oil and pas production facilities 
will be clcctricall!: driven: hence. products of hydro- 
carbon combustion f’or power generation will be the 
largest atmospheric emissions from oil and gas pro- 
duction facilities. Gas from intcrmcdiatc separation 
will I‘ire the power generation turbines ;1t an oil pro- 
duction Ikility. The composition of‘expected exhaust 
gases is summari7cd in Table 4.5-l. Other activities 
w,ill gencratc similar airemissions. Plant flares. which 
;lrc used to burn off‘ gases during cmcrgency situa- 
tions or during some m;linten;tncc procedures. will 
hc continuousI\ operated with a streilrn of’ natural 
&!ilS. 

If gas is rcinjcctcd to the f’ormation during early 
dc~clopmcnt of’ ;In oil field. an additional source of’ 
;lir emissions will be the gas fired compressors. 

The remaining source of’cmissions to the atmosphere 
will be the incinerators, which will burn up to 86% of 
the solid waslc gcncratcd at the oil and gas processing 
l’;icilitics. 
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PLATE 4.5-6 Installation of a module on a production platform. 

Other minor emission sources may include separate 4.5.9.2 Liquid Effluents 
natural gas fired heaters at remote well sites and 
flowline heaters. Vehicles and heavy equipment Water removed from the oil well fluid within the 
operating at the production facilities, all likely diesel prctreatmcnt system u,ill be treated through settling. 
powered. will also contribute to air emissions. filtration and deacration. Virtuallv all 01‘ the pro- 
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TABLE 4.5-l 

FLUE GAS COMPOSITION 
- NATURAL GAS 

(Based on 50% excess 02) 

Component Mole % 

co2 6.5 
02 6.4 

Hz0 14.6 
N2 72.46 

NO, 0.04 

duccd w;itcr 11 ill be rcinlcctcd to the producing for- 
mation for prcs\urc maintcnancc. The quantit!, of’ 
J?J-OdWd W’;I tCJ- lb dCpCIldL’llt 011 t/lC pCJ-CCJlt;l&!C Of‘ 

water in the oil well fluid: however. late in the pro- 
duction life 01‘ ;J rcscl-Wir it ma!’ reach XO’,!I. 

Although unlikely in most instances. treated pro- 
duced water may be discharged to the Beaufort Sea OI 
to watercourses near onshore facilities. Residual oil 
and other contaminants will be removed to achieve 
compliance with regulatory standards prior to disposal. 

Sewage effluent from accommodation units will re- 
prcscnt ;I riiscliargc to the Bc;iul‘c~rt Sea or to M’;iteI-- 
c01Ir~cs mar-b! oJldlo~-c iacilitics. Treated el~llucnt 
M,ill hc> dischar-gcd iit ;i rate ranting from IS to SO 
cubic mctrc\ per da!. dcpc11~lJIlg on the number of 
pcrsonncl I-cqirircd for the drilling systems. produc- 
tion syslem\ and maintcnancc operation. 

‘l‘he source water trcatmcnt plant which proGclcs 
addition;iI u’atcr for inicction. pc~table water and ;I 
M’;itcr suppi! for the hoilcr \4ill product ;J sludg 
w,hich will bc rlisc!harged back to the soLJrcc of 
suppi\ For- an onshore lacilit~ ~,hcrc the source of 
suppI\, i\ fresh u’atcr. the sludge M,ill consist of sus- 
pcnd& and scttleablc solids rcmo\ cd from the 
suppI\. ProdtJction facilities using sc;1~11cr 2s ;I 

source will. in ;Iddition to the ;Ibo\c. discharge I-c’jcct 
water from the dcs;~l~nation unit. EftlLJcnt Irom the 
desalination unit will contain high icvcls oldissolvcd 
solids such as sodium. potassium. chlorides and 
suipll~\lcs. 

4.5.9.3 Noise 

The main sources ofnoisc at production facilities arc 
tbc drilling and workovcr rig machinery. aircraft. 
and process plant cquipmcnt. The noise levels from 
drilling systems will be similar to those espcricnccd at 
exploratory drilling operations, while aircraft noise 
~ili hc ;I function of‘ the t!‘pe of aircralt and 
frcqucncy. 

Production plant equipment will be designed to 
cornpI> UTith prescribed noise emission standards. 

4.5.9.4 Solid Waste 

The noncombustible portion of solid H’aste gcnc- 
rated within the accommodation unit will amount to 
an cstimatrd IO0 kg/day ;IIY~ will be ricposited in ;I 
sanitary landfill. 

Sewage sludge. if not incincratcd, will be incorpo- 
rated into the solid waste stream. 

4.6 SUBSEA PIPELINES 

The discovery of oil offshore at TarsiiJt. Koakoak. 
Kopanoar. Issung,nak :lnd other loc:\tions. has 
prompted the oil Jndustry to develop preliminar) 
engineerinfdesign criteria and opcrnting procedures 
u.hich Hill ensure the safe production and transpor- 
tation of hydrocarbons from this area. The design 
criteria and operating proccdurcs H,ill reflect the spc- 
cial requirements for this t’nCronmcnt. Satellite wells 
located on artificial islands Will be cOIlIlcctd to cen- 

tral prodLJction facilities via subsea pipelines systems. 
These small diameter pipelines will bc used for oil 
gathering. watrr in.jection and gas rcili.jection (see 
FigtJrc 4.6- 1). 

In the event that an overland pipeline system is con- 
structed. relatively small onshore crude oil storage 
facilities will be required. Oil would be transferred 
from offshore islands to a coastal terminal via larger 
diamctcr subsca trunklines. If ;I tanker system were 
used. it would be ncccssary to connect ccntr;JI pro- 
cessing!‘rlcilities with tanker storage terminals. located 
either offshore or onshore, via larger diameter sub- 
marine pipelines. The extent of hydrocarbon discov- 
cries in this Region. as well as the choice of transpor- 
tation mode. will determine the size and routing of 
the submarine pipelines. 

4.6.1 SUBSEA PIPELINE DESIGN 
CONSIDERATIONS 

The Beaufort Sea is a frontier arca necessitating 
cxccptionai design and innovative installation tech- 
niques. A reasonably comprehensive data base has 
been compiled with respect to various environmental 
parameters including the effects of ice. weather. soil 
conditions. the susceptibility of permafrost to thaw- 
ing. pipeline burial requirements to avoid or minim- 
ize the risk of icecontact. and pipeline shore approach 
methods. It is felt that sufficient inf’ormation cur- 
rcntiy exists to allow design and engineering to 
proceed. 
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SATELLITE WELLS CENTRAL PROCESSING FACILITIES 

ONSHORE OR 

FIGURE4.6-1 Subseapfpehnes wdl move odwell fluds from satellfte islands to centralprocessmg dands Producedgas md 
water for ,nlect/on may also be transrmlled by subsea ppelme to mjecljon we/is. The produced o/J or gas w/U then Iv pumped 
vta subsea frunk/,nes to tanker loading faolitles. or alternaOve/y to shore to a northern termcoal ol the overland oipelfne 

Additional data will be collcctcd :~nct I‘urther studies 
conducted to improve co\ts. Site-specific data Fzithcr- 
in: pl-c~~~-amx rr~utine to ol’l‘shor-e pipeline dc\iyn ;Irc 
planned as spccii’ic projects ;II-c idcntif’ied ;lnd include 
the follo\Gng: 

- dct;lilcd m;rpplng of potentinl pipclint rights-of’- 
ua) (t!pic;~ll\ 500 mctrch ;iI cithcr sidtz 01‘ the 
planned pipeiinc ccntcriinc) \4 ith xidc scan 4on;jl 
(scatloor mapping xrsion): 

In the following section\. the ;rssumptions and 

methodology used to est;lhlish the pipeline design 
criteria :lrc’ prtxntcd. In Volume 1. the most rcccnt 
:ind rclcv:int baseline datn a\aiLtblc f’or the p;~rnmc- 

ters discussed below are reviewed. 

46.1 Ice Scour 

Echo sounding and side sc;in son;lr cquipmcnt li;ivc 
been used to document the occurrence of-ice scour in 
ccrt;rin ;ireas of the Ikauf’ort Sea. Ice scour is caused 
by the grounding of large ice i’eaturcs such :IS 
pressure ridges and ice islands. In ;I~C;IS where scour- 
ing occurs. pipelines must be lowered to ;I sufficient 

depth below the original sea floor to minimize the 
risk of ice contact. 

- dcpthc yxtct- th;in 30 IIIC~I’CS; 

- clcpth of- IS to 20 rllctl~cs: 

- dcptha of‘ 2.5 to IS mctrcs: 

- depths IL%\ th~lll -7.5 mct1-cs. 

The icy scour rie5igii critsria for thcx depth r:ingcs 
;irc dcpictcd gr;lphicall\~ in Figure 3.62. 

“t- SEA FLOOR -O/i- 

RCDUIRED DISTANCE. D TO 
TOPOF PIPE 

MAXIMUM SCOUR 
DEPTH OBSERVED 

B- 

L J 
10 20 30 40 60 60 

WATER DEPTH tm) 

FIGURE 4.6-2 ice scour design cr/ter/a for subsea prpehnes 
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The sc;~ floor is virtualI!, satura7ed with scours in this 
region out to :I uatcr depth of 40 mares. Scour 
dcnsily diminishes rapidly In depths grcatcr than 40 
mctrcs. essentially reaching xro :tt 120 mctres. The 
XCOLI~S in this Ionc 21-c Iypic;~ll~~ ? to 3 mctrcs deep. 
The required trench cicpth in this crone has hccn 
c;~lculatcd based on the ,ioint probabilit\, of ice keel 
impacts on the 6c;i floor per vcar and the distribution 
of‘ 5coiIr dcprhs mcaaured 31 various w;llcr depths 
(Pilkin~ron and hlarceilus. 1981). The rcquircd bur- 
ial depth \:lr\ hignific;intl!, in w;ltcr depths bctwccn 
2Oand 60 mct;.cs. with ~hc most cxtrunc requirement 

(6 mctrcs) occurring in rhc depth range of 30 10 33 
mclrcs (act Figiirc 4.6-7). 

It is l‘urthcr noted on Flgurc 4.6-2 that the maximum 
ohscr\,cd scour tlcpth exceeds the dc\ign burial 
depths to the top 01‘the pipe in waler depths acted- 
ing 50 mctres. Available c\?dcnce indic;ltcs that rhcse 
scours occurred :I1 a lime ot‘lou~cr waler Ic\cl 2nd arc 
3.000 to IO.000 yxr-s old. Based on ice keel measure- 
mcnts. contcniporary scouring is not cxpcctcd to 
occur in n:ater depths gre:itcr than 47 mctres. and at 
Ihew depth or grc:ltci~ the pipe will be installed in ;I 
shallow open trench. 

(b) Dcpthr of’ IS to 20 mctrcs 

In shallower wa1cr. more rapid sedimcnlation ol‘thc 
xours ma!’ cause the niclhotl oi‘ ;in;fl\5is L(sed l’or 
clccpcr \4:ItcI- to hc less accL11-ate. For this rwson the 
trench depth to the top of the pipe has been cstah- 
Iishcd at 4.5 metres. This is based on ;I conser\ati\,c 
cstcnsion of‘the method deqcribcd above. 

(c) Depths of. -3.5 to I5 mctres 

In this depth rangr’scouring occurs more t‘rcqucntly. 
but thq arc shallow, r\,pically Ias than 50 ccnlimc- 
trcs deep. The design burial depth is based on the 
deepest scour obscrvcd (3.0 melrcs) plus :I sal’cly 
f’ac~oi-. For this Tone. a depth ol‘huriul of‘ 3.5 mctres 
IO the rc)p of pipe hxs been cst;lblished. 

(d) Dcplhs Of Icss lhan 2.5 mctres 

For depths less than 2.5 mctrcs. the ice is esscnti;rllv 
hottom-fast and deep scours arc noI ohscrved. i 
depth ot burial (~1‘ 3.5 mctrcs to the top of‘ the pipe. 
decreasing 10 I.0 metre (minimum) at the shoreline 
should hc adequate for ice scour protection in stable 
or despositional shore zones. 

4.6.1.2 Permafrost 

Another important consitier;ltion in the desilrn 01‘ 
olfshortt pipelines 111 the Bcau(‘ort Sea is pcrma?r-est. 

Industr! Ius wnductcd wil sur\cyh in this Region 
o\cr the past I I !‘c:rrs and has been :tblc io idcntif‘\, 
the extent of‘ pcrmaf‘rost in the ni*ar short an;1 
onshore arcas (we \,c)l~~mc 3A). Spcc~al consitlcr;t- 

tion will bc gi\c>n 10 instances whcrc the pipclinc 
design opcratinc 0 t~~nipcralurcs cxcccd 1h;il 01‘ the 
permafrost. It w?ll bc ncccSsar\ to~dcsign lhc lina to 
minimizc the chtcnt 01‘ pcl-m2frosr dcfrad;llion. and 
cnsurc that the! will not hccomc ovcrslrcb4cd due tcl 
differential settlcmcnrs induced b! the tha\\ing ol‘thc 
permafrost. Thcrc arc sc\cr;tI dcsifn proccdnrcs 
which an bc used 10 achic\ c this end. 

One mcthoci that has been propascd l’or the shore 
approaches is to place the pipclincs on ;i bed of‘sclcct 
~rnnulartxickl‘ill matcriat. thcrcb\ pro\ idingan insu- 
I;iIing 1;1>;cr bclnccn Ihe pipclinc r,nd lhc pcrm;ll’rost. 
It is anticlpatcd that by usinp this method. pcrm:lt‘rost 
dcgradalion will he mitiqtcd or scttlcmcnts Lvill hc 
minimized to accept;thlc Ic~cls (less th:ln -7 m). 

- artif‘icially cooling the oil af the processing f’acilit!.: 

- elc\;~ting [he pipeline on piles 01. an arrif‘icial harm: 
and 

- circulariiig 2 rct‘rigcrant through cooling tubes si~r- 
rounding 2 jackctcd pipcllnc (Palmer (‘1 N/., 1979). 

4.6.1.3 Currents 

Current Lclocitics determine the ~i~dr.od~~n:lmic f’or- 
cc’s which act on ;i pipclinc during inst:ill;iiion. Water 
circulation within the Beaul’ort Sea Region is rela- 
ri\,ely weak. The design current velocity. based on ;I 
fbur month open water season. has been calculated to 
bc 55 ccntinictrcs per second. This low velocity will 
have littlc cf’fcct on pipeline stability. particularly 
since the pipe will gencr;lIIy bc laid in :I prorcctivc 
trench, 

4.6.1.4 Seismicity 

Pipeline design must also take into ;iccount the 
potential for acismic activit!! in the arc;l. The Beau- 
fort Sea is :I region of’ relativeI!, low seismic activily 
(see Section 4. i .3 and Volume 3A). The largest c:lrth- 
quake recorded todate had a magnitude of6.7 (mod- 
ificd Marcclli intensity scale. 1931). The Earth Phvs- 
its Branch of the Dcpartmcnt of’ Enrrgy. Mines ;lnd 
Resources. recommends ;I design horilont:rI accclcr- 
:irion oi‘7’;i g based on ;I rclurn period 01. 100 vci~rs. 
A~~alys conducted using a wry conscrvativc hori7- 
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ont;tl acceletxtion of IO’% g indicate that thcrc is littIc 
danger of slope instability or soil liquciilction in the 
area. 

4.6.1.5 Bathymetry 

The b:tthymetry of‘ the Beaufort Sea slopes gcntl! to 
the north ;ttid is rclati\,ely itnif.orm. 

4.6.2 SUBSEA PIPELINE DESIGN 

For the purposes of‘ demonstrating subsca pipclinc 
cfcsiyi rcquiremcnts. this section details the dchign of‘ 
inter-island Ilowlincs lhr Iransmission ol‘gas. oil ;ind 
wtlcr bcl~wti offshore production ial;tnds. and the 
design of trunklincs for the transmission of-oil f‘roni 
Tarsiut. Kopanoar. :rnd Issungnnk to short (R..l. 
BroMsn and Associates. 1981). It is cniphasixd that 
the i’ollowing discussion is intended to serve only :ts ;i 
basis f.or demonstrating the procedures used ;tnd 
twsibility 01‘inst:rlling pipelines in the Bwul‘ort SW. 

Fimtl development plans may reflect different pips- 
iinc conf‘i~Ltr;ttions and routings. hovwcr. the con- 
clusions prcscnted ;II’C considered ;tpplicablc to an!’ 

oi’ the currcntl!~ cn%tged ol‘l’shore dcwlopmcnt 
pl:ltl\. 

The t’ollowing ;tssumptions w’cre ma& to tlcterminc 
the subsca pipeline requirements. The Tarsiut ileld; 

located in I7 m 10 2.7 m w3tcr depths. will consist ot‘a 
ccnttxl processing island with 3 number of satcllirc 
islands each prodwins oil and s:ls. The ~opanoar 
fictd will consist of‘s ccntr;tl processing island with ;t 
satellite island. both in :tpprozim:ttcl!, 60 mctres of 
M ;ttcr. and the Is~ungxrh ficlil I+ ill consist 01’ one ot- 
tuv islands in 3) mc‘trc‘s of \\ ;itcr. Figrtrcs 1.0-3 ;tnti 
4.6-4 show the fcticral ioc;ttion ot’thc subsca pipclitic 
network needed for this csantplc dc\clopntcnt for 
both Arctic tanker ;~nd overland pipeline options. 

In the C;ISC’ of’ Arctic wnker tr;tnspor.t;ttion of oil to 
southern markets. one or more ;trti!‘icial isl;tntls 14 ilt 
scr\‘e as ;I tanker- lo:tding 3nJ storxgc termin;il. 
located in 20 to 30 m ot‘w’atcr (see Section 4.5.4). In 
the alternntive pipclinc transpnrtation C;ISC. trunb- 
lines will bring the oil and/or gas to shore to connect 
to the overland pipclinc system ;tt the ttorthcrn 
terminus. 

To illustr;ttc tltc six of\:trions oil’sltorc trunklittcs. it 
wts nssumcd that 20.000 cubic niclrc> of‘ oil per- d;i!, 
would hc tr:tnsl’crred I‘rom T;trsiut to citltcr the 
onshore tcrminits or to ;iti off’shorc stotxty terminal. 
rlt;rt X0.000 cubic tiieltw 01‘ oil per day uould lx 

tt-:ltlSfkJJCd 1 Jotll ~OpWlWJ 10 ~SSittl~ll;lk ;Iltd ttl;lt 

the pipclinc from Issungtwk to an onshorc terminus 
would require ;i ptpcliw cnp;icir\, 01‘ 95.000 I,ttbic 

, PRODUCTION ISLANDS .A’ 

KOPANOAQ . t’ 

STORAGE & TANKER-I 
LOADING ISLAND \ McKIN_LEY r” 

FIGURE 4.6-3 The oil gathermg subsea ppelfnes for the Arctz tanker option (Arctic od tankers are used to transport o/l lo 
souihern markets). 
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BEAUFORT SEA 

KOPANOAFt3 

t. 

1 
-” \ 

KING POINT- 
MACKENZIE BAY 

ISSUNGNAK 

118 ll@ 11. 
FIGURE 4.6-4 The o/l gatherfng subsea pfpelrnes for the overland p!pe/,ne opfion. 

J.6.2.1 7‘runklinc Specifications 

1.6.2.2 Inter-Island Flowlines . 

millimctrcs 10 3’3.8 millimctrcs. 

TABLE 4.6-l 

_ TRUNK-LINE SPECIFICATIONS 

Parameter 

Diameter 
Design Pressure 
Wall Thickness 
Grade 
Submerged weight 

Specific gravity 
Design Throughput 

Tarsiut to 
Taglu 

508 mm (20 in) 
2470 kPa (355 psi) 
9.52 mm (.375 in) 
CSA 2245.2-448 
38 kg/m (25 Ib/ft) 

1.12 
20,000 mVday 

(125 MBOPD) 

Kopanoar to 
lssungnak 

762 mm (30 in) 
4610 kPa (670 psi) 
15.88 mm (.625 in) 
CSA 2245.2-448 
45-95 kg/m 

(30-63 Ib/ft) 
1.07 
80.000 mVday 

(500 MBOPD) 

lssungnak to 
North Polnt 

762 mm (30 in) 
7310 kPa (1060 psi) 
15.88 mm (.625 in) 
CSA 2245.2-448 
45 kg/m (30 Ib/ft) 

1.07 
95,000 m3/day 

(600 MBOPD) 
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4.6.2.3 Shore Approaches 

The shore approach is defined as that segment 
extending from 2.5 metres water depth to 2.5 metres 
above sea level. The major pipeline design considera- 
tion in this segment is the presence of ice-bonded 
permafrost (see Section 4.6. I .2). To prevent thawing 
of the permafrost in the onshore section and to limit 
possible differential settlement to a maximum of 2.0 
m in the offshore section. the use of insulation and 
gravel bedding is specified. Insulation could consist 
of 100 millimetres of foam installed in the annulus 
between the pipeline and a protective thin-walled 
casing. The trench bedding material will consist of 
approximately one metre of sand or gravel placed in 
the ditch prior to pipeline installation. Figure 4.6-5 
showsa typical pipeline sectionat the shore approach. 

FOAM INSULATION: 100 mm THICK 

CONCRETE COATING 

STEEL CASING PIPELINE 

/ 

FIGURE 4.6-5 A typ/ca/ p/pe/me cross-sectron at a shore 
approach. 

The operating temperature ol‘subsea trunklines ma!, 
var! and u,ill depend on the temperature of the crude 
oil as it lea~3 the production island. It is anticipated 
that the oil flowing in the pipelines will be cooled to 3 
tempcrnture of 13°C or less b\ the time it reaches the 
shore Tone. The thickness ot’ insulation rcquircd at 
the shore approaches may vary. depending on fow 
conditions. that could result in higher or lower 
temperatures. 

Protection from ice scour and hvdraulic erosion will 
be achieved by burying the pipetine 3.5 mctres below 
the seabed at a water depth of 2.5 metres. Shorcward 
of this isobath the trench depth All decrease gradu- 

all!, until the pipeline is buried to a minimum of one 
metre below the seabed at the shoreline. The trench 
depth will remain constant from this point to the 2.5 
metre land elevation contour. 

The pipeline trench w,ill be backfilled with granular 
material shorcward of the one metre isobath. This 
will prevent ice from freezing to the pipe and limit 
erosion due to under-ice tlow, channclling within the 
trench. The pipe trench will be backfilled with local 
material. between the 1.0 and 2.5 metre isobaths, in 
ordcrto mitlgatc the action ot‘wa\,e induced scouring 
and to pre\,ent ice from freezing to the pipe. 

Seaward of the shore approach. in the zone between 
the 2.5 and IO m depth contour, the pipe will bc 
partialI!, backfilled with local material to ensure 
long-term h~drod~namicstnbilit!,and protect against 
hydraulic erosion. 

4.6.2.4 Artificial Island Approaches 

There arc tw’o ma,ior considerations in the design of 
approaches to artificial islands. First. allowance 
must be made for potential differential settlement 
within the island base arca. Second. allowance must 
bc made to protect the pipeline from ice contact. 
Se\eral techniques which use proven technology are 
considcrcd t’easiblc. 

One promising solution is to prc-install a horizontal 
casing on the seabed connecting to a junction box 
and a \.erticnl shaft at the ccntrc of the island. The 
shaft wlould be installed in stages during the island 
construction (see Figure 4.6-6). When completed the 
pipclinc is pulled through the casing into the shaft 
and a riser connection is made in the junction box. 

I CONCRETE SHAFT 

ARTIFICIAL ISLAND 

SUBSEA PIPELINE 
JUNdTlON BOX 

1 

FIGURE 4.6-6 Durmg construct/on of an artifroal island. a 
function bow. horrzontalplpe casing and vertical connecf/on 
shaft would be mstalled. The subsea pipe/me would be 
pulled fhrough the casmg for connection in the junct/on box. 
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There are several advantages to this proposed method: 

- ease of repair: 

- tolerance for thermal expansion; 

- equipment availability; 

- multiple casings can be installed for future 
expansion; 

- tie end is completed within a junction box and 
permits future inspection: and 

- low stresses induced by island settlement. 

Other alternatives for island approaches include 
trenching within the berm of the artificial island, 
tunnelling, and casing placement by directional dril- 
ling from the surface of the island. 

4.6.3 INSTALLATION 

The installation of pipelines in the Beaufort Sea 
Region will require considerable advanced planning 
due to the remoteness. restricted open water season 
and Arctic conditions. Although the methods avail- 
able for Arctic construction are based on standard 
world-wide practices, there will be a requirement for 
specialized equipment adapted for use in this en- 
vironment. 

To achieve the required trenching depth, a dredge 
such as a suction cutter dredge could be used shore- 
ward of the 20 metre water depth contour, and trail- 
ing hopper dredges could be used in depths greater 
than 20 metres. The pipeline route will be dredged to 
product a trench having a maximum depth and 
width at the sea floor of 5 and 22 metres. respectively. 
After installation of the pipeline. additional lower- 
ing. it’necessary. will be achieved using smaller, spe- 
cialized equipment such as a post-trenching plow. 
&tting or mechanical cutters. 

The approximate volumes of excavated material for 
the trunklines described in the fbregoing are: 

Kopanoar to lssungnak 
2.3 million cubic metres 

lssungnak to shore 
1.9 million cubic metres 

Tarsiut to shore 
2.6 million cubic metres 

The installation methods for trunklines are deter- 
mined largely on the basis of economics. low risk 
during installation and overall safety. Within the 
expected range of pipeline diameters. water depths 

and oceanographic conditions, three basic techniques 
are available for making the trunkline installations: 

- pipe-laying barge: 

- tow of pipe strings; 

- ice-based installation. 

The most widely used method of installation is the 
pipe-laving barge. Using the floating platform as a 
base. single or double lengths of pipe are welded 
together and then lowered safely to the seabed as 
shown conceptually in Figure 4.6-7. 

/ 

WELDING 

,X-RAY INSPECTION 

FIGURE 4.6-7 The installation of a pipeline using a pipe- 
laying barge. 

There are over 50 pipe-laying barges in existence 
world-wide which would be capable of achieving lay 
rates 01‘0.75 to 1.25 kilometres per day. The major 
advantage of this equipment is that a continuous 
pipeline is laid and only one tie-in is required at its 
termination. Another advantage is that due to exten- 
sive usage. a broad base of expertise exists with sev- 
eral major pipeline contractors. The primary disad- 
vantage is the high cost of the pipe-laying barge and 
attendant support vessels which would be required to 
complete this work during the short open water sea- 
son. Such costs may .justify the construction of a 
specialized lay barge built expressly for Arctic pipc- 
line installation. 

Another method for subsea pipeline installation 
suitable for the Arctic is the tow method. This 
method utilizesa land-based fabrication site to make 
sections of pipe several hundreds of metres long. 
These sections are welded together to form a pipe 
string which is towed offshore by a tug or a pull- 
barge during the summer. as shown in Figure 4.6-8. 

Ice-based installation is another technique suitable 
for installing pipelines through bottom-fast or land- 
fast ice. This method consists of laying the pipeline 
through a trench cut in the ice as shown in Figure 
4.6-9. 
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An advantage of the ice-based installation method is 
that conventional pipeline equipment may be used. 
However, this method is not suitable for installation 
seaward of the landfast ice boundary. This laying 
method would be most effective inside the one metre 
depth contour, where the ice is bottom-fast and a 
trench could be excavated immediately after a slot in 
the ice is cut. 

As the inter-island flowline lengths are typically 
short, and the pipe size relatively small, the bottom 
tow method using tugs is considered practical for 
installing inter-island flowlines. 

-----t3:’ 

FIGURE 4.6-8 The rnstallation of a pipeline using the tow/- 
pull method. 

In addition to the methods described above, smaller 
diameter flowlines could be installed individually b> 
reel ship or reel barge. This consists of a sell- 
propelled vessel or barge capable of unspooling pipe 
to the sea floor at an approximate rate of 10 kilome- 
tres per dav. The major advantage is speed ofopcra- 
tion and minimization of tie-ins. 

Two methodsare applicable for the shore approaches: 

- through-ice laying: 

- bottom pull. 

Through-ice laying has been described earlier 

The bottom pull method is a summer operation 
which utilizes a high capacity pulling winch to pull 
the pipe to shore as it is welded together on a pipc- 
laying barge positioned offshore. For this method. 
excavation of the trench is accomplished two summers 
prior to the pull to allow maximum thawing of 
exposed permafrost. A small suction cutter dredge 
may be used to excavate the trench. A welded connec- 
tion will be made at a predetermined depth to join the 
segment installed through the ice in winter. 

The installation method selected for artificial island 
approaches is to bottom tow a pipe string to a target 

FIGURE 4.6-9 Laying of a pipelIne fhrough a trench cut in the Ice 
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position near the island and use an island based 
wjinch to pull the string into a pre-installed casing. 

Based on the foregoing example. it is estimated that 
the major pipeline installation activities could take 
up to six years to complete. Approximately JO0 peo- 
ple would be required during the first year. peaking 
to approximately 2.400 at the busiest period 01 
construction. 

4.6.4 OPERATIONS 

An operating plan will be implemcntrd utilizing 
state-of-the-art equipment in key arcas of operation. 
Operations. including control. monitoring, and 
maintenance of the subsea pipeline network will be 
carried out i’rom a central base, which could be 
located at an onshore overland pipeline terminal. 01 
at the offshore tanker storage terminal. Direct com- 
munication from either of these locations will be 
continuously maintained with the processing islands, 
and all oil movements throughout the network will 
be automatically scanned and monitored by computer. 

Several methods exist for monitoring pipeline 
throughput for possible leaks. a number of which 
could be implemented to provide comprrhensi\e 
detection capabilir!. The first is the mass flow com- 
parison technique. which uses computer analysis to 
adjust input and output flow rate meters for Laria- 
lions in temperature and densit!,. Shutdown can be 
manual or programmed to occur at a prc-set thresh- 
old of variance between readings. The accuracy 
of these systems is approaching 0.25 to 0.55 of flow. 
The second method involves the simple comparison 
01. net flow I-cadings at each end of the pipeline. If 
successive readings indicate a trend. progressive 
shutdown procedures are initiated. Although this 
method does not flrovide instantaneous leak recogni- 
tion. it is applicable for loss rates less than 0.5% of 
Llow. A third method is acoustic monitoring for pres- 
sure waves which may indicate rapid loss of oil. This 
method would be used primarily 215 a backup system. 

4.6.5 PIPELINE REPAIR 

Should pipeline repair become necessary. numerous 
offshore pipeline repair methods have been developed 
and specialized repair equipment is in existence. 
These methods consist of either surface or scabed 
repairs. 

With the exception of pipelines under thick ice in a 
water depth greater than 20 metres. most repairs. if 
required, could be completed in 30 to 40 days. 
Repairs in water depths greater than 20 metres could 
take longer and mal; require icebreaker support to 
create an area of broken ice which can accommodate 
;I spccializcd repair vessel, Repairs could be accomp- 
lished by cutting the pipeline. dewxter-ing each seg- 

ment and raising the ends to the surface. The use of 
auxiliary buoys would be required in depths greater 
than 40 metres. Alternativel!.. repairs can be made 
using divers to install pipeline connection devices or 
to make welds. 

It isanticipated that approximately 80 persons will be 
required f’or routine pipeline operations. 

4.6.6 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

This section identifies likely and potential en\.iron- 
mental disturbances from subsea pipelines. En\,ir- 
onmental impact is examined in derail in Volume 4. 

The environmental impact ofsubsea pipelines would 
be mainly limited to the installation process. Dredg- 
ing of trenches prior to the installation of subsea 
flowlines and trunklines nil1 locally alter the bath?- 
metry of the sea floor. Table 4.6-2 presents cstimatt‘s 
of theamount ofdredged material likely to be moved 
and the area of right of way involved in the installa- 
tion of trunklines from the example offshore produc- 
tion facilities at Kopanoar, Tarsiut and Issungnak to 
shore. 

Flowline installation between satellite islands (or 
subsca completions) and processing islands will also 

in\.oive dredging. For example. sealloor distul-bance 
at Kopanoar may amount to 10 ha nrld at Tarsiut. 92 
113. 

Due to the measures required in the shore approach 
zone to deal with permafrost and to protect the pipc- 
line f’rom ice. the sea floor and an area of land onshore 
will be disturbed by the pipeline right-of-way and 
through the excavation of granular material. It is 
estimated that 2.5 ha ol’sca floor and 3 ha of’Iand area 
will be disturbed by the shore approach of a subsea 
pipeline. 

TABLE 4.6-2 
ESTIMATE OF DISTURBED AREA OF SEA FLOOR 

Kopanoar to lssungnak Tarsiut 
lssungnak lo Shore to Shore 

Length (km) 51 45 73 

Dredged Volume (m3) 2.3 x 106 1.9 x 106 2.6 x 106 

Affected Right of Way (ha) 216 165 260 

4.7 ONSHORE GATHERING 
SYSTEMS 

Crude oil has been discovered at nearshore and 
onshore locations in the Mackenzie Delta and Tuk- 
toyaktuk Peninsula, specifically at Adgo. Garry. 
Kumak. Kugpik. Jvik and Atkinson. The extent 01‘ 
these discovcrics is relatively small compared to off- 
shore discoveries in the Beaulort Soa; however, the 
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known oil rcscrvcs ;~re estimated ;tt 32 million cubic 
mcIres. The production rate ot’ these rescr\cs could 
approach X.000 cubic metrcs per d;ty. 

Oil produced f’t-om these reser\‘es would like]!, be 
transported by gathering systems to 3 larcge diatnetet 
overland pipeline. Figure 4.7-f shows one of’ the 
many pipeline f:t’het-ing system conligLtrations th:rt 
might hc considered f’or onshore and txarshorc oil 
tmnsmission. 

Altcrnativcl~. if produced oil f‘t-om the Beauf’orl Sca- 
Mackenzie Delta WCIK transpc)rted to mxt-ket by Arc- 
tic tankers, onshore and nearshore production v,ould 
be deli\wcd \.i;t onshore gather-in9 systems to ;I site 

such ~1s North Point fat- transmission to the ott’show 
tanker loading terminal by subsx pipeline. Figure 
4.7-2 shows one option 01‘ _c:tthcring s!‘stcms i’ot 
tanker tr;~nsportation. 

Crude oil f.tom onshore 2nd nenrshorc disco\icrics 
f’ound to date can be pumped near ambient ground 
temperature. For- this rexon. the g;rthet-ing system 
will he installed in the buried mode. without the 
threat of- permaf‘rost degra&tion. Due to the rcla- 
tile]? low t-ittc of’ production from c;ich of‘thc i‘iclds. 
small diameter ptpeline5 ranging I.t-om 319 millimc- 
trcs to 508 millimctres c;~n be ltscd 

B:~scd on the I<xaticm of’ e\isling rlisco\crics. in i\ 
estimated th:tt ;tpprosiIn~ttcl!,.~OO kilon~etrcsotsn~ail 
di;tmctct- buried pipclincs wtxtltf bc t-cquit-cd for the 
onshore oil ~:t~hertn~ wstcm. AS ;rdditional cmsh~~rc 
and ncarshorc disco\,ct’ies v,ill likcl!’ bc made in the 
Region. c\‘cr!’ attempt uill by m;tde to design the 
gathering x>;stctn so th:tl Vutttt-c disct>\crics c:tn bc 
conncctcd \‘t;i the shor1cst posstbic t outc. 

PIPELINE FROM OFFSHORE 
PRODUCTION ISLAND 

F~uw,c.+.,-, fir, onsnore syslem lor the 
plpeltne. 

gathermg and transportation of crude oil to the proposed large drameter over/and 
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SUBSEA PIPELINE n 
TO OFFSHORE TANKER ’ NORTH SHORE TERMINAL 

FIGURE 4.7-2 The anticipated system for transportrng crude oil from onshore oil reserves to the North Poinf Termrnal. before 
proceedmg offshore into tankers. 

4.7.1 .l Terrain and Surlicial Soils 

The terrain of the Mackcnzic Delta shows little relief: 
cle\Tltionx r-angc f~l-om SC;1 hel dong the l~ortllern. 

~KIKII-~ edge to ;I maximum of 5 mctres ~ibove SC;I 

level. and slopes ;~re less than 10 dcgrecs. Channels 
and small hhes :11-c‘ abundant. The suri‘icial soils are 
fine grained and arhice-I-i&. with visible ICC contents 
ranging from 5 to 5O“i h\ \ olumc. 

The topography of‘ Richards Island and the Tuk- 
to),aktuk Peninsula is Ic\el lo undulating with ;I 

hummocky sur-fact. Elc\:ations range from sea Icvcl 
along the co:ist to giuter than 100 mctres on 
Richards Island. Typical terrain el&tions, however. 
I-angc up to 30 metres above SKI level. Slopes of’5 to 
JO” are characteristic. Silts and sands are the most 
widespread surficial deposits. Visible ice content 
r-anges from less than 5% by volume in the coarsct 

outwash deposits to 75’; in the f‘inc graincd sands 
and silts. 

4.7.1.2 Soil Temperatures 

The Mackenzie Delta and the Tuktoyaktuk Pcnin- 
sula arc located in the continuous permafrost zone of 
Canada. Consequently. the soil tcmperi~tureb arc on 

average at OI- hclow i’rcczing tcrnpcI-atut-cs. The soil 
temperatures at a depth of one mctrc abcr-age about 
-12.2”C during the winter and -1.7”C during the 
summer. Jn a~-~3s whcrc thcrc is less \q.otation and 
organic soil at the surf‘nce. the tcmperaturcs could bc 
slightly lower in the uintcr and slightly higher in the 
summer. 

4.7.1.3 Route Selection 

A buried oil pipclinc locutcd in the continuous pcr- 
mafrost and operated near ambient ground tcmpera- 
ture would have littlc impact on the environment. 
and allows for some degree 01‘ flexibility in scJection 
of specific routes. The exact routes of the gathering 
systems and production rates ofthc oil f’iclds that will 
be served by the system have not yet been established. 
It has been concluded. however, that locating pipe- 
lines in the Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk 
Peninsula is technically feasible. 

4.7.1.4 Typical Oil Properties 

Crude oil discoveries to date indicate that two types 
ol.crudc oil exist in the gcnornl area. Crude oil from 

the Adgo discovery represents a low API gravity oil 
thal has ;i relatively high viscosity at low tempera- 
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tures, whereas crude from the Atkinson discovery is 
considered a medium gravity, medium viscosity 
crude. Typical properties of the two crude oil types 
are provided in Table 4.7-l. 

TABLE 4.1-l 

CRITICAL PROPERTIES OF TWO CRUDE OIL l-WE8 

Dbcary Vbcdty POW Pow A.P.I. anvlly 

wto @ O*C-170 cenlistokcn 43.C to -57’C 16.4 

@ 15*C- 65 cbntistokes 

Atkimon @r O*C-134 centistokes 46-C 24.0 

@ 15*C-51 centmtokes 

4.7.1.5 Capacity Assumptions 

To facilitate preliminary design of the onshore pipe- 
lines, considering that additional discoveries are 
anticipated in future years, a range of production 
rates can be adopted and the lines sized accordingly. 
For a specific type of crude and length of line. each 
pipeline size can be associated with a certain range 01 
flows. 

The flows considered were 65.200.400 and 660 cubic 
metres per hour and the lengths analyzed were 80 and 
160 kilometres. Pipe sizes were generated for the two 
types of crude oil by hydraulic and thermal analyses. 

During the final design stage. using known crude 
properties and a site specific route. more detailed 
hydraulic. thermal. geothermal and geotechnical 
analysis may indicate that an uninsulated. buried 
gathering system is feasible. For the purpose of this 
preliminary analysis a conservative approach. which 
assumes a completely insulated buried pipeline sys- 
tem. has been taken. 

The preliminary criteria used in the analysis are 
summarized below: 

1. The pressure drop in the line should not exceed 
9.650 kPa. thereby eliminating the requirement for 
intermediate booster pump stations. 

2. The temperature of the oil in the line should not 
drop below -5°C. This was selected as the conserva- 
tive limit for which the properties of the crude oil 
could be confidently extrapolated. This limit was also 
considered important to permit transport of more 
viscous types of oil should such be discovered. 

3. The temperature of the oil in the line should not 
exceed 0°C. to ensure that the line does not thaw the 
surrounding permafrost. 

The minimum diameter line with a minimum thick- 

ness of insulation, that met the above criteria. was 
considered as the optimum size. 

This analysis demonstrated the need to ensure that 
the flowing oil temperature is maintained between 
0°C and -5°C. Chilling of the oil at the production 
facility prior to shipment will achieve temperature 
control. The amount ofchilling required is a function 
of the crude oil properties. flow rate. ambient 
temperatures. pipe size and length of pipeline. 

4.7.1.6 Burial Requirements 

Initial analyses indicated that all pipelines provided 
with thermal insulation will prevent excessive heat 
loss from the pipe in the winter; however. furthct 
geotechnical and thermal studies have revealed that 
lines may be operated at ground temperatures slightly 
above 0°C for the short summer period. This could 
reduce the need for insulation over a major portion of 
the system. 

At the current stage of design detail, it has been 
concluded that approximately one metre of ground 
cover will provide adequate protection to the pipe. 

4.7.1.7 River and Channel Crossings 

The gathering systems will cross streams, rivers or 
channels of the Mackenzie River.A considerable 
amount of information is available on the main dis- 
tributing channels in the Mackenzie Delta from 
extensive studies carried out in the area for other 
projects. e.g. Canadian Arctic Gas Pipeline. As a 
result of these studies. it is concluded that all cross- 
ings could be constructed in a buried mode. 

Most of the rivers and channel bottoms in the region 
under consideration remain unfrozen throughout the 
year. The pipeline will thus be provided with a mois- 
ture resistant type of thermal insulation and outer 
wrap to prevent the freezing of river bottom material 
and potential frost-heave. The pipeline will also be 
coated with reinforced concrete to counteract buoy- 
ancy. 

Depth of burial for the pipe within the river channel 
will be at sufficient depth to be safe from structural 
damage resulting from scour. Pipe burial will extend 
into the river banks and channels to ensure tharpipe 
does not become exposed due to bank erosion. The 
location of all river crossings will not be decided until 
site specific field evaluations have been completed. 

4.7.1.8 Valve Spacing 

The gathering system will be located in remote areas 
with limited accessibility. especially in the summer 
months. Isolating valves will be provided on the sys- 
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tem in accordance with the latest National Energy 
Board Pipeline Regulations. The isolating valves will 
limit the amount of oil lost from the pipeline in the 
unlikely event of damage to the line. Isolating valves 
will be located on both sides of major river or channel 
crossings. They are also required to isolate sections of 
the pipeline for maintenance purposes. These valves 
will be provided with remote control devices con- 
nected through a communication system to a control 
centre. 

4.7.1.9 Nearshore Pipeline Approaches 

For fields located in the shallow waters of the Mack- 
enzie Delta and southern Beaufort Sea, subsea pipe- 
lines will connect with the nearest onshore gathering 
line. While the line sizes will be relatively small com- 
pared to the pipelines carrying oil from production 
facilities located in deeper water, similar environmen- 
tal design criteria and construction techniques, as 
outlined in Section 4.6, will be applicable. In addition 
to the design considerations established for the larger 
diameter subsea lines, the temperature of the oil will 
be controlled by artificial cooling at the production 
islands so that the differential temperature. between 
the flowing oil as it reaches the buried onshore line 
and the ambient ground temperature at the shoreline. 
will be minimized. 

4.7.2 CONSTRUCTION 

4.7.2.1 Construction Techniques 

All onshore portions of the gathering system will be 
constructed during winter. whereas the crossings of 
the Mackenzie River channels will be constructed 
during the summer. Arctic pipeline construction 
techniques are described in detail in Section 6.2 and 
this section summarizes the significant construction 
aspects applicable to the gathering system. 

The gathering system will be constructed on a right- 
of-way 20 metres wide. The area over the trench will 
be cleared of vegetation prior to the start of construc- 
tion activities. The centreline of the pipeline will be 
located off the centreline of the right-of-way. The 
wider portion of the right-of-way will be designated 
as the ‘work area’ while the narrower portion will be 
the ‘spoil area.’ Snow will be used to prepare the work 
area rather than the conventional cut and fill method 
of grading. Construction of snow roads for the work 
area ofthe right of way in winter has been recognized 
as a technique causing limited environmental impact 
while providing a good quality travel and work area. 
Where additional snow is required, it will be collected 
by means of snow fences or mined from large drifts in 
the area and trucked to location. 

A trencher is the preferred equipment for excavation 
of ditches in permafrost. Trenchers provide good 
progress and cut a smooth and even ditch bottom. 
The spoil from the trencher is well suited as backfill 
material. In areas containing large boulders, drilling 
and blasting of the trench may be required. 

For summer installation of river and channel cross- 
ings, a dredge or barge mounted backhoe would 
likely be used for excavation of the trenches. Alterna- 
tively, these crossings may be traversed using a tech- 
nique known as horizontal controlled directional 
drilling, where feasible. 

Sections of the proposed gathering system will be 
individually pressure tested to verify their integrity. 

4.7.2.2 Construction Schedule 

Approximately two years will be required to com- 
plete the necessary field studies and final engineering 
design for the Adgo, Atkinson and Kumak laterals of 
the gathering system. The construction of the system, 
using one construction spread, could take two winter 
construction seasons. As indicated earlier, the major 
river and channel crossings would be completed dur- 
ing the summer. Figure 4.7-3 summarizes the con- 
struction schedule. 

4.7.2.3 Construction Resources 

During the year prior to construction of the gathering 
system, a preconstruction crew of some 50 personnel 
would be required to prepare camp sites, temporary 
wharves and roadways. During the two winter con- 
struction seasons, approximately 300 personnel would 
be required to construct the system. A labour force of 
70 people would be required for the summer con- 
struction of the river and channel crossings. 

Materials, fuel. and equipment would be transported 
by barge from Hay River to stockpile sites in the 
Mackenzie Delta and Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. Win- 
ter snow roads would be used to move the construc- 
tion materialsand supplies to the pipeline right-of-way. 

4.7.3 OPERATION 

The gathering system would be operated and con- 
trolled from a control centre equipped with a supervi- 
sory and control system (SCADA). The SCADA 
system consists of remote terminal units in the field 
where measurements are taken and flow control 
devices located. Information will be, relayed to the 
master terminal unit at the control centre. The com- 
puter assisted master terminal unit provides a means 
for collection and display of operational conditions 
and for control of the system by action of the system 
operator. 
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Oil entering and leaving the gathering system will be 
continuously monitored. providing the operator with 
the capability of detecting leaks in the system. 

The location of the operations and maintenance 
bases for maintenance personnel and equipment will 
depend on the final configuration of the system. The 
preferred locations for these bases will be at the pro- 
duction facilities or at the terminal. 

4.7.4 ABANDONMENT 

In the event that at some future time it may be 
desirable to remove the pipeline or some portion 
thereof from service. an application will be made to 
the regulating authority for approval to deactivate 
the facilities. 

Procedures adopted at the time of abandonment 
would include: 

- removal of all oil from the pipelines; 

- removal of those sections of pipe from locations 
where it could interfere with future land develop- 
ment; and 

- removal and salvage of surface facilities. 

4.7.5 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

This section identifies potential environmental dis- 
turbances associated with onshore gathering systems. 
Volume 4 examines environmental impact in detail. 

Since no intermediate pumping stations are antici- 
pated within the onshore gathering systems. envir- 

FIGURE 4.7-3 Construction schedule for an onshore gathering system 

onmental disturbances are limited to construction 
related activities. It ~111 be necessary to remove the 
vegetative cover over the pipeline ditch, however. this 
material will be segregated from the trench spoil and 
returned to its position over the covered pipeline. 

The impact of buried pipelines in this region where 
trees and shrubs are sparce will be minimal. With the 
use of proven construction techniques. river bank 
erosion concerns should not be a problem. Some 
areas of land will be affected by the location of con- 
struction camps. docks and material stockpiles. The 
environmental impacts associated with construction 
camps are described in Section 5.3. 

Access to the different points of the system will be 
based mainly on the use of the right-011way during 
winter and via air travel. Low ground pressure vehi- 
cles will also be used for emergency access to the line 
in the summer time. 

Dredging activities would be cause for localized con- 
cerns respecting the fisheries resource and water 
quality. 

Timing and siting of river crossing construction will 
be planned so that disturbance to the fisheries 
resource and waterfowl is kept to an absolute 
minimum. 
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CHAPTER 5 

BEAUFORT 
SEA-MACKENZIE DELTA 
SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

One might define a support system as any system 
which is external to the sites where exploration or 
production operations take place but that is required 
to facilitate those operations. Support systems thus 
include basic physical infrastructure such as airports, 
roads, housing, power and communication systems, 
and also the personnel and organizations necessary 
to construct and operate them. 

Conventional land-based oil exploration and produc- 
ing operations in southern Canada look to the local 
community and oil service industry for support sys- 
tems. In these areas. support services grow along with 
the industry. In northern Canada. support systems 
play a crucial role in exploration and production 
operations because of the remoteness of the area and 
the lack of existing services. These services in the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region will be ex- 
panded in the coming years. and will have a consider- 
able impact on some of the existing communities. 
Offshore activities in the Region have necessitated a 
significant complement of marine vessels. Support 
systems are discussed in this section under three basic 
categories - marine support systems, air support sys- 
tems. and land support systems. 

5.1 MARINE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Exploration. construction and production activities 
in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region require 
an extensive marine support system. A large part 01 
this fleet is comprised of supply ships used to trans- 
port supplies from main support bases to offshore 
facilities. This fleet also includes seismic vessels, 
dredges used to build artificial islands, the icebreak- 
ers that make these operations possible. and a variety 
of barges and other vessels. These vessels must be 
specially designed or adapted to operate in Arctic 
conditions. In the future new vessels specifically 
designed for Beaufort Sea operations, such as Arctic 
class dredges, will be added to the marine support 
system. 

5.1.1 SUPPLY BOATS 

Storage space on drillships and artificial islands is 
limited. While islands can store consumables for a 
complete well. drillships cannot and, therefore, re- 
supply is required several times during the drilling of 
a well. Supply boats carry cargo from the shorebase. 
where a large inventory is stored. to the oflshore sites, 
The cargo is offloaded at the drillship or island and 

excess material or refuse is brought back to the 
shorebase. 

An average supply boat carries 700 to 1.000 tonnes of 
cargo. They have a large, clear afterdeck to facilitate 
loading and unloading of tubulars and palletized 
materials. They are also equipped with pressurized 
storage systems for carrying powdered bulk material 
(cement and barite) and have a large fuel carrying 
capacity. Material supply operations will be managed 
by a computerized planning and scheduling system so 
that inventories can be minimized and maximum use 
can be obtained from supply boats and other facili- 
ties. The number and type of vessels projected to be 
used in this region up to the year 2000 are discussed in 
Chapter 3 of this volume. 

Plate 5. I-I is a photograph of a supply vessel operat- 
ing in the Beaufort Sea. Plate 5.1-2 shows the SUPP- 
LIER 7 which is fairly typical of standard offshore 
supply vessels. Plate 5.1-3 shows the CANMAR SUPP- 
LIER 8. It is a specialty shallow draft supply vessel 60 
metres long. having about twice the cargocapacity.of 
the other vessels. It also has a Class 2 icebreakmg 
capacity. 

New generation drillships. production islands and 
APLAs will have different supply requirements than 
present drillships and islands. In the case of the 
extended season drillships and year-round islands, 
these will have a storage capacity two or three times 
larger than that of the present drillships, and an 
almost unlimited storage capacity in the case of 
APLAs. These year-round operations will necessitate 
the use of supply vessels which will also be able to 
operate year-round in the Beaufort Sea. Larger ves- 
sels will be required because of the large storage 
capacity at the receiving end. However, production 
operations require a much lower level of resupply 
than drilling operations since there are few consuma- 
bles involved. Thus, once drilling has been completed 
from a production island or an APLA, the supply 
boat requirements will be reduced. Figure 5.1-1 is an 
illustration of the CANMAR SUPPLIER 9, now 
named the ROBERT LEMEUR, which will be oper- 
ating in the Beaufort in the 1982 season. This Class 3 
icebreaker/supply boat will have the capability to 
provide supply service over an expanded season 
(June to December) and will have a large cargo carry- 
ing capacity. 

ulf is currently building two Class 4 supply vessels, 
named the MISCAROO and the IKALUK, which 
will go into service in 1983. The specifics of these 
vessels and their general appearances are provided in 
Figure 5.1-2. 
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PLATE 5.1-2 The SUPPLIER 7, a typical offshore supply ____,, 
and the drillships. 

vn.~p’ transports cargo between Tuktoyaktuk and McKinley Bay 



PLATE 5.1-3 The CANMAR SUPPLIER 8 is a specialty, shallow draft supply vessel, 60 metres long, used for supplying 
casjng, drilling mud, cement and other consumables to the drillships. 

FIGURE 5.1-1 A newsupply vessel, the ROBERT LfMEUR, willstartoperations in the Beaufort Sea during the 1982season. 
This shrp. which is a Class 3 icebreaker, has a large cargo carrymg capaoty and will support offshore operations over an 
extended season. 
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. LENGTH OVERALL 79m 

l DESIGN DRAFT 7.5m 

l POWER 4x3.500 Bhp/TWIN SCREW 

.- __= __-- 
--- -___________________---------------------------------- --- _**- 

-I 

l CARGO CAPACITY 1,400 TONNES 

l UNOBSTRUCTED DECK AREA 41m xllm 

l FULL LOAD DISPLACEMENT 5.000 TONNES 

IGURE 5.1-2 Gulf IS current/y bwldmg two Class 4 supply vessels In Vancouver. named the MLSCAROO and the IKALuK, .-^^ 

SUPPLY VESSEL/ICE CLASS IV 

which will go 1flf0 Serwce in 1YtSY. 

I- 

ICEBREAKER/ICE MANAGEMENT VESSEL 

4 

PARTICULARS 

l LENGTH OVERALL BB.Om l LIGHTSHIP DISPLACEMENT 4,400TONNES 

. DESIGN DRAFT 8.0m *FULL LOAD DISPLACEMENT 6,800TONNES 

l INSTALLED HORSEPOWER 24,000 . CARGO CAPACITY 800 TONNES 

. ENDURANCE 20 DAYS (60% FULL HORSEPOWER) 

FIGURE 5.1-3 Gulf~s also bwldmg 2 Class 4 xebreakers. named the KAL V/K and TERRY FOX. These vessels WI// be used lo 
support extended season exploralton and product/on related activ/ties. begrnnmg In 1983. 
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5.1.2 ICEBREAKERS 

The need for icebreaking service to assist oil industry 
operations is unique to the Arctic. There are several 
types of icebreaking services required, some in the 
present exploratory operation and some in the future 
year-round exploratory and producing operations. 
Some of the supply boats currently operating in the 
Beaufort Sea have icebreaking capacity, but this sec- 
tion deals with those ships which have been specially 
designed to function as icebreakers, though they may 
also function as supply or standby vessels. 

Research has been carried out for some years on the 
design of icebreaking vessels for Beaufort Sea opera- 
tions. The CANMAR KIGORIAK, which was 
brought into the Region in 1979, was the first vessel to 
be purpose-built incorporating special design fea- 
tures. The KIGORIAK. shown in Plate 5.1-4. is a 
Class 3 icebreaker which has been used both to assist 
drillships and for research purposes. Testing of the 

KIGORIAK has demonstrated successful year-round 
icebreaking performance and information gathered 
has been used in subsequent designs. 

One special design feature of the KIGORIAK is the 
reamer, shown in Plate 5.1-5. which cuts a channel 
through the ice 2 metres wider than the hull. thereby 
both reducing friction and increasing manoeuvrabil- 
ity. A water spray system in the bow area (Plate 5.1-6) 
also reduces friction by providing a lubricating layer 
a few centimetres thick between the hull of the ship 
and the ice. Other design improvements incorporated 
into the ship include the bow shape, a stern design 
and protective nozzle to keep ice away from the 
propeller, and a friction reducing hull coating which 
will also limit hull corrosion. 

Gulf is presently building 2 Class 4 icebreakers 
named the KALVIK and TERRY FOX in Van- 
couver (Figure 5.1-3). These vessels will be used to 
support extended season exploration and production 
related activities beginning in 1983. 

.- - -i ._ 
PLATE 5.1-4 Icebreakers are required to assist oil industry operations offshore in the Arctic. The KlGORlAK, which started 
operations m 1979, was the first icebreakmg vessel to be built specifically for the Beaufort Sea. It is used both to support 
drillships and for research purposes. 



PLATE 5.14 The KlGORfAK is equipped with severalspecial design features, two of which are shown in this photograph. 
The reamer bow cuts a channel through the ice two metres wider than the hull. This reduces friction and increases the ship’s 
capability to move through ice. The ice-knife prevents fhe ship from ridmg up excessive/y on ice floes and thus reduces the 
likelihood of the ship geftmg stuck in heavy ice. 



In the longer term, a large icebreaker is being 
designed that. if built, would be capable of navigating 
through ice conditions in Arctic waters throughout 
the year. This ship will incorporate the most advanced 
design concepts available and will meet Class 10 ice- 
breaking standards. 

The design, shown in Figure 5.1-4, is for a vessel 150 
metres long with a beam of 30 metres that will dis- 
place approximately 24.000 tonnes. The ship will 
have a twin screw propulsion system powered by four 
diesel engines providing a total shaft power of 45 
MW. 

5.1.2.1 Escort of Self-Propelled Vessels 

The traditional use of icebreakers around the world is 
to open a channel through the ice so that other self- 
propelled vessels can manoeuvre and make way. 
Most icebreakers are designed exclusively for this 
purpose. having no capability for other duties such as 
towing or cargo carrying. The CCGS JOHN A. 
MACDONALD, a Class 3 icebreaker, is an example 
of this type of vessel. This ship is shown in Plate 5.1-7 
being used for research on icebreaker design. 

In the Beaufort Sea exploratory operations, the 
Canmar icebreakers have been used for escorting 
purposes relatively infrequently. Drillship operations 
have been confined for the most part to open waters, 
thus requiring an escort onlv in the spring when they 
leave the winter mooring site for the drill sites and 
again in the fall when they return. Escort service is 
also provided for new vessels sailing into the Beaufort 
Sea around the coast of Alaska and occasionally for 
smaller supply ships working late in the year. 

One might conclude that in the future. as operations 
are extended to a year-round basis. there would be 
more demand for escort services. It is probable, how- 
ever, that most of the new vessels coming into the 
Beaufort Sea will have an icebreaking capability 
themselves. If Arctic tankers were used to carry oil 
from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region, 
through the Northwest Passage, they would have at 
least I13 MW of power and would be Class 10 ice- 
breaking vessels capable of handling any type of ice in 
the Arctic at any time of the year. Thus, they will not 
need an escort except in exceptional circumstances. 

FIGURE 5.1-4 A large icebreaker IS currently being designed to C/ass 10 standards. It will be capable of navigating through 
severe /ce conditions m Arctrc waters throughout the year to support offshore operations. 



PLATE 5.1-7 Canadian Coast Guard icebreakers have been operating in the Arctic for years for resupply of northern 
communities, escort of ships and research projects. The Canadian Coast Guard ship JOHN A. MACDONALD, shown in this 
photograph, was chartered by Dome in 1978 to, amongst other things, conduct research on /ate season drilling operations in 
the Beaufort Sea. 

5.1.2.2 Emergency or Rescue Service 

Another traditional use of icebreakers is to go to the 
aid of vessels in distress in ice-bound waters. The 
latter may be vessels that got into trouble because ice 
conditions were worse than expected or vessels suffer- 
ing some sort of mechanical failure while operating in 
ice. Since most of the vessels of the future will have 
substantial icebreaking capability almost any vessel 
in the fleet could be used for rescue service. Neverthe- 
less, the future fleet will likely be equipped with several 
Class 10 vessels, some of which will be assigned to 
standby in the case of emergency. 

5.1.2.3 Ice Defence 

One of the major roles of icebreakers used in the 
Bcaufort Sea during the last six years of drilling 
operations has been to defend the drillships from ice 
and to break them out of their winter mooring sites. 
Since the drillships are moored in a fixed location on 
a fixed heading they must be protected from ice which 
has the potential of moving them off location. 

The drillships were originally designed to drill only in 
the open water season. Experience has shown that use 

of these open water drilling systems could be extended 
if ice moving against the drillships was broken into 
small pieces. A technique was developed for late 
season operations after extensive engineeringcalcula- 
tions and model work. The CCGS JOHN A. MAC- 
DONALD was chartered by Canmar in 1978 for a 
demonstration project. The project involved con- 
tinued operation of a drillship for shallow well dril- 
ling after ice had formed on the Beaufort Sea. The ice, 
which is usually moving, was broken into smaller 
pieces by the CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD 
manoeuvring in a figure eight pattern about one mile 
‘upstream’ of the drillship. The smaller Canmar ice- 
breakers worked in between the CCGS JOHN A. 
MACDONALD and the drillship, breaking the ice 
into still smaller pieces and deflecting the larger pie- 
ces away from the drillship. This made it possible to 
drill until late November in 1978 and demonstrated 
that the limits of drilling with conventionally moored 
drilling vessels was dependent on the capability of the 
defending ships to break the encroaching ice. Plate 
5.1-8 shows an icebreaker defending a drillship. 

Ice defence has also been required during the open 
water drilling season. At this time ice floes, either 
from the Polar Pack or remnants of landfast ice. 
frequently enter the drilling area. The icebreakers arc 
used to locate this ice and either break it into man- 
ageable pieces or deflect it around the drillship. 
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PLATE 5.1-8 If fhe ice upstream of drillships operating in the Beaufort Sea is broken up by icebreakers, drilling may continue 
for a longer season. For example, in 1978 this enabled drilling to continue until /ate November when the ice was nearly one 
metre thick. An icebreaker is shown here defending a drillship in this way. 

Future plans for both exploratory and producing 
operations are oriented towards systems that will be 
able to resist expected ice forces in the passive mode. 
Islands built in shallow water have successfully re- 
sisted ice forces in the passive mode for the last 
several years. so that no icebreaker defence was 
required during the winter months. The ice forces. in 
this area arc not as large as those experienced in 
dcepcr water because the IX is landfast thl-ough most 
of the winter. Moving ice in the fall and spring is 
grounded on the island beach and no significant 
problems have been encountered with moving ice. 

Deep v+atcr island systems (cxploratorh islands. pro- 
ductjon islands and APLAs) arc being dcsipncd to 
resist any type of ice condition in the passive mode. so 
that iccbrcakcr defence will not be rcquircd. An 
APLA. ho\+c\cr. will be the hub of such a diversified 
.spectrum of.activities that one Iccbreakcr ofClass 6 to 
Class 10 may be provided with each of these instal- 
lations. 

Future floating drilling systems will bc circular or 
conical in configuration presenting an iccbrcaking 
‘bon to mo\,ing ice regardless of the direction of ice 
movement. The bow of a conventional drillship can 
\sithstand ice tortes ten times gl-eater than the sides; 
hence the search for systems that do not ha\e a 

‘broadside’ exposure. Massive mooring systems are 
still required for the circular or conical drill systems 
in order to provide sufficient restraint force that the 
vessel can break the type of ice expected during win- 
ter months. The extended season lloating drilling 
system, however. will still require an icebreaker at 
times for defending it against ice conditions more 
severe than those commonly experienced. 

5.1.3 STANDBY BOATS 

Government drilling regulations require that a standby 
\cssel be in the vicinity of a drillship for most of the 
drilling activities. This boat must be capable of 
accommodating the entire crew of the drillship in the 
event of ;I drillship evacuation. At the present time 
there is one standby boat assigned to each of the fbur 
drillships (Plate 5.1-9). 

As year-round operations develop, standby boats 
will play a smaller role in the Beaufort Sea. Islands do 
not require standby vessels because there is no ‘sink- 
ing’ risk and personnel can usually retreat to the ice. 
It will not be practical to have standby vessels for 
extcndcd season bloating drilling systems other than 
the icebreaker escort which will be in attendance 
most of the time. 
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PLATE 5.1-9 Each drillship is accompanied by a standby 
vessel to ass/St in the case of an emergency. This boat can 
accommodate the entire drillship crew if an evacuation 
should become necessary. 

5.1.4 TUGS, BARGES, AND SMALL BOATS 

Every marine operation has its requirements for a 
variety ofsmallercraf’t. Barges are the traditional low 
cost method of moving cargo in relatively calm water 
conditions. Tug boats are used to push or tow barges 
(Plate 5.1-10) and help manoeuvre large ships. Small 
boats are involved in miscellaneous duties. such as 
moving people and small pieces of equipment from 
place to place. 

PLATE 5.1-10 Heavy cargo for offshore activities is moved 
by barges pushed or towed by tugs. 

Ocean-going tugs are used for some offshore opera- 
tions and for towing heavy equipment and construc- 
tion components into the Region from the west coast 
through the Bering Strait. Ocean-going. ice-reinforced 
barges, such as the ARCTIC BREAKER shown in Plate 
5.1-I 1, are used in these operations. 

Offshore construction operations create even more 
requirements for these craft because of the wide \‘ar- 
iety of activities. For example, in dredging, small tug 
boats reposition anchors. relocate floating dredging 
lines and move accommodation and crane barges 
into position, while small high speed boats dcliber 
crew and light supplies. Plate 5.1-12 shows a con- 
struction fleet in the Beaufort Sea viewed from a 
dredge. 

To illustrate a unique tug vessel which might find use 
in Beaufort Sea operations in the future, the follow- 
ing describes the Archimedian Screw Tractor (AST). 
The AST is an amphibious tractor capable of operat- 
ing in and around ice covered waters. The craft con- 
sists of a watertight rectangular body supported on 
two horizontal watertight cylindrical pontoons. These 
cylinders have an external helix thread fitted and by 
rotating the cylinders. the craf-t can be moved in an>’ 
direction. The AST is demonstrated in Plate 5.1-13. 

Because of its amphibious capability the AST can be 
used under conditions where other more convcn- 
tional vehicles cannot operate. This particularly app- 
lies during freeze-up or break-up conditions. This 
craft. because of its high towbar pull capacity and 
relatively low speed, will most likely be used as a 
tractor unit towing sleds or special barges for resupply 
purposes. Tests on the craft AST 002 have dcmon- 
strated its ability to tow up to 70 tonnes of drilling 
mud on three sleds over typical ice conditions in the 
Prudhoe Bay area. 

5.1.5 DREDGES 

5.1.5.1 Conventional Dredges 

Several different types of dredges are presently being 
used in the Beaufort Sea. The BEAVER MACKEN- 
ZIE, one of the first to enter the Beaufort. is a station- 
ary suction dredge which has the capability ofpump- 
ing UP to 70.000 cubic mctrcs per day of material 
from the sea floor. She can operate in water depths up 
to 45 metres: however. as water depth increases, the 
daily dredge capacity of the system decreases. Dredge 
material is discharged to thcconatruction location by 
floating pipclinc or is transported by hopper barges. 

The AQUARIUS shown in Plate 5.1-14, is a self- 
propelled cutter suction drcdgc. which has the capa- 
bility of moving up to 100.000 cubic metres per day of 
material from the sea floor and can operate in up to 35 
metrcs of water. 
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PLATE 5.1-11 Ice-reinforced barges have been built to bring cargo into the Beaufort Sea and to be used as storage and 
transportation barges in the area. 

PLATE 5.1-12 Offshore construction operat/ons require vessels for a wide variety of activities. Shown here js a constructjon 
fleet m the Beaufort Sea wewed from a dredge. 
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PLATE 5.1-13 Research and development continues on transportation equipment for the Arctic. Shown here is the Archime- 
djan Screw Tractor, an amphibious vehicle which can be operated in and around ice covered waters. It is still in the 
experimental phase but may have an applicatron for moving cargo or personnel in Beaufort Sea activitres, particularly around 
islands in winter. 

PLATE 5.1-14 Dredges are used in the Beaufort Sea for the constructron of artificial islands. The AQUARIUS shown here is a 
self-propelled tufter suctron dredge which can be used to dredge up to 700,OOOcubic metres ofmaterralper day from the sea 
floor. Dredged material is moved to the required locatron by prpeline or hopper barges. 
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Since dredged material sometimes has to be moved 
over significant distances. dredges with self-contained 
hoppers have begun to be used in the last few years. 

Plate 5.1-15 shows the HENDRIK ZANEN trailing 
suction hopper dredge returning empty to obtain a 
new load of dredged material. When the hopper is 
full, the vessel transports the material to the artificial 
island site where it is discharged. This type of dredge 
provides an effective fill placement method for sites 
remote from suitable sources of dredged material. 
Plate 5.1-16 shows the suction arm on this dredge and 
Plate 5.1-17 shows the loaded dredge operating in 
heavy seas. 

PLATE 5.1-15 The HENDRIK ZANEN, a trailing suction 
hopper dredge, has se/f-contained hoppers for carrying 
dredged material to construction sites. The dredge is shown 
here returnmg empty to the borrow site. 

PLATE 5.1-16 The suction arm on the HENDRIK ZANEN 
through which dredged material is gathered from the sea 
floor. 

PLATE 5.1-17 When loaded. the hopper dredge lies low in 
the water. The loaded HENDRlK ZANEN is shown here 
operatmg in rough seas. 

5.1.5.2 Arctic Dredges 

The large sand and gravel structures required for 
offshore development have necessitated the design 
of large capacity. icebreaking hopper dredges such as 
shown in Figure 5.1-5. These Arctic dredges with a 
capacity 01‘25.000 cubic metres of dredged material 
would be capable of operating in water depths up to 
80 metres through most of the year. 

The Arctic dredge features include a hull design and 
power plant meeting Arctic Class 6 icebreaking 
requirements with retractable dredge pipes which 
extend to 80 m water depth. The draghead and suc- 
tion pipe will be protected from ice by moon pool 
enclosures. The icebreaking hull and large horse- 
power will enable the dredge to operate for an 
extended season independently, in the Beaufort Sea. 
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FIGURE 5.1-5 The largesand andgravelstructures required 
for Beaufort Sea development have necessitated the design 
of very large capacrty icebreaking hopper dredges. If built, 
these Arctic dredges will have a capacity of 25,000 cubic 
metres of dredged material and be able to operate in waler 
up to 80 metres deep. These will be the largest hopper 
dredges m the world. 

5.1.6 CRANE BARGES 

Heavy equipment required for offshore construction, 
such as cranes. are normally mounted on work barges 
and towed to site. However. there is one specially 
constructed crane barge in use, the CANMAR CON- 
STRUCTOR (formerly PACIFIC SUPPORTER) 
shown in Plate 5.1-18. She is not self-propelled but 
has construction equipment and accommodation 
facilities built into the barge. 

This barge. built in Singapore. is 88 metres long by 24 
metres wide. with a depth of 6 metres, a maximum 
draft of4 metres and a gross tonnage of4.539 tonnes. 
She has a clear deck area of 768 cubic metres, a 
helipad. cranes, winches and pile driving equipment. 
The main crane. mounted on the end of the barge. has 
a lifting capacity of 180 tonnes and an outreach of 14 
metres. This is supplemented by a 9 tonne crawlrl 
crane. Other equipment includes two 9 tonne winches. 
two 4 tonne winches and pile-driving equipment. 
There is also a moon pool which may be used for an! 
diving system. 

The barge has accommodation for 220 people. com- 
prising cabins. recreation rooms and associated facil- 
ities. There is a freshwater storage capacity of 2.153 
cubic metres. a sewage treatment unit and an incin- 
erator. 

5.1.7 PIPE-LAYING BARGE 

A pipe-laying barge of the type that could be used in 
the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region is shown 
in Plate 5. I-19. The barge has a helipad for transfer of 
personnel and a large crane for handling the pipe 
sections which are joined together on the barge then 
fed out of the back and onto the sea floor. Typically, 
such a barge might have a 5 MW propulsion system 
for moving at low speed while laying pipe. however, it 
would probably be towed into the region from a 
southern centre by tug. 

PLATE 5.1-16 The CANMAR CONSTRUCTOR, a crane barge used for construction projects in the Beaufort Sea, has 
construct/on equipment and accommodation facilities bu/lt In. 



I STINGER 

PLATE 5.1-19 A prpe-laying barge of the type that could be fi 
used for laymg subsea pipelines in fhe Beaufort Sea is 
shown here. The barge has a hellpad for trar; 
nel and a large crane for handling the pipe sect/ens which 
are /omed on the deck then fed onto the sea floor. L 

PLATE 5.1-20 Marine vessels in use in the Beaufort Sea 
remain there year-round. There are thus two mobile dry- 
docks /n use ,n the Region. the smaller of whrch IS shown 
here. 

51.8 FLOATING DRYDOCKS 

All marine vessels used in the Beaufort Sea, other 
than barges delivering equipment from southern 
Canada, remain in the region year-round. For this 
reason. all repairs must also be carried out here. To 
make this possible, there are two drydocks in use in 
the area (1982). These docks have a water ballast 
s!‘stem operated by diesel pumps to allow submersion 
and refloating. The smaller of these two is shown in 
Plate 5. I-20. 

The CANMAR CAREEN drydock, which arrived in 
the Beaufort Sea in 1981 isshowninPlate5.1-21. It is 
essentially a barge 137 metres long by49 metres wide 
with corner wing walls. It has a maximum draft in 
transit of5.5 metres and a corresponding deadweight 
of 2.177 tonnes. It has maximum lifting capacity of 
27.000 tonnes with I .2 m offrceboard. Thedeck area 
is large enough to drydock four supply vessels at one 
time and can handle the largest ships presently in the 
Beaufort. including the drillships. 

5.1.9 ACCOMMODATION BARGE 

While there arc onshore accommodation facilities at 
Tuktoyaktuk. additional accommodation must be 
provided at some distant work sites. At present. this is 
provided by accommodation barges that are towed to 
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PLATE 5.1-21 The CANMA R CAREEN drydock is shown here being used for repairing a drillship in McKinley Bay. The 
drydock is essentially a submersible barge with corner wing walls. 

a work site by tug. When permanent accommodation 
is required srmilar accommodation barges may be 
incorporated into an island structure by building up 
dredged material around the barge. 

In the Beaufort Sea there are two accommodation 
barges currently in use (1981). The NWD 208 Camp 
Barge which can accommodate 120 personnel and 
has been used in the Mackenzie Delta area since 1974 

is shown in Plate 5. f-22. This barge is 110 metres long 
and I5 metres wide with a registered tonnage of 7.025 
tonnes. It has a fuel storage capacity of 1,568 cubic 
metres and can store up to422 cubic metres of water. 
On the upper deck of the barge there is a helicopter 
pad. water desalination plant, heating furnaces and 
offices. On the mid and main decks there are dormi- 
tories, a kitchen, dining room and first aid room. On 
the lower deck there is a sewage treatment plant. 
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PLATE 5.1-22 The NW0 208 accommodation barge can accommodate 720 personnel and has been used in the Mackenzie 
Delta area since 7974. 

diesel electric generator. cold and dry storage rooms. 
more offices and recreation rooms. Fuel and water is 
stored below,. This accommodation barge is thus 
completely self contained. 

The NWD 205 accommodation barge has compara- 
ble facilities to the NWD 208 but is rather different in 
shape. being 58.5 metrcs long but 30 metres wide. It is 
smaller than the NWD 208. having just one upper 
deck. a registered tonnage of 3.120 tonnes and 
accommodation for 60 personnel. This barge has also 
been used on a year-round basis in the Mackenzie 
Delta area. 

In December 198 I. Gulf purchased two coastal fer- 
ries for the purpose of providing warehousing. shop 
space. offices. as well as personnel accommodation. 
The intention is to renovate these two vessels, deliver 
them to the Beaufort Sea and operate them as part of 
a marine supply base. 

51.10 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

All of the marine vessels (ships. barges. dredges. etc.) 
which will be used in the Beaufort Sea have the same 
potential pollution sources. only the magnitude will 

vary. The reader is referred to Volume 4 for impact 
assessment. Table 5.1-1 lists typical vessel types to be 
used in the Beaufort Sea. Opposite each type are 
approximate engine power. fuel consumption and 
days of operation per year. Emission and discharges 
from the vessels are a function of engine size and 
operating days per year. 

5.1.10.1 Atmospheric Emissions 

The primary source of atmospheric emissions is 
exhaust from the ships’ engines. On board incinera- 
tion of solid waste also contributes to atmospheric 
emissions on some of the larger or specialized vessels 
(e.g. accommodation barges) but this is usually very 
small in proportion to the engine exhaust. Typtcally, 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, water vapour, 
smoke, odor, and oxides of nitrogen make up the 
exhaust products. Diesel fuel exhaust emission fac- 
tors have been used to determine typical atmospheric 
emissions from the various vessels. 

The total atmospheric emissions from marine vessels 
will be in the order of 103 kilograms per tonne of fuel 
burnt. Based upon the fuel requirements shown in 
Table 5.1-I. the following air emissions are estimated: 

- All smaller vessels and vessels relatively station- 
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Conical Drilling Unit 
Conventional Drillship 
Arctic Dredge 
Conventional Dredge 
Class 2 icebreaker 
Class 3 Icebreaker 
Class 6 Icebreaker 
Class 10 Icebreaker 

Accommodation 
Barge 

Crane Barge 8. Pile 
Driving Barge 

Tug 
Pipe-laying Barge 
Dry Dock 
Miscellaneous Boats 

TABLE 5.1-l 

TYPICAL VESSEL TYPES 

Typlcal Power Fuel Requirement 
(M.W.) (tonnes/year) 

(Not self-propelled) 1990 
2.5 1940 

37.3 6850 
22.3 2610 

7.5 1470 
9.0 4860 

20.1 7460 
44.8 14040 

(Not self-propelled) 130 

(Not self-propelled) 130 
2.1 330 
5.2 480” 

(Not self-propelled) 240 
2.1 480 

Days of 
Operation/year 

300 
20’ 

240 
105 
240 
240 
330 
330 

350 

350 
105 
105 
330 
105 

‘For remainder of open water season (approx. 105 days) the conventional drillship was assumed to be 
drilling - see ‘Drilling Systems’ for emissions. 
“Estimated 

ary for most of the year (barges) release less than phere at a temperature high enough to induce suffi- 
50 tonnes/year of atmospheric emissions. cient plume rise for dispersion of the emissions. 

- Dredges typically release emissions in the range 
of 300 to 700 tonnes/year whereas icebreakers 
typically release emissions of 150 tonnes/year for 
the smallest, up to 1,500 tonnes for the largest 
(Class 10). The greater amounts are primarily a 
function of the vessels year-round activity and the 
larger power capabilities employed. 

5.1.10.2 Heat Emissions 

The major source of heat emission is the water used to 
cool the ships’ engines. This water is discharged into 
the sea at approximately 15°C. 

Typical heated water discharges from the various 
vessel types are estimated below: 

- From the smaller vessels. 5x10” to 9.5~10’ Jou- 
lev’hr of heat could be released to the surrounding 
water. 

- For the larger vessels 1.3~10”’ to 4.4~10’” Jou- 
les/hr of heat could be released. 

Other sources of heat emissions are engine exhaust 
and the incineration of solid wastes onboard. Both of 
these types of emissions are issued into the atmos- 

5.1.10.3 Liquid Effluents 

The major source of liquid effluents is the seawater 
used to cool the ships’ engines. Other sources of 
liquid effluent are treated domestic sewage and bilge 
water. 

5.1.10.4 Solid Wastes 

Solid wastes generated onboard ship will be separ- 
ated into combustible and noncombustible compo- 
nents. With the exception of the smallest vessels. the 
combustible material will be incinerated onboard 
and only the residue or ash will remain to be dis- 
carded. This rcsiduc from incineration and the non- 
combustible waste(approx. 14’2 oftotal solid waste) 
will be stored on the ships and taken to shore for 
ultimate disposal. 

5.1.10.5 Vessel Disturbance 

Vessel noise and illumination arc potential sources of 
disturbance to marine animals. Illumination will 
occur during both the day and night and primarily in 
the atmosphere. not underwater. Noise generated by 
the operation of the ships’ engines and other cquip- 
ment will be audible in both the atmosphere and 
underwater. 
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Preliminary estimates of illumination suggest light 
from the vessels could range from 40 to 50 lux with 
the exception of the stationary cutter suction dredges 
which require a lot of light - up to 215 lux - to work 
during the winter nights. 

Noise estimates. although highly speculative at this 
time. could range from 60 to 80 dBA at IO metres in 
air or maybe audible in an area of 5 to 6 square 
kilometres. Underwater noise levels for support ves- 
sels are described in Chapter 2 of Volume 4. 

5.1.10.6 Personnel-Related Disturbances 

The number of people onboard marine vessels is used 
to determine the quantities of personnel-related dis- 
turbances such as solid waste and domestic sewage. 
Table 5.1-2 lists the expected personnel numbers by 
vessel type. 

TABLE 5.1-2 

NUMBER OF PERSONNEL BY VESSEL TYPE 

Marlne Vessel Type 

Supply Vessels 
Icebreakers - Class 3 
Icebreakers - Class 6 
Icebreakers - Class 10 
Accommodation Barges 
Conventional Dredges 
Arctic dredges 
Tugs 
Crane Barges 
Pipe-laying Barges 
Floating Drydocks 
Support, Vessels (misc.) 

Typical Personnel 
on Board 

12 
20 
24 
44 
15 
44 
54 
12 
12 
58 
53 
11 

5.2 AIR SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

The de\,clopmcnt of the Beautort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region depends significantly on air support 
systems. Long range aircraft arc used to transport 
personnel. perishable foodstuffs and emergency cargo 
from southern centres. Helicoptersand short take-off 
and landing(STOL) aircraft are used to ferry person- 
nel and some cargo to offshore locations and remote 
sites in the Mackenzie Delta. Aircraft are also the 
essential component ot‘thc emergency response cap- 
ability in the Region. This section describes the typical 
aircraft used to support the activities. 

5.2.1 HELICOPTERS 

The helicopter is an essential support system forevery 
offshore drilling and producing operation, excepting 
perhaps those conducted within sight of shore. The 
oil industry is probably second only to the military in 
the use of helicopters on a worldwlde basis. 

The principal use of helicopters is to transport people 
since they are faster and more comfortable than 
boats. They are also used to transport small loads of 
cargo required for emergency purposes although spe- 
cialty helicopters are available. such as the Bell 412. 
which can carry up to 2.2 tonnes slung on a cable 
beneath the fuselage. 

Most offshore flying is done with twin engine hclicop- 
ters. Typical helicopters used in the Region include the 
Bell 212, Sikorsky S-61 (Plate 5.2-l), Sikorsky S-76 
and the Puma. Other types of helicopters will be 
chartered as the need arises. In the future the use of 
the civil version of the Boeing Chinook helicopter 
(Boeing 234-Plate 5.2-2) or comparable craft could 
radically alter the pattern of offshore personnel 
transportation since this helicopter has a much 
greater payload/range than the rotary wing aircraft 
now in use. The helicopter requirements obviously 
vary in accordance with the number and nature ofthe 
offshore activities, the distance from the helicopter 
base and the frequency of crew rotation. The total 
predicted helicopter requirements, a function of the 
level of activity in the Region. are provided in Chap- 
ter 3. 

5.2-l Develc 
I^-;^^ ..,;,, --I__ 
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copter cruises at 140 knots and carries up lo 44 / _^. :_ .I,-, _^._^ waves without auxiliary flotation devices. 

5.2.2 STOL AIRCRAFT 
(Short Take-off and Landing) 

The STOL aircraft has become an essential fixture in 
the Arctic where short. rough and poorly oriented 
airstrips are common. These powerful. turbo-prop 
plants require onlv a short landing strip for standard 
opcratlon an d with special tires can handle very 
rough terrain. The aircraft gibes equally good per- 
formance from skis or bloats. 

In remote areas. the oil industry is \ery dependent on 
STOL aircraft such as the DeHavilland Twin Otter 
shown in Plate 5.2-3. Most remote land operations 
have short airstrips available so that people and supp- 
lies can be transported from the regions’s support 
bases. In the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region 
thcrc is considerable traffic between Inuvik and Tuk- 
toyaktuk with STOL aircral’t carrying people and 
materials that have arri\,ed on scheduled airline 
tlights from Calgary and Edmonton. The STOL air- 
craft also pick up workers from the surrounding 
communities and transport them to Tuktoyaktuk 
prior to transport to drilling and construction sites. 
Thev are also used to 11~ offshore ice reconnaissance 
missions. 

5.2.3 LONG RANGE FIXED WING AIRCRAFT 

The major operators routinely lly charter or com- 
pany owned aircraft to the job sites in order to trans- 
port workers from southern centres. The most com- 
mon aircraft presently used for this ser\icc are the 
Lockheed Electra and the Boeing 737 jet. Both of 
these aircraft carry a combination of passengers and 

freight and can 11~ nonstop to Tuktoyaktuk from 
either Calgary or Edmonton. 

Larger aircraft are a\.ailable ifthe demand is present. 
In the future Boein_r 767 aircraft or equivalent. may 
be employed. They will bc able to carry 230 pas- 

sengers but will require a runway length of about 
2.200 metres. 

During the drilling season. the Boeing 737 as shown 
in Plate 5.2-4. transt’cra personnel and freight from 
Calgary and Edmonton on a daily basis. Similarly. 
the Lockheed Electra rnobcs passcngcrs and freight 
into the Region. The Lockheed Electra is shown in 
Plate 5.2-5. 

Other long range aircraft which are used to move 
cargo are chartered as needed and include the Lock- 
heed Hercules. the F-27. the Hawker-Siddley 748. 
and the Convair 440 and 580. 

5.2.4 SMALL AIRCRAFT 

A variety of small aircraft are used in remote oil 
industry activities for tours. the movement of small 
parts and small numbers of passengers. These aircraft 
carry from 4 to 7 people and vary from small single 
engine piston driven aircraft to small corporate jets. 
With the exception ol‘corporatejets, they are usually 
chartered from local operators. As the level of activ- 
ity in the Region increases. the oil industry will require 
increasing small aircraft support much of which 
could be provided by local charter operators. 
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PLATE 5.24 In remote areas the oil industry is dependent on short take-off and landing aircraft such as the DeHavilland Twin 
Otter. 

PLATE 5.2-4 Oil company owned aircraft are f/own into the Region on a regular basis to transport personnel and cargo. 
Shown here IS the Dome Petroleum Boemg 737. 
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PLATE 5.24 Esso Resources operates a Lockheed turboprop aircraft to carry supplies and personnel to the Mackenzie 
Delta. 

5.2.5 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

The operation of rotary and fixed wing aircraft in the 
Region will generate two types ofemissions. noise and 
atmosphericemissions. Landarca disturbances related 
to airports are discussed in Section 5.3. The reader is 
referred to Volume 4 for ;I discussion of the impact 
assessment of aircraft services. 

The types of engines powering aircraft in the Region 
are divided Into three main categories: turboprops. 
turbojets (turbofans and piston-engined aircraft. 
Typical aircraft likely to be used in the Beaufort Sea 
Region include: the Boeing 737. Citation and Lca~ 
jets as examples of the jet aircraft. the Lockheed 
Electra. Twin Otter. Grummen. Dash 7 and Hercules 
aircraft as examples of turboprop aircraft. and 
Cessna 180 as an example of a piston-engined air- 
craft. The larger helicopters can be characterized as 
turboprop type and the smaller (2 passengers) heli- 
copters characterized as piston-engined aircraft. 

5.2.5.1 Atmospheric Emissions 

Table 5.2-I provides typical aircraft emission factors. 

5.2.5.2 Noise 

Noise produced by aircraft is unique because the 
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TABLE 5.2-l 

EMISSION FACTORS PER LANDING 
AND TAKE-Off CVCLE IN KILOQRAYS’ 

*Iffinn 

Jot 
Boeing 737-200 

Cessna Cltallon 

LeErjet 

TUrboproP 
Lockheed LlW Hsrculer 
Twm Otter 

Platen 
Ceasna 150 

CO NO,’ Hyeocorbona 80,’ 

16.92 8.86 4.06 039 

8.85 0.91 3.05 0.18 

5.11 1 se I.70 0.42 

22.12 18.65 8.91 0.83 

3.25 0.37 2.30 0.08 

3.77 0.01 0.10 0.0 

Typical landing and lake-off cycle. incorporates descent and approach 
from 3gCQ feel. touchdown. landmg run, taxi-in. idle. shutdown. 

start-up and idle. chwk out. taxi-out. take-off and 

chmb-out to 3000 Iset. 
1. Oxide8 ot nitrogen as NO2 

2. Oxbder 01 wlphur 8s SO2 

Source: ‘Air Pollution Ermraion Factors tar Military and Civil Awcratt’. 

EPA, 1878 

generated acoustic power is far greater than other 
conventional sources of noise. Noise is ;I byproduct 
of‘ the aircraft’s power plant and is caused mainly by 
the engines and propellers. Noise from turbojet 
engines is caused by the turbulent mixing of high 
velocity exhaust with the ambient air: hence. sound 
increases with increasing exhaust velocity. Turbofan 
engines. which ha\c replaced turbojet engines in 
newer jet aircraft. have reduced noise Icvels bccausc 

the exhaust velocity is less. 



For prnpcller aircraf’t (turboprop or piston-type). the 
propeller is the dominant noise source during take- 
off’. The turboprop aircraft is usually quieter than a 
comparable piston-type aircraf’t during take-off’. 

Noise levels. referenced as the Effective Perceived 
I\ioisc Level. arc measured at three locations during 
the landing and take-off’ cycle as shown in Figure 
5.2-1. Approach noise le\;el measurements arc taken 
at a point 2.000 mctres from the landing threshold on 
the extended ccntreline of the runway. Take-off noise 
le\cl is mcasurcd at ;I point 6.500 metrcs from the 
start of’the take-ofl‘ roll on the extended centrclinegf. 
the runwa!‘. Sideline noise levels during take-off’ arc 
mcasul-ed on 3 line parallel to and 450 metres from 
the extended ccntreline of‘ the runw’a), L\\-here the 
noise level after take-off is gratest 

THRESHOLD 

NOISE MEASURING POINTS 

1. SIDELINE NOISE LEVEL 
2. TAKE-OFF NOISE LEVEL 
3. APPROACH NOISE LEVEL 

FIGURE 5.2-l Norse levels generated by arrcraft are main- 
tamed and contro//ed. The effective perceived noise level is 
measured at fhree locatIons of a landmg and lake-off cycle. 

Noise levels f‘rom typical large fixed wing aircraf’t arc 
pro\.ided in Table 5.2-2 and are recorded as the Efl’cc- 
tive Perceived Noise Level ( EPNdB) at the alhremcn- 
tioned measuring location during landing and takc- 
otT. The Bristol Aerospace 146-100. ;I newgencration 
jet airliner not yet in production. is included in the 
table 3s an example of’ f’uture quieter jet aircraf‘t. 

A noise le\,el contour, or “footprint.” the :II-c;i ol‘l;~nd 
around an airstrip which would cxpcricncc ;I particu- 
lar noise level during trike-off‘ancl landing. is shaped 
similar to the l‘ootprint shown in Figure 5.2-1. .A 
noise contour or footprint is ;I sin@< c\‘ent contour-ol 
a particular noise le\.el and is ;I function of‘ aircraf‘t 
weight. engine power settings. airport altitude. \j.ind 
velocity. temper3turc, relative humidity and terrain. 
The shape and area of land within the footprint varieh 
M?th the tsppe of aircraft. For csamplc. ;I 00 EPNdB 
iootprint for 3 typical taGnjct Like the Boeing 737-200 
would cncomp:~ss about 19.4 square kilometrcs. 3 
typical twin turboprop such 3s the Ha\+,ker Siddlc) 
748 would encompass about 10.9 square kilomctres. 
and the aforementioned Bristol Acrospacc 146-100 
has a reduced Cootprint arc;1 of about 5.7 square 
I\ilometrcs. 

NOISE LEVEL CONTOUR 
OR FOOTPRINT 

RUNWAY 

FIGURE 5.2-2 A no/se level contour. or footprmf, is the 
area around an airstrip whrch experrences a parf~ular notse 
level durmg fake-off and landing. A typ/cal foofprml would 
be shaped srm&~ to that shown here. 

TABLE 5.2-2 

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL NOISE (EPNdB*) 

Characterlstlct 

Approach Noise Level 
Take-off Noise level 
Sideline Noise Level 

(Take-off) 

Boelng Boelng 
727-200 737-200 

100.4 100.6 
100.0 95.3 

102.2 102.4 

Alrcraft 
Hercules Hawker 

L-100-20,30 Slddley 748 

101.5 103.8 
95.0 92.5 

97.8 96.3 

DHC-7 BAe 
(Darh 7) 146-100 

91 .o 97.0 
70.0 65.2 

61 89.4 

‘Effecttve Perceived Noise Level 
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5.3 LAND SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Land-based support,systcms are those facilities that 
are external to the drllllng and producing operations. 
Onshore support bases, construction camps and 
regional roadways are addressed in this section, as 
they are common l‘acilities operating in support of 
drilling and producing systems. Other onshore land 
uses. such as foundations for drilling and producing 
systems and pipeline rights-of-wa! are described in 
Chapters 4 and 6. 

53.1 SUPPORT BASES 

Exploration activity in the Beaufort Sea - Mncken- 
zie Delta Region has necessitated the establishment 
ofsupport bases. At present Tuktoyaktuk, McKinley 
Bay and Inu\-ik serve this purpose but. as levels of 
activity increase with construction, production and 
further exploration activities. these will have to be 
expanded and others added. These bases will be cen- 
tres to which all cargo is transported from the south. 
reorganized then distributed to work sites and prqject 
locations. They will also function as personnel termi- 
nals. having mqjor airport facilities. where workers 
arriving from the south may transfer to smaller local 
aircraft in order IO reach usork sites. Some will also be 
ma.jor marine bases with docking. mooring and 
repair facilities for the drillships. dredges. icebrcak- 
crs. suppI\’ ships and other ~cssels. Other smaller 
facilities may also be required in association with 
onland travel pits OI- I-ock qual-ries which will provide 
construction material for offshore island construc- 
tion projects. 

Subject to the development assumptions identified in 
Chapter 3. oil produced in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region will be transported to southern markets 
on a commercial basis by 1986. At that point critical 
equipment and capital development projects will bc 
well underwa? and support base facilities will bc 
substantially increased over present levels. 

Assuming that production development is procccd- 
ingat the intermediate rate, approximately 169 thou- 
sand tonnes ofconsumables will be needed for explo- 
ration and production drilling in 1986. In addition. 
290 thousand tonnes of fuel will be required to power 
the marine vessels and drilling rigs. and 15 thousand 
tonnes of other routine supplies will be required to 
support the drilling and construction projects. 

Table 5.3-l summarizes the ma.jor consumables pro- 
jected to be shipped to and distributed from the 
northern support bases in 1986 at the intermediate 
rate of production. 

It has been assumed that major components for the 
construction of islands. production lacilities and 
APLA’s will be transported directly to the construc- 

TABLE 5.3-l 
MAJOR CONSUMABLES REOUIRED 1986 

INTERMEDIATE PRODUCTION RATE 

Item 

Tubulars 
Mud Products and Cement 
Other Drilling Consumables 
Pipe - Lateral 
Fuel - Drilling 
Fuel - Marine Operations 
Fuel - Support Bases 
Fuel - Air Operations 
Foodstuffs 
Miscellaneous Supplies 

Total 

Tonnes 1986 

19,000 
147,000 

1,000 
2,000 

37,000 
226,000 

4,000 
21,000 

6,000 
9,000 

474,000 

tion sites by marine \csscls from the south. Support 
base f’acilitles will thus gcncrally not hc rcquircd 10 
transpol-t major dcvclopmcnt components. Exam- 
ples of‘ items transported by XX arc ccluipmcnt 
modules for production f’acilitich. concrctc caia~on~ 
and similar bulky itcms. 

The support bases will also Illnction as ccntrcs ~OI 
personnel m<>\‘cmcnt both intoand within rhc Region. 
In order to estimate the Icvel and nature ol‘pcrsonncl 
movement through the baseh. srvcral assumptions 
arc necessary. Firstly. all pcrsonncl cntcring or lcav- 
ing the Region will travel by air. Secondly. ;I large 
proportion of~pcrsonncl will be southcrncrs who will 
rotate bctwccn northern \vork locations and southcrn 
centrcs on two to l’cmr week schedules. Thirdly. all 
personnel travcllin~ to or from work arcas will pass 
throu$ one of the suppol-t bases. Four-thly, ;\t krst 
two of the support bases will rcccivc long rnngc air- 
craft operating directly L‘lom the southern supply 
ccntres. thereby minim&ne the number of‘ transl’crs 
and the length of‘the rotnry kng trnnstkr flights. while 
increasing the flexibility of regional air operations. 

It is cstimatcd that at the intcrmediatc rate ofproduc- 
tion the total number of‘personncl rcquircd on-site at 
any one time in 1986 (probahlc year ol‘t‘irst oil pro- 
duction) will be approximately 3,500. The system of 
rotating personnel tosouthern destinations on a rceu- 
lar basis will ncccssitatc ;i f‘urthcr 2.500 oil industry 
pcrsonncl. To ;1ccommod;ltc such :I pet-sonncl rota- 
tion scheduie. approximately 13 return flights pur 
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week by Boeing 737 aircraft, or 8 weekly flights by 
Boeing 767 aircraft will be required. 

The majority of the personnel arriving at the support 
bases from the south must be transported to and from 
work locations away from the bases. Approximately 
9013 of’ these workers will be transported by rotary 
wing aircraft and 10% by fixed wing. Ther-cforc, 
approximately X00 personnel per week must be 
transported by. for example. Sikorski S-61 hciicop- 
ters operating about 8 daily return flightsseven days a 
week. In addition. the transport of approximately 
JO0 individuals per week by, fixed wing aircraft to 
onshore sites will require at least 7 flights by, Tw,in 
Otters. If the ov~erland pipeline is under construction. 
additional personnel movements will bc required. 

For the levels ofactivity anticipated in the Region by 
1986. approximately 200 ha of land will be required 
for the primary support facilities. This will prov,ide 
space for storage of consumables and fuel. accom- 
modation. marine repair facilities and airports. Addi- 
tional land will be required for access allowance and 
internal roadways. The two existing major support 
bases. namely Tuktoyaktuk and McKinley Bay. sup- 
port (in 1981) operations approximately 207; of the 
size of those planned f‘or 19X6. using approuimatcly~ 
40 ha ot land. Thcr-cforc. expansion of’ support bases 
b!, :rppr-oximatciy 160 ha is required bv 1986. This 
could bc provided by cspansion of cxistjng facilrties. 
establishment of an additional support base. or a 
combination of both courses of’ action. With due 
consideration given to the extent to which 1.uktoyak- 
tuk and McKinley Bay can be expanded. it is appar- 
cnt that an additional major port and supply ccntre 
may be nccessarv 

Factors to be considered in selecting ;I pi-imar! sup- 
par-t base include the fhllowing: 

, 

I. Good deep sea access: 

2. Proximity to the dcv;clopnicnt areas: 

3. Good access from the Mackenzie River system: 

4. Capabilitv to receive medium to long-range 
heavy aircraft; 

5. Potential overland access by winter or perman- 
ent road: 

6. Cap:tbility to fuel and service all types of 
marine traffic on a year-round basis: 

7. Adequate areas for large dock. storage. and 
lay-up areas plus associated workshops. accom- 
modation and support facrlttics: 

8. Capability to handle deep draft ~CSSCIS and 

drilling systems and aircraft larger than the jets in 
use in 1961 (aircraft of the size and economy ofthc 
Boeing 767 may operate regularly to northern 
locations well before 1986). 

Three or more primary support bases have been 
assumed for the purposes ot’ this statement and arc 
described below.. 

5.3.1.1 Tuktoyaktuk 

To date Tuktoyaktuk has been the pr-imary support 
and supply centrc for exploration in the Region. 
Future expansion of support base facilities w,ili bc 
influenced by the wishes of’thc community. Projyctcd 
expansion to 1986 is expected to include addttronal 
accommodation facilities and expansion of shops. 
warehouses and fuei storage facilities. The combined 
support bases are projected to encompass about 100 
hectares including roads. access allowance and air 
facilities. Tuktoyaktuk will also continue to provide 
supplies and support to onshore exploration and 
development activities in the area and will serve con- 
struction and production activities. The personnel 
directly related to oil activities is projected to 
approach 1.000 b!, 1985. Plates 5.3-I and 5.3-Z show 
the support base facilities at Tuktovaktuk in 19X1. 
Currently Gulf is building their support base. which is 
expected to house 200 personnel vvhcii complctcd. 

5.3.1.2 McKinley Bay 

During the first three years of operation in the Beau- 
fort. Dome’s driiiships wet-c anchored through the 
winter at natural harbour sites located at Herschel 
Island and at Cape Parry. This posed various opera- 
tional difficulties for thecompany and in 1979 Dome 
received permission to crcatc a new u,inter anchorage 
at McKinley Bay on the Tuktoyaktuk Peninsula. A 
larr?ecuttersuction dredge known as the AQUARIUS 
was brought in. and by the end ofthe 1979 open water 
season, had dredged a navigation channel and basin 
in McKinley Bay. 

The McKinley Bay support base has been created by 
constructing an island within McKinley Bay approx- 
imately 2.5 kilon-tctres flrom the natural shoreline. A 
medium draft mooring basin (enlarged to I square 
kilometrc in 198 1) and access channel were dredged 
within the bay providing material I’or the island con- 
struction. The island, which serves to protect the 
ships anchored in the basin. has grown to63 hectares 
in size. The mooring basin is utilized for mooring of 
drillships and other seasonal medium draft vessels 
(Plate 5.3-3). 

Gcotcchnical studies conducted on the island have 
sho~~n it to be very adequate as a f’oundation for 
future support base facilities. Plans are presently 
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PLATE 5.3-2 Esso Resources’support facilities at Tuktoyaktuk. In 7982 the base will be further expanded to accommodate 
7 25 people. 
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PLATE 5.3-3 At McKinley Bay. a mooring basin and access channel have been dredged and an islandcreated. The mooring 
basin IS used for wmter mooring of drillships and medium draft vessels. 

being developed. in consultation with the Federal 
Government. to use the island as a major support 
base to service year-round exploration drilling and 
the initial production development activities. Subject 
to development proceeding at the intermediate de- 
velopment rate. by 1986. the McKinley Bay support 
base will be about 25 hectares in size including a short 
take-off and landing airstrip. The base will function 
as a supply and refuelling centrc for off’shore drilling. 
a marine maintenance and repair centrc. a winter 
mooring basin and accommodation centre for sup- 
port service and shorebased marine personnel. Al- 
though these plans have not Tet been consolidated. it 
is anticipated that by 1987. island based facilities at 
McKinlev Bay could include accommodation and 
community serv,ices for approximately 500 pcrson- 
ncl. The mooring basin would bc expanded to 
approximately 4 square kilometres in order to pro- 
v,ide the necessary area for mooring of drillships and 
suppl! vessels and for operation of a marine repair 
and inspection drydock facility. as shovvn in Figure 
5.3-l. By 1986 the dock could be extended to 400 
mctres in length. 

5.3.1.3 Inuvik 

lnuvik is foreseen to continue its role as a regional 
administration. transportation and freight centre. 
Due to the proximity of Inuvik to future onshore gas 

and oil fields, it is anticipated that the community will 
be utilized by the oil industry as a supply and distribu- 
tion centre tor a considerable amount of the support 
requirements for onshore operations. 

By 1986 it is predicted that additional modest sized 
fuel and material storage facilities will be required at 
lnuvik along with workshops and support services. 
Existing community services and utilities will be used 
to support these activities with an expansion oi 
accommodation. office space and storage areas being 
possible requirements. 

Much of the population growth that is forecast for 
the Region is expected to occur at inuvik. where the 
population could grow at an average rate of about 
lOri per year between 1981 and 2000 (Volume 5. 
Chapter 8). By 1990. the population of Inuvik could 
be above 10.000 and it could be in the order of 18.000 
to 24,000 by the >ear 2000. 

5.3.1.4 Yukon Coast 

Several studies have been undertaken to examine 
additional support base sites in the Region. Several 
studies (Arctic Institute of North America, 1973; 
Canada Department of Public Works, 1973; Advi- 
sory Committee on Northern Development, 1977; 
Dome Petroleum Limited. 1979) have identified the 
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FIGURE 5.3-I The McKmley Bay support base WI\/ function as a supply and refuelrng centre for drillships. a marine 
mamtenance and repalr facrlity, a wmter mooring basrn and accommodation centre. The proposed expansion of the support 
base up to 1986 IS shown here. 

King Point area as :I suitable supporl base sire. Also. 
Gulf at-c consideri& Stokes Point an abandoned 
DEW line installation along the Yukon coast. south- 
east of Herschel Island. If furthcr support base facili- 
ties are required. King Point or Stokes Point \vould 
appear to be ~cry likely candidates l’or such ;I dcvcl- 
opment. Thisarea has potential for dc~cloptnent of‘s 
deep watet-. year-round port. with airstrip capabilit! 
and excellent ci\.il engineering site Conditions. and is 
rclati\~cly close to se\er:tI offshore de\clopmcnt sites. 
The area is accessible by river barge and could also be 
reached by uintct- road and perhaps e\ cntu:tll\: (Dome 
proposal) an all-weather road to Fort McPherson 
and the Dcmpstcr Highway. which could be advan- 
tageous at some future date. 

Assuming the need for such ;I base exists and the 
appropriate approvals are obtained. it is estimated 
that the base ma! reach ;t total population of 500 
workers by 1986 of ~‘hom approximateI!, I50 u ouid 
work out ol‘thc base manning transportation svslems 

- and van-ious other mobiie operations. 

Iffully de\-eloped. ;t Yukon CO;ISI base ma!’ i‘unction as 
the major deep sea port for the Region. providing 
!,e;it--round rcf’uclling and servicing facilities IOr alI 
types ol‘\~csscls. Malor assembly opcralions may also 
be undcrtakcn in the vicinity ol‘ the dock>. M:tjot 
installations in the Licitiity of’the base mav include ;I 
large Iloatingdock. gravel crushers. ;I conc~~etc hatch- 
ing plant. and ;I steel t’abricating yard. Figure 5.32 
shows ;I conceptual shore base at King Point in 1986. 

By 1986. this support base could encompass 75 hcc- 
tarcs including road and ;ICCCSS allo14~aticc and ;tti 

airport titcility capable of rccciving Boeing 767 air- 
crul’c. Docking fhcilitics could be pro\ idcd LOI- shal- 
IOU, draft. medium dral’t and deep dt-att vcsscls. 

Quarr) t-ock. ct-ushcd to various si/cs. i% required 
both in the construction of‘ ol’lahore platt‘orms and 
also u,ithin the base. Mount Sedgewick. w,hich is 
located approximateI> 53 kilomctrcs south of King 
Point. is 3 potential source of rock. It 15 considered 
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FIGURE 5.3-2 If further expansion IS required for support faddies, King Pomt IS proposed as one oflhe preferredsrres. It has 
potentml for development as a deep wafer. year-round port andis close lo the offshore developmenf sates. Shown here is an 
arfst’s rendermg of the Kmg Point support base m 7986. 

feasible to transport crushed rock from Mount 
Sedgewick over an all-weather road to King Point 
and load it onto marine \.esscls for transport to the 
construction locations. 

Ii‘ Stokes Point were selected as the site of a support 
base. in addition to,the deep draf’t harbour which 
would be developed. there would be easy access to 
Hcrschcl Basin. This is B natural deep water basin 
which could be used to moor the conical drilling unit 
for supply and maintenance activities. 

If approval is given, development of a base at Stokes 
Point would take place in stages, star!ing with a small 
base in 1983 to support exploration drilling. This 
would entail construction of a causeway and dredg- 
ing of an access channel and harbour to 10 metres 
depth. Buildings and a STOL airstrip would also be 
constructed. A possible design for this development 
phase is shown in Figure 5.3-3. 

In a second phase of development. the causcwa! 
might bc extended to provide a deep water wharf. A 
final phase of development could include extension 
ofthe harbour to accommodate deeper draft Brussels, 
extension of the airstrip and construction of a wider 
Irange of facilities. 

5.3.1.5 Other Support Bases 

Other support bases including Bar-C, Pullen Island 
and Swimming Point have been utilized by the oil 
industry in the Region and have supported explocl- 
[ion actlvitics by providing consumable storage. stag- 
ing areas. seasonal airstrips and temporary accnm- 
modation. It is anticipated that use of advanced 
staging areas will continue, providing storage space 
and services to nearby drilling and construction sites. 
In addition. Wise Bay. Summers Harbour and Pau- 
line Cove have been used from time to time as marine 
staging areas. This type of activity is expected IO 
continue at these and similar sites. For the most part. 
these areas will be supported by the major bases at 
Tuktoyaktuk, McKinley Bay, Inuvik, and a site such 
as King Point. if required. 

53.2 COMPONENTS OF SUPPORT BASES 

This section provides a more detailed description of- 
support bases by describing the component parts. 

5.3.2.1 Harbours 

A safe harbour is csscntial for the various marine 
vessels which provide supporting service to drilling 
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FIGURE 5.3-3 Stokes Pomt conceptual first phase development. 

PLATE 5.3-4 A safe harbour is essential for the various marine vessels which provide supporting service to the drilling and 
producing systems. Tuktoyaktuk harbour, shown here, is an excellent natural harbour. However, the long shallow entrance 
channel limrts the size of vessels that can come into the harbour. It is also not suitable for year round operations. /t is probable 
that expansion of shore bases to support offshore development will not take p/ace at Tuktoyaktuk but will occur at McKinley 
Bay, and a site along the Yukon Coast. 
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and producing systems. The harbour is the interface 
between the land support systems and the water sup- 
port systems. 

Tuktoyaktuk Harbour, as shown in Plate 5.3-4, is an 
excellent natural harbour, relatively large with deep 
water and a good developable shoreline. It has func- 
tioned as the major support base for all exploration 
drilling in the Beaufort Region. Wind protection is 
provided by the surrounding land and the harbour is 
totally protected from ice movements. However, the 
shallow (4 metre water depth) entrance channel gives 
limited access to the harbour. Substantial dredging 
would be required in order to permit Tuktoyaktuk 
Harbour to accommodate the deeper draft drilling 
and support vessels used in the Beaufort Sea. 

Suitable natural harbours exist on the extreme east- 
ern edge of the Beaufort Sea. Wise Bay, for example, 
could be developed as a deep water port and refuel- 
ling facility if development occurs in the eastern 
Beaufort Sea. A good natural harbour also exists at 
Pauline Cove near Herschel Island to the west of the 
Delta, but thearea is too small for a major installation 
and it is also distant from the drilling sites. McKinley 
Bay was developed as a harbour principally for the 
overwintering of large vessels such as drillships and 
dredges. Plate 5.3-5 shows the drilling fleet and island 
in McKinley Bay as it appeared in June 1982. 

Tuktoyaktuk harbour and McKinley Bay harbour 
will provide adequate facilities for the next few years 

but a third, and possibly a fourth, harbour may be 
required in the longer term. As identified in the pre- 
vious section, a site on the Yukon coast would be 
optimum for the next Beaufort Sea harbour. Pauline 
Cove would likely be used, as it has in the past, as a 
staging area for exploration and development activity 
in the western Beaufort. 

One of the greatest attributes of the King Point - 
Stokes Point area is the proximity of suitable quarry 
rock for offshore construction projects. The area is 
also one of the few locations in the Region where deep 
water exists close to shore. In the event that oil or gas 
were brought to shore from possible future western 
Beaufort fields for processing and subsequent ship- 
ment, the Yukon coast would be suitable and har- 
bour needs could be combined with such an onshore 
processing facility. 

5.3.2.2 Docks and Wharves 

Aside from the vessel mooring areas which are largely 
not visible. docks and wharves are the major harbour 
facilities. They are used principally by ships unload- 
ing and loading cargo. However, other boats, such as 
tugs and standby vessels, make use of docks on an 
occasional basis for refuelling, boarding and dis- 
charging crew members and passengers, and taking 
on their own consumables and freight. 

The efficient use of docks. as well as concerns to 
minimize standby time of cargo vessels, has led to 

PLATE 5.3-S McKinley Bay is relatively near to deep 
accommodate drillships whxh had prewously been kept m the Eastern Beaufort; too far from the 

water and required the dredging of a channel and a basin to 
f.an,ra nfnmerar;^^- I- .L- -..-.. -. .I. ..,” course of dredgrng the basin and the channel an artificial island adjacent to the mooring basin was built fr$spojf materjaf, 
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advances in cargo handling and storage systems. 
Pneumatic handling of dry bulk cargo such as barite 
and cement speeds up the movement of this commod- 
ity and also enables the loading and unloading to be 
done simultaneously with the loading of other cargo. 
Containerized freight has eliminated the need to 
handle numerous smaller individual cargo pieces. 
Containerized cargo handling systems will be used as 
much as practicable. As well, the use of intermodal 
containers will minimize cargo handling time. The 
location and orientation of supplies awaiting trans- 
port are also critical factors in providing a functional 
and efficient cargo handling system. Sufficient dock 
width will be provided to ensure maximum efficiency. 

A key component in determining total dock require- 
ments is the time required to load or offload a tonne 
of cargo. However, dock requirements will be deter- 
mined by the pace and nature of development in the 
Region. For example, if an APLA were used as a 
harbour and a storage site for materials, it will place 
some of the materials very close to the area where 
they will be consumed. This will alter the require- 
ments for supply boats, for support base storage 
space, and for docks. 

5.3.2.3 Airports 

Personnel from across Canada travel to the Beaufort 
Region in fixed wing aircraft and are then transferred 

to helicopters and STOL aircraft. Conventional jet 
aircraft like the Boeing 737 require an airstrip 1,700 
metres in length (a function of payload and range) 
whereas the Boeing 767. if employed, will require a 
runway approximately 2.200 metres in length. Air- 
strips used exclusively by STOL and other smaller 
aircraft need be only 775 metres long. 

Tuktoyaktuk airport, as it presently exists, is illus- 
trated in Plate 5.3-6. Considerable improvements 
have been made to this airport during the past three 
or four years; the airstrip has been lengthened and a 
new terminal and hangar constructed. 

Expansion of airstrips in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region is likely to include additional lengthen- 
ing of the strip at Tuktoyaktuk. and construction of 
STOL strips at McKinley Bay and at all onshore 
development sites. and possibly STOL strips at each 
APLA. Provision ofa conventional takeoffand land- 
ing strip at a Yukon base (should it be developed) 
could minimize transfer flights and may also provide 
alternate landing facilities for long range aircraft dur- 
ing inclement weather. Airport facilities will include 
aprons, ramps and terminal buildings sized to accom- 
modate the type and frequency of aircraft expected. 
Each airport will require the appropriate navigation 
aids and control and dispatch procedures and facil- 
ities. 

PLATE 5.3-6 Personnel arrive from southern centres on fixed wing aircraft and lhen transfer lo helicopters and STOL aircraft 
fo reach work sites. Tuktoyaktuk airport. where many such transfers are made, is shown here. The Tuk strip was widenedand 
lengthened and special navigation systems added in 1977-78. 
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5.3.2.4 Storage and Workshops 

One of the primary functions of support bases in the 
Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region has been to 
provide storage and repair facilities for oil and gas 
exploration activities. In the future, support bases 
will provide these services not only for continuing 
exploration activities but also for the development of 
oil and gas resources. 

It is estimated that, by 1986, approximately 25 hec- 
tares will be required at support bases for the storage 
of materials and equipment. The land area required 
for this purpose is influenced by a number of factors, 
the most important being the level of activity and the 
mode of transportation. As drilling activity increases 
and hydrocarbon resources are brought into produc- 
tion, there will be a corresponding increase in storage 
requirements. 

During the past years of exploratory operations both 
on land and offshore in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region, materials used in drilling operations 
have been barged down the Mackenzie River. This 
supply network is reliable although variable water 
levels in the river do affect the capacity of the tug 
barge trains. However, this river is only navigable 
from mid-June until mid-September, thus the supply 
of consumables for the entire year is moved down the 
river over this three month period. The deliveries are 

weighted towards the early part of the season. as 
inventories depleted in the fall, winter and spring 
operations are replaced. Due to this limited transport 
season. there has been a requirement for storing a 
large amount of equipment and material. 

The very nature of the operations in the area requires 
a tremendous variety of material and equipment. 
While much of this can be stored outside, some items 
must be stored in warehouse buildings and heat is 
required in some of these. Plates 5.3-7 and 5.3-8 show 
typical consumables stored at Tuktoyaktuk. 

PLATE 5.3-8 Some consumables required in the Region 
must be stored in heated warehouses like this one in 
Tuktoyaktuk. 

-ATE 5.3-7 Operations in the Region require a tremendous variety of material and equipment. Tubutars are stored at a 
lktoyakfuk dock awaIting loadrng. 
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As discussed, the location and orientation of consu- 
mables in relation to the dock, particularly items 
which are required frequently and in large quantities, 
are critical factors in the effective management of 
cargo. Thus, for example, drill pipe and casing are 
stored on racks near the dock and are orientated to 
permit efficient movement. Low turnover items are 
stored progressively further away from the dock area. 
Secure storage is provided for items such as pressur- 
ized cylinders and hazardous chemicals. 

Large amounts of mechanical equipment are also 
involved in both onland and offshore exploration 
and producing operations. This equipment has created 
the need for numerous repair services, garages and 
workshops. While each activity site will have substan- 
tial repair capability of its own, including machine 
shops, welding shops, and electrical and electronic 
shops, larger and more sophisticated facilities will be 
required at the primary support bases in the future. 
These facilities are also required to maintain land- 
based equipment such as trucks. buses, loaders, fork- 
lifts and cranes. In addition, marine vessel mainte- 
nance and repair facilities will be provided at support 
bases. 

5.3.2.5 Liquid Product and Fuel Storage 

Fuel requirements in Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 

operations are substantial. For example. Dome’s 
operations will consume approximately 75,000 m3 in 
1982 and the industry is projected to use roughly 
220.000 m3 of fuel annually by 1986. Fuel is needed by 
the marine vessels. regional fixed wing and rotar! 
wing aircraft. support bases, drilling rigs. and return 
flights of aircraft out of the Region. Fuel consump- 
tion will increase in proportion to the level of future 
activity. even during the production phase when use 
of natural gas will be maximized. The m;ljor existing 
fuel depots are at Tuktoyaktuk in onshore storage 
tanks. and at McKinley Bay in floating fuel storage 
barges (Plate 5.3-10). 

PLATE 5.3-10 Much of the fuel for offshore operations is 
stored in ffoabng fuel storage barges. 

PLATE 5.3-9 Barite and cement is stored in large silos at a Tuktoyaktuk base for transfer to the supply boats. 
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Diesel fuel, aviation fuel, and other refined petroleum 
products will be stored in large quantities at the 
support bases. On land, storage tanks are contained 
within earthen dyked areas sized to contain the fuel 
stored in the largest tank plus 10% of that contained 
in all additional storage tanks. Flexible liners, tested 
under Arctic conditions, will be installed within the 
tank farm dykes and base to prevent spread of the 
product in the unlikely event of a tank leak or rup- 
ture. Multiple valves on refuelling lines and pipelines 
designed to close automatically upon loss of pressure, 
will minimize spillage due to malfunction or human 
error during refuelling. 

Regular fuel inventory balance and inspection and 
maintenance of storage tanks, pumps and valves are 
considered the first line of defence to prevent fuel 
leaks. These will be incorporated into the daily work 
schedule of fuel management personnel. 

As year-round operations are implemented, back-up 
fuel depots may be required as a contingency measure 
in the event that the support bases are not accessible 
because of some extraordinary ice conditions. In 
1982. Dome received permission to moor a large 
double-walled fuel tanker at Wise Bay. Possible 
future requirements would be similar in that they 
would be completely portable and readily removed. if 
no longer needed. The need for such a facility, how- 
ever, would decrease as offshore APLA’s and addi- 
tional support bases are developed. 

5.3.2.6 Navigation Aids and Communications 

Many of the aids to navigation for both aircraft and 
ships require land-based stations. The aircraft sys- 
tems are relatively simple from a land use point of 
view. though sophisticated in their operation. They 
are always located in the vicinity of the airports. The 
type of systems in use in the north now include mi- 
crowave landing systems which are located adjacent 
to the airstrip and the DME (distance measuring 
equipment) which is located about 300 metres from 
the end of‘ the runwav. 

At McKinley Bay a mini-ranger network which uses 
radar towers onshore is used for precise navigation. 
However. additional land-based systems would be 
required to assist future icebreaking Arctic tankers in 
navigating the Northwest Passage. Navigation svs- 
terns are described in Section 5.4. and those pertain- 
ing to Arctic tankers in particular are described in 
Chapter 6. 

Good communication is essential for the type of 
operations being carried out on land and offshore in 
the Region. The types ofcommunications currently in 

use include: voice communication, telex, facsimile 
and data transmission. 

In the Beaufort Sea offshore operations, the link 
from land to offshore is provided by VHF radio. 
Because of the wide area covered by Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta operations it is necessary to have 
repeater stations along the coast. Three of these sta- 
tions are located at Garry Island. Pullen Island and 
Atertak. Plate 5.3-l I is a photograph of a repeater 
station in the Region. These stations in turn receive 
their signals from the communications centre at Tuk- 
toyaktuk by microwave. At Tuktoyaktuk the pri- 
vately owned systems are linked with the public net- 
work, Northwest Tel. The public system uses micro- 
wave links down the Mackenzie Valley to other 
public networks in the south. Communication sys- 
tems are described in more detail in Section 5.4. 

In the longer term the oil industry will be able to 
make greater use of satellite communication devices. 
These are already used in many land based opera- 
tions in the Arctic. Their current use offshore is 
limited because the onsite equipment cannot main- 
tain a proper focus unless it is stationary. This can be 
achieved on an offshore island but has not been 
achieved satisfactorily from a drillship, which is con- 
stantly in motion. Since in future most year-round 
facilities in the Beaufort Sea will be islands or some 
sort of bottom-founded structure. satellite communi- 
cations will be used more extensively. 

PLATE 5.3-l 1 Communication links are essential for oper- 
ations in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. The link 
from land to offshore is provided by VHF radio using VHF 
repeater stations as shown here. Direct dial telephone ser- 
vice is available to the dri//sh/ps. 
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Nonetheless, VHF radio links will always be required 
so existing ground stations are permanent fixtures. 
There is a possibility that a few more of these stations 
may be required across the Beaufort Sea -Mackenzie 
Delta Region and perhaps into the High Arctic as 
another means of communicating with tankers. 

5.3.2.7 Physical Plant 

Power generation and heating requirements for the 
support bases are provided by a physical plant facil- 
ity. Diesel fuel will be used to power turbines to meet 
the electrical requirements of the support bases. The 
physical plant facilities will typically be located 
nearby the accommodation/office complex (see Plate 
5.3-12) and will include power generation facilities, 
water and sewage treatment plants and distribution 
pumps. and a solid waste incinerator. 

5.3.2.8 Accommodation 

Each isolated land location with a continuous pres- 
ence of operating personnel requires onsite housing. 
Camp complexes have become relatively standard in 

remote areas and include sleeping accommodations, 
galley. dining room and recreation facilities. The size 
of the camp and the type of facilities provided will 
vary in accordance with the number of people 
accommodated. the ‘permanence’ of the operation 
and the nature of the work being performed. Plates 
5.3-12.5.3-13 and 5.3-14 illustrate the external appear- 
ance and some of the internal features of Dome’s 
Tuktoyaktuk support base. 

Recreational facilities at support bases are essential 
components which provide a variety of options for 
the personnel during their free time. Most of these 
will be indoor facilities. For example, Dome’s sup- 
port base at Tuktoyaktuk includes facilities such as 
racquetball, basketball and badminton courts, exer- 
cise room. library and reading room. stereo room, 
lecture and movie theatre and card room, as well as 
several television rooms. During the summer months 
at Tuktoyaktuk. community facilities such as the golf 
course, baseball diamond and soccer field are used by 
base staff. Conversely, the local community is permit.- 
ted limited access to the recreational facilities within 
the support base. Additional land area will be 
required for outdoor recreational facilities at each 
major support base. 

PLATE 5.3-12 Accommodahon facilities in th/s region include both small mobile camps and large permanent facilities such 
as this camp at Tuktoyaktuk. 
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PLATE 5.3-13 
- _ - I 

Dining facilities at a Tuktoyaktuk base camp. First class mea/s are served at a// locations. -‘I 

PLATE 5.3-14 At larger permanent camps such as at Tuktoyaktul 6 recreation facilities are provided. 



5.3.2.9 Administrative Offices 

At drilling and production field sites, only those per- 
sonnel required to operate and supervise the day-to- 
day operation will be present. This is usually true for 
both offshore and onshore operations. The coordina- 
tion of support services, the logistics of materials 
handling, employee relations, accounting. engineer- 
ing and laboratory services and the overall manage- 
ment of an area are handled from an area office at a 
support base. usually contained within or adjacent to 
the accommodation facility. 

The functions of industry’s support bases at Tuk- 
toyaktuk include the followmg: materials warehousing. 
storage, control and handling, cost control. commun- 
ications ccntre. communitv and northern interface. 
employee relations and training. safety. security. per- 
sonnel transportation control. laboratory service. 
contractor services. pro.ject management. and hotel 
services. 

As activities increase, there will be some expansion of 
administrative facilities. Oil and gas production 
activities will introduce a new dimension to the 
administrative requirements as this is an activity that 
is not presently being carried out. This will require 
additional account and communications functions, 
engineering and laboratory services and another 
category of management personnel. 

The size and location of administrative offices will be 
affected by the size. number and nature of harbours 
and support bases that are used in the offshore and 
onshore operations. If the support base requirements 
are divided among several locations such as Tuk- 
toyaktuk. McKinley Bay. King Point and one or 
more APLAs. then the administrative services will be 
similarly divided. 

In addition to area offices there is a need for a district 
office. District office functions include the supervi- 
sion of several area or field offices and are responsible 
for long range planning. budgeting. industry and 
government liaison, oil and gas reservoir manage- 
ment and production accounting. Personnel usualI> 
include a heavy compliment of technical and profes- 
sional people. The probable location of district offi- 
ces for each of the oil companies operating in the 
Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region is Inuvik. 
Personnel posted to the district office could be on 
permanent assignment so their families would also be 
resident in InuLik and the office would be operated 
on a conventional schedule. Inulik is a desirable 
location for district offices because the communit> 
can accommodate families and is close enough to the 
field offices for good communication and access. It 
also offers good communications and transportation 
links to Calgary and Edmonton. 

District office size is dependent to some extent on the 
scale of operations in the area office. A usual office 
compliment would. however, vary from 50 to 200 
people over the forecast period. Several companies 
could be expected to have this size of district office in 
Inuvik. 

5.3.2.10 Waste Disposal Facilities 

Sewage generated in accommodation. office. kitchen, 
dining and work locations at support bases will be 
treated as required. Effluent. meeting regulatory lim- 
its. will be discharged to the Beaufort Sea. 

Solid waste generated at support bases and delivered 
from remote work locations will be incinerated. 
Incinerator ash and non-combustible solid waste will 
be deposited in approved landt?ll sites located near 
the support bases. 

5.3.3 CONSTRUCTION CAMPS 

During construction of Beaufort Sea development 
systems, temporary accommodation and related facil- 
ities will be required at locations remote from main 
support bases. Theseconstruction camps will provide 
accommodation, services. and a base of operation for 
advanced survey and geotechnical personnel. man- 
power required for the installation of subsea pipe- 
lines, onland gathering systems, an overland pipeline, 
production facilities, and gravel pits or rock quarry 
operations. 

A typical construction camp will be a self-contained 
facility with modular accommodation and service 
units. a domestic water treatment facility using 
nearby watercourses as a supply, physical plant for 
power generation and heating, a sewage treatment 
plant and solid waste incinerator. In some cases the 
accommodation modules and ancillary facilities will 
be barge mounted in order to provide mobility and to 
limit land disturbances. 

Staging areas for storage and assembly of equipment 
will be required at most construction camps. F~I 
example. the construction camp for subsca pipelines 
will require a level area for pipe storage on racks as 
well as an area forasscmbly of llowline strings. Tem- 
porary docking facilities, sized to accommodate 
barges or other vessels. will be provided at coastal 
and riverside construction camps. 

Land use will be minimized at construction camps 
and. where possible. existing clearings and access 
routes will be used. Working pads. on which facilities 
will be erected. will be constructed, where necessary, 
Gth insulation such as gravel to avoid thawing of 
permafrost and to minimize disturbance. Snow roads 
will be constructed to move camp modules and 
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equipment to locations remote from river or sea 
access. 

Temporary short take-off and landing strips will be 
provided at most construction camps to transport 
men and essential supplies such as foodstuffs. Alter- 
nately, a helipad could be constructed at smaller or 
short term construction camps. 

When construction is complete. abandonment of the 
construction camp will include: 

1. Removal of accommodation modules, equip- 
ment and vehicles; 

2. Removal of gravel pads if economically feasible 
for use elsewhere; 

3. Provision of a final cover over buried noncom- 
bustible wastes; 

4. Reclamation and revegetation of the site to 
restore equilibrium. 

5.3.4 ROADS 

For exploration activities in the Beaufort Sea-Mack- 
enzie Delta Region, supplies and equipment have 
been brought in by barge down the Mackenzie River 
or through the Bering Strait. by road over the 
Dempster Highway from the Yukon or by air (small 
quantities only). These north-south transportation 
systems are described in Section 5.6. Some of the 
materials are barged directly to the site where they are 
required. but other materials must be forwarded by 
air or road. 

The only permanent road in the Region outside ofthe 
communities is the Dempster Highway which termi- 
nates at Inuvik. In summer, transport onward must 
be by river. but in winter an ice road is built to 
connect Inuvik toTuktoyaktuk on the coast. In addi- 
tion companies operating in the area build winter 
roads to meet their particular needs. These may be 
either ice roads over river channels or the sea or 
overland snow roads across the tundra. In the past, 
networks of 500 kilometres or more of such roads 
have been built and maintained throughout the 
winter. 

As development moves into the construction and 
production phase. the level of activity in the Region 
and transport requirements will increase. Support 
bases will be developed and roads will be required 
both within support bases and to connect the bases 
to. for example, borrow pits and other bases. If King 
Point were developed. it may be desirable to con- 
struct a road to connect it to the Dempster Highway 
at Fort McPherson on the south end of the Macken- 
zie Delta. A tentative highway corridor plan, which 

would link Inuvik with Tuktoyaktuk and King Point 
is shown in Figure 5.3-4. The building of these roads 
will be determined by government policies and local 
community decisions in conjunction with industry 
requirements. Design details including methods of 
construction, granular material sources and con- 
struction timetable will be formulated if decisions are 
made to proceed. 

FIGURE 5.3-4 There are no permanent road facilities serv- 
ing the oil industry operations in the Mackenzie Delta. A 
winter road IS available from lnuvik to Tuktoyaktuk and the 
industry has built winter roads over the ice to various loca- 
tions. Corridors could be provided for future roads which are 
desireable to support long term production operations. 

As onshore oil and gas fields are brought into pro- 
duction, all-weather roads will be required to link 
well clusters within a field to the processing plant and 
to link the plant to borrow pits, the airstrip and a 
dock on the river system. For example, Figure 5.3-5 
shows the probable road network which would be 
required for development of the Parson’s Lake gas 
field. About 32 kilometres of service roads (3 metres 
wide) would be needed in this field. together with 2.5 
kilometres of transporter road (11 metres wide) 
designed to carry heavy modules from the dock. 
These roads would be built of compacted gravel and 
insulation in order to guard against permafrost thaw. 

The road network on the North Slope of Alaska is 
similar to that which may be expected to develop in 
the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region. In the 
Prudhoe Bay field, a small network of local roads 
connects the production facilities, pipeline stations, 
housing accommodations, service company complex 
and the production well drilling pads. These are 
standard Arctic roads built and maintained by the oil 
companies and used on a daily basis. Figure 5.3-6 
shows the road network in the Prudhoe Bay Field. 
Plate 5.3-15 is a photograph of a typical Prudhoe Bay 
roadway. This is the type of road network that would 
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sections of the pipeline. If oil and gas are to be 
transported by Arctic tankers, roads would be limited 
to those required for support bases and for the devel- 
opment of onshore reservoirs. 

The operation in Cook Inlet, Alaska is an example of 
an onshore production processing facility and a 
tanker loading terminal where no roads are used. Oil 
from several producing platforms comes to shore 
through subsea pipelines for processing. The oil is 
then delivered from this site by pipeline to the Drift 
River terminal where tankers are loaded for destina- 
tions in the southern United States. There is no road 
service to either of these locations in either winter or 
summer and there is no road along the pipeline 
right-of-way. 

FIGURE 5.3-5 At onshore oil and gas fields, all weather 
roads will be required to link well clusters to the processing 
plant and the processing plant to a gravel pit, airstrip and 
dock. This is illustrated by the road network likely to be 
required at the Parsons Lake gas field. 

5.3.5 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

This section identifies potential environmental dis- 
turbances from support bases. construction camps 

FIGURE 5.3-6 In the Prudhoe Bay field. as shown, a small network of local roads connects the production facilitres, pipe/me 
stations. housing accommodations and we//heads. 

be required for a typical onshore field in the Macken- 
zie Delta. 

and roads. Environmental impact is examined in 
detail in Volume 4. 

If oil or gas are to be transported to southern markets 
by pipeline, overland access will be required for the 

All components of support bases, from accommoda- 

construction phase in order to deliver pipe and other 
tion to power plants and airports, will contribute to 

material and construction equipment to the pipeline 
some disturbance of either the atmospheric, fresh- 
water, marine or terrestrial environment. There will 

right-of-way. Once the pipeline is in place. only occa- 
sional entry is required for pipeline maintenance and 

be atmospheric emissions from power plants. incin- 

repair. In the case of the Alyeska Pipeline from Prud- 
erators and other equipment. The marine environ- 

hoe Bay to Valdez, a limited access road has been 
ment will be affected by dredging activity (for both 

maintained on the pipeline right-of-way. This road is 
construction and maintenance) and by discharge of 

not available to the public and is not used for any 
treated liquid wastes into the sea. In the Delta areas, 

purpose other than inspection of the aboveground 
these treated liquid wastes will be discharged to 
freshwater systems. The terrestrial environment will 
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be affected by the construction and assembly of 
buildings (though gravel pads will be used to prevent 
thawing of permafrost), by land clearing for airstrips, 
roads and storage areas and by borrow pits and 
landfills. The disturbances associated with each com- 
ponent of support bases and construction camps can, 
therefore. be defined with regard to type of land use, 
the area of land disturbed and the nature of dis- 
charges to the air. water or soil. 

Most of the disturbances associated with construc- 
tion camps will be of a temporary and localized 
nature due to their short lifespan (usually less than 
two years). The only exception will be reclamation 
and revegetation procedures which will require time 
to return the landscape close to its original state. 

Land areas required for specific components of sup- 
port bases have been given in the preceding discus- 
sion. These will, of course, depend on the nature and 
pace of development in the Region and, in the case of 
construction camps, will vary with the specific work 
undertaken. At a typical 100 man construction camp. 
for example. I hectare would be required for accom- 
modation, 2.5 hectares for a STOL airstrip, I hectare 
for a sanitary landfill and 1 hectare for a staging area. 
The size of the staging area may in some cases be 
larger than indicated above. For example. a construc- 
tion camp which is used as a base of operation for 
subsea pipeline installation may require an additional 
area of approximately 6 hectares for the fabrication 
of pipe strings. 

Sources of disturbance and estimated volumes of 

PLATE 5.3-15 Roadways are likely to be built in the same way as at Prudhoe Bay, Alaska, as shown here. 

discharges to the environment which may be expected 
at support bases and construction camps are des- 
cribed in the following sections. 

5.3.5.1 Atmospheric Emissions 

Emissions to the atmosphere from support bases and 
construction camps will include emissions from diesel 
fired power plants. incinerators and internal combus- 
tion engines. Products of combustion from diesel fuel 
will include carbon monoxide. carbon dioxide, nitrous 
oxides. water vapour, hydrocarbons and particulates. 
It is estimated that at support bases 460 tonnes of 
emissions per year may be emitted from utilities and 
heating (Monenco, 1979). At construction camps, 
power plant emissions may range from 15 tonnes per 
year to 170 tonnes per year depending on the needs of 
a particular camp. 

Incineration of approximately 3.600 kg of combusti- 
ble solid waste each day at a support base will con- 
tribute to an annual emission of 12 tonnes of particu- 
lates, nitrous oxides, water vapour and other com- 
ponents (Monenco. 1979). Incineration of these 
wastes at construction camps (including an addi- 
tional 25% estimated for packaging) will result in 
emissions of 0.5 lo 6 tonnes per year. 

Any heavy equipment operating at the bases will add 
to total emissions. At coastal support bases there will 
be such equipment operating on docks and this has 
been estimated to generate up to 10 tonnes of atmos- 
pheric emissions annually (Monenco, 1979). There 
will also be marine vessels in the harbour moving 
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supplies and marxtgin, (1 ice. Assuming four feels 
opcratine const;lntl\’ in the harbour. these Gil c‘on- 
tribute up to 365 tonnes ofatmospheric emissions per 
yenr (Monenco. 1979: Bertha and Associates Ltd., 
1979). However. vessels are likely to use ausilinr\ 
generators while in harbour and thus the actual quan- 
tity of air emissions will probably be less. 

Emissions to the atmosphere from aircraft arrivals 
and dep;lrtures at the support base are. 01‘ course. a 
function of engine type and level of’ acti\:ity. FOI- 
exomplc. the emissions fi-om 5 Boeing 737 Ilights pc~ 
day and IO daily Twin Otter flights would amount to 
about X0 tonnes per year. 

Addition:11 emissions to the atrnospher-e will include 
vehicular emission and road dust during the con- 
struction stage. Emissions arc, of course. 3 function 
of Irequcncy of travel. length of trip and emissions 
per vehicle. 

5.3.5.2 Sewage Effluent 

Sewage generated from the living, dining and laundry 
facilities at support bases and construction camps 
will be treated to re_gulatory standards prior to dis- 
charge to the Beau(xt Sea. or to water-courses near 
construction camps. Treatment plants at construc- 
tion camps will be modul;lr;ind will permit capacit! 
lluctuntions while retaining tre;itmcnt ef’flciency. 

Scwafc flows will be a function of the number of 
personnci ;IS shown graphically in Figure 5.3-7 
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FIGURE 5.3-7 Sewage treated at support bases and con- 
struction camps will be treated to regulatory treatment 
standards prior Co discharge. The volumes of sewage gener- 
ated will be a function of the number of personnel. 

For example. ;I major support base accommod:ltinH 
500 personnel would discharge ~ipprosim:ltcl! 1 Ii 
cubic metres per day. Waste w’ater generated from 
outlying facilities such as airport termirxlls nnd sup- 
port base workshops uould ~cncrally bc dircctcd to 
the central treatment plant. 

At most construction camps. scw*age will be limited 
to wastes f’rom the ;iccOnimodation uni!. Foi- cxliii- 
pie, a camp accommodating 100 personnel would 
discharge up to 23 cubic mctrcs of trc;itcd cftluent 
each day. 

5.3.5.3 Solid Waste 

The accommodation unit at support bases :ind con- 

struction camps is the m:iior source of solid waste 
ocneration. Quantities are II function of the number .3 
of personnel 3s shown grxphic;illv in Figure 5.3-X. 
The combustible portion of the -solid I+XIC (esti- 
mated at 86S?.) will bc incinerated Cth the rcsiduc 
and other non-combustlblc wastes deposited in ap- 
proved landfill sites. 

FIGURE 5.3-8 At support bases and construction camps, 
combustible solid wasfe will be incinerated and non-com- 
bustible wastes deposited m approved landfill sites. Ouanti- 
ties of wastes generated will be a function of the number of 
personnel. 

The other components of support bases will :tlso 
generate solid w;~stc. mostly related IO the pack;lging 
of equipment and consumables. As well, marine vcs- 
scls m;iy add to the total solid waste by delivering to 
the support bases, waste generated o’n board or from 
offshore drilling or construction sites. Estim:rtcd 
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c~aily solid uastc e (yencration at a major support base 
housing 500 personnel is summarized in Table 5.3-2. 

TABLE 5.3-2 

SOLID WASTE GENERATION 

Accommodation = 1820 kg 
Bulk Storage/Staging = 1500 kg 
Warehousing Shops = 420 kg 
Airport = 360 kg 
Dock = 50 kg 

Estimated Daily Solid 
Waste Production = 4150 kg 

For example. at a construction camp housing 100 
personnel. solid waste from food preparation and the 
accommodation unit will be about 360 kilograms 
each day. 

Packaging of equipment and construction supplies 
will add to this total: however, the amount will be a 
lunction of- the nature of the camp. The majority of 
the packaging waste will be combustible and will 
al’l’cct the sizing of the incinerator to a greater extent 
than the sizing of the landfill site. 

Each major support base will have a landfill site 
nearby for approved disposal of noncombustible 
solid waste. The landfill will be located and operated 
in accordance with regulatory, requit-cments. Site 
conditions, size and duration of construction camps 
will determine where a landfill will be constructed. If 
a Iandflll is not provided. the non-combustible por- 
tion of the solid was& wil be stored on site prior to 
transport to a ma.jar support base for disposal. Scw- 
age sludge which may be periodically removed from 
the sewage treatment plants will be added to the solid 
waste stream. 

5.3.5.4 Heat 

Heat is added to the environment with atmospheric 
emissions and with effluents discharged to the frcsh- 
water or marine environments. For example. dis- 
charging of cooling water, bilge water and sewage 
effluent from a dredge operating in the harbour 
(approximately th.OOO cubic metres per day) wilt 
I-cpresent a heat discharge of 140 gigajoules per hour. 
Other vessels in the harbour may contribute an 
additional 250 gigajoules per hour. Heat quantities 
from the support base sewage effluent and water 
treatment effluent are estimated to be 0.4 gigajoules 
per hour. 

5.3.5.5 Noise 

Continuous noise wilt result from the operation of 
power plants while most other activities will result in 
intermittent noise, for example aircraf’t. drcdgcs and 
heavy equipment. Noise levels for the various com- 
poncnts of a support base are summar-i;/cd in Table 
5.3-3. 

TABLE 5.33 

ESTIMATED NOISE LEVELS 

Accommodation and 
physical plant 72-80 dBA @ 20 m 
Dredge - continuous 
operation 65 dBA @ 4 m 
Airport 110 dBA 
Roadway 85 d0A 
Borrow pit 80-115 dBA 
Harbour 80-100 dBA 
Dock 55 dBA @ 50 m 

5.3.5 Roads 

The environmental disturbances from the construc- 
tion and operation ofpermanent roads in the Region 
will include land disturbances due to the right-of- 
way. borrow pits and construction camps. noise and 
other emission to the atmosphorc from vehicles and 
construction equipment, and alteration of surface 
water drainage. These, and other factors such as 
effects on permafrost, wildlife and vegetation will be 
considered for route selection. roadway design and 
construction. 

5.4 COMMUNICATIONS, 
NAVIGATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
PREDICTION SYSTEMS 

5.4.1 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

Reliable communication links are essential to explo- 
ration and construction activities in the Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Detta Region. Support bases must be 
linked to each other, to southern head offices, to 
construction and drittingsites(both onshore and off- 
shore) and to marine vessels navigating both within 
and into the Region. Crews on artificial islands and 
ships must. in turn. have reliable links with each 
other. 
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T]le communication links serve several purposes. 
Crews working in each component part of de~clop- 
ment activities must be able to communicate with 
each other in order to plan and carr!! out their work. 
All these people must then be kept informed of 
weather and ice conditions in order to minimize the 
risks invol\;ed in these operations, ufhether marine 01 
on iand. Ef’ficient communication links are also vital 
in the case of’emergency when action must be taken 
quickly. 

The Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region is con- 
nected to the rest of’ Canada by the Northwest Tel 
telephone system up the Mackenzie Volley to Tuk- 
toyaktuk. Northwest Tel also operates a mobile telr- 
phone system serving the Delta area. Of’f’shore com- 
municattons are PI-O\ idcd by the oil companies 
themsel\.es each having a communications centre in 
Tuktoyaktuk. 

There is ;I variety ofcommunication s!,stems in use in 
the Beauf’ort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region and more 
will be added as the Ici-cl of’ acti\.ity increases. Each 
system has particular sdxlntagcs and disad\antagcs 
and thus its own special function. 

Microwave systems. combined with VHF radio sys- 
terns. pr-owdc the major communications link for 
of’fshore operations both in the Beauf’ort Sea and 
other parts of’ the world. From Tuktoyaktuk. such a 
micrown\e relay system extends along the coast and 
provides a link with crews both onshore or oi‘fshore 
on ships or artif’iclal islands. The microna\e system 
IS, howe\cr, a line of. sight system. For esamplc. the 
communication IInk ac:-ass Canada can be seen f’rom 
the Trans Canada Highway as a series ol‘micro\va\c 
touters on the tops of hills and mountains. each being 
able to recci\e signals t‘rom the previous station and 
tr-ansmit them to the nest. The uscl’u~~lcss of’ this 
system is thus Ilhiited oll-thore where there are no 
topographic highs and the line of’ sight is iimitcd to 
between 40 and X0 kilometrcs. depending on the 
tower height. 

The communication link f’rom land to of’fshorc is 
PI-~\ idcd b! VHF radio. VHF is aIso ;I short range 
system but is less dependent on line 01‘ sight than 
microwave. having 3 range oi about 120 kilomctrcs. 
These s!fstems are both inexpensi1.e and reliable and 
are used l’or ship to ship. ship to shore. air to ground 
OI- ship. and for onshore mobile communic;ltions. 
These arc however. low capacir) systems. At present 
two channels to Tukto!~aktuk arc available. one 101 
\Toicc communication and the other f’or data trans- 
mission. 

AS the level of‘ acti\.ity increases in the area. the 
capacity of’ this system M ill ha\.e to be increased. In 
addition to the larger number 01’ people needing to 
communicate. there uill be a great increase in the 

volume of’data to be transmitted. This \\ilI be com- 
prised. f’or example. of-research data and monitoring 
inf’ot-mation of’ pipeline flows. 

Furthermore. as operations extend further offshore. 
the VHF systems u,ill not be able to connect to the 
microwea\;e relay. The microM,a\c rela) s!‘stem I\ ill 
thus be extended along the co;Ist. both cast and \+‘eht. 

to link all support bases and then will 3150 lx 
extended off‘shore through rela!, stations on produc- 
tion islands. It is en\.isagcd th;it this micl-o\+;l\.c rcla!, 
systrm Mill r\~entunlI!~ form a complete circle. It v,.iIl 
then be possible to communicate through the s!stcm 
in either direction around the circle: thu\ :I break- 
don,n at any OJIC point \\,ould not disrupt communi- 
cations. 

Short wave and single side band radio s!‘stcms ;IJW 

used for medium and long range coni~iitii~ic;it~~~~i. 
that is. beyond the range of the rnicrowa\-c rcla! 
system. The drawback of these h!‘stcms is that the>, 
have a very low capacity. hence the necxf to extend the 
microwa\,e s~stcm. However. the!, ;II-c uni\~ersali> 
available. simple to install and opcrntc. rclinblc ;\nd 
rclati\cly incspensi\.c. 

In the l‘utul-e. cstensi\.c use will be ~-nadc ol‘communi- 
cations satellilcs. Satellites wili be used for communi- 
cation between fixed points. that IS. head of’l‘lccs in 
southern Canada. support bases and ma\ bc produc- 
tion islands in the Beaufort Se;t-hlackin/ic LIclt;t 
Region. Satellite communic~~ticll~ should :~lso tx used 
to link the abo\c jocations to Arctic tankers opcr:~t- 
ing through the Northwest Paswgcc. Satellite com- 
munication systems arc very cxpcnsi\,c to set up hut 
the!, proGde the \\idest area1 co\ cragc and h;l\;c it 

very high capacit!,. 

The satellite system will form the vital communica- 
tion link in the proposed Remscan (remote sensing. 
navigation and communications network) system. 
This system will not only provide communication 
links but will also gather and disseminate inl’orma- 
tion on wcathcr and ice conditions and ;Iid in na\iga- 
tion of‘ marine vessels. 

The increased Ievcl ofactivity in this Region hasgiven 
rise to government encouragement to use radio frc- 
quencics more efticicntlv: this could be achic\-ed both 
bk improvement5 in technology and by using ;I com- 
mon carrier rather than pri\.atc systems. l‘hv expense 
and risk in\ol\,ed in extending systems of‘fshore. 
howccer. make it likely that the public carrier. 
Northwest Tel. will confine their operations to Iand 
and a short range ship to shore radio system. Each 
company operating in the Beaul’or-t Sea-Mackcnxic 
Delta R&ion v.iil 111~s continue to operate their own 
Ofl’StloK communications s~slcm5 Irom individuill 
communications ccntrcs (presently in Tuktoyaktuk). 
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However, the companies will share the radio chan- 
nels av;lilable in the microwave relay system. 

In addition to the regular communication links. there 
will be a special frequency reserved for emergency 
signals. This ‘automatic keying’ system will transmit 
an alarm signal automatically at the turn of a switch 
to alert other locations to the emergency. 

5.4.2 NAVIGATIONSYSTEMS 

Marine vessels operating in the Beaufort Sea will be 
equipped with a variety of navigation systems. exceed- 
ing those required under the Arctic Waters Pollution 
Prevention Act. Since each system has its OWII special 
advantages and functions, they will compliment each 
other- and, in combination, provide an extremely 
accurate and reliable navigation system. 

The most important navigational aids are position 
finding systems. Accurate position finding is cspe- 
cially important for navigation in Arctic waters 
which may be completely covered by ice in winter and 
in&ted with hazards such as icebergs in summer. In 
the case of Arctic tankers operating year-round 
through the Northwest Passage, accurate informa- 
tion on the ship’s position at all times is vital to safe 
operations. 

At present. ships are navigated using satellite posi- 
tionins systems, when av.ailable. radar-. dead reckon- 
ing and sighting of‘ land features. Of the technical 
systems av~ailable, radar is of primary importance. 
especiallv for navigating through the straits and 
channels ofrhe Arctic Islands. For vessels navigating 
the Northwest Passage. high cliffs along much of the 
route give very clear radar images, and from these 
images the precise distance of ;I ship from shore ih 
known. It is likely that radar beacons, which both 
receive and transmit signals, will be installed at key 
points along the route where accurate positioning is 
particularly essential. for example at the entrances to 
Prince of Wales Strait and Lancaster Sound. Radar 
will continue to be used as a vital navigation aid 
because of its several advantages: it may be operated 
from a ship independent of outside support; it is the 
most accurate short-range position finding system: 
and it is an economical system. 

Radio systems are also used for position finding. 
from both short to long range. The major system in 
use world-wide is Loran Cand installation of‘ Loran C 
receivers is required for all ships. This medium to 
long range system uses shore-based towers equipped 
with transmrtters and a ship’s position is fixed by 
comparing the signals received from several towers of 
known location. The existing Loran C system covers 
the north coast of Alaska. extending along the Cana- 
dian coastline for some distance. and in the east 

covers the Labrador Sea. In the future, this system 
might be extended further into the Canadian Arctic. 
particularly along the Northwest Passaye. However, 
the existing system will be used for vessels saihnp into 
the Beaufort Sea from the west coast around Alaska, 
and for proposed Arctic tankers sailing to the east 
coast. 

The Decca navigation system is a medium range 
system very similar to Loran C. However. this system 
is not as widely used as Loran C and since it does not 
presently cover Arctic waters it is not likely to be 
extended for purposes of Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta development. 

By the late 1980’s a new navigation satellite (NAV- 
STAR) is likely to be operational. The Global Posi- 
tioningsystem operated writI this satellite will he used 
by all vessels operating within or into the Beaufort 
Sea and also by aircraft. Vcsscls will be ryuippcd with 
satellite rcceiv:ers used to intercept signals which will 
be available continuously. These signals will give the 
latitude and longitude of the ship’s position (plus 
altitude foraircraf’t) to within 100 mctres in real time. 
Theaccuracy ofthis system,couplcd with continuous 
position finding. will be a significant improvcmcnt 
over existing satellite navigation systems which give a 
ship’s position cvcry 30 minutes. Its use will be of 
ma.jor importance in the Arctic where medium to 
long range radio positioning systems arc not availa- 
ble, particularly in the cast of proposed Arctic tanker 
operations. Other navigation systems will continue to 
be used alongside this system as ;I back-up :~nd :I 

check. 

A short range(abont 28 kilomctrcs) radio positioning 
system already being used in the Bcaufort Sea is the 
Mini Ranger system. This uses two automatically 
operated shore-based towers transmitting signals 
which give the exact location of an approaching ves- 
sel. It is used for approaches to harbours and for 
manoeuvring in confined spaces. The location of the 
ship in relation to the surrounding coastline and 
harbour features is displayed on a cathode ray tube 
(CRT) onboard. Plate 5.4-I shows a CRT display in 
use on a supply vessel in the Beauiort Sea. In this 
case. the ship is located in the dredged channel con- 
necting McKinley Bay harbour to the open sea. The 
overall area is shown on the left hand image. while 
the larger scale image on the right shows the exact 
position of the ship within the dredged channel lead- 
ing to the mooring basin. 

The proposed Arctic oil tankers operating between 
the Mackenzie Delta and an East Coast terminus will 
be equipped with an array of systems to aid in very 
short range navigation, that is through ice features in 
the immediate vicinity of the ship. These systems, 
including fbr example forward looking sonars. are 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
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PLATE 5.4-l The Mini Ranger radio positioning system is 
used in the Beaufort Sea for approaching harbours and 
manoeuvring in confined spaces. In this example, the dis- 
play screen shows a ship travelling along the dredged chan- 
nel connecting McKinley bay to the open sea. 

Ships operating in the Region will be equipped with 
safety systems. including an off-course alarm signal 
and a collision avoidance system. Radio links between 
ships will provide further aid to navigation and the 
exchange of information between vessels will increase 
the safety of operations. 

Traffic management in the Region will be conducted 
from a shore-based operations centre, forming part 
of the Remscan system. This will be supplemented by 
the Canadian Coast Guard vessel traffic manage- 
ment system, NORDREGG. This system is a compu- 
terized communications network monitoring ship 
movements throughout the north from the Canada- 
Alaska border eastward. It is a voluntary service. 
similar to the Eastern Canadian Traffic System 
(ECAREG) in eastern Canadian coastal waters. 
Ships are requested to provide the Canadian Coast 
Guard with information on operational or structural 
defects as well as release of pollutants or damage 
which could result in pollution. NORDREGG pro- 
vides ships with information on ice conditions, aids to 
navigation and icebreaker support. For all Arctic 
waters north of60”N including Ungava Bay. Hudson 
Bay and James Bay, communications with NOR- 
DREGG are made through the nearest Coast Guard 
radio station 24 hours a day. 

5.4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL PREDlCTlON 
SYSTEMS 

5.4.3.1 Existing Systems 

A reliable environmental prediction system is essen- 
tial to operations in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region. Weather, sea state and ice conditions 

must be monitored, forecasts made. and the informa- 
tion relayed to all ships and work sites. An efficient 
system can improve operational efficiency and reduce 
the risks involved in operating in this area. 

The Atmospheric Environment Service has operated 
the Beaufort Weather Office in Tuktoyaktuk for six 
years. Data are gathered from meteorological obser- 
vation stations across the north. A data link from 
Tuktoyaktuk to the Arctic Weather Centre in Edmon- 
ton aIIows access to information from other High 
Arctic stations. for example those operated by the 
USSR. Data from Polcx weather buoys are also 
gathered through this link. 

The private companies operating in the Region sup- 
plement this information with data they gather them- 
selves: data buoys are deployed to monitor atmos- 
pheric pressure and temperature: and regular hourly 
observations of meteorological and oceanographic 
conditions are made from ships operaring offshore. 
Ice conditions are also monitored by both airbQrne 
and shipborne radar systems and by use of satellite 
imagery. The advantage of the radar systems is that 
observations are not dependent on weather conditions. 

The Beaufort Weather office uses all this available 
information to prepare forecasts twice daily. The 
Arctic Weather Centrc also supplies forecasts which 
are used as a check on Beaufort Weather office fore- 
casts. In addition. the Canadian Meteorological Cen- 
tre provides long range, large scale forecasts. Ice 
Central in Ottawa provides 30 day forecasts of ice 
conditions every 15 days until freeze-upand then they 
are provided weekly. Short-term ice forecasts are 
provided by both the Beaufort Weather office and 
shipboard observers. 

5.4.3.2 Future Systems 

As hydrocarbon rcsourccs in the Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta Region are developed. the level of 
activity will increase and these activities will be 
extended further into the winter season and eventu- 
ally become year-round. In order to safely carry out 
these activities and to transport oil through the 
Northwest Passage by Arctic tankers. will require an 
environmental prediction system which is both more 
accurate and more efficient. This will be provided by 
REMSCAN (remote sensing.communicationsand nav- 
igation). This system will gather environmental data 
from many sources and communicate the informa- 
tion in near real time to a variety of locations. Figure 
5.4-1 shows the type of data to bc gathered and 
disseminated and typical data users. REMSCAN will be 
introduced in stages as the level of activity in the 
region increases. Highest priority will bc given to 
weather and ice condition forecasts. Most meteoro- 
logical data can be supplied by the existing system 
described above. that is through the Canadian 
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THE REMSCAN ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 5.4-l The REMSCAN enwronmental prediction system IS designed to support the offshore drillmg activrties. 

Mctcorological Centrc and the Arctic Weather Ccn- 
tre. The primary data scwrccs for sea ice conditions 
will bc ;I variety of‘ radar systems. While satellite 
imager), is all-cad;, used to probidc broad scale rcc 
covcragc. the feasibility ofde~ eloping an all-wcathcr 
rcmotc sensing satellite is cur-rcntiy bciny invcsti- 
gated. If. dc~clopod. this salellitc would pIa\ ;I \erk 

important role in the REMSCAN system. Until that 
time. airborne synthetic aperture raciar(SAR) will be 
the primary system used. 

A \uricty of other data will also be communicated 
through the REMSCAN system. Oceanographicdata. 
for esample. will bc suppl~cd. This will include infor- 
mation on current vclocitics. wa\c heights and frc- 
quency and conductivity - temperature prot’iks. This 
type of information will be supplied from data buoys 
and from \-csscl5 opcr-atin, 11 in the arc;1 and will then 
be transmitted to all vessels in the Region. 

The crucial role of REMSCAN will bc in datil communi- 
cation and management. The system will gather a 
wide variety of’ information from many sources. 
organize it and disseminate it to a multitude of users. 
This system will opcratc usin F a communications 
satellite. The technology is readily ac-ailabk for Loice 
grade communication through the Anik satcllitcs 

throughout the area covered by REMSCAN. High data 
rate communications. however. require a broadband 
satellite channel. While this is availahlc it is not suited 
to use on moving structures such as ships or aircraft. 
In the late 1980’s a llHF broadband system may 
bccomc avail:~blc which will operate with non- 
stabilized antennae. Until that time. data gathcrcd 
from, or information disseminated to ships or aircrali 
will bc transmitted through the communications 
headquarters for processing (Figure 5.4-2). 

5.5 SEARCH AND RESCUE 

A search and rcscuc program has been developed as a 
joint project by Dome, Esso, Gulf. the Canadian 
Armed Forces and the Canadian Coast Guard. With 
facilities centrcd 21 the support bases, the search and 
rescue program uses cquipmcnt and suitably trained 
personnel from the three oil companies. The search 
and rescue program was designed to provide emcr- 
gency response to any location within the broad area 
of interest in the Region with ma.jor consideration 
given to the length of time an individual could be 
cxpectcd to survive under varying conditions. Equip- 
ment procurement and program operational designs 
were formulated with consideration ofthegcography, 
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FIGURE 5.4-2 The REMSCAN (Remote Sensing, Navigation and Communications Network) system will be used to gather 
and disseminate environmental data and to provide communicarion /inks and navigation aids to a//ships and acrivity centres in 
the Region. Synthetic apeture radar (SARI and side looking airborne radar (SLAR) are capable of determining ice conditions 
regardless of weather or cloud cover. 

topography, climate, level of activity, communica- 
tions equipment. availability and proximity of assist- 
ance and medical services. 

One of the three oil companies will take the lead role 
as determined by the nature of the incident. Effective 
assistance will be provided to any site within the 
Region within 30 to 90 minutes and will continue until 
the Canadian Armed Forces arrives on the scene to 
assume overall responsibility. The procedures deve- 
loped for search and rescue in the Region have been 
closely patterned after those employed by the Cana- 
dian Armed Forces and Canadian Coast Guard to 
ensure compatibility. 

A broad range of specialized equipment has been 
provided, or is planned for introduction in 1982. 
These include helicopter rescue hoists, electronic 
direction finding equipment, rescue nets, life rafts 
which may be dropped from aircraft, rescue boat. 
personal strobe lights, and enhanced communication 
facilities. General survival training has been provided 
to all personnel working in the Region. Training fOJ 
search and rescue personnel, which is continuing, has 
initially been provided by the Canadian Armed 
Forces. 

Although the probability is very low. there is a min- 

imal risk that personnel working on an artificial 
island or drillship would have to be evacuated. 
Detailed evacuation plans have been formulated and 
provide a graduated response from normal opera- 
tions to full evacuation. Intermediate levels of response 
include suspension of drilling operations, sealing 01 
wellbores. and evacuation of non-essential personnel. 
Evacuation is carried out using the closest available 
ships or aircraft. Evacuation onto the ice is another 
option available in extreme circumstances during 
winter. 

During drilling operations, all drillships have a 
standby vessel in attendance capable of accommoda- 
ting all personnel. Helicopters can be brought in on 
short notice and will evacuate personnel to the near- 
est helideck (such as another drillship. other vessel or 
artificial island) or to the nearest support base. All 
drillships. and artificial islands are equipped with 
safety and survival equipment, and life boats sized to 
accommodate all personnel with additional space 
besides as a safety margin. 

If a vessel other than a drillship runs into difficulty, 
evacuation to life boats or to the ice (during winter) 
would take place. The nearest available marine vessel 
and helicopter would be routed to the site to lend 
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assistance. Under normal cn-cumstances. rescue teams 
would arrive within 45 minutes. 

Preventative programs have been implemented to 
minimize the possibility of emergencies arising. For 
exa~nple, all offshore flights are conducted with twin 
engine aircraft. with highly trained and experienced 
air-crew; helicopters are equipped with flotation devi- 
ces. and a11 aircraft. marine vesseisand other vehicles 
are equipped with safety and survival equipment in 
excess of required Icvels. All aircraft flights in the 
Region are continuously monitored with respect to 
c~~ndltlon of flight. location. fuel status and llight 
progress. In the event of an emergency situation, 
sc;i~-ch and rescue operations wilt be initiated at a 
moments notice through the communications net- 
work described in Section 5.4. 

5.6 NORTH-SOUTH SUPPORT 
SYSTEMS 

Development of oil and gas reservoirs in the Beaufort 
Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region will entail the transpor- 
tation oflarge volumes of cargo to the area and, ifan 
overland pipeline is built. IO intermediate points 
along the route. Heavy equipment will continue to be 
shipped from the west coast through the Bering 
Strait, and it is possible that freight may also be 
delivered by iccbreaking tankers returning empty 
through the Northwest Passage at some future date. 
However. it is anticipated that expansion ofexisting 
north-south routes wilt handle most ofthe increase in 
cargo transported. 

Inuvik. as terminus for the Mackenzie River route, 
has been the primary tram-shipment and rcsuppl! 
ccntrc for the western Arctic for the last decade. It has 
grown steadily in this role and has also become a 
centre of local government, air services (both charter 
and scheduled), and since 1979 has been the terminus 
for the Dempstcr Highway. 

Tuktoyaktuk has functioned as the major support 
base in the Region and the majority of barges which 
carry supplies down the Mackenzie Ricer dock at 
Tuktoyaktuk. Recently, a support base at McKinley 
Bay has been established and a portion of the consu- 
mables used in the Region arc directed to McKinley 
Bay. 

5.6.1 WATER TRANSPORTATION 

ACCCSS by water to the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta 
Region is possible by three routes; the western route 
through the Bering Strait. the eastern route through 
the Northwest Passage. and down the Mackenzie 
River from Hay River (see Figure 5.6-1). The latter is 
the traditional lifeline to the western Arctic and has 

FIGURE 5.6-1 Freight IS moved into the Beaufort Sea- 
Mackerme Delta Region by barge down the Mackenzie 
River. by truck along the Dempster Highway, and by ocean- 
gomg barge around Alaska. Some emergency supplies and 
perishables are moved mto the Region by aIrcraft. The pos- 
sib//ity of moving freight on the return voyage of Arctic 
tankers IS another optjon bemg consIdered for the future. 

been the most important and least expensive mode of 
transport for cargo to date. 

For four months of the year. shallow draft barge 
trains rno\,cd by tugs deliver cargo to communities 
and arcas of‘ industrial activity on the river and the 
Beaufort Sea coast. Such a barge train takes three 
weeks IO complete the round trip from Hay River to 
Tuktoyaktuk and can dclivcr up to 5,000 tonnes of 
C:lJgO. 

Hay River, on the southwestern shore of Great Slave 
Lake is the principal loading terminal for Mackenzie 
Ri\Tcr traffic. Cargoes are delivered to the terminal by 
truck or by rail from Edmonton and points to the 
south. Some cargo could be carried along the Mack- 
enzie Highway to Fort Simpson for loading onto 
barge trains il‘loadingfacilities were improved at this 
location. This route would avoid the river rapids 
between Fort Simpson and Hay River. since these 
rapids limit barge payloads. Alternatively, river navi- 
gational constraints might be reduced by dredging or 
other channel improvements such as those proposed 
by the Fedcrat Department of Public Works. 

The early 1970’s was the period of most intensive 
exploration activity to date in the Beaufort Sea- 
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Mackenzie Delta Region. For this reason. traf-fit car- 
ried on the Mackenzie River peaked in 1972 at 
425.000 tonnes. Since that time. freight carr\,ing 
capacity has been increased somewhat. Currently. 
the Mackenzie river transport svstcm has the capacity 
to carry between 500.000 and 600.000 tonnes per 
annum (Dalcor Group. 1979). Of the freight carried. 
about half is petroleum products; other principal 
cargxs include drilling consumables. baritc. potash 
and general supplies for northern communities. 

Howe\ cr. while capacity to carry freighr by this mode 
has increased in recent years. actual lolumea of 
freight carrird have decrcased(appros. 260.000 tonnes 
were carried in 1979). 

Two companies handle freight on this route. The 
largest is the Northern Transportation Cornpan! 
Ltd. (NTCL). a crown corporation. This coInpan! 
operates a scr\ ice from Ha\, Ri\ er. doL4.n the Mack- 
enzie to the Delta and points along the coast f.rom 
ColGlle River in Alaska to Spence Ba!,. Kce\\xtin in 
the east and to Banks and Victoria Islands. NTCL is 
licensed by the Federal Go\,el-nment to supply com- 
munities and also to c;lrry freight for industrial and 
cornmel-cial enterprises. In 1979. NTCL c;trricd 
215.000 tonnes to points along the Mackcn;rie Ri\,cr 
and the Arctic Coast. NTCL’s \.csscl in\ cntor\. is 
shown in Table 5.6-l 

TABLE 5.6-l 

CARGO VESSELS SYSTEM 

Type N.T.C.L. A.T.L. 

Non-powered Barges 166 21 
Tugs and 
Supply ships , 31 14 

Survey Vessels 2 2 

Source: Northern Transportation Company Ltd., 
1982 
Arctic Transportation Company Ltd., 1982 

NTCL owns terminal facilities at the main stages on 
the Mackenzie River. and uses public landing stages at 
smaller communities. Table 5.6-2 summarizes the 
whar-f facilities along the route. 

Arctic Transportation Company Ltd. (ATL). oper- 
ates both along the coast and down the Mackenzie 
River. This company which started operating along 
the Mackenzie River in 1976. is not licensed to supply 
communities and thus most of its work is in supper1 

ot‘oil companies. In 198 1. ATL. cxrricd Z.000 tonnes 
on the Mackenzie River using tM’o bar-gcs. Howe\r’r. 
the largest component of their operation is offshore. 

r--yfr- 
WHARF INVENTORY - MACKENZIE RIVER SYSTEM 

Communlty 

Hay River 1462 
Norman Wells 137 
Arctic Red River Varies 
Fort McPherson 61 
Aklavik 213 
lnuvik 232 
Tuktoyaktuk 730 

Wharf Length 
m 

I Source: Dome and N.W.T. Govt., 1980 

5.6.2 AIR TRANSPORTATION 

In northern Cnn:kd;l. air is Illc most i~llpOrtiln1 mode 

ol‘transportation in It’rms ol’psscngcrs carricd. Due 
to the ex~renic climate and nature 01‘ tlic l>hysical 
en\,il-onment and lack of roxis. it is the only system 
that c;~n opcralc year-round. Alko.bccauac of the 
long di5t;Inccs in\ol\xxi. it is the only imuns of tran+ 
par-t that can cl’ficicntly inovc pcrsonncl and pro\ idc 
cmcrgcnq scrviccs. 

Thcrc 3re five cI;~ss ‘A’ airports in the Nor-thwcsr 
Tcrritorics which serve the roulc between southern 
Canada and the Be;lufort Sea. These scrvc ;IS rqional 
cenlrcs for fccdcr scr\iccs to smaller communitic’s. 
Ycllo~ knitc and Inu\,ik, in particular. arc CCIIII-cs l01 
charler companies which pcrf‘orm an esscnti:il role in 
serving both indigenous comlnuniticx~rnd the oil anti 
gas industty. 

A summary of the airports and airstrips Ziviiilablc l‘ol 
use by aircrafi importing hca\y cargoes into the 
Beaufi)rt Sea-Mackcnzic Delta Region IS given in 
Table 5.6.3. 
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TABLE 5.6-3 

AIRPORT INVENTORY - 
MACKENZIE/BEAUFORT AREA 

Locatlon 

Class ‘A’ Airports 
lnuvik 
Norman Wells 
Yellowknife 
Fort Simpson 
Hay River 

Class ‘6’ Alrports 

Tuktoyaktuk 
Fort McPherson 

Runway (ft.) 

6000 (asphalt) 
6000 (asphalt) 
7500 (asphalt) 
6000 (asp halt) 
6000 (asp halt) 

5000 (gravel) 
3500 (gravel) 

Boeing 737 and Hercules aircraft may land on the sea 
ice ;it McKinley Bay. This cap:ibility has also been 
demonstrated at Pauline Cove and Summers Har- 
hour. DEW line airstrips at Komakuk Bc~h and 
C:rpc Parry ha\e been used to scr\.ice drilling opera- 
tions and overwintering fncilitics. 

Commercial air freight and air passenger service 
requirements will increase in proportion to the level 
of‘;ictivitF in the Beaufort Region. The!, are :11so influ- 
enced by the diversity of’ acti\,ity and the numbrr of 
opci-;itors. since sm;~llcropcrations ;irc not conducive 
to ch;tr-tcr ail- scr~ice. At the prcscnt time Pacil’ic 
Wcstcrn Airlines (PWA) is the largest scheduled air 
carrier operating from the south IO the Mackenzie 
Valley. A daily set-1 ice is operated from Calgary and 
Edmonton IC) Inuvik and intcrvrning points. PWA 
operates Boeing 737 3ircr;ift which accommodate 117 
passcn~crs or ;i combination ofc:rrgo and passengers. 
Several cornpall& ol’fcr charter scr\,iccs into the Arc- 
tic. Due to the high cost ofair transportation. cargo 
scrviccs ;trc confined to the supply of cmcrgcncy and 
pcrishablc goods. while other modes 01. transport ;u-c 
used to supply bulk and heavy goods. 

It is likely that the frcqucncy of’ schcduicd commcr- 
cial flights will increase to at le’,st its prckious lecel in 
the next trw years and stabilize. Thus improved air 
serkicc will be available for all of the &dents olthc 
north. 

In addition to the commercial aircra1.t movements. 
Dome operates a Boeing 737 service carrying both 
passengers and cargo into Tuktoyaktuk on a daily 
basis during peak periods. Esso Resources operates 
Lockheed Electra flights to Inu\ik twice per week. In 
addition. other aircraf‘t such ;IS Hawker Siddeley H.S. 
748, dc Ha\-illand Twin Otter. ;lnd DC-?-s arc char- 
trred as required by the various companies. 

5.6.3 GROUND TRANSPORTATION 

The Mackcnric Hi_chwny links Alberta and southern 
Canada to Great SLabc Lake and the Msckcnzic 
River (see Figure 5.6-I). It is 3n ;iIl-weather gravel 
road with the northern terminus nc:ir Wriglcx. Long 
term plans exist to estend the road to Fort Good 
Hope. thou& this will not bc done in the forcscc;\blc 
future. Speed and load size ;lrc rcstrictcd b!, the tcr- 
rain and road condition: no traffic is possible during 
f’rccTe-up or thaw \a.hcn ncithcr f’crrics not- ice bridges 
can be used: and the limited present capacity ot’ierr-its 
c;~uses traff‘ic delays at ri\.cr crossings in summer. Tl~c 
Mackenzie Hi$wa> is used to truck freight from 
Albert;1 to the barge terminals. princip;tlly ;It H;r! 
Ribcr. 

The Liard Highway is under construction from Fort 
Nelson. in southern Br-itish Columbia. to Fort Simp- 
son. This is schcdulcd for completion in 1983 and will 
pro\-idc ;I shorter route for Ircipht l’rom British 
Columbia to the Bc:~ul‘o~-t Sea-Mackcn/ie Dclt:1 
Region, with transfer to barges at the Fort Simpson 
terminal. 

Construction of the Dcmpstcr Highw!:ly. about 675 
kilomctres long. started in 1959and wascomplctcd in 
1979. It is 3 pravel highH2!, with I‘crrl, crossings for 
summer travcl(Junc to Scptcmbcr)and ice bridges in 
w,intcr( mid-Dcccmber to mid-April). The highH.:ly is 
closed in the intervening periods of’thaw ;~nd l‘rcezc- 
up. In Minter. an ice road links the Dempstcr Hi@- 
way at Inu\?k onward to Tuktoyaktuk. Consiclcr;l- 
tion has been given to constructing a pcrmancnt ro;rd 
over this route during the 1980’s. In summer. l‘rcight 
must be barged or c:]rried by air north from Inuvik. 

At pi-escnt, freight from Vancouver is either shipped 
IO the Region through the Bering Strait or is carried by 
ship to Skagway. then by the Whitcpass and Yukon- 
r;tilw,ay IO Whitehorsc,and finally by truck along the 
Dcmpster Highway to Inuvik. The Dempstcr High- 
way is also used by trucks originating in Alberta 
which reach it by way of the Alaska Highway. The 
length of these routes, coupled with the transfers 
bctwccn three diff’ercnt modes of transport in some 
cxxs. make USC ofthe Dcmpster Highway alternative 
very expensive. Thus, for oil companies operating in 
the Beaufort Region, it is used principally to carry 
supplies during winter when other routes zlrc impas- 
srtblc. In the f’uturc it may also be used to truck baritc 
l‘i-om northern mines to the Beaurort Region should it 
be required. 

5.6.4 FUTURE TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS 

The present maximum capacity of the Mackenzie 
River barge system by all users from Hay River to the 
Bcauf’ort Sea is about 600.000 tonnes. If‘ this system 
were used to the f‘ullcst extent it could carry ;L large 
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proportion of the cargo forecast for energy industry 
requirements. Additional freight beyond this would 
be carried either by road o\‘er the Dempster High- 
way, by air. by expansion of the Mackenzie River 
system, by Arctic tankers returning to the Region. or 
by scasonaI sealift operations around Point Barrow. 
The first two alternatives are, however. very expen- 
sive. It has been shown. for example. that the cost of 
moving freight from Edmonton to Inuvik via the 
Dempster Highway can cost two to three times more 
than the comparable cost using the Mackenzie River. 
Air transport, because of the high cost will oni!, be 
used for the transport of personnel, perishables and 
urgent supplies. 

One factor that is likely to affect the future distribu- 
tion of cargo between modes of transportation at-e 

the changing needs of-the oil industry. The introduc- 
tion of extended season drilling vessels and the 
increased level of activity in the Region may make 
summer delivery of supplies by sea and by river 
impractical. For example, drilling supplies delivered 
to inuvik andTuktoyaktuk at theend ofthesummer 
barge season may have to be stored for long periods 
for winter and spring driilinz. The solutions to this 
problem include expanding storage facilities, to use 
air transportation, and to use road transportation \.ia 
the Dempster Highway. Since the capacity of the 
latter is limited and the second alternative is being used 
at considerable expense. it can be expected that 
expansion of storage facilities and of the Ileet capac- 

it!, along the Mackenzie River will be undertaken to 
handle most of the cargo increase. In the future it is 
also possible that the summer sea lift season could be 
extended using ice reinforced vessels especially de- 
signed for the purpose. 

Several specific issues pro1.e to be of‘ over-riding 
importance ig the consideration of the south-north 
logistics of moving thousands ot‘peoplc and hundreds 
of thousands of tonnes of cargo each year. 

The Mackenzie River barge system will likely be used 
to its complete capacity by 1986 and ma!. ha\~ to be 
expanded an additional 20 to 40!:;. depending upon 
the extent to which the Dempster Highway route and 
Point Barrow sea iift transportation options are used 
in the future. Expansion ofthe river system will there- 
fore affect points along the system as well 2s the 

terminus at each end. 

Use of the Dempster Highway route is forcsccn I(, 
expand considerably in order to I-elic1.c the prcssurc 
on the other modes of transport :IS each r-caches 
capacity. Assuming baritct is mined in the Yukon. it 
will be shipped up the Dcmpstcr High\r~r!, along with 
shipments of materials from Vancou\cr which hzt\c 

the least cost differentials. such as cement. Local USC 
of the road is also cxpectcd to increase. 

A substantial increase in air transport activity is 
anticipated along the south-north axis as large num- 
bers of personnel are rotated to and from n,ork arcas 
and southern urban centres. Large incrcascs in the 
number of medium range passenger and carso air- 
craf’t may be anticipated w,ith. for example. sc\.craI 
more Boring 737 aircraft dedicated directly to the oil 
and gas effort alone. In addition. indirect traffic gcn- 
eratcd by this increased acti\.itv will place additional 
demands on the regular s&iccs required for the 
established nol-thcrn communities. 

Aircraft larger than the Boeing 737. namely the Boc- 
ing 7h7 are considered a distinct possibility and their 
use would considerably reduce the requirement I’OI 

Boeing 737 aircraft. 

The USC 01‘ the civil version of the Boeing Chinook 
helicopter could radically alter the pattern ofoffshore 
personnel transportation since this hclicoptcr ius ;I 

much greater pa>;load/rangc capability than the 
rotary wing aircraft now in use. 
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CHAPTER 6 - OIL AND GAS 
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 

Transportation svstems are needed to link oil and gas 
production facilities in the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region to southern markets. There are two 
main systems under active consideration; icebreak- 
ing tankers and overland pipelines. Either transpor- 
tation system is technically feasible, and it is possible 
that. eventually. both tankers and pipelines may be 
used to deliver hydrocarbons from the Region to 
market. The proponents believe that the environmen- 
tal and socio-economic impacts of both systems can 
be maintained within acceptable limits. 

6.1 OVERLAND OIL PIPELINE 
SYSTEM 

For well over a decade. industry has been extensively 
involved in the design and route selection of pipelines 
that would transport both crude oil and natural gas 
from the Beaufort Sea -Mackenzie Delta Region to 
southern markets. Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Re- 
search Ltd. was formed in 1969 to study and seek 
solutions to the problems of designing, building. 
operating and maintaining a safe. efficient oil pipe- 
line system in the Arctic and sub-Arctic. A pipeline 
route through Canada was first contemplated to link 
maJor oil discoveries on the North Slope of Alaska 
with Canadian and United States energy markets. A 
research and engineering assessment program was 
undertaken to establish technical and environmental 
feasibility. As part of this research,a full-scaleexper- 
imental pipeline loop was constructed aboveground 
near Inuvik. in the Northwest Territories. In addi- 
tion. a short section of pipe was buried so that the 
behaviour of thawed permafrost could be observed. 
As a result of 4 years of effort it was concluded at that 
time that construction ofa large diameter oil pipeline 
was technically feasible and could be built and oper- 
ated without major or irreparable damage to the 
environment. 

In 1975. Beaufort-Delta Oil Project Limited was 
formed by a consortium of oil and pipeline compan- 
ies to conduct feasibility and design studies necessary 
to support an application to construct an oil pipeline 
system from the Mackenzie Delta to Edmonton. 
Utilizing research carried out by Mackenzie Valley 
Research Limited and Alyeska. it was concluded that 
a warm oil pipeline could be constructed down the 
Mackenzie Valley without causing undue distur- 
bance to the environment along the pipeline route. 
lnterprovincial Pipe Line (NW) Limited, filed an 
application in 1980 and subsequently received 
approval to construct a small diameter. buried pipe- 
line for the transmission of crude oil from the Nor- 

man Wells oil field to connect with an existing pipe- 
line system in northern Alberta near Zama. 

In Alaska, the Trans Alaska Pipeline, stretching 
some 1.287 kilometres from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez. 
commenced operation in June, 1977. There are 
numerous environmental similarities between this 
system and a Mackenzie Valley pipeline but probably 
the most important relates to the design and con- 
struction in permafrost. Many lessons were learned 
from this project which will be applicable and benefi- 
cial to future energy projects in the Canadian Arctic. 

6.1.1 PIPELINE ROUTE 

An overland crude oil pipeline would likely originate 
at a location near North Point on Richard’s Island at 
the northern end of the Mackenzie Delta. It would 
extend approximately 2,250 kilometres to a southern 
terminal near Edmonton. Alberta (see Figure 6.1-l 1. 
A pipeline with an outsidediameterof 1.067 millime- 
tres would be required to satisfy the high production 
scenario. For lower production scenarios. smaller 
diameter lines could be utilized. however. the route, 
design and construction criteria developed for the 
1,067 millimetre warm oil pipeline would be similar. 

FIGURE 6.1-1 The pipeline connecting the Beaufort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta to ex/sfing systems in Alberta would be 
approximately 2.250 krlometres m length. The pipeline 
would originate on Richards Island in the Mackenzie Delta 
and follow the Mackenzie Valley southward to Fort Simpson 
and then on to Edmonton. 
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Numerous route and alignment alternatives have 
been studied by geotechnical, environmental, socio- 
economic, mechanical design and construction spe- 
cialists. The proposed pipeline route runs due south 
from the northern terminal to Parsons Lake, swings 
south by southeast, passing approximately 15 kilo- 
metres east of Inuvik. It parallels the Mackenzie 
River to a point southeast of Fort Simpson where it 
crosses the river. The route then proceeds to Zama 
and parallels the Rainbow Pipeline system until it 
meets and terminates at the Trans-mountain and 
Interprovincial pipeline terminals east of Edmonton. 

The amount of land required for the pipeline, support 
and staging facilities. pump stations, terminal and 
operations and maintenance bases totals approxi- 
mately 8,800 ha. of which 5.600 ha are located north 
of 60” North. The land requirements for the pipeline 
takes into account a right-of-way width of 37 m and 
representsabout 90%, of the land requirements north 
of 60” North. Pump stations each require an area of 
I82 m by 304 m, excluding the permanent airstrip if 
one is required. 

6.1.2 PIPELINE DESIGN 

The current design is based upon work carried out to 
define the range of technically and economically feas- 
ible flow rates and operating parameters. Prior to 
construction. further detailed studies will be con- 

ducted to determine the system configuration and 
site specific routing. 

A third of the pipeline route will be constructed in 
permafrost terrain. A warm buried oil pipeline in this 
terrain could cause local thawing of the permafrost 
and subsequent settlement. In order to preserve the 
integrity of the pipeline and adjacent terrain. a max- 
imum allowable settlement of 90 centimetres has 
been established. In areas where the predicted thaw 
settlement exceeds 90 centimetres. the pipeline may 
be insulated and supported above ground on vertical 
support members (VSM). 

6.1.2.1 Elevated Mode 

Approximately 720 kilometres of the pipeline will be 
constructed above ground (Plate 6. l-l) including the 
first 360 kilometres extending south from North 
Point. The pipe will be covered with insulation. jack- 
eted and mounted on vertical support members 
(Figure 6.1-2) spaced at a nominal distance of 35 
metres along the pipeline. Clearance between the 
pipeline and the ground surface will vary from 1.2 to 
3.6 metres, depending on topography and environ- 
mental constraints for wildlife passage. The pro- 
posed spacing allows for maintaining the integrity of 
the pipe in the event that one vertical support 
member settles and fails to provide support to the 
pipeline. 

FIGURE 6.1-1 The pipeline connecting the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta to existing systems in Alberta would be approxi- 
mately 2,250 kilometres in length. The pipeline would originate on Richards /s/and in the Mackenzie Delta and follow the 
Mackenzie Valley southward to Fort Simpson and then on to Edmonton. 
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FIGURE 6.1-2 Where elevated. fheptpelrne will be mounted 
on vert!cal support members incorporating a saddle and 
s//de assembly which w//l permit movement as the plpellne 
expands or confracfs. In areas where permafrost is sensitive 
to temperature changes the ground will be kept frozen by 
cryo-anchors. 

Where the permaf‘rost is particularly sensitive to 
temperature changes. special thermal devices known 
ascryo-anchors. will be installed within each verttcal 
support member. These devices (non-mechanical 
and selfoperating) consist of metal tubes f‘illcd with 
refrigerant whichpv;iporatesand condenses. thereby 
chilling the ground whenever the ground tempera- 
ture exceeds the air temperature. 

To compensate f‘or the expansion or contraction of. 
the aboveground pipeline caused by ambient air and 
flowing oil tcmperaturc fluctuations. the line will be 
built in a flexible trapezoidal configuration which 
converts changes in pipe length to a sideways movc- 
ment. The pipe will be secured in a saddle and slide 
assembly which will permit the pipeline to move both 
laterally and longitudinally on the cross beam as the 
pipeline expands or-contracts. To provide restraint of 
the pipeline. anchors will be positioned at a maxi- 
mum spacing of 660 metres, and at all transitions 
from aboveground to below ground pipeline. The 
transition conf’igurations will be insulated and 
installed with selected backfill material. 

6.1.2.2 Buried Mode 

Approximately 1.530 kilometres of the pipeline will 

he of conventional buried construction with a min- 
imum of one metre of cover. The depth of‘burial will 
be sufficient to place the line below the normally 
active permafrost layer in northern areas. In high 
water table locations. concrete weights will be pro- 
vided in order to maintain buoyant)- control. In 
areas where differential settlement could occur. 
selected material wil\ be placed in the trench bottom 
to prcv,ent the localized loss of support which could 
result in overstressing of the pipe. The pipe will be 
provided with a protective coating and cathodic pro- 
tcction system to control corrosion. Figure 6.1-3 
shows a typical cross-section of a buried pipeline. 

6.1.2.3 River Crossings 

Major river crossings are projected for the: 

*Mackenzie River (East Channel of‘ Delta) 
*Great Bear River 
l Mackenzie River (Fort Simpson) 
*Peace River 
l Athabasca Rivrer 
*North Saskatchewan Riv,er 

The pipeline will be installed below the river bed at 
sufficient depth to ensure safety from structural 
damage due to scour. The pipe WIII be either coated 
with concrete or installed with river weights to count- 
eract buoyancy. The actual pipeline design require- 

GENERAL BACKFILL 
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FIGURE 6.1-3 Over a distance of about213 of the route, the 
pjpelme wrll be buried m a conventronal manner. THissketch 
//lustrates the most common method oipipehne burial. 
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ments at each river crossing will vary based on local 
conditions and will be determined during final 
design. The timing for installation of major river 
crossings will primarily be carried out during late 
summer when the water is at its lowest level. 

6.1.2.4 Valves 

Flow valves will be spaced at regular intervals along 
the pipeline to enable isolation of segments of the line 
in the unlikely event of a leak. In addition, block 
valves and mainline check valves will be installed at 
all river crossings and at other locations along the 
line deemed to be environmentally sensitive. The 
valves will be installed above ground to facilitate 
access and maintenance. 

The valves will be operated remotely from the master 
control centres at Edmonton and North Point or 
operated locally by operators at the site. 

6.1.2.5 Northern Terminal 

The northern terminal will share a common site with 
Pump Station No. I and contain three covered 
“floating-roof’ crude oil storage tanks with a total 
capacity to store approximately twelve hours of flow 
at peak average pumping rates or 99.000 cubic 
metres. In addition. two 2.400cubic metres tanks will 
be used to store distillate fuel. The terminal will also 
be provided with oil metering facilities. 

The crude oil storage tanks will be dyked and 
impermeable flexible liners will be installed within 
the dyke and base to contain possible oil spills. The 
tanks will be built on refrigerated foundations where 
necessary. Permanent support facilities, including a 
wharf, airstrip and interconnecting all-weather access 
roads. will also be constructed at the terminal. 

6.1.2.6 Southern Terminal 

The southern terminal will include oil metering and 
meter proving facilities and will be connected to the 
existing tank farms of Interprovincial Pipe Line 
Limited and Trans Mountain Pipeline Limited. 

6.1.2.7 Pump Stations 

The pump stations are designed to meet the require- 
ments imposed by the severe northern environment. 
All northern stations will be constructed on gravel 
pads and critical areas within the station will be 
layered with insulation in order to keep ice-rich soils 
frozen and stable. All of the station equipment will be 
enclosed. The buildings will be insulated and inter- 

connected by covered. heated walkways. Figure 6.1-4 
shows a typical layout of a gas turbine pump station. 

In the Northwest Territories. two-stage centrifugal 
pumps will be driven by liquid fuel gas turbines. 
Initially. only 4 pump stations will be required. how- 
ever, as production rate increases. additional pump 
stations will be phased in. Ultimately twenty-four 
pump stations will be put into operation to provide a 
system capable of transporting an average daily 
volume of 218.000 cubic metres per day. Topping 
plants installed at these stations will produce the 
liquid fuel. In Alberta, the centrifugal pumps will be 
driven by electric motors. 

A cooling system will be required at seven of the 
sixteen northern stations once throughput exceeds 
150,000 cubic metres per day. The cooling of the oil 
from 27°C to 21°C will control thermally induced 
stresses in the pipeline. 

The pump stations will be operated by remote con- 
trol from the master control ccntre in Edmonton. 
however, personnel will be assigned as required to 
each station for safety and continuity of operations. 
To accommodate safety, inspection and mainte- 
nance personnel. each pump station will have com- 
pletely self-contained housing accommodation. an 
electrical generating facility: a central heating plant. 
a water treatment plant faculty and sewage and waste 
disposal systems. Fire detectton and automatic fire 
extinguishing capabilities will be provided at each 
station. 

6.1.2.8 Communications and Control 

To operate and maintain the pipeline system an effi- 
cient communications and control network is essen- 
tial. Communication via satellite will provide the 
most economical and reliable system for both con- 
struction and operating phases of the pro-ject. Private 
and public circuits for voice, telex and high speed 
data transmission between administration offices 
and field sites will be included. 

6.1.2.9 Support Facilities 

Approximately 60 kilometres of permanent ali- 
weather access roads will be constructed to connect 
proposed facilities to existing public highways and 
temporary wharf sites. When the line is completed, 
these permanent access roads will be maintained for 
inspection and maintenance purposes. Use of these 
roads by the public will be controlled for safety rea- 
sons. During construction, temporary snow roads 
will be used to provide access along the pipeline 
right-of-way and to material sites north of 60” North. 
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FIGURE 6.1-4 Pump stations will be constructedalong the pIpeline route. some of them incorporating facilifies to chill the oil 
JR order to control thermally mduced stress WI the pipe/me and to prevent raisrng of soil temperatures. A typical gas turbine 
pump station is shown here. 

6.1.3 CONSTRUCTION 

6.1.3.1 Schedule 

Approximately f’our years will be required to con- 
struct the pipeline system. Table 6.1-l shows the 
schedule for preparation and construction of the 
maJor pipeline components. 

The mainline will be constructed over a period of 
three years using eleven separate construction groups 
called “spreads.” The length of pipeline to be con- 
structed by each of the eleven spreads increases from 
north to south depending on the length of the above- 
ground sections. 

Mainline pipeline construction within each of the 
eight spreads north of 60” North will be composed of 
two distinct operations. vertical support member 
installation and pipelaying. During the first winter 
season the right-of-way will be cleared and the verti- 
cal support members Installed (where required) on 
the first section ofeach spread. 

The following winter the pipelaying operations for 
both aboveground and belowground pipeline will be 
conducted on the first section of each spread, while 
right-of-way clearing and vertical support member 
installation is carried out on the second section. The 
pipelaying operation will be performed on the second 
section during the third winter season. 
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TABLE 6.1-1 
Schedule for Preparation and Construction of the Major Pipeline Components 

YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5 

J MM J SN JMMJSN JMMJSN JMMJSN 

SUPPORT 
FACILITIES 

CONSTRUCTION 
CLEAR 

RIGHT-OF-WAY 

PIPELINE 
CONSTRUCTION 

STATION 
CONSTRUCTION 

TERMINAL 
CONSTRUCTION 

MAJOR RIVER 
CROSSINGS 

-OPERATION & 
MAINTENANCE 

FACILITIES 

COMMUNI- 
CATIONS 

All major river crossings, both north and south 0f60” 
North. are scheduled for construction during the 
summer season of the fourth year. Specific timing for 
individual installations will take into account envi- 
ronmental considerations. 

All station sites will be developed during the initial 
stages of the project along with the construction of 
the major support facilities necessary for the con- 
struction of the pipeline. Station sites will be cleared 
and padsconstructed to receive pipeline construction 
camps. materials and supplies. Actual station con- 
struction for the four pump stations required for 
initial operation will commence during the summer 
of 1985. 

6.1.3.2 Construction Techniques 

As a large percentage of the pipeline will be con- 
structed in the Arctic through sensitive permafrost 
areas. special construction techniques are required to 
ensure the integrity of the line and to minimize 
adverse effects on the environment. The procedures 
required for constructing through the permafrost 
areas of the Arctic have evolved from winter pipelin- 
ing through seasonably frozen terrain in Canada: 
from actual test programs such as ice and snow road 
construction, Arctic ditching. borrow pit develop- 
ment, insulated pad construction. slope stabilization. 
revegetation, etc; and from ongoing discussions with 
environmental consultants. government representa- 
tives. contractors and representatives of industry 
experienced in northern construction. 

Arctic construction techniques include: 

- Construction of snow roads to provide temporary 
access along the right-of-way and snow work pads in 
order to minimize disturbance of the terrain: 

- Hand clearing in place of machine clearing which 
may cause unnecessary damage; 

- Burning of debris on portable sleds or on gravel 
pads to prevent thawing; 

- Use of snow fill rather than disturbing the natural 
terrain during grading operations; 

- Locatingconstruction campsat pump stations sites 
to minimize disturbance: 

- Selective removal of the active layer for replace- 
mcnt on top of backf’ill mounds: 

- Use of soil stabilizing methods to prevent slope 
instability due to thermal and alluvial erosion: 

- Use of special backfill material as required for 
drainage. erosion and buoyancy control, grade restor- 
ation and for potentially unstable slopes; 

- Extensive fertilization and revegetation following 
completion of construction. 

Typical construction techniques for installation of 
buried pipeline from snow work pads are shown in 
Figure 6.1-5. 
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FIGURE 6.1-5 Burred plpelrnes in permafrost regrons will be built usrng snow roads for temporary access and snow work 
pads lo mm/mize d/sturbance of the natural terra/n. 

South ofh.5” North. the occurrence of ice rich prema- 
t’rost soils begins to decrease; hence. there will be a 
reduced need for special Arctic construction proce- 
dures. Conventional winter construction procedures 
have been developed to install pipelines through 
areas where terrain containing muskeg could be 
more easily crossed when the surface was sufficientI> 
frozen to provide adequate support for construction 
equipment. The pipeline right-of-way is cleared of 
tree cover well in advance of the main construction 
activities to allow for accelerated frost penetration 
through muskeg areas. Grading of the right-of-way 
follows. using cutting and filling techniques to pro- 
Adr a safe working surface for proper installation 01 
the pipeline. During clearing and grading, soil is 

placed over the ditch line to retard frost penetration. 
Lengths of pipe are then strung along the right-of- 
wa!, bent to fit the contour of the ground surface, 
welded intoa continuous string, X-rayed to prove the 
quality ofthe welds,coated with a protectivecoating. 
weighted as required with concrete to control 
buoyancy. The mound of soil placed over the ditch 
line during clearing and grading is removed and the 
ditch excavated just prior to lowering the pipeline 
into the ditch to ensure that the excavated material 
used for backfill contains as little frozen material as 
possible. Following backfill, the pipeline is pressure 
tested with warm water or a water methanol mix to 
prove its integrity. The natural contours of the right- 
of-way are then restored and revegetation commenced. 
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6.1.3.3 Construction Logistics 

For the purpose of providing management and rout- 
ing of the thousands of tonnes of material and 
equipment required for pipeline construction, the 
pipeline route has been divided into four geographic 
areas. Figure 6.14 shows these areas and provides 
estimates ofthe quantity of material and fuel required 
in each. 

Materials and fuel for areas A & B would be trans- 
ported by rail and/or road to Hay River and Fort 
Simpson. and then by Mackenzie River barges to 
temporary wharf sites. Movement to construction 
stockpile sites would be by truck using a combination 
of permanent and temporary winter roads. In areas 
C & D all materials and fuel will be transported by 
rail and road to the construction stockpiles. 

Personnel and camp supplies(foodstuffs.etc.) would 
be transported to locations north of 60” North by 
aircraft, whereas road transport would be primarily 
used south of 60” North. 

The existing road. rail. water and air systems would 
be used whenever possible in transporting materials, 
equipment. fuel and personnel to the construction 

AREA A 
SPREADS 1,2.3 OTHER 444 1 

AREA E 
SPREADS 4. 

FUELSZSOTHERlOS7 

UNITS: THOUSANDS OF TONNES 

FIGURE 6.1-6 for management and routing of material 
and equipment required for pipelrne construction. the route 
has been drvided into four areas. Volumes of mater/a/s and 
fuel have been estimated for each segment as shown (thou- 
sands of tonnes). 

stockpiles. Modifications to the existing facilities will 
be made and additional facilities such as temporary 
wharves. stockpile and camp sites. fuel storage. 
access roads and airstrips will be constructed during 
the first two winter seasons. These are shown in 
Figure 6.1-7. 

(a) Roads 

The Dempster Highway and the Mackenzie Valley 
Highway would be used to transport materials and 
equipment. Winter roads have been used in the past 
beyond the end of the graded roads and it is proposed 
to open and maintain such winter roads as necessary. 
Loads, however. are restricted by weight and size. 

Temporary winter access roads would be required to 
transport materials from existing facilities and 
stockpile sites. In sensitive permafrost areas. snow 
would be levelled and compacted to provide protec- 
tion of the permafrost. In the southern portion of the 
route, temporary winter access roads will be opened 
and right-of-way travel will be used for movement of 
men and material. 

(b) Rail 

Year-round rail access exists as far north as Hay 
River. This line also serves Slave Lake. Peace River, 
High Level. Meander River and Enterprise. The rail 
network will not be increased other than the upgrad- 
ing of selected sidings. 

(c) River Facilities 

Docking facilities at Hay River. Fort Simpson. Nor- 
man Wells. and lnuvik will require upgrading to 
accommodate pipeline materials. These facilities 
would be supplemented by the construction of tem- 
porary wharves at strategic points along the river. A 
permanent wharf at Hansen Harbour would be con- 
structed to service the North Point Terminal. Tem- 
porary wharves would be llemovcd at the end ofeach 
barging season. Procedures will be established so 
that no disruption of resupply to existing communi- 
ties will occur during the pipeline construction 
period. 

(d) Air Facilities 

Existing airstrips at Inuvik. Norman Wells. Fort 
Simpson and Hay River, together with up to five 
1,830 m and twelve 732 m airstrips are proposed 
along the route to serve construction, operation. and 
maintenance functions. Temporary runways. on ice 
or snow, may also be utilized during construction. 

(e) Staging Sites and Stockpiles 

Facilities for receiving and storing materials and 
equipment would be established at Hay River, Fort 
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CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES NORTH OF 60” NORTH LATITUDE 
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FIGURE 6.1-7 Facilities such as wharves. stockpile and camp sites, fuel and storage and airstrips will be requjred along the 
pIpeline route lo support construction 

Simpson and Enterprise. Each site will be self- 
contained and fenced, complete with supporting util- 
ities. services and personnel accommodation. 

Stockpiles will be provided along the river and the 
route of the pipeline. Where these sites are serviced 
by road or rail. they will be situated close to the 
right-of-way. Where serviced by temporary wharves. 
they would be generally located in the immediate 
vicinity of the off-loading area. To minimize terrain 
disturbance. stockpiles would be located. where pos- 
sible. on pump station pads. 

Fuel required north of Fort Simpson would be 
transported by rail or road tankers to Hay River or 
Fort Simpson and transferred to barges for delivery 
to stockpile locations. 

South of Fort Simpson fuel would be transported 
directly, to the construction sites by truck. 

(f) Equipment 

Estimated equipment requirements for the construc- 
tion of the mainline pipeline north of 60” north lati- 
tude exceeds 6,000 pieces of pipeline construction 

equipment. ranging from crawler type tractors to 
pick-up trucks. Much of the equipment will be oper- 
ated up to 24 hours per day. All equipment will be 
modified as necessary to permit operation under 
Arctic conditions. 

(g) Materials and Supplies 

It is expected that Canadian companies can supply 
the mainline pipe and a large percentage of the com- 
ponents required for the construction and operation 
of the pipeline system. 

(h) Borrow 

Approximately 8 million cubic metres of borrow 
material is estimated to be required north of 60” N to 
construct airstrips, access roads. stockpile sites. sta- 
tion pads, camp sites. staging sites and wharves. 
Borrow sources, as identified for Beaufort Delta Oil 
Project Limited by Techman Limited (1976) were 
reviewed and those most suitable to this project are 
shown in Figure 6.1-7. In addition, it is also likely 
future surveys along the right-of-way will identify 
other borrow sources which may be better suited to 
the construction project. 
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(i) Water 

North of 60” North the total volume of water 
required over the four-year construction period for 
construction camps, hydrostatic testing and winter 
roads is estimated to be in the order of 43 million 
cubic metres. Where possible, water will be obtained 
by either pumping directly from adjacent sources or 
by hauling to the required site. 

All potable water will be treated as required to meet 
government regulations concerning chemical and 
bacterial quality. It is not intended to place any 
demand on the water supplies of existing communi- 
ties along the route. 

(j) Construction Accommodation 

Mainline construction camps will be sited at selected 
locations along the route, and in order to maximize 
working time per day, will be relocated during the 
course of construction. 

The construction camps will be self-contained units 
and include water and sewage treatment and solid 
waste disposal systems. 

(k) Personnel - Construction 

Figure 6.1-8 shows an estimate of peak manpower 
required by construction season. north of 60” North. 
During the peak construction period approximately 
13,500 people will be required. After completion of 
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FIGURE 6.1-6 During the peak pipeline construction period, 
about 13,500 people will be required. This graph shows the 
peak manpower requirement by construction season. 

the pipeline, construction personnel will continue to 
be required to construct additional pump stations as 
production of crude oil increases. During peak peri- 
ods, approximately 600 construction personnel 
(summer) will be required to construct these new 
pump stations. 

6.1.4 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

The organization required to operate and maintain 
the pipeline system will include a head office. a 
regional office m the Northwest Territories. district 
offices and maintenance bases. Where possible these 
will be located in established communities along the 
pipeline route. 

Three district offices will be located north of the 60th 
parallel, and tentatively, the locations which have been 
selected are Inuvik, Norman Wells, and Fort Simp- 
son. The Regional Superintendent responsible for 
the operation of the pipeline system in the Northwest 
Territories. together with his staff, will likely be 
located at Inuvik. Figure 6.1-9 shows a possible con- 
trol network and location of operation and mainte- 
nance bases. 

At the head office in Edmonton. an Operations 
Manager will be responsible foroperatingand main- 
taining the complete pipeline system. His staff will 
include personnel involved with technical services. 
oil shipments, operations. administration and 
accounting and clerical functions. The Operations 
Manager’s staff will also include trained operators 
and technicians located at the North Point back-up 
control centre. 

r 

FIGURE 6.1-9 Possible structure of a control network for 
an overland pipeline system. 
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6.1.4.1 Personnel Requirements 

Approximately 200 personnel will be required in the 
Northwest Territories to operate and maintain the 
pipeline sy,stem during the initial five years of opera- 
tion. AddItional operations and maintenance staff 
will be employed as new pump stations are added to 
the system. 

By the year 2000. about 300 personnel will be 
required In the Northwest Territories. Positions will 
include experienced senior supervisory personnel. 
engineers. aircraft pilots and flight engineers. clerical 
and stores personnel, technicians and maintenance 
personnel such as mechanics, equipment operators, 
welders and general labourers. 

6.1.4.2 Communications and Control 

Operation of the pipeline. once oil starts moving 
through the line. will be controlled by an operations 
control centre at Edmonton. This master station will 
automatically and continuously monitor all remote 
stations. Information will be displayed on visual dis- 
play panels and printed by teleprinter. All critical 
equipment such as the computer, visual display units 
and control panels will be duplicated and will have 
automatic changeover capabilities. 

Pipeline dispatchers will be responsible for monitor- 
ing and controlling the flow of crude oil from North 
Point to Edmonton twenty-four hours a day. Using 
the control centre data, pipeline dispatchers will be 
able to control pipeline flow rates, system startup 
and shutdown. starting and stopping of individual 
pumps at all pump stations, pump station pressures 
and pipeline and pump station block valves. Station 
data displays will also show the status of valves and 
pumps at each station plus information on the oper- 
ating suction pressure. flow and temperature. Con- 
stant surveillance of the pipeline operation from 
North Point will also be available. 

Leak detection systems will be included as part of-the 
overall control system. These systems will have the 
ability to detect and identify the location of a leak 
down to 0.25 to 0.5 percent of pipeline flow. A com- 
puter will monitor the pipeline for leaks and upon 
detection ol‘a leak or a suspected leak, will sound an 
alarm and indicate the section of the line with the 
problem. The dispatcher, subject to the operational 
procedures established with regard to leaks and sus- 
pected leaks. will if‘ necessary then be able to shut 
down the pipeline. isolating the section in question 
by closing the appropriate pipeline valves. 

Recent advances in the design of leak detection sys- 
tems would indicate that the leak detection system 
proposed for this overland pipeline system would 

allow the pipeline to be shut-in before 20 to 40 cubic 
metres of oil would have escaped from a minor leak. 

Communications for the system will be via micro- 
wave and satellite. 

6.1.4.3 Surveillance and Maintenance 

Detailed surveillance and maintenance procedures 
will be developed to meet local conditions along the 
pipeline route. Both aboveground and belowground 
sections will be regularly monitored to ensure that 
the integrity of the pipeline is maintained. 

The condition of the right-of-way will be checked 
frequently by aerial and ground patrols to identify 
any subsidence or erosion. Measures will be under- 
taken immediately to remedy any situations requir- 
ing attention. 

In sensitive terrain areas, use of the right-of-way for 
maintenance will be limited whenever possible, to 
periods when it is frozen. For maintenance or repairs 
which must be done at times when it is not frozen, 
aircraft will be the preferred method of transporting 
personnel and equipment to the work sites. 

At all times. personnel will ensure that the use of the 
right-of-way is kept to a minimum and that consider- 
ation be given to all environmental factors which 
exist in the area. 

Low ground pressure vehicles containing specialized 
equipment will be maintained at all remote pump 
stations for use in the event of any emergency. 

6.1.4.4 Waste Disposal 

Incorporated into the pump station design will be a 
vacuum sewage system to collect the black water 
(toilets and urinals) and grey water (showers. hand 
basins, etc.). The black water and combustible solid 
waste will be incinerated. Incineration eliminates 
hauling to off-site locations and the need for sewage 
lagoons. Large pieces of scrap metal will be com- 
pacted and stockpiled in suitable areas for recycling 
as scrap. 

6.1.5 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

The pipeline would be constructed over a period of 
about four years. The majority of construction activ- 
ity will take place during winter when terrain is fro- 
zen. Summer construction activities include the con- 
struction of pump stations, the northern terminal 
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and the major river crossings. The environmental 
implications posed by these and other activities 
related to a major pipeline down the Mackenzie Val- 
ley corridor are examined in Volume 4. 

6.1.5.1 Preconstruction and Construction Activities 

Preconstruction and construction activities related to 
the pipeline which may create environmental distur- 
bances include: surveying, site clearing, ditching, 
blasting, hauling and stringing pipe. ditch backfill 
and borrow excavation. Indirect activities which may 
impact upon the environment include those related 
to construction camps, the transport of supplies and 
equipment, building of access roads. wharfing facili- 
ties, and pumping stations. 

(a) Right-of-Way 

A corridor approximately 37 metres wide will be 
required for the pipeline. 

(b) River and Stream Crossings 

Water crossings will involve the movement of equip- 
ment across streams during trenching and backfil- 
ling, cutting of banks and underwater blasting in 
areas underlain by rock or impervious sediments. 

(c) Borrow Pits 

Gravel will be required for pump station founda- 
tions. access roads, pipeline ditch bedding and select 
backfill material. Borrow pits will be excavated to 
supply material for these requirements. 

(d) Construction Camps 

The impact associated with construction camps in 
the Arctic is described in Section 5.3. 

(e) Other 

Impacts associated with pipeline construction also 
include noise and atmospheric emissions due to the 
movement of people. machinery and aircraft. 

6.1.5.2 Operations and Maintenance 

Disturbances associated with pipeline operation and 
maintenance are summarized as follows: 

(a) Surveillance 

Pipeline surveillance overflights will be of a tempor- 
ary and intermittent nature. Altitude restrictions will 
ensure that only minimal noise disturbance is caused 
at ground level. 

(b) Roads and Wharves 

Permanent roads and wharves will be used for 
resupply and maintenance traffic. 

(c) Pump Stations 

Pump stations will each require about 5.5 ha of 
land. Each pumping station will be fully automated 
and remotely controlled when operational. so 
impacts will be from the mechanical elements with 
potential human disturbance only in the event of 
emergency maintenance. 

Combustion of fuel in the turbines at the pump 
station will result in gaseous emissions. Noise will be 
controlled to prescribed levels at the plant fence. 

6.2 OVERLAND GAS PIPELINE 
SYSTEMS 

In the last IO years considerable research. design 
engineering. environmental and socio-economic stu- 
dies have been completed by various prqject groups 
to assess the feasibility of transporting natural gas 
f’rom the Beaufort Sea and Arctic Islands to southern 
Canadian and United States markets. In 1974, Can- 
adian Arctic Gas Pipeline Ltd. filed an application to 
the NEB requesting authorization to construct and 
operate a pipeline system capable of transmitting gas 
produced in northern Alaska and the Mackenzie 
Delta to southern markets. A year later. Foothills 
Pipeline Limited submitted an application to con- 
struct and operate a smaller diameter pipeline (the 
Maple Leaf project) that would carry only Macken- 
zie Delta gas south to Canadian markets. 

In 1976. Foothills Pipeline (Yukon) Limited, filed an 
application with the National Energy Board for a 
certificate of public convenience and necessity to 
construct an alternate pipeline to that proposed by 
Canadian Arctic Gas Limited. routed through 
Alaska and the Yukon Territories via the Alaska 
Highway. This pipeline would transport Prudhoe 
Bay gas to the United States markets and is referred 
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to as the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline Project. As a 
condition of approval. Foothills agreed to make a 
further application to the NEB which would consider 
the Dempster Link covering construction and opera- 
tion ofa pipeline lateral from the Mackenzie Delta to 
connect with the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline near 
Whitehorse (shown in Figure 6.2-I ). 

In 1977. Polar Gas submitted applications to the 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Devel- 
opment and the NEB, to construct a gas pipeline 
originating on Melville Island and whose route 
crosses Somerset Island and parallels the west side of 
Hudson Bay, terminating at Longlac, Ontario. Polar 
Gas subsequently withdrew this application in I977 
in favour of a new application for a combined “Y” 
pipeline system (Figure 6.2-2). This route configura- 
tion is intended to connect gas discoveries both in the 
Arctic Islands and the Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort 
Sea areas to central Canadian markets. 

As outlined above, both the Dempster Lateral Pipe- 
line Project and the Polar Gas Prqject (“Y” line) 
proposed that transmission lines would be con- 
structed to carry natural gas from three major fields 
(Niglintgak, Parsons Lake and Taglu) to main trunk- 
line systems. These laterals were sized to accommo- 
date the production from these reservoirs. With the 
discovery of oil in the Beaufort Sea. gas associated 
with the oil could add considerable volumes to the 
existing reserves. As additional oil and gas discover- 
ies are made. the construction of a dedicated gas 
pipeline system from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta region down the Mackenzie Valley to connect 
with existing gas transmission systems in Alberta 
(similar to the Foothills Maple Leaf application) 
could become an attractive alternative. This would 
then establish a single energy corridor for hydrocar- 
bon transportation and could also be a potential 
source of’ fuel for communities located along the 
Mackenzie River. The pipeline size would depend on 
the existing and potential reserves in the area at the 
time design studies commence. 

Brief prqject descriptions are presented here and are 
extracted from the various company submissions. 
The proponents do not intend to submit supporting 
documentation covering the gas transmission sys- 
tems mentioned since these applications have been 
filed with Federal regulatory agencies and as such are 
available for public review. 

6.2.1 DEMPSTER LATERAL PIPELINE 
PROJECT 

The Dempster Lateral Gas Pipeline is designed to 
carry an average volume of34 million cubic metres ot 

natural gas per day from the Mackenzie Delta to the 
Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline and thus to southern 
markets. 

The proposed gas transportation system will connect 
the Taglu. Parsons Lake and Niglintgak gas fields in 
the Mackenzie Delta. and possibly other reserves. to 
a trunkline system. An 18 kilometre lateral will link 
the Niglintgak gas field to the mainlineat its northern 
point of origin (kilometre post 0 at the Taglu plant 
site)on Richards Island in the Mackenzie Delta. A 20 
kilometre lateral will connect the Parsons Lake gas 
field to the main line at kilometre post 82. The main- 
line will extend I .200 kilometres from the Mackenzie 
Delta. generally following the Dempster and Klon- 
dike highwjays to Whitehorse (Figure 6.2-l). 

The pipeline will be designed and constructed in the 
buried mode. A total ofeight automated compressor 
stations would beconstructed to ultimately transport 
34 million cubic metres of natural gas. Gas chillers 
will be installed at the first four compressor stations 
to maintain gas temperatures below 0°C to maintain 
permafrost integrity. South of kilometre post 700 the 
gas will be maintalned at temperatures above 0°C. 
Each compressor station site will consist of a fenced 
pad of approximately 4 hectares which will include 
the compressor buildmg. scrubber, utility gas meter- 
ing and control compound. gas chilling or heating 
equipment. work shop and office complex and. 
where required. a separate area for living quarters. 

Gas metering facilities will be provided to measure 
flow into the pipeline at the Niglintgak. Taglu and 
Parsons Lake gas plants. In addition. a meter station 
will be installed at the junction with the Alaska 
Highway Gas Pipeline to monitor flow out of the 
Dempster Lateral. 

The Foothills Pipe Lines (South Yukon) Ltd. opera- 
tion and maintenance organization, established for 
the Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline. will be responsible 
for the operation of the Dcmpster Lateral. The head 
off‘&. warehouse. technical maintenance. and oper- 
ations ccntre fhr this organization will be located at 
Whitehorse. Area offices would be established at 
lnuvik. Eagle River. Dawson City and Carmacks, 
\hith a materials supply depot included at Inuvik. 

The Dempster Lateral is sized based on natural gas 
production from three major gas plants in the Mack- 
enzie Delta region and does not have capacity for the 
additional gas reserves which may beassociated with 
future oil and gas discoveries. A re-evaluation of gas 
reserves will be conducted at a later date, at which 
time the optimum pipeline size will be selected. 
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FIGURE 6.2-l The proposed Dempster Lateral Gas Pipeline would carry gas from the Mackenzie Delta to join the proposed 
Alaska Highway Gas PIpeline near Whrtehorse in the Yukon. 
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6.2.2 POLAR GAS PIPELINE PROJECT 

The Polar Gas Project was formed in 1972 to study 
and develop the best way of transporting natural gas 
from discoveries made in the Arctic Islands by 
Panarctic Oils in the early 1970’s. The project parti- 
cipants are Trans Canada Pipelines (project man- 
ager). Panarctic Oils Ltd, Tenneco Oil of Canada. 
Ltd.. Ontario Energy Corporation and Petro- 
Canada. By 1973. it was determined that a large 
diameter pipeline was the most economical and effi- 
cient means of moving large quantities of gas to 

southern Canadian markets. As a result, studies have 
been directed at determining the optimum route for 
the pipeline system. By 1974. project research was 
focussing on a route which crossed Barrow Strait. 
Somerset Island and travelled down the west side of 
Hudson bay to terminate at Longlac, Ontario (Fig- 
ure 6.2-2). Between 1973 and 1977 some 10 million 

dollars were spent on the environmental and socio- 
economic studies required to prepare a thorough 
environmental impact statement. In late 1977 Polar 
Gas submitted applications and accompanying doc- 
umentation to the Department of Indian Affairsand 
Northern Development and the National Energy 
Board, including engineering, environmental. socio- 
economic and cost criteria for this route. This appli- 
cation was referred by DIAND to the Federal Envir- 
onmental Assessment and Review Office which in 
turn established an environmental assessment panel 
to review the prqject. At the request of Polar Gas. 
this application was subsequently withdrawn in May 
1980after further studiesestablished the feasibility of 
a combined “Y” pipeline system. This route conligu- 
ration would connect gas discoveries in both the 
Arctic Islands and the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie 
Delta to central Canada through one common 
system. 

GREENLAND 

1. ORIGINALL” 
l ROPOSEo POLAR 
GA8 ROVTE 

FIGURE 6.2-2 A pipeline is proposed by the Polar Gas Project lo transporf ges irom the Arctic Islands to Ontario. An 
alternative for transporting Mackenzre Delta-Beaufort Sea gas would be to tie into this line. 
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The “Y” alternatives all incorporate a lateral from 
Melville Island, across M’Clure Strait to Victoria 
Island and then across Dolphin and Union Strait to 
the mainland Northwest Territories west of Cop- 
permine. This lateral would then join another lateral 
from the Mackenzie Delta. and proceed to southern 
Canada by one of the three routes: the eastern “Lon- 
glac” route. passing to the east of Great Bear Lake 
and roughly following the tree line through Northern 
Manitoba to the Trans Canada Pipeline system in 
Northern Ontario; the “Mackenzie Valley” route, 
generally following the east side of the Mackenzie 
River: and the “East Franklin” route, which would 
cross the uplands to the east of the Franklin Moun- 
tains. The “Y” line to Longlac is currently the pro- 
ject’s preferred route. but the Mackenzie Valley and 
East Franklin routings remain viable alternatives. 

Although the exact timing of the Polar Gas applica- 
tion for the “Y” line to Longlac is still under consid- 
eration, documentation covering the environmental 
and socio-economic statements for the preferred 
route has been completed. 

6.3 TANKER TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEMS 

The proponents are also proposing the use of ice- 
breaking tankers to deliver liquid hydrocarbons 
from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region to 
market. These ships would operate year-round from 
northern loading terminals located off the Beaufort 
Sea coast. These Arctic tankersare being designed to 
operate independently of escorting icebreakers and 
thus will have special design features to permit their 
operation in Arctic ice conditions. An artist’s con- 
ception of an Arctic tanker design is shown in Figure 
6.3-l. The design and operation of icebreaking oil 
tankers are discussed here in detail. However, similar 
tankers may also eventually be used to transport 
other hydrocarbons such as liquefied natural gas 
(LNG). 

Experience gained with the operation of icebreakers 
in the Arctic and data collected from operation ofthe 
CANMAR KIGORIAK in the Beaufort Sea have 
allowed designers to refine the details of the Arctic 
tanker. The proponents are thus confident that large, 
200.000 DWT, Arctic tankers can be designed and 
constructed to safely transport oil, year-round, from 
the Beaufort Sea - Mackenzie Delta Region. These 
tankers would be registered in Canada and be gov- 
erned by all existing applicable Canadian and inter- 
national regulations. 

The use of icebreaking tankers for year-round trans- 
portation in Arctic waters presents physical, techni- 

cal and human challenges. but these are being met. 
There has been some experience of marine opera- 
tions through the Northwest Passage in winter and a 
considerable body of knowledge and experience has 
been gathered through the operation of ships in ice- 
covered waters in other parts of the world. 

Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker operations in the 
Arctic usually last from late July to early October. 
However. there have been some significant exten- 
sions to this season. In mid December 1966. the 
CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD and CCGS N.B. 
MCLEAN escorted the icebreaking cable repair ship 
CCGS JOHN CABOT to Thule. Greenland, at the 
northernmost extremity of Baffin Bay. In September 
1967, the CCGS JOHN A. MACDONALD and the 
USCG STATEN ISLAND travelled from the eastern 
Arctic to the Beaufort Sea in order to escort to safety 
the icebreaker USCG NORTHWIND which had 
been disabled at 79”N 169”W, that is 700 kilometres 
inside the polar ice pack. In February 1972, the 
CCGS LOUIS ST. LAURENT, the most powerful 
icebreaker in the Canadian Coast Guard fleet, pene- 
trated the Northwest Passage to the westernmost end 
of Lancaster Sound. 

Of particular relevance to current plans are the 
voyages of the S.S. MANHATTAN, shown in Plates 
6.3-l and 6.3-2. In both 1969 and 1970, this converted 
Exxon oil tanker travelled into the Canadian Arctic 
Islands following the route proposed for the Arctic 
tankers. Sailing westward. it passed through Buffin 
Bay in September. failed to get through the severe ice 
conditions of M’Clure Strait but successfully navi- 
gated the Prince of Wales Strait, then sailed on to 
Point Barrow. Alaska and returned by the same 
route. This vessel is a conventional, 106,000 tonne 
deadweight. steam powered, twin screw (32 MW) 
tanker converted by the addition of an icebreaking 
bow and side sponsons. Escorted by icebreakers of 
the Canadian and United States Coast Guards, the 
MANHATTAN was very successful operating in 
Arctic conditions, often using her higher mass and 
shallow angle bow to break ridges beyond the capa- 
bility of the Coast Guard icebreakers. On these 
voyages, data were collected for use in the design of 
future icebreakers. 

As for operating cargo icebreakers. the first vessel of 
this type to be launched in Canada was the M.V. 
ARCTIC. This icebreaking bulk cargo vessel, owned 
by Canarctic Shipping Ltd., made its first voyage in 
1978 and now trades regularly to the Nanisivik mine 
on Northern Baffin Island (June to November) and 
to the Polaris Mine on little Cornwallis Island 
(August to November). 

The U.S.S.R. has also made significant advances in 
the design and operation of icebreakers. In 1977. the 
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FIGURE 6.3-l It is proposed to build tankers specially designed for Arctic operations to transport oil from the Beaufort See to 
markets. An artist’s conceptlon of a possible Arctic tanker design is shown here. 

PLATE 6.3-l In 7969 end 1970. the .S.S. MANHATTAN, a converted oil tanker, travelled through the Cenedien Arctic along 
the route proposed for tankers oper8tlng to the 8eaufoft Sea. This voyage demonstrated the feasibility oficebreeking tanker 
transport. 
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PLATE 6.3-2 During the voyages of the S.S. MA NHA TTA N 
through the Arctic, data were collected for use in the design 
of future icebreakers. 

nuclear-powered icebreaker ARKTIKA, which is pres- 
ently the most powerful icebreaker in the world and 
capable of breaking ice 2 metres thick at a speed of3 
knots, left Murmansk for a 4.230 kilometre voyage to 
the geographic North Pole. On August 17, after an 8 
day voyage including 2.500 kilometres through the 
Polar pack ice, the ARKTIKA became the first surface 
ship to each 90”N latitude. 

The ARKTIKA and the route followed to the North 
Pole are shown in Plate 6.3-3. In addition to three 
nuclear icebreakers (ARKTIKA, SIBIR and LENIN) 
the U.S.S.R. operates an extensive fleet of conven- 
tionally powered icebreakers. These include the Ermak 
class of three vessels. the most powerful diesel electric 
icebreakers in the world. which are used to extend the 
shipping season in the Northeast Passage. 

6.3.1 ARCTIC TANKER DESCRIPTION 

During their transit, Arctic tankers will be required 
to operate amidst first and second year ice ridges. 
sheet and floe ice, variously sized multi-year ice floes 
(some incorporating large multi-year ice ridges). ice- 
bergs, bergy bits and growlers, all of which will 
impose different design constraints upon the ship, 
her structure and her machinery. 

The Canadian Government has enacted marine legis- 
lation controlling many features of the design and 
operation of Arctic shipping. These are the Arctic 
Shipping Pollution Prevention Regulations which 
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PLATE 6.3-3 In 1977, the Sowet icebreaker A RKTIKA 
became the first surface ship to reach 90’ latitude, affer 
travelling 2.500 kilometres through the Polar pack ice. The 
Soviet icebreaker is a 55.2 Megawatt nuclear powered ves- 
sel. (Courtesy Novosti Press Agency) 

control vessel entry into defined ice zones. Thus. at 
certain times of the year, only ships possessing the 
required Ice Class Certificate are allowed into those 
zones. The regulations are not. however, a design 
tool guaranteeing successful operation of ships, and 
do not relieve the naval architect ofthe responsibility 
of proper detailed design for the intended service. 
The proponents believe that the provision of “over- 
design” within their ships will help to ensure success- 
ful operation. 

While year-round transit of ships to the Beaufort Sea 
region by way of Prince of Wales Strait requires the 
granting of a Class 8 certificate, the proponents 
believe that this standard should be exceeded. Con- 
sequently, vessel design will comply with. and in 
many instances. exceed standards set for Class IO 
icebreakers. 

The CANMAR KIGORIAK, put into service by 
Dome Petroleum in 1979, is shown in Plate 6.3-4. 
This ship was designed as an experimental icebreaker 
to provide information needed to develop year-round 
Class IO Arctic tankers. Ice trials in a variety of 



conditions have confirmed the “in-ice” performance 
of the vessel. The comprehensive research program 
has yielded valuable information essential to the 
design of tankers for year-round operations. 

6.3.1.1 General Characteristics 

The following will provide a general description of 
the 200,000 tonne Arctic Class tankers proposed for 
full scale Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta develop- 
ment. However. it should be noted that to service the 
early production plan, it is entirely feasible to use a 
“smaller” version of the Arctic Class IO tanker. In 
this regard Dome is currently proposing the use ofan 
80.000 tonne tanker to transport early production 
from the Tarsiut field at a rate of approximately 
3.200 cubic metres per day (20.000 BOPD). The design 
ofthis vessel will follow the same approach as that for 
the full scale production tanker. 

A detailed description of the current design being 
considered for year-round Arctic navigation is given 
in this section. Specific design will vary from com- 
pany to company, and also from ship to ship, as 
experience is gained with Arctic operations. Varia- 
tions would lie principally in the areas of physical size 
of the vessel. the proportions of the main hull, the 
level of installed power, the type of propulsion sys- 
tem and fuel, and many other less significant factors 
(e.g. accommodation layout). 

The tankers will be of all welded construction con- 
sisting of, from forward to aft. a fore-peak void 
space. a forward salt water ballast tank space. a 
midbody cargo space flanked by segregated salt 
water ballast tanks, fuel tanks. machinery spaces, 
and an aft void space and steering gear space. All 
accommodation will be forward of the cargo tanks 
and all the machinery and its operating spaces will be 
aft. 

PLATE 6.3-4 The CANMAR KIGORIA K. a C/ass 3 icebreaker, has been m service rn the Beaufort Sea smce 1979. Ice trials and 
operation of the KIGORIAK have provrded valuable information which is bemg used in the design of Arctic tankers. 
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Length overall 
Length on w1tcrlinc 
Breadth 
Dcpt h 
Dl21’1 
Dispiaccmcnt 
Installed power 
Carp cfwdweight 
Ctuv 
Fuel oil capxity 

390 mctres 
370 mctres 
52 metrcs 
38 mctrcs 
IS-20 metres 
300.000 tonnes 
I I2 MW (150.000 HP) 
200.000 tonnes 
45 
10-12.000 tonnes 

Thcx \csscls will bc similar in physical dimensions to 
lar-pc ships currently operating uvrld-uidc. In their 
1980 statistical sur\q. Llo+s Register 01‘ Shipping 
recorded 709 commcrc‘i;1l ships larger th;in IXO.000 
lunnesca~-go deadweight and 144 shipsabovc 350.000 
tonnes cargo deadweight. Details of‘ some of‘ these 

ships rogcthcr with icchrcakcrs and other lays ship{ 
al-c pi-04 idcd in Tahlc h.3- I 7-l~ special fcaturcs 

r-cquircd ior Arctic opcra~ion rct!ucc the cargo c;irf\- 
ing c;ipacir! ol‘thc Arctic t;inl\cr\ in Irclxtion to Ihcir 
si7e and pouw. For example. the ES0 PACIFIC. ;I 
ranker ofapproximately the same Icngth. has :I cargo 
carrying capacity 4‘ two and a lialf‘tlnics that ot‘thc 
ArctIc t:rnkcr. On the other hand. in or-dcr lo ccq>c’ 
with ice conditions. the Arctic tankers will ha\e more 
than lhrcc ti1nes 1111’ insullcd power- 01 the 13SSO 
PACIFIC. 

- .4 double-sided shell and double-bottome~i hull 
s1rucIurc lo minimi,, the pos3ihlc Irisks ol’oil sp~l- 
layc iii c:isc ol‘collision or groundin_c: 

TABLE 6.3-l 

A SUMMARY OF THE SPECIFICATIONS OF 
SOME OF THE LARGEST SHIPS IN THE WORLD 

Depth/ Cargo 
Length Draft Capacity Power No. of 

Vessel Name m m/m Tonnes MW Propellers 

Passenger Shlps 
France now Norway 315 24.WlO.5 N.A. 119.4 4 
Queen Elizabeth 2 294 17.1/ 9.9 N.A. 82 2 

Cargo Vessels 
Arctic 209 15.2/10.9 28,000 11 1 
Batillus Class 405 36 /20.4 559,000 48.5 2 
Esso Pacific Class 407 31.3/25.3 508,000 33.6 1 
Esso Caribbean Class 378.5 30.7/25.0 458,500 33.6 1 
Manhattan 306 20.6/15.9 107,700 32 2 
Lunni ClasS 164 12.0/ 9.5 16,300 11.6 1 

Alrcraft Carrlers 
Nimitz Class 333 /l 1.3 N.A. 194 4 
Enterprise Class 336 DO.9 N.A. 209 4 
Kitty Hawk Class 319 /11.3 N.A. 155 4 
Kiev Class 274 110.0 N.A. 134 4 

Battleship 
Iowa Class 271 11.6 N.A. 158 4 

Icebreakers 
Arktika Class 136 /l 1 .o N.A. 56 Nuclear 3 
Lenin 134 16.1/ 9.2 N.A. 33 Nuclear 3 
Ermak Class 135 16.70 .O 1 N.A. 26.5 3 
Louis S. St. Laurent 112 13.1/ 9.0 N.A. 18 3 
Polar Star Class 121 13.2/ 9.1 N.A. 45 3 
Urho Class 105 13.61 0.3 N.A. 16.2 2 Fore 

2 Aft 

Proposed Arctic Tanker 390 38 /20 200,000 112 2 or3 
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WIND TANK 

WATER BALLAST 

lCETE3R~~~UNG DOIJELE EOTTOM TANKS 

CARQO OIL 
CENTRE TANKS 

CONVENTIONAL W‘Na TANKs 
TANKER 

N,,‘DOUELE SOlTOMB 
NORMALLY FITTED 

COMPARISON OF IBT VS CONVENTIONAL TANKER 

FIGURE 6.3-2 Arctic tankers willbe built with many special features not found in conventional tankers. These include a Class 

10 icebreaking capability, separate oiland water ballast tanks and a double-bottomed hull to minimfze the risk of oilspillage in 
the event of an accrdent. 

propulsion system must bc capable of withstanding 
rapid changes in po~~‘cr rcquiremcnts. ~llan~ pOI4’eJ 

cycles. from full power ahead to full power reverse. 
changes in direction. absorption of substantial thrusts 
f’rom ice-ramming. and se\erc torque fluctuations 
induced b!, ice milling. 

To obtain these characteristics. the proponents ha~c 
considered man> propulsion and transmission svs- 
terns. The! have concluded that two cnginc 1~ pcs and 
two transmission systems arc viable. 

These engine types are medium or 510~. speed diesel 
engines. or gas turbines. The diesels nffe~- \.cr> IOU, 
specific fuel consumption while the gas turbines offer 
;I \ery high power output per unit oi‘spacc requir-cd. 
Both have an extensive history of successful marine 
operation. 

The transmission systems arc direct drive. where the 
cnglne dri\,es directly through a speed reducing gcar- 
box to a controllable pitch propeller: or an electric 
system where the engine is coupled directly to an 
electrical generator whose power (AC) drives an clec- 
tric motor connected to a fixed pitch propeller. A 
mechanical dri1.e transmission system offers low 
energy losses but is large and heavy. The electrical 

system is expensive but technically proven by most 
icebreakers of the world. 

One alternate Arctic tanker machinery package. ;IS 

dcsigncd by Dome. includes IUU indcpcndcnt pro- 
pulsion systems. These will include three medium 
speed diesel engines per shaft conncctcd directly to ;I 

gcarbos dri\,ing the propcllcr shaft and ;I controllahlc 
pitch propcllcr. Clutches. ad,iuated to slip ;I( ;I certain 
o\ertorque will be fitted to protect the gearbox and 
the diesel cngincs from shocks and peaks in ice 
torque. 

The Arctic tanker will be designed to develop 56 
megawatts(MW)pershaftforatotaIofl12MWand 
should be able to pass unassisted through all ice in the 
Northwest Passage throughout the year. It should be 
capable of achieving 6 knots in 3 metrcs of level ice. 
and hare ;I maxlmum open water speed of about 23 
knots. 

The controllable pitch design ol‘propcllersallows the 
direction of propeller thrust to be changed very 
quickly. This makes it possible to obtain reverse 
thrust with a minimum of delay and without stop- 
ping the rotation of the propellers. Thcsc propellers 
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give high efficiency and result in a faster response 
time for manoeuvring. Thus it will be possible to stop 
an Arctic tanker in about 1 kilometre in open water 
compared to about 5 kilometres for a conventional 
tanker. 

As proposed, each propeller will be protected from 
milling ice by a nozzle. that is. a short tube surround- 
ing the propeller (Plate 6.3-S). These nozzles will also 
provide a 25 to 30 7% increase in thrust. 

During the detailed design of their specific vessels a 
final decision will be made on the engine and trans- 
mission system that best suits their individual needs. 

PLATE 6.3-S The propellers of the Arctic tankers will be 
protected from mrlling rce by a nozzle surrounding them as 
IS current/y used on the KlGORlAK icebreaker. 

6.3.1.4 Fuel Storage 

The tankers will have a diesel fuel capacity of approx- 
imately 10.000 to 12.000 tonnes, permittmg 30 days 
travel at full power. The fuel tanks will be located 
completely inside the double hull and directly for- 
ward ofthe engine room. Fuel consumption will vary 
seasonally and will depend on the final installed 

power. In winter. most of the fuel cargo will be con- 
sumed on each trip. while during summer a lesser 
amount would be used. The heavier winter fuel 
demand is due to icebreaking and the slightly longer 
distances involved with the winter routes. The tankers 
will be capable of carrying enough fuel for the return 
voyage but could top up their fuel tanks at the north- 
ern terminal if required. 

6.3.1.5 Waste Management System 

Sewage generated aboard the tankers will be treated 
prior to discharge and sludge will be incinerated on 
board. Grey water. from the galley and laundry facili- 
ties will be treated for solids and grease removal prior 
to discharge. The grease will be incinerated as will 
most solid waste. Non-combustible waste will be 
compacted and stored onboard for disposal at the 
southern terminal. 

The Federal Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act 
specifies conditions under which oily wastes can be 
discharged into Arctic water. as do the international 
standards set out by the Inter-Governmental Mari- 
time Consultative Organization (IMCO). To comply 
with these requirements, the Arctic tankers will be 
fitted with oil-water separators to treat oily bilge. 
whereafter the oily waste will be transferred to ‘slop’ 
tanks. which must be sized to accommodate at least 
1.5% of the cargo deadweight tonnage. The wastes 
can then either be burned. or stored until the ship 
reaches its southern terminal, where it will be 
offloaded. 

6.3.1.6 Cargo Containment 

The tankers will be fitted with about fourteen oil 
containment tanks. located within the inner hull, 
having a total capacity of about 230.000 cubic metres 
(203.000 tonnes) of oil. 

If. during a cargo voyage, the outer hull were 
breached while the inner hull remained intact. the 
empty ballast tanks within the double skin would 
tlood with sea water. Even in the event that two 
adjacent compartments were flooded. the ship would 
safely remain afloat in stable equilibrium. In addi- 
tion, no corrective trim action would be required by 
the crew. If both the outer and inner hulls were 
breached from below. i.e. as a result of grounding, 
oil outflow would still not likelv occur. Model tests 
show that it is possible to contain outflow from the 
oil cargo tanks within the space between the outer 
and inner hulls. Sufficient volume for this purpose is 
provided in this space. Any buoyancy lost can be 
regained by introducing controlled volumes of com- 
pressed air above the oil level in the outer side tanks 
(Figure 6.3-3). This will depress the air/oil interface 
and the cargo pumps can be used to empty the tank, 
with the compressed air gradually replacing pumped 
oil. The oil will be transferred to a safe compartment 
elsewhere in the ship with very little loss of buoyancy. 
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FlGURE6.3-3 ThecargoconfainmentsystemoftheArct/c 
tankers WJ// be designed in such a way that even if the hull 
were damaged m an accident, the shrp would remam afloat 
fn stable equ/l,brrum and no o/l would be spilled. Oil from 
damaged tanks would be pumped rnto another compartment. 

On conventional ships. the cargo oil handling system 
has been determined to be a source of mishap. due to 
mechanical and/or operator errors. A svstem has 
been chosen for cargo movement consisting of‘ sub- 
mersible pumps in each cargo tank. which transfer 
liquid up out of the tank into transfer piping. With 
this system. tanks may be individually pumped there- 
by eliminating in-hull piping, inaccessible remote 
control valves and a pump room. with their xso- 

ciated risk of explosion. 

6.3.1.7 Manoeuvrability 

The Arctic tankers. with their multiple propellers. 
twin rudders and fore and aft transverse thrusters 
will have significantly improved manocu\,ring and 
stopping abilities compared to their open water 
counterparts. Most conventional tankers ol’compar- 
able size to the icebreaking tankers have onI\, one 
propeller. with installed power of about 30 -MW. 
Hasty astern manoeut’res by such vessels often result 
in unpredictable trajectories due to loss ofdirectional 
stability. Because of this. the preferred manoeuvre in 
an emergency is to turn the vessel broadside on 
through 90”, thus rapidly reducing the forward 
movement. 

Slow speed manoeuvres for all ships are improved b! 
the use of bow and stern transverse thrusters. In 
1976, the United States Coast Guard demonstrated. 
with the 45 MW triple screw icebreaker POLAR 
STAR. that open controllable propellers can be made 
operational in Arctic conditions. The characteristics 
of that propulsion system were: the ability to rapidly 
change the direction of propeller thrust (by changing 
the blade angle of attack): the ability to avoid stop- 
ping the propeller during manoeuvring: and the abil- 
ity to efficiently use the input power overa wide range 
of operating conditions. 

With multiple screws. the thrusters on one side ol‘the 
vessel can be put hard astern while those on the 
opposite side are put hard ahead. This results in a 

very high turning moment being applied to the \.essel 
in addition to that imposed by the rudders. Even 
without changing the direction of propeller thrust. 
the \fessel’s twin rudders immediately behind. and 
consequently in. the propeller wash will give the 
vessel excellent open water turning capability. 

The manoeuvring and stopping characteristics of the 
Arctic tankers will also bc improved by other fea- 
tures incorporated into the propulsion system, namely: 
the much higher power (about 4 or 5 times conven- 
tional). and the much quicker rcsponsc time of the 
engine controls. 

The higher power. required to develop the very high 
thrust necessary to push the ship through up to 3 
metres of Arctic ice. coupled to a propeller design 
with improved astern performance (necessary for 
backing up in ver!’ thick ice and ridges). makes a very 
high rek’crse thrust possible. This is estimated to be 
up to IO times that da similar conventional tanker. 

The quick responhc time. of only about 15 seconds to 
appl! full re\.crse thrust. isan inherent design feature 
in both the controllable pitch propeller system and 
theclectrical transmission system. This response time 
is about 6 times faster than that of :I conventional 
tanker’s steam turbine plant. 

The Arctic tankers will also bc fitted with an air 
bubbler system: this system supplies low prcssurc, 
high volume air to a series of IIOZZ~CS in the side shell 
below the ice lint. The bubbles moving to the surface 
entrain u’ater and cat-r! it through the hull-ice inter- 
law. thus prol,iding lubrication. Additionally thcrc i.\ 
a clcarjnp action as ice is moved away from the ship’s 
hull. aldlng Job, speed and berthing manocuvres. 

6.3.2 TANKER OPERATIONS 

The use of icebreaking tankers for year-round oil 
transportation from the Bcaufort Sea to southern 
markets brings unique and challenging problems to 
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the vessel’s operators. While there is a huge body of 
data and expertise available world-wide for conven- 
tional (open water) tanker operations. there is none 
i’or Arctic operations. As described. in response to 
Arctic conditions and the need to protect this impor- 
tant environment from oil spills. naval architects are 
designing ships with unsurpassed salety features. In 
this section. the operational systems and procedures 
to he used for these Arctic tankers are described. 

6.3.2.1 Tanker Loading and Mooring Arrangements 

A number of‘ terminal concepts are being considered 
I‘or the loading of oil into Arctic tankers. The two 
primar! northern terminal concepts are the Arctic 
Production and Loading Atoll (APLA) and the Sin- 
gle Point Mooring Terminal. 

An Arctic Production and Loading Atoll is an artifi- 
cial island which will provide an internal protected 
arca oi‘stahlc ice cover. within which the tankers wsill 
dock. Shown in Figure 6.34 is one APLA concept. 
Further details 01‘ APLA concepts are discussed in 
Section 4.3. Prior to the arrival of‘ an empty tanker 
from the houth. the ice cover will bc broken up h!; 
&breaking tugs. These tugs will then also assist the 
tankers in docking manoeuvrcs if‘ required. 

The tankers will he moored to quick relrasc mooring 
hooks capable of holding them in place under any 
anticipated wind conditions. Both the vessel and 

shore control rooms will be able to initiate quick 
release of‘thc mooring hooks thus allowing the vessel 
to vacate the berth in about 6 minutes in case of‘ an 
emergency. To aid in such an emergency. at least one 
tug will be on standby at all times. 

For loading crude oil. present world practice is to use 
either articulated swivel arms or counter-weighted 
llexible hoses to bridge the gap between fixed on- 
shore piping and piping on the vessel’s deck. Either 
ot‘ these methods may bc used to load oil into the 
tankers. 

Based on a required pumping time ofabout I2 hours 
to transfer the oil. the design pumping rate will he 
about 17.000 tonnes per hour. Four swivel arms. 
each about 400 millimetres diameter. will hc required 
to do this. The pumping time could be reduced 
l‘urther if desired by increasing the diameter. 

It is possible that a Single Point Mooring Terminal 
could be used for the loading of’ Arctic tankers. 
llnlike an APLA. this would not be a multi-purpose 
structure and would not incorporate a protected 
harbour. Oil storage facilities could be located on 
production islands or on a storage island in shallower 
water and he connected to the loading terminal by 
suhsea pipelines (see Section 4.5.4.2). The loading 
terminal would be located in deeper water where 
tankers could moor. 

A study has been made of a possible design f’or a 
Single Point Mooring Terminal (Swan Wooster 
Engineering Co. Ltd.. 1982) the structure of which is 

FIGURE 6.3-4 Tankers are likely to be loaded with Oil al an Arctic Production and Loading AtO//, that is an artificial is/and 

mcorporatmg a protected harbour. 
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similar in concept to the caisson islands described in 
Section 4.3.6. The proposed structure (Figure 6.3.5) 
has a steel shell which would be ballasted to the 
seafloor, first with water and then, when operational, 
with sand. The circular space within the shell would 
be filled with dredged sand. The loading arm would 
pivot about the centre of the structure and the 
tankers would approach from the leeward side in 
order to protect the bow from ice movement. If the 
direction of ice movement changed during loading, 
the loading arm could be disconnected and the 
tanker repositioned. 

6.3.2.2 Safety 

While the final responsibility for all the vessel’s oper- 
ations lies with the master, certain operational limits 
will he pre-defined in order to reduce the potential 
for human error. Operational limits will be deter- 
mined based upon proven experience and will include 
for example: 

- The vessels are not to approach any shore or static 
floating structure. other than at the terminals. to 
within 40 metre water depth or IO kilometre 
distance; 

- The icebreaking tanker is to keepa constant radar 
watch on at least two frequencies: 

- The vessel is to report daily to the head office 
regarding the status of the ship and all her equip- 
ment. the surrounding environmental conditions. 
ice, wind, waves. visibility etc.. and her expecta- 
tions of conditions and performance for the next 
24 hours: 

- A constant rotation of officers and crew with 
regular and prescheduled periods of time off. 

In addition to physical operational limits. it is 
emphasized that the human factor is the key to sale 
and effective operations. Thus, emphasis will be put 
on hiring personnel with skills in tanker or icebreaker 
operations. In order to achieve high safety standards. 

- A maximum allowable speed for open water a training program will be carried out continuously 
when no floating ice is present; for all people at all operational levels. The Inter- 

Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization 
- A maximum allowable speed when ice is present; has set new stringent standards governing officers’ 

qualifications and ships’ safety equipment. These are 
- A maximum allowable speed in low visibility; enforced by the Canadian Coast Guard. 

LOADING ARM 
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FIGURE 6.3-5 Tankers could be loaded at a Smgle Point Mooring terminal located in deep water and connected by subsea 
prpelrnes to oil storage facilities m shallower water. The lankers would be loaded on the leeward side of the terminal to prefect 
them from rce movement. 
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Stringent maintenance and preventive maintenance 
programs will be carried out to ensure the ship’s 
safety. All safety precautions available to prevent the 
build-up of static electricity. the ignition of vented 
vapours. overstressing of tank and main girder StJUC- 
tures and loss of stability, will be built into the design 
of the ship. There will be strict enforcement of fire 
prevention measures, including control of smoking: 
hot work such as welding or burning: blowing tubes 
or funnel uptakes: radio or radar transmission, except 
VHF frequencies; and use of power tools or hand 
tools outside machinery spaces other than those 
designated as “non-sparking.” 

Hvdrographic surveys along the proposed route are 
being conducted to ensure safety of operations. Only 
portions of the route have been surveyed in detail but 
extensive work is planned by the Canadian Hydro- 
graphic Survey and if necessary by industry. Due to 
the size of the Arctic tankers and the potential conse- 
quences of an accident, dense surveys are required in 
areas of known possible hazards, for example the 
area of uncharted underwater pingos in the southern 
Beaufort Sea. 

6.3.2.3 Navigation and Communication Equipment 

The navigation equipment planned for the Arctic 
tankers will meet or exceed the requirements of the 
Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Regulations. The 
tankers will be fitted not only with the required navi- 
gation and communication equipment, but also with 
a number of specialized devices. 

Each tanker will be capable of receivling signals 
transmitted by satellites in polar orbit. These signals. 
available approximately once every 30 minutes north 
of latitude 7O”N. will bc analyzed by computer to fix 
the ship’s location. A new satellite system (Navstar) 
which may be in service when the tankers become 
operational, will provlide continuous information o( 
a very high order oi‘accuracy for fixing latitude and 
longitude. This will be very valuable in Arctic naviga- 
tion. Receivers t’or medium and long range radio 
positioning aids such as Decca and Loran C will also 
be installed. In addition. a highly accurate short- 
range (28 kilometres) radio positioning system will 
be fitted f’or use in approach and departure at the 
loading terminals. Navigation systems are discussed 
in more detail in Section 5.4.3 of this volume. 

Two gyro-compasses. a master and a back-up. will be 
installed in the vessels. Gyrocompasses are unaf- 
fected by proximity, to the magnetic pole and are 
therefore essential in the north. 

The icebreaking tankers will also be equipped with a 
collision avoidance system. This will monitor other 
ship traffic by the use of radar and will plot vessel 
movements on an automatic plotting table. 

6.3.2.4 Shore-Based Navigational Aids 

Since. to date, all marine traffic has been limited to 
the summer season. in some parts of the route. the 
existing navigational aids are inadequate for year- 
round use to the standards required for Arctic 
tankers. Additional shore-based navigational aids 
currently in the planning stage will provide for the 
safe passage of icebreaking tankers and any other 
ships that transit Arctic waters outside the present 
navigational season. For example. long range radar 
beacons may be installed at key points such as land- 
falls after crossing open expanses of water and areas 
where very accurate navigation is essential. The 
former would include. for example. the entrance to 
Lancaster Sound (Plate 6.3-6) and both the southern 
and northern entrances to Prince of Wales Strait 
(Plate 6.3-7). 

PLATE 6.3-6 Long range radar beacons may be installed at 
key porn& along the route fo be followed by Arctic tankers, 
for example at the enfrance to Lancasfer Sound. This photo- 
graph is of By/of Island on the south side of Lancaster 
Sound. 

6.3.2.5 Near Field Ice Detection 

The safe operation of tankers on portions of their 
route where ice is expected is largely dependent on 
the crew’s ability to assess the type and severity of the 
ice features around the vessel and along her future 
path. Of most immediate concern is the tactical area 
adjacent to and ahead of the vessel. This area might 
be about IO to 50 kilometres ahead and about 5 to IO 
kilometres each side of the intended track. 

Systems that are presently being evaluated for ice 
detection within this area include forward search 
radars, of various wave lengths; forward looking 
infrared equipment; low-light level televisions; high 
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PLATE 6.3-7 It is proposed that tankers will carry crude oil 
from the Beaufort Sea through the Northwest Passage to the 
East coast. It is a/so possible that they might operate through 
the Bering Strait and around Alaska. 

intensity light sources: and a searchlight array illumi- 
nating the area ahead of the vessel. Figure 6.3-6 is an 
artist’s conception of a tanker using a potential 
hazard detection system to operate through ice. 

A tactical system will be designed to compile infor- 
mation from these sources and give the ship’s crew a 
high quality. on-line, all weather picture of the area in 
front of the ship. A hazard detection system could 
automatically plot the ship’s course relative to the 
adjacent coastlines. islands. reefs and other hazards. 
which would already be stored in its memory (see 
Section 5.4.2). The information gathered would be 
used to plan the ship’s immediate route and power 
level. Areas with a high density of icebergs will be 
avoided but the ship’s master will still have to be 
prepared for the possible presence of major icebergs. 
The ice detection system. however, will allow him to 
approach these hazards with caution. The master 
should have ample time to consider all the facts and 
make the best use of‘ the exceptional power and 
manoeuvrability of‘ his ship. 

6.3.2.6 Route Planning and Traffic Management 

The tankers will form an integral part of the Remscan 
system. This system for monitoring weather and ice 
conditions. providing communication linksand stra- 
tegic route planning is described in Section 5.4. All 
data such as ice conditions. wind speed and direction. 
iceberg tracking. and the location of ships. will be 

compiled at a shore-based strategic operations cen- 
trc. Information will be relayed to the ships to assist 
in selecting an optimum route. power level. etc. In 
turn. information on the ship’s progress and SUJ- 
rounding ice conditions will be continuously revised 
and transmitted back to the centre. The centre will 
alho provide information to the tankers on the loca- 
tion of’ other ships in their arca. 

A valuable source of information to any ship opera- 
ting in ice is observation from other ships in the area. 
There will thus be fJcqUcnt communication bet- 
ween the tankers. about 16 of which ma!’ bc opcra- 
ting along the route by the year 2000 if an intcrme- 
diate oil production rate is pursued (WC Ch;lpter 3). 
in addition. by 1987 there may be two LNG tankers 
of the Arctic Pilot Project operating along the same 
route. transporting liquid natural gas from Rridport 
Inlet on MelClle lsland to a terminal on the east coast 
of North America. 

By 1986. when the first oil tanker enters the Bcaufort 
Sea. there could be about 90 vessels operating in the 
Region in support of’ drilling operations. They will 
range in type from drillships and icebreakers to 
dredges and barges. none of them as large or power- 
ful as the tankers, but all of them requiring a vessel 
monitoring system. By the year 2000 the total 
number ofvessels operating in the Beaufort Region is 
estimated to increase to approximately I67 (not 
including tankers)for an intermediate oil production 
rate. 

Within the vessel monitoring zone, particularly dur- 
ing times of ice. ;I network of fixed routes will evolve 
along which the ice is broken at regular intervats. 
This will simplify traff‘ic management to some extent. 
while at the same time demanding a high degree 01 
caution as vessels meet or overtake each other. Speed 
in ice. however. will be slow and therefore risks of 
collision will be reduced. 

At the northern tanker terminal. a traffic separation 
system will be used to control the movement of 
tankers and other shipping in the vicinity. Recent 
statistics (Lloyd’s Shipping Economist. I98 I ) have 
shown that traffic separation systems have vastly 
reduced collisions in northwest European waters. 
for example in the Dover Strait, in the English Chan- 
nel off southwest England and in the southern North 
Sea. off the coast of northwest Europe. collisions 
between ships steaming in opposite directions used to 

, constitute about 80 % of total collisions: these are 
now almost ncfli~iblc within the limits ol‘thc separa- 
tion schemes. 
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FIGURE 6.3-6 Tankers operating through the Northwest Passage will be equipped with the most advanced communication 
and navlgatlon systems. Radar and sonar scanner systems will be used to provrde up to the minute information on rce 
conditions and hazards ahead of the ship 

6.3.3 SHIPPING CORRIDORS 

The primary shipping corridor proposed for tankers 
openttinp from the Beaufort Sen ;irea to the east 
coast of North America follows Amundsen Gull’. 
Prince of Wnles Strait. P;lrry Channel. BaITin B;ly, 
Davis Strait. and the Labrador Sea (Figure 6.3-7). 
Due mainly to depth requirements, this isconsidered 
b> the proponents to be the most viable route. An 
alternate route to the cast would proceed through 
M’Clurc Strait ;rnd then return to the remainder of‘ 
the primary route. In addition, over the longer term, 
oil could be transported to the west around Alnska 
:rnd through the Bering Sea. 

Within the proposed corridor there is sufficient width 
;iv:iilablc f’or selection 01‘ a course to ensure saf’ety of’ 
navigation within the ice co\‘cr. By t;tking advantage 
ot’the lends:lnd crncks that occur naturallv in xny ice 
sheet the tankers will be able to reduce the impact 01‘ 
the ice on their movement and improve their tmnsit 
speed. The route f’ollowed may ;~Iso vary seasonally 
in order to avoid disturbance 01‘ marine wildlife at 
critical times. (For more details on bathymetry and 
~11 relevant aspects of the eastern shipping corridor. 
the reader is relcrred to Volume 3B). 

Alternative routes were considered but were rejected 
for ;i variety of‘ reasons: 

- due north f‘rom the Mackenzie Delta. along the 
west co;lst of‘ Banks Islnnd. through M’CIure 
Strait and thus into Parry Channel: westerly winds 
blow polar pack ice from the Braufort Sea into 
this strait creating severe conditions in most years; 

- by way of‘ the channels south of‘ Victoria Island 
then vi;1 M’Clintock Channel or Peel Sound to 
Parry Channel: this route is too shallow for the 
large tankers being considered since the Dolphin 
and llnion Strait is only I4 mctres deep; or 

- by following the proposed route to Parry Chan- 
nel then south through Prince Regent Inlet. Fury 
and Hecla Strait, Foxe Basin. and Hudson Strait 
to the Labrndor Sea: the deep pzlrt of‘the Fury and 
Hecla Strait is too narrow to be navigable by large 
ships: and 

- around Alaska. through the Bering Strait. to 
British Columbia: this route is presently used to 
sealift some material into the Region during the 
very short open water season and will become 
more active for this purpose ;IS development 
proceeds. 
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FIGURE 6.3-7 It is proposed that tankers will carry crude oil lrom the Beaufort Sea through the Northwest Passage to the East 
Coast. It IS a/so possible that they m/ght operate through the Berrng Wart and around Alaska. 

The corridor to be followed by the tankers from the 
Beaufort Sea to the Labrador Sea at 60”N co\ers 
about 4.400 kifometres. This is briefly described in 
the f‘oflowing sections. for which purposes it has been 
divided into seven segments: 

- Beaufort Sea: 

- Amundsen Gulf: 

- Prince of Wales Strait: 

- Viscount Melville Sound and Western Barrow 
Strait: 

- Barrow Strait and Lancaster Sound; 

- Baffin Bay; and 

- Davis Strait and the Labrador Sea. 

Further information on this sub.icct is available in 
Volume 3B. 

6.3.3.1 Beaufort Sea 

136”W to Cape Bathurst (about 280 km) 

The western sector of the shipping corridor from the 
Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta Region is shown in 
Figure 6.3-8. The ice in the Beaufort Sea is dynamic 
and variable. depending on the retreat of the polar 
pack in summer. the severity of the winter. and the 
direction and strength of coastal winds. 

In winter. there is a dynamic. principally first-year 
ice cover. reaching a maximum thickness of about I .9 
metres. By operating in shallower water close to the 
30 metre depth contour, the probability ofencoun- 
tering multi-year ice will be significantly reduced. 
First-year ridges will be in the order of IO per kilome- 
tre. However. even in mid-winter. there should be 
some cracks and leads parallel to the shore. 
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FIGURE 6.3-8 Th1.s map shows the proposed shrppmg corridor from the Beaufort Sea, through Amundsen Gulf, Prince of 
Wales Strajt and Vmcount Me/We Sound. 

Shore leads from Cape Bathurst to Herschel Island 
usually open in March with the remainder of the ice 
co\er on the ship route clearing rapidly af‘tct 
mid-Ma) 

Freerc-up is normally complete by late October 
although. due to movements within the pack ice. 
extensive patches of open water and thin new ice 
occur well into November. 

6.3.3.2 Amundsen Gulf 

Cape Bathurst to Cape Collinson (about 325 km) 

In this region the ice cover is predominately first-year 
with only low concentrations of multi-year ice mov- 
ing in from the Beaufort Sea or Prince of Wales 
Strait. West of a line from Nelson Head to Cape 
Bathurst the ice is mobile with open water and shear 

fractures showing by late March.East of this line the 
ice cover is more stable but break-up is generally 
complete by .June. 

Freeze-up commences in the north and is complete by 
about mid-November; normal maximum first-year 
ice growth will be about I .8 metres. 

Water depths in this area all exceed 50 metres and no 
navigation hazards are known to exist. 

6.3.3.3 Prince of Wales Strait 

Cape Collinson to Russell Point (about 255 km) 

In this portion of the corridor conditions vary, with 
the percent coverage of multi-year ice increasing from 
less than I/10 in the southern portions. to about 4/IO 
north of the Princess Royal Islands. Thus, the south- 
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PLATE 6.3-8 The narrowness of Prince of Wales Strait 
allows the rce cover to stabilize rapid/y rn the fall and remam 
landfast until midsummer. In August the strait can become 
clogged with mldsummer ice Noes drifting from the north. 

ern portion of the ice cover is generally relatively 
smooth. while ridges average about 1 per kilometre at 
the northern extremity. 

The narrow width ofthe strait allows the ice cover to 
rapidly stabilize from north to south in the fall and it 
remains landlast stable until mid July when break-up 
starts in the south. By August, old ice from Viscount 
Melville Sound and M’Clure Strait moves south and 
can temporarily clog the strait wjith ice floes. Thus. 
the northern portion of‘ Prince of Wales Strait usually 
has significant ice cover throughout the year. 

Due to rapid stabilization of’ ice in the fall and late 
break-up. the maximum first-year ice thickness can 
reach 2.1 metres. or about 30 centimetres more than 
typical Beaut‘ort Sea first-year ice conditions. 

At its narrowest point. at 73”N. the strait is about 13 
kilometrea wide. with about 8 kilometres width 
between the 55 metre depth contours. At the north- 
ern entrance to the strait the depth ol‘w~atera\~ailable 
to the ship is reduced toabout 45 metrcso\cra Gdth 
ofabout 4 kilomrtres. A short range position l‘inding 
system. or a series of permanent radar and visual 
“sights” would thus be required fi)r navigarion in this 
area. SimilarI! the vessels must pass to the east of‘, 
and Hithin about 3 kilometres 01‘. the Princess Royal 
Islands. Permanent marks uill be also l‘itted in this 
area to aid navigation. 

6.3.4.4 Viscount Melville Sound and Western 
BarroH Strait 

Russell Point to Lowther Island (about 600 km) 

In the Viscount Melville Sound portion of the corri- 
dor. ships will consistently encounter the highest 

concentrations of multi-year ice cover and the least 
open water. with conditions being worst adjacent to 
Prince 01‘ Wales Strait and improving eastwards. To 
reduce the distance travelled under these difl’icult 
conditions. after leaving Russell Point. the vessels are 
expected to head directly towards Cape Pro\,idence 
on Melville Island to the northeast. During this 
northerly traverse ofviscount Melville Sound. multi- 
year ice coverage is expected to average 7110. with 
Hoes typically 5 kilometres in diameter. in a first-year 
ice sheet of’ about 2 metre thickness. In most years. 
on nearing Melville Island the vessels will Leer to the 
east. paralleling the south coasts of Mel\,illc Island 
and Byam Martin Island. thus keeping to the nor- 
thernmost limit of‘ the sound. Between Cape Provi- 
dence and Byam Martin Island. first-year ice grows 
to about 2.1 metres thick and the multi-year ice 
cok’erage is about 2/lO to 4/ 10. Major ridges will be 
relatively few. averaging about I per 5 kilometres. A 
multi-year pressure ridge is shown in Plate 6.3-9. 

Break-up 01‘ ice in Viscount Melville Sound. when it 
occurs, starts about early August ad,iacent to the 
Ross Point area of Melville island. New ice starts to 
form again in early October. In most years. during 
the “open water” season. multi-year ice floes from 
M’Clure Strait and f‘rom the northern channels tend. 
under the pre\ailing winds and surface currents. to 
mo\e to the southern halt’ of Parry Channel where 
they are then captured within the new ice of early 
winter. This usually results in a “strip” with less 
multi-year ice on the northern side 01‘ the Channel. 

Water depths in this route segment exceed 50 metres 
and no hydrographic hazards exist. A few radar 
targets ml!. hoti’c\er. be required on the south shore 
ot’ Melville Ihnd. 

PresentI\ there is no year-round trafl’ic in this area. 
shipping being restricted to summer operations. 
Howeicr. after about 1987 two LNG vessels 01‘ the 

PLATE 6.3-9 Ships will encounfer multi-year Ice. rncludmg 
pressure ndges m Viscount Melville Sound. 
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Arctic Pilot Pro-ject (APP) may be operating c:tst- 
wrds Irom Bridport Inlet on the south side of‘ Mcl- 
\illc Island. High-Fix local position finding systems 
and otlicrna~i~;ttion markscould be shared wtth the 
APP ships. 

The clt;~in of‘ islands thztt sp;tn the P:rrry Channel 
Ittom C‘otmwi Ilis Island to Prince oi‘ Wales island 
tn;trk the boundat-! line between the western ice 
cO\cr. with ;I high concentr;ttion oi‘ multi-yc;tr ice. 
and \hc ciyiamic. prcd0niin:t nt Iv f‘it-St-\;c;ir ice co\‘er 
to the cast. The i~l;~ntlsd~l’ecti~el~ st;rbiiix the w.intcr 
ice sheet. lexiing to an c;~rlv cotisolid;~tic~~i in October 
:llld ;I cicla\~~i break-up in late .lul\. M:rximum 
Ihickncss c>l’f’it-st-yxtr ice in this 2rcit Mill be about 2 

tl1cll-cs. 

The \essels ha\c ;I wrietv of‘ routes to choose 
hclwecn these islands \hith ali the p;issages being deep 
:tnd \{,itle. The m;~stcr’s decision regarding his route 
will take into consideration local ice conditions. and 

the possibility of hunrcrs from Resolute. 

6.3.3.5 Barrow Strait and Lancaster Sound 

Low.thcr Island to Cape Shentrd (;tbout 520 km). 

The citstern SCC~OI- 01’ rhc primnr!, shipping corridnr 
l‘or transport 01‘ hydrocarbons l‘rom the Bc;~ufor-t 

SC:I - Macken7ic Dcit;t Region is sho~11 in Figure 
6.3-9. In Gntcr. in P;irry Ch~tnti~l. c;ist 01. Low tlicr 

Isl;ind. the kcssels will pass t‘t-otn the relati\.cl!‘ st;ttic 
ice sheet oi‘ Viscount Mel\ ills Sound to the dvnamic 
l‘it-st-year ice 01. L;tncaster Sound. Wide fucru;itisns 
c:in OCC~I- in the costcrn boundar!, oi’ the landt;rst ice. 
Fot-eh;ltllple. txl~~C~l1 1964 and 1970 there m;ils;1 400 
kilomctre dil‘ferencc in the location of‘ the castcrn 
bound;lr! 01. the landI’;~st ice. W’cst 01. M;t\w~cll B;I! 
the ice sheer is gener;~lly l;tndfi\st I‘txx~~ I;ttc Noxcmhct 
un7il cat-I! .lulv. During this time the ice is in motion 
with nc\+’ ice being gcncratcd in open wtler. The ice 
drifts c;1stM.;trJs a1 about I 7 kilonictres pci- &I! 
dri\cn b\ winds and currmts. 

DEVON ISLAND 

/’ 
GREENLAND ,/ 

HUDSON BAY 

FIGURE 6.3-9 Th!s map shows the eastern sector of the proposed shipping corr/dor to the East Coast 



Multi-year ice concentrations on the northern side of 
Lancaster Sound are usually low. averaging about 
l/IO coverage. however. the southerly portion may 
have a coverage of 6110 multi-year. First-year ridges 
increase in number eastwards. reaching 5 per kilome- 
tre, reflecting the higher mobility of the ice cover to 
the east. Icebergs enter Lancaster Sound from Baffin 
Bay. but very few travel as far west as 86”W. 

Break-up in Barrow Strait normally commences 
about May with major north-south cracks. but ice 
coverage does not usually fall below 5’10 until July. 

Water depths along this portion of Parry Channel 
exceed 100 metres and no hydrographic hazards 
exist. The south shore of Devon Island consists of 
rocky cliffs and presents an excellent radar image. 

There is, at present, no year-round traffic in this area, 
with vessel movements being restricted to the open 
water period.In future. in addition to the tanker 
traffic discussed earlier, LNG carriers and summer 
supply. there will be ore ships operating from the 
Nanisivik mine entering Lancaster Sound (Plate 6.3- 
10) from Admiralty Inlet and summer traffic to the 
Polaris mine on Little Cornwallis Island. 

6.3.3.6 Baffin Bay 

Cape Sherard to 70”N (about 830 km). 

The tankers will generally operate along a central 
route close to the agreed median line between Can- 
ada and Greenland. 

In Baffin Bay. ice conditions vary enormously with 
regard to thickness. movements, and iceberg densi- 
ties. Between Novemberand May.central Baffin Bay 
is covered with predominantly first-year ice up to 1.3 
metres in thickness. Because of the constant counter- 
clockwise motion of ice driven by the north flowing 
West Greenland current and the south flowing Can- 
adian current, leads will open and close. New ice 
grows then is deformed under pressure. Rafting and 
rubble formation is extensive. Multi-year ice cover- 
age is inconsistent, ranging from a trace up to 4110 
coverage in some local areas. 

Break-up in central Baffin Bay usually starts with the 
southward extension of the North Water (an area of. 
open water) from northern Baffin Bay. coupled with 
the northward extension of’ the Greenland Coast 
lead. By July an almost ice-free channel is available 

PLATE 6.3-10 Lancaster Sound forms the easternmost sector of Parry Channel which provides a route through the 
Canadian Arctic Islands. 
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through to Lancaster Sound, while the central por- 
tion of the Baffin pack is still at 8/10 coverage. 
Complete clearing usually occurs by mid May. 

Freeze-up of Baffin Bay is slow and there are great 
annual variations. However. it generally progresses 
from northwest to southeast, with stable ice appear- 
ing between early October and mid-November. 

Icebergs and bergy bits are common in Baffin Bay 
(Plate 6.3-1 I) with the highest densities occurring on 
the periphery. They move around the bay, as does the 
sea ice. with the counter-clockwise motion of the 
currents, taking about three years to complete the 
circle. Iceberg density is lowest in central Baffin Bay, 
being less than one berg per I6 square kilometres 
(Figure 6.3-10). The tankers will travel through this 
area. Extra care, however, will be taken in this area 
throughout the year to minimize possible damage to 
a ship which may occur while proceeding in waters 
infested by growlers and bergy bits. 

The weather in Baffin Bay is very erratic with periods 
of high winds and low visibility due to fog. These 
factors. added to the variability of the ice cover. 
make prudence necessary in ship operations. princi- 
pally by limiting ship speed. 

There are no hydrographic hazards in this central 
route. 

PLATE 6.3-l 1 
fin Bay. 

Icebergs and bergy bits are common in Bai- 

6.3.3.7 Davis Strait and Labrador Sea 

70”N to 60”N (about 1.100 km). 

This segment of the route represents the transition 
zone between the predominatelv ice covered waters 
of’ Baffin Bay (150 days open water) and the essen- 
tially year-round open water south of 60”N. 

The winter ice conditions are poorly consolidated 
pack ice with a maximum first-year growth of about 
0.7 to I metre in thickness. This pack is very dynamic 
with many leads and variations in thickness. Since 
individual floes tend to be less than 100 metres in 
diameter, they respond quickly to wind and currents, 
with movements recorded of up to 90 kilometres per 
day. 

Generally, at 7O”N the ships would transit ice cover 
of between 5/10 and 8/10 concentration from mid- 
November to July. At 65”N this coverage would last 
for less than 5 months. and at 60”N the open water 
season would be about 45 weeks. 

In this area water depths along the ship route are 
considerable and no hydrographic hazards exist. By 
keeping close to the median line the vessels will be far 
removed from any drilling operations on the Baffin 
Island or Labrador coasts. 

6.3.4 OTHER ARCTIC TANKERS 

6.3.4.1 LNG Tankers and Methanol Tankers 

The carriage of liquid natural gas (LNG) by sea is 
a safe. proven. and efficient method of delivering 
large quantities of this energy to consumers. 

In the Beaufort Sea Region, natural gas will be pro- 
duced from non-associated gas fields and through 
crude oil production. Although the proponents 
believe that gas from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta Region would most likely be transported to 
market in a gas pipeline. it may be possible to ship 
this as LNG on a year-round basis along the same 
route as described previously for the surface oil 
tankers. The gas would be liquefied by cooling to 
-165°C. and stored in insulated tanks at atmospheric 
pressure before it is shipped. 

Liquid natural gas is a cryogenic liquid (-162”C)and 
contains a large amount of energy per unit of volume. 
Thus, the systems that transfer and store the liquid 
must be of the highest quality. design, and construc- 
tion. Piping and other portions of the structure in 
direct contact with this liquid are generally of stain- 
less steel or aluminum. 

LNG.composed principally of liquid methane, is not 
considered a pollutant since any gas leaked or spilled 
vapourizes very quickly even in the coldest environ- 
ment. and disperses upwards into the air leaving no 
residue behind. 

It is expected that LNG tankers, if ever employed, 
would be similar to those already proposed for the 
Arctic Pilot Pro.ject (APP)asshown in Figure 6.3-1 I. 
Using the APP ships as prototypes, and with an 
increase in Ice Class from 7 to 10 for Beaufort Sea 
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FIGURE 6.3-10 This map shows iceberg density in Baffin Bay. Arctic tankers will sail down the centre of the bay where fhe 
Iceberg density IS the lowest. 

service. the vessels would have the followingapprox- 
imate characteristics: 

length 360 m 
beam 50 m 

draft 15 m 
cargo capacity 140.000 m’ 
power 105 MW 

These vessels would have a conventional LNG con- 
tainment system and a propulsion plant fired by g:~a 
turbines. 

Based on the existing excellent world-wide safety 
record of LNG ships over the last twenty-five years. 
the proponents believe that. with proper care in 
design and prudent operation. this record can be 
continued in the Arctic. Similar operational practices 
and equipment as described previously for the oil 
tankers will be applied. In addition there would be 
cargo sensing equipment for cryogenic temperatures 
and for flammable vapours. 

Methanol is a liquid which may be produced f’rom 
natural gas. It is used as a gasoline extender, as a 

clean burning fuel source or as ;I l&d stock for a wide 
\,aricty of industries. Methanol has no unusual 
temperature requirements for its transport by tanker 
ships and requires onlv that it be kept from mixing 
with bnllast water. As it is corrosive and destructive 
to certain materials. principally plastics and some 
coatings. modifications to existing tanker designs 
would be required. 

While no specific details of a methanol tanker have 
been developed. the vessel would be essentially sim- 
ilar to crude oil tankers. The probable characteristics 
;tre: 

length 400 m 
beam 53 m 
depth 39 m 

cargo deadweight 203.000 tonnes 
power 120 MW 

Although at present there are no plans for transport- 
ing methanol by tanker from the Beaufort Region. if 
they were eventually used. they would operate along 
the same route as the oil tankers. using essentially the 
same operational procedures and equipment. 
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FIGURE 6.3-11 An alternative to pipehnes for the transport of gas from the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie Delta would be to /iquefy 
II and ship rt through the Northwesf Passage by tanker. Tankers would probably be similar to those proposed for fhe Arctic 
P//of Project illustrated here. 

634.2 Submarine Tankers 

There xrc pr-oposals to use submarine tankers to 
transport hydrocarbons to southern markets. Sub- 
marines wo~~ld operate beneath the ice and thus not 
require the special icebreaking features of Arctic 
tankers. Since the I;rte 1950’5 commercial submarine 
tanker s\,\tcms hale been in\,estigoted by some cngi- 
nccring 1 trms. 

A submarine oil ranker conccptunl design has been 
dc\clopcd ;tnd ~~~drodynamically verified by model 
tests. The dimensions ol-such a vessel. as proposed by 
Gcnernl Dynamics and Transpolar Shipping. would 

he :I length of‘310 metres. a beam of‘52 metres and a 
c;irgo carrying capacity 01’ 185.000 tonnes. 

Submarines have also been suggested ;1s ;\ potential 
carrier ot‘liquel‘icd natural gas (LNG) from the Be;lu- 
tort SGI to \outhcrn Cnnadinn markets. Preliminary 
studies (Veliotis, 19X I ) have provided a conceptual 

design for such ;1 vessel. which is likely to be 450 
metrcs in length. with a beam of’ 70 metres and a 
cargo carrying capacity of 140,000 cubic mctres. The 
conceptual General Dynamics submarine LNG 
tanker is illustrated in Figure 6.3-12. 

Although the submarine LNG tanker is much Inrger 
than the conceptual submarine oil tanker, the fea- 
tures ;Irc similar. Major dil’f’ercnccs are in the ballast 
and c:trgo s!‘stcms. Bccausc the cargo tanks cannot 
be ballasted with SC:I water. there would be a large 
Lariablc ballast tank in the centre of‘the hull contain- 
ing sufficient additional seawater to submerge the 
submarine when the cargo tanks are empty, 

If methanol were produced in the Region, submarine 
methanol tankers might also be used to transport this 
product. Although no detailed design has been pre- 
pared. the general characteristics and operation 
would be similar to the submarine oil tanker. 
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(860,649 METRIC TONS) 

FIGURE 6.3-12 Submarines have been suggested as pofenf/a/ carriers of hydrocarbons from fhe Beaufort Sea to southern 
markets. The Genera/ Dynamjc’s concept of an LNG tanker desrgn is shown here (Veliotis and Reifz. 7987) 

Due to the need for deep welter. only two routes ;lre 
possible for the proposed submarine tankers. The 
projected routes from the Bc;lul‘ort Sea u,ould pro- 
ceed almost due north. passing through deep water 
beyond the continental shcll’to the m’cst of‘the Arctic 
Islands. At this point the subm;rrine tanker ma! 
either follow a route between Ellesmcrc Island and 
Greenl;ind or continue due north of‘ Greenland. 
swing south between Greenland and Spitsbergen and 
on into the Atlantic 0cc;tn to the cast coast terminal. 
This longer route. about 16.500 kilometres. has water 
depths alw,oys in excess of‘500 metres. At an average 
speed 01‘7 metres per second ;I round trip isestimated 
to take ;ibout 30 days. allowing about 1 I trips per 
!car-. 

Submarine tankers arc not likeI\, to be used for 
hydrocarbon transportation from the Beauf’ort Sea- 
Mackenzie Delta Region for many years. due to tech- 
nological, cost and draft considerations. 

6.3.5 POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL 
DISTURBANCES 

Year-round passage ol’ Arctic icebreaking tankers 
will C;IUW ;I certain amount ofenvironmental distur- 
bance. These potential disturbances arc briefly des- 
cribed here ond examined in dct;ril in Volume 4. The 
major disturbances are the physical eff’ects of‘ the 
lesscl on ice (Plate 6.3-12). particularly landf’rist ice. 
nnd the potential el‘l‘ects of’sound generated by the 
~esscls’ passage. The ships will also discharge ballast 
water and a small amount of‘ treated sewage. 

The probability ol’n tanker oil spill (See Volume 6) is 
considered low due to the unique design and opcra- 
tion;ll features of the prospectike tankers. The cargo 
will be carried only in centrc tanks remote f’rom the 
side and bottom plating. The fuel (‘or the main and 
tiuxiliary engines will be carried in similarly isolated 
tanks. 

The passage oficebrcaking tankers through the Arc- 
tic will inevitably cause some (mostly local) distur- 
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PLATE 6.3-12 The passage of icebreaking tankers through 
the Arcf~ year-round will cause some disfurbance of the ice 
sheets. The KlGORlAK Icebreaker IS shown here traversing 
the Ice-covered Beaufort Sea. 

PLATE 6.3-13 When a shrp passes through an ice sheet. 
the Ice IS broken and forced down under the vessel. Some of 
Ih!s IS broken agam by the propellers and floats to rhe sur- 
face behind the shop as illustrated. 

bance to wildlife. Sea-birds and mammals such as 
seals, polar bears and whales in the immediate vicin- 
it\ of the ships may be disturbed. Since seals are 
widespread throughout the ice cover of Parry Chan- 
nel and Bnffin Bay. it is possible that some. particu- 
larly pups, will be killed or injured by the ships. 

6.3.5.1 Physical Effects of Vessel Passage Through 
Ice 

When a ship passes through an ice sheet the ice is 
broken and forced down under the vessel in relatively 
large pieces. Some of the ice then passes through the 
propellers where it is broken again into much smaller 
pieces. This mixture oficr pieces floats to the surface 
behind the vessel (Plate 6.3-13). The final appearance 
of the ship’s track. is thus not usually an open chan- 
nel but ;I strip of rubble-like ice pieces varying from 
slush to pieces 4 or 5 mctrcs in diameter. At tempera- 
tures below freezing. these freeze together quite 
rapidI>, b! supercooling of the water between them. 
Only in verk thin ice when the ship is sailing relatively 
fast would there be :lppreciablc open water on the 
surl’:lce (Plate 6.3-14). In the winter. this suriiice 
water rapidly looses heat to the atmosphereand new 
ice forms. “healing” the ice sheet. 

There is a concern that repeated vessel passages may 
cause significant changes in the ice sheet. For exam- 
ple. as the tankers pass through regions of landfast 
ice. the repeated exposure of water in their wake to 
rapid refreezing will augment ice growth. As the ice is 
thickened b\ repeated passages. it may be necessary 
to break ;I new path nearby. The result. near the end 
of winter. will bc localized thickened strips of ice. 

In Lancaster Sound. landfast ice exists to the west 
and moving ice to the east. the transition being 
marked by a landlast ice edge from early January to 

PLATE 6.3-14 Only when a ship is sailing relatively fasf 
fhrough thm rce IS a track of open water left behrnd the 
vessel. 

mid-June. It is possible that icebreaking tanker traf- 
fic transittinf Lancaster Sound could inhibit stabili- 
zation ofa f’ast ice edge and thus result in larger than 
average areas of moving ice in late winter and spring. 
The possibilitv of‘ this occurring and resulting effects 
are discussed jn Volume 4. 

Localized instability of the ice sheet due to tanker 
traffic may also alter the existing pattern of thermal 
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cracks and leads within the ice sheet. These cracks 
and leads occur regularly in the ice sheet at predicta- 
ble locations and are hunted intensively by the Inuit. 

Also. the ship’s track may impede travel across the 
ice by caribou or lnuit hunters. This may happen il 
the ice in the track does not reconsolidate quickly,or 
if repeated passages cause such a build-up of Ice 
blocks as to make travel over them difficult or impos- 
sible. Tests in the Beaufort Sea in late November. 
illustrated in Plates 6.3-15 and 16. showed. however. 
that slush in a ship’s track froze to 2.5 centimetres 
thick within an hour. enough to support a man’s 
weight; and that after 2 hours it was 5 centimetres 
thick, enough to support a skidoo. Further work 
carried out in March and even June, 1982. showed 
that the ship track consolidated quickly under all 
conditions, allowing skidoos towing Komatiks to 
cross within a few hours at most. Presently, Inuit 
travel extensively on the fast ice sheet during the 
spring in order to extend their hunting season. 

In the open water of summer, the ship’s wake may 
travel for some considerable distance. In newly 
forming landfast ice in the fall, waves generated by 

the ship could break ice over several ship widths. For 
example. a ship travelling through ice 30 centimetres 
thick is likely to break ice over about 4 ship widths, 
thus disrupting ice in a 200 metre wide swath. In 
thicker ice. however. ship-generated waves will not 
travel so far and thus, in 60 centimetre ice for 
example, the disrupted zone is likely to be only about 
100 metres wide. In winter. the greater thickness of ice 
cover will make it necessary for the ships to travel at 
lower speeds and so the wake will not travel so far. 
There will thus be less deformation or failure of ice in 
winter. the ship only leaving a broken track. 

Changes in the ice configuration brought about by 
ships passages may affect marine mammals. For 
example. concern has been expressed that whales 
may, due to migratory and breeding pressure. l‘ollo~ 
the ship into the intact ice sheet using the ship’s track 
as an artificial lead and ma> then subsequently bc 
trapped if the track freezes over. These concerns are 
discussed in Volume 4. Plate 6.3-17 shows whales in a 
natural lead in ice covered waters. 

It must be emphasized that ice conditions in the 
Arctic are variable from vear to year. dependent on 

PLATE 6.3-15 In cold temperatures, blocks of ice m a ship’s track freeze together quite rapid/y. The icebreaker K/GO/?/AK 
and supply shrps have been used for an expenmental track research program in the Beaufort Sea to test the trme requrred for a 
ship’s track to freeze over. Hunters were able to cross the ship tracks on toot rn less than an hour after the ships passed and 
within a few hours wrth skidoos and komahks. 
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PLATE 6.3-16 Expenenced hunters of the Arctic and research scientists worked together during the icebreaker track 
research program. 

-1 

PLATE 6.3-17 Thts photograph shows a pod of whales in 
Arctrc waters 

weather conditions, and that in some areas. for 
example Lancaster Sound. the ice covc~- is \‘erv 
mobile. Thus, in most cases, the extent to which 
icebreaking tankers may alter existing conditions 
may not be significant compared to the natural range 
of variation. 

The passage of tankers through ice would also 
generate local ice fog. The phenomenon of ice fog 

occurs when a cold air mass overlies a body of open 
water. As the water surface is cooled, water evaporates 
into the air. These water droplets quicklycrystalize in 
the cold air mass, and. if the air is still, they can be 
held in suspension in the immediate vicinity of the 
open water. However. even a very thin layer of 
surface ice prevents ice fog formation. Generally. any 
open water in a ship’s track will freeze over very 
quickly. hence. minimizing ice fog generation. 

6.3.5.2 Effects of Ship Noise 

The underwater sound intensity generated by a ship 
is not ;I function of the vessel tonnage or SIZC. but 
rather of‘ the propeller blade loading. which causes 
blade caCtation, and of ship speed. Propellers not 
operating efficiently also tend to be noisy. About 
80% to 85 c/; of the noise radiated. will come directly 
from the propellers. This radiated energy will cover 
the frequency spectrum from as low as a few hertz 
(H7) to as high as 100 kilohertz (kHz). However, 
most of’ the acoustic power will be concentrated 
below 100 HY. Norse will also be generated bv the 
impact of the ship on the ice and fracturing of that 
ice. This underwater noiscgencratcd by the icebreak- 
ing tankers could affect marine life along the route. 

Airborne noisesgenerated by the tankers will include 
those created by the exhaust funnel, ship machinery. 
icebreaking and turbulence. These noises. however. 
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will rapidly attenuate in air and be a localized 
phenomenon. 

6.3.5.3 Discharge of Ballast Water 

When the icebreaking tanker leaves its southern ter- 
minal it will be empty of oil and, consequently. must 
take onboard salt water ballast into the wing tanks. 
IMCO standards require that as a minimum, the 
propellers must be completely submerged when leav- 
ing port on ballast. The volume of ballast taken on 
board at the southern terminal will be minimized and 
adjusted to maximize cruising efficiency and vessel 
manoeuvring during open water travel. Upon reaching 
the ice edge in the Northwest Passage, more ballast 
water will be taken on to reach the optimum icebreak- 
ing draft. This increase in mass improves the ship’s 
performance in heavy ice ridges and thick multi-year 
floes. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CANADIAN BENEFITS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

7.1.1 OVERVIEW 

The development of the Beaufort Sea-Mackenzie 
Delta hydrocarbon resources can make a major con- 
tribution to the future well-being of Canada. With a 
technically achievable production potential of over 
one million barrels of oil per day by the year 2000. 
and expendituresofapproximately$lOO billion (1981 
dollars). this development would infuse substantial 
wealth into the Canadian economy. It would create 
jobs and income for workers in all Provinces and 
Territories, and provide significant growth in the 
northern regions. Beaufort oil production could 
assist in making Canada self-sufficient in crude oil 
supply. and could turn government deficits into 
surpluses. 

The assessment of economic and industrial benefits is 
based on the same scenarios as used for the environ- 
mental and social impact assessments. In accordance 
with the Guidelines issued by the Environmental 
Assessment and Review Panel. two alternative trans- 
portation systems have been considered. one for an 
entire marine system. and one using a pipeline. To 
allow an assessment of the variation of the impacts 
with the levels of oil and gas production, two produc- 
tion levels have been analyzed: a technically achieva- 

ble rate of development, and an intermediate rate of 
development. These levels encompass crude oil pro- 
duction profiles illustrated in Figure 7.1-l. Following 
is a summary of cases reviewed. with ranges repres- 
enting the two levels of activity. 

Marine Mode: 
1986 - 1988 startup : 

270.000 to 450.000 barrels per day production by 
1990 : 
200.000 DWT Arctic Class crude oil carriers. tra- 
versing year-round the Northwest Passage to 
Canada’s East Coast. 

Pipeline Mode : 

1987 - 1989 startup : 

270,000 - 450.000 barrels per day production by 
1990 : 

36” or 42” diameter crude oil pipelines built along 
the Mackenzie Valley Corridor. and connecting at 
Edmonton to Inter-Provincial Pipeline. 

Gas production involving delivery via a pipeline by 
1990 to 1992 is also included. Gas pipeline alterna- 
tives are: a pipeline through the Mackenzie Valley 
corridor, the Polar Y-line and. a Dempster connec- 
tion to the Alaska Highway Pipeline. For the pur- 
poses of this impact analysis the last option has been 
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FIGURE 7.1-1 A range of oil product/on rates can be achieved depending upon the need for oil and on the effects of 
numerous other vanables which influence development. This chapter examines the economic effects of a technically 
achevable rate of development. and an intermediate rate of development. 
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FIGURE 7.1-2 Gas production forecasts resultrng from Beaufort Development, for gas production in assocratron with an 
intermediate rate of oil production development and for production from new gas resefvo~fs. 

used. Anticipated gas production levels are shown in 
Figure 7.1-2. 

The development scenarios are simulated with the 
Beaufort Canadian Benefits Planning Mode1 (Beau- 
fort Planning Model). This model incorporates geo- 
logical and technical information on Beaufort devel- 
opment activities, and translates these into demand 
forecasts for personnel, materials, and services. The 
Beaufort Planning Model further generates a corres- 
ponding supply forecast. A description of the Plan- 
ning Model, computer printouts and other summary 
tables are provided as a support document to this 
volume (Dome, 1982). 
Beaufort development is demonstrated to be an out- 
standing example of a resource-investment driven 
expansion of the Canadian economy. Both transpor- 
tation modes for crude oil have strong and similar 
national economic impacts and benefits. The regional 
effects reflect the strong national impacts. and vary 
depending on the transportation system considered. 

The benefits of Beaufort development are reported 
for the years 1981 to 2000. National and regional 
economic benefits are measured by key indicators for 
the technically achievable case. These benefits include 
the “multiplier effect” of the Beaufort investment 
stimulus. Informetrica Limited of Ottawa (Informe- 
trica) provided the economic analysis of these effects 
using the resource requirements calculated by the 
Beaufort Planning Model as the basic data for its 
work. The analysis illustrates incomes, jobs, revenues. 
and other economic benefits resulting from this 
development. A group of regional consultants assisted 
Informetrica in assessing the regional effects in terms 
of employment and incomes generated. 

Programs and plans by the Beaufort project sponsors 
are reviewed in the context of Government objectives 
and policies. Industry actions on procurement, hiring 

of staff. and on the acquisition of services are such 
that northerners. and indeed all Canadians. will have 
the opportunity to contribute to, and thus benefit 
from, this development. Northerners will have the 
first consideration forjobs and the provision of goods 
and services to the full extent of their capabilities. 

All dollar values reported herein represent 198 1 Can- 
adian dollars unless otherwise stated. 

7.1.2 TYPES OF BENEFITS AND HOW THEY 
ARE MEASURED 

Figure 7.1-3 outlines the procedure used todetermine 
industrial and economic benefits. In general terms. a 
forecast of the Canadian economy with Beaufort 
development is compared to an economy without 
Beaufort development. The difference is measured 
and assessed. 

Impacts are defined as the economic and industrial 
results of Beaufort development and, for the most 
part, are beneficial. Impacts are benefits when new 
investment. new demand for materials and services. 
and new jobs arise from Beaufort development. 
These benefits are measured by improvements in key 
economic variables. 

A direct benefit occurs as the initial expenditure is 
made, and as the on-site jobs are created. Indirect 
benefits occur where the project’s purchases create 
supplier income and employment, for example, at a 
shipyard in Quebec, or at a steel plant in Ontario, or 
for a construction company in the Territories. The 
additional salaries, wages, and profits thus generated 
will be respent by the recipients to generate more jobs 
for the suppliers of consumer products and services, 
and so on. These subsequent rounds of spending are 
the induced effects. 
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FIGURE 7.1-3 Out/me of method to determine the economic and indushal benefits of Beaufort Regjon development TWO 
levels of Beauforf development are considered. a technically achievable rate, and an mfermediafe rate. The Beauforf planrung 
mode/ translates development acfrvify info invesfmenf. and info demand for personnel, materials and services. lnfofmeffica’s 
TIM mode/s the economic effects. A ComDarlson of results to a reference case withouf Beaufort developmenf illusffafes the 
benefrfs. 

Direct expenditure benefits from Beaufort Region 
development are reported annually for the period 
1981 to 2000. bv 49 industrial and services items and 
by II regions <in Canada. Canadian content and 
regional sourcing are determined by using the Beau- 
fort Planning Model. Approximately 40 of the cate- 
gories are industrial commodities (materials), ranging 
from sand. prakel and compressors. to aircraft and 
trucks. As well. industrial services such as air and rail 
transportation and ship maintenance are repres- 
ented. Superimposed on this is a regional distribution 
profile for each of these industrial sectors to the year 
2000. The regional profile initially represents histori- 
cal sourcing patterns, but this profile is altered to 
reflect increased Canadian capability to respond to 
this demand over time. Direct employment creation 
is also reported annually in the Beaufort Planning 
Model by 30 skill types. by income, and by antici- 
pated region of residence. 

Direct government cash flows in the form of grants, 
royalties and taxes are measured. These derive from 
the technical requirements associated with the explo- 
ration. construction, and development phases, and 
revenues in the production phase. 

The Canadian economic impacts are measured by an 
econometric model of Canada calledTIM, developed 
by Informetrica. The model incorporates more than 
4.000 variables measuring economic activity, deter- 
mines production in 23 sectors, and utilizes input- 
/output tables to link demand and supply. Data on 
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Beaufort development is provided to TIM by the 
Beaufort Planning Model. 

The national effects of Beaufort development are 
measured by changes in the value of the Gross 
National Product. (and its components such as busi- 
ness investment. government expenditures. and net 
export of goods and services). and by changes in 
output of major industrial sectors, personal incomes 
and employment levels. The changes are measured in 
comparison to a reference case, which is a forecast of 
the Canadian economy without Beaufort develop- 
ment. 

Regional benefits of Beaufort development are report- 
ed for several key variables, such as the regional 
Gross Domestic Product, total value shipped, and 
direct plus indirect and induced employment. Statis- 
tics Canada 1974 Input-Output tables were utilized 
to derive each region’s share of final demand. 

7.1.3 REFERENCE CASE: THE ECONOMY 
WITHOUT BEAUFORT DEVELOPMENT 

The reference case is a forecast of a strong Canadian 
economy without Beaufort development over the 
next 20 years.* A summary of the forecast is provided 
in Table 7.1-l. The forecast assumes for Canada’s 
most closely allied trading partner, the United States, 
that output stagnates in 1982. but is followed by three 
years of robust growth. Steady. moderate growth 
continues thereafter. The Canadian exchange rate 



TABLE 7.1-1 

SUMMARY OF REFERENCE CASE. 
THIS IS A FORECAST OF THE CANADIAN ECONOMY 

WITHOUT BEAUFORT REGION DEVELOPMENT 

Average Annual Growth Rates (O/O) 

1962-1965 1986-1999 1991-2000 

Real GNP 3.3 2.2 2.9 
GNP (Current Dollars Basis) 12.5 10.8 10.6 
Labour Force 1.8 1.5 1.3 
Employment 2.2 1.5 1.5 
RDP/Employed Person 1.1 0.6 1.4 
CPI 8.7 8.1 7.0 
Average Wage Rate 

(Current Dollars Basis) 10.2 9.6 9.3 

Average Annual Levels 
1962-1965 1966-1990 1991-2000 

Unemployment Rate (%) 7.1 5.8 5.5 
Merchandise Trade Balance 

(Billions of Current $) 10.5 14.8 32.4 
Current Account Balance 

(Billions of Current $) -7.5 -13.2 -23.2 
Government Balance 

(Billions of Current $) -1.1 -2.8 2.5 
Net Imports of Crude Oil 

(000 b/d) 440 520 330 

Source: Informetrica, 1982 

(cents U.S. per Canadian dollar) rises to 85 in 1985. there will be strong growth in employment in Canada 
and gains a further cent each year. stabilizing at 90 in during the 1980’s. The employment level fluctuates 
1990. Canadian crude oil demand exceeds supply between 6% and 7% in the last half of the decade. 
throughout the forecast period, resulting in continual After 1990 slower labour force growth results in 
importing of foreign crude oil. World crude oil prices lower unemployment levels of 5% to 6%) through the 
are assumed to remain constant at $34.00 U.S. per 1990’s. 
barrel through 1982 and 1983. and rise thereafter in 
real terms 1.X? to 2.0% per year above the rate of Inflation, as indicated by the rate of change in the 
U.S. inflation (as measured by U.S. GNP deflator). Consumer Price Index, is gradually brought down to 
For domestic crude oil pricing, the provisions of the a 7% annual increase by the 1990’s. This is occasi- 
National Energy Program as modified by the agree- oned by improvements in the value of the Canadian 
ments between Ottawa and the producing provinces dollar. by increased imports, and by a less rapid 
in 1981 are assumed to hold. This means that the growth in domestic oil prices than in the past. 
price of new oil produced in Canada is near the price 
level of international crude oil delivered to Montreal. The reference case forecasts that current expenditures 
Generally, the reference case presents real economic of Government (all Governments) will decrease as a 
growth of 1.9% to 3.3% per year for the Canadian share of GNP. Further. Government revenues and 
economy to the end of this century. Major energy expenditures will remain nearly in balance until the 
investments. including tar sands developments and 1990’s. After 1990. it is forecast that Govcrnmcnt 
the Alaska Highway Natural Gas Pipeline. are con- surpluses will detclop. 
centrated in the late 1980’s. creating a stimulus for 
this moderate growth. Offshore East Coast oil devel- *Short term economic conditions have changed 

opment at Hibernia emerges in the late 1980’s and significantly since the beginning of 1982. the point 

into the 1990’s. in time when this economic forecast was prepared. 
However. the reference case could still be repre- 

As experienced during the second half of the 1970’s. sentative of the longer term outlook. 
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7.2 NATIONAL ECONOMIC 
BENEFITS 

7.2.1 PROJECT INVESTMENT AND REVENUE 

Beaufort Region development is forecast to inject 
from $27 billion to $40 billion in project expenditures 
directly into the Canadian economy between now 
and 1990, and $67 billion to $102 billion by 2000 (all 
expenditures in 198 I Canadian dollars). The capital 
investment profile is shown in Figure 7.2-l. This 
range encompasses the investment requirements for 
either a marine transportation based production sys- 
tem. or a major pipeline system, and also for a range 
of development levels from the intermediate case to 
the technically achievable case. The general areas of 
investment are as follows: 

- Exploration including seismic, islands and wells; 

- Appraisal and development wells; 

- Production islands and production facilities; 

- Infrastructure, e.g., shore bases. etc. 

- Transportation systems, including: gathering 
lines, terminals, tankers,icebreakers and pipelines. 

The investment represents the cost to the Industry of 
bringing crude oil into production through the devel- 
opment of reservoirs in shallow water and deep 
water. and also includes developing onshore reserves. 
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FIGURE 7.2-l Cumulative /nvestment profiles (7987 dol- 
lars) for two levels of Beaufort development. the technically 
achievable case. and the mtermediate case. This represents 
protect expenditures for offshore, nearshore and onshore 
reserves, for oil and gas development, and for fhe two trans- 
portaffon systems. 
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Sales revenue generated by crude oil is targeted to com- 
mence before 1990, perhaps as early as 1986. Natural 
gas sales revenue may commence in 1990 to 1992. 
Figure 7.2-2 indicates accumulated revenue streams 
for the two levels of Beaufort development. Revenue 
is received initially from the sale of Beaufort crude oil 
to Canadian refiners for all production up to 199I- 
1992. Thereafter. Canadian demand is met and the 
balance of production could be exported. Thus. 
approximately 60% of total revenue derived in the 
technically achievable case is from foreign sales, 
representing income from foreign markets flowing 
into the Canadian economy. 

Beaufort Region development will create II.000 to 
13,000 direct jobs by 1990. As illustrated in Figure 
7.2-3, manpower requirements range from 17.000 to 
24,000 by 2000. A high demand for temporary con- 
struction workers occurs if a major oil pipeline is to 
be constructed. In the mid 1980’s, at the peak of 
pipeline construction. about 12.000 to 16.000 addi- 
tional workers are required for pipeline construction. 
For the scenario where Arctic class tankers are util- 
ized. an additional 2,000 to 3.000 shipyard workers 
would be employed in southern Canada over the 
1986 to 2000 term to build the tankers. These are not 
included in Figure 7.2-3. 

7.2.2 SOURCING IN CANADA 

The capital investment for the project as reported in 
Figure 7.2-l creates a demand for materials and ser- 
vices. The value of this direct industrial demand is 

REVENUE: 

FIGURE 7.2-2 Gross revenue profiles (1987 dollars) for 
two levels of Beaufort development. the technicaffyachieva- 
b/e case. and the intermediate case. World crude oil prices 
are assumed to be $34.00 U.S. per barrel in 1982-83, growing 
thereafter at 1.5% to 2% in real terms above the U.S. inflation 
fate. 



estimated to range from $18 billion to $23 billion over 
the period from 1982 to 1990, and totalling $47 bil- 
lion to $60 billion by 2000 ( 198 I dollars). The types of 
materials and services that would be purchased are as 
follows: 

26,clM) 

0 , ! I I 
lW0 Is*6 ISDO 1 se6 zoo0 

YEAR 
FIGURE 7.2-3 Total manpower requrrements for two /eve/s 
of Beaufort development, the technically achievable case, 
and the mtermedrate case. Pipe/me construction will create 
a peak demand. depending on the year of startup. The man- 
power profiles do not include the rmpact of the construction 
of a gas prpelme. 

- Drillships. drilling rigs. drilling platforms, cais- 
sons. conventional and larger dredges. icebreak- 
ers. tugs. supply boats barges. barge mounted 
production and storage thcilities; 

- Arctic Class tankers: 

- Line pipe, pumps, compressors; 

- Diesel fuel; 

- Food. catering serv.ices: 

Drilling mud. etc.; 

Trucking and airline services; and 

Engineering services and project management. 

key to achieving strong Canadian benefits in 
Beaufort development lies with the extension of the 
capability of Canada’s industrial infrastructure to 
meet Beaufort demand. The current level of Cana- 
dian content for Beaufort activities is in the 75% 
range. 

It is anticipated that Canadian industry will expand 
in response to the long term sustained demand pres- 
ented by Beaufort development. For this report it is 
assumed that the Canadian content of materials and 
services for Beaufort development will increase over 

time. An aggressive industrial expansion program 
could achieve an 85% overall Canadian content in 
materials and services by the year 2000. The analysis 
in this section assumes purchases made in Canada 
contain no foreign components. The major industrial 
elements of the program include: 

- Expanded shipbuilding capacity in Canada: 

- Canadian steel supply expanded to provide Arc- 
tic grade marine plate; 

- A broader based shipyard suppliers’ infrastruc- 
ture capable of increased supply of diesel engines. 
marine electronics. compressors and pumps. gen- 
eral outfitting; 

- Canadian supply of mild steel and large diame- 
ter pipe; 

- Canadian supply of valves. pumps and turbines 
for pipeline systems; 

- Expanded well casing. tubing supply; and 

- Engineering and management services in Can- 
ada. 

Figure 7.2-4 illustrates Canadian content profiles for 
the technically achievable level ofdevelopment which 
represents an aggressive Canadian industrial expan- 
sion for the supply of materials and services. 
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FIGURE 7.2-4 Canadian content profiles for the techm- 
Cal/y achrevabte level of Beaufort development. for the two 
transportahon modes. The forecast incorporates an aggres- 
save Canadran rndustrral expansion prouram whrch includes 
a new mternat/onal size shrpyard ‘to build 1 Arctrc C/ass 
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For a pipeline based development scenario. overall 
Canadian content to the year 2000 for materials and 
services would approach 86%: for a total marine 
scenario it would be 79%. The reason for the lower 
content level for a marine scenario is that. because of 
capacity constraints. not all the Arctic crude carriers 
are built in Canada. 

The aggressive expansion program includes increased 
shipbuilding capacity. primarily by adding a new 
“international-size” shipyard in Canada by 1986. 
The new shipyard would be designed to build some 
but not all of the Arctic crude carriers required in 
the marine system development cases. Although an 
average 1 to 1.6 crude carriers per year are required to 
2000. the new shipyard would have a maximum 
capacity limited to 1 crude carrier per year in order to 
avoid the possibility of excess capacity in the future. 
Thus, several of the Arctic crude carriers, particularly 
in the early years of Beaufort development. may have 
to be sourced offshore. It is further assumed that the 
typical extensive supplier “core” will be established 
around a new shipyard, and that shipvard-grade steel 
is a\,ailablc in Canada. The Canadjan content for 
tankcrx built in Canada could reach 85(<. 

For a pipeline transportation system, the Canadian 
shipbuilding capacity for oilfield development would 
still have to be expanded, but to a somewhat lower 
level than that for a marine case. This could still 
include a new shipyard in Canada in combination 
with the expansion of existing Canadian shipyards. 

Canadian content profiles representing an aggressive 
industrial expansion program are incorporated in the 
Beaufort Planning Model. 

7.2.3 IMPACT ON KEY ECONOMIC 
INDICATORS 

Beaufort development effects on Canada’s economy 
arc very positive when compared to the economic 
performance of the reference case. which represents 
the Canadian economy without Beaufort develop- 
ment. The resulting national benefits as measured by 
the Informetrica Model. TIM. are similar for either a 
marine based development or a pipeline based devel- 
opment. The effects are summarized in Table 7.2-l 
for the technically achievable case. For presentation 
purposes, this section will not differentiate between 
the two modes in describing the national macro- 
economic results. 

A Canadian economy stimulated by Beaufort devel- 
opment will experience real growth of 3’/; or more 
annually in Gross National Product (GNP). so that 

GNP exceeds the reference case levels in every year. 
To the end of the century this project would. in 
cumulative terms. add $210 billion to $220 billion 
(198 1 dollars) to the economy. This cumulative figure 
is equivalent to one-third of projected GNP in 2000. 
or about two thirds of GNP in 198 1. 

The improvement in GNP is based initially on the 
strong direct investment effect. Once crude oil and 
natural gas production begins, project revenues rise 
and are distributed among suppliers, workers, govern- 
ments. and project operators, further strengthening 
GNP. Personal real disposable income, after allow- 
ing for inflation effects. exceeds reference case levels 
in all years considered. 

Government revenues are generated in royalties and 
taxes from increased crude oil production in Canada, 
and subsequently in taxes from a stronger, more 
active Canadian economy. Government account 
surpluses commence in the late 1980’s, and continue 
thereafter. The cumulative impact on the Federal 
account could range from $118 billion to$122 billion 
(198 1 dollars) during 1981 to 2000. 

The current account balance is also in a strong sur- 
plus position throughout the forecast period. This 
measure of Canada’s merchandise trade and finan- 
cial services balance reflects the impact of replacing 
crude oil imports with Beaufort crude oil, and also 
indicates the potential benefits of exporting crude oil. 
For comparison. most Canadian economic forecasts 
(those which exclude Beaufort development) show a 
continuing and increasing current account deficit. 

Up to 200.000 to 240.000 new jobs (direct, indirect, 
and induced) would be created in Canada from Beau- 
fort Sea development annually from 1989 to 1995. 
Another way of expressing the employment benefit is 
that from 2.0 to 2.7 million additional man years of 
employment in Canada are required between now 
and the year 2000 as a result of this development. 
Unemployment is forecast to fall to between 5 to 
5.5%’ of’ the total labour force by 1990 as Beaufort 
development and demand creates new jobs. The con- 
tinued economic growth from Beaufort development 
after 1990 sustains the employment demand and 
unemployment falls further to between 4 to 4.50/o by 
2000. Thus when the impact of Beaufort development 
works its way through the economy in the late 1990’s, 
the workforce could essentially be fully employed. 
For comparison. the Canadian economy described in 
the reference case which excludes Beaufort activity is 
forecast to expect unemployment levels of between 
5.5% to 7% in the same time frame. 

Significantly higher output in selected Canadian 
industries -manufacturing, transportation, services, 
financial - is required to support the Beaufort invest- 
ment and production schedule. 
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TABLE 1.2-l 

SUMMARY OF THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE 
TECHNICALLY ACHIEVABLE LEVEL OF BEAUFORT DEVELOPMENT 

FOR BOTH THE MARINE AND PIPELINE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS. 
THE REFERENCE CASE IS THE CANADIAN ECONOMY WITHOUT BEAUFORT DEVELOPMENT 

t I 

Indicator 

Gross National Product 
(GNP) (1971$) 

Disposable Income (19715) 
Business Investment (1971$) 
Government Surplus (Deficit)’ 
Current Account Balances” 
Consumer Price Index (1971=1.0) 
Employment (‘000 Jobs) 
Unemployment Rate 
Exchange Rate (SCan1U.S.) 

‘1981 1990 2000 
Reference Reference With Beeufort Reference With Beaufoti 

$134 
$96 
s 27 

$(0.2) 
$ 6.3 

2.4 
10,655 

7.4% 
0.63 

$170 
$120 
S 36 
s (4) 
s 15 

4.6 
12,600 

6.7% 
0.90 

$5$6 incr. 
$2-$3 incr. 
$2-$4 incr. 

$13-$17 
$ 4-$10 

4.7-5.2 
160-240 incr. 

596-5.546 
0.9-0.91 

$255 
$160 
s 57 
s 3 
$(25) 

9.7 
15,100 

5.4% 
0.90 

$5-$6 incr. 
$4-55 incr. 
$2-$5 incr. 

sso-s55 
s50-$60 

9.5-10 
120-200 incr. 

4%-4.5% 
0.96-0.96 

‘Current Dollars, all Governments 
“Current Dollars 
Source: Informetrica’s TIM Econometric Model, 1962. 
Note: All Dollar Figures are Billions of Dollars 
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The manufacturing industry will respond to several 
major forces resulting from Beaufort development. 
These include the positive direct and indirect effects 
of the investment requirements, and additionally, the 
induced consumer demand for manufactured goods 
as incomes are increased relative to the reference case. 

During the 1980’s the effect is that manufacturing 
output is well above reference case levels. For the 
concentrated 3 to 4 year investment profile represent- 
ing the construction of a pipeline, the manufacturing 
sector cannot meet all demands for the wide variety 
of industrial goods needed, and some imports may be 
necessary. 

During the 1990’s. direct Beaufort investment and 
corresponding manufacturing demand continue, but 
at lower levels than during the 1980’s. During the 
same period further appreciation of the Canadian 
dollar results in increased import substitution. The 
net result is that manufacturing output is lower than 
reference case levels. The overall impact on manufac- 
turing through the 1980’s and 1990’s is, however, 
positive. 

Other sectors show continual gains in output. The 
transportation industry enjoys stronger output with 
Beaufort development as both the alternatives of 
pipeline or tanker operations add to the industry’s 

output. As well. induced demands for transportation 
services to handle industrial goods will add to 
increased demands on that industry. The peak demand 
on the transportation sector occurs in the early 
1990’s. Services, including finance. insurance. real 
estate and trade, all reflect the effects of induced 
demand and show increased growth. These sectors 
respond in particular to increased consumer expendi- 
tures, and more generally to increased overall activity 
requiring service support. These major responses also 
occur in the early 1990’s. 

It should be noted, however, that the strong growth 
initiated by Beaufort development may contribute to 
certain economic difficulties. One area of importance 
relates to job skills and the available workforce. Gen- 
erally speaking, when a workforce is at a high level of 
employment there will likely be skill shortages in 
some job categories. Shortages for Beaufort related 
direct jobs may occur in: 

- engineering and technician professions; 

- welders, insulators, electricians; 

- marine officers and crew: and 

- shipyard welders and pipefitters. 
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In many cases, training programs to upgrade skills 
will be required in lieu of immigration. 

Another area of importance is the likely upward 
pressure that will be placed on the value of the Cana- 
dian dollar due to large offshore demand for Cana- 
dian currency if crude oil is exported. Such an appre- 
ciation could soften export and domestic demand for 
Canadian manufactured goods, but it would also 
reduce the forecast upward trend in consumer prices. 
If the dollar appreciates. inflation could be dampened 
by allowing imports to be more competitively priced. 
thus alleviating the pressure on Canadian industry. 
Some of the effects of an exchange rate appreciation 
on the manufacturing sector during the 1990’s would 
be reduced by continued demand from Beaufort 
activities. However, the ultimate effects of Beaufort 
development on the Canadian economy will reflect 
policy decisions made by the Government that focus 
on a balance between exchange rate appreciation, 
desired strong manufacturing activity, and reasona- 
ble consumer price levels. 

While the results of the macro-economic analysis 
reported above represent the impact of the techni- 
cally achievable Beaufort development scenario, a 
lower level of development activity such as the inter- 
mediate Beaufort development scenario will still 
result in economic benefits to Canada. 

As shown in Table 7.2-2 crude production could 
decrease by 40%, but the resultant level of investment 
would be a reduction in the order of 3596, and direct 
employment requirements would only be reduced by 
25%. 

GNP growth at this intermediate level of develop- 
ment is still judged to be strong, due to the large direct 
investment and employment requirements. Govern- 
ment surpluses will still exist at upwards of 60% of 
their previously reported levels. Job creation in Can- 
ada would be approximately 74% of full development 
impact, and Canada would still experience close to 
full employment levels. The current account balance 
is likely to remain in a surplus position, but would 
result in less pressure on an upward movement in the 
value of the Canadian dollar, maintaining strong 
consumer demand for domestic manufactured goods. 

7.2.4 COMPARISON OF BENEFITS WITH 
COSTS 

The purpose of a benefit-cost analysis is to determine 
whether a project usefully (or efficiently) employs 
society’s resources. A benefit in this section is the 
value of the hydrocarbon production, as measured by 
its opportunity cost, i.e., the value that could be 
received for these resources in the world marketplace. 
Net benefits are the magnitude by which the benefits 

TABLE 7.2-2 

COMPARISON OF TWO LEVELS OF BEAUFORT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY 
REDUCING THROUGHPUT DOES NOT CAUSE INVESTMENT 

OR EMPLOYMENT TO FALL PROPORTIONATELY 

Startup 
Production Rate 

Cumulative Production to 
Fields Developed 
Arctic Crude Carriers: 

Pipeline Diameter 
Investment to 
(1981 Dollars) 

Total: 
Direct Employment: 

Date 

1986: 
1990: 
2000: 
2000: 

1990: 
2000: 

1990: 

2000: 23,000 17,000 (74%) 

Tochnlcally 
Achievable 

Development 

1986 
445 MBD 

1,220 MBD 
4.1 8. Bbls. 

12 

9 
25 

42” 
$37-$40 billion 

$lOl-$102 billion W-$67 billion (62%-66%) 

Intermedlate 
Development 

1988 
260 MBD 
760 MBD 

2.4 B Bbls. (60%) 
7 

6 
16 

$24-$27 bill:: (85%-67%) 
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exceed the opportunity costs of the resources used to 
produce the hydrocarbons. If the present value of 
direct benefits exceeds direct costs, both discounted 
at a socially acceptable rate, then proceeding with the 
project is in the country’s interest. 

Direct benefits relate specifically to the project’s 
revenue creation. For crude oil. the opportunity cost 
is defined to be the world crude oil price, and for 
natural gas the opportunity cost is 85% of the price 
for the heat-equivalent value ofcrude oil. Direct costs 
are the project’s investment and operating costs asso- 
ciated with exploration, development, production 
and transportation. The market price for these goods 
and services in Canada and elsewhere is assumed to 
be a reasonable estimate of their opportunity costs. 

Figure 7.2-5 indicates the extent that discounted 
benefits for Canada exceed the discounted costs. 
Results are presented for two levels of Beaufort 
development, the intermediate case and the techni- 
cally achievable case. The project analysis shows that 
after consuming society’s resources at their oppor- 
tunity costs in Beaufort Sea hydrocarbon develop- 
ment. society would receive an additional net benefit 
of from $12 billion to $20 billion (1981 dollars) at a 
discount rate of 10% after allowing for inflation (the 
real social discount rate). Further analysis indicates 
that project costs could increase by 30%. or that pro- 
duction revenue could fail by 40’% before the net 
benefit becomes zero. 

These results suggest that for the range of Beaufort 

development considered the project is a net benefit to 
Canada. 

It should be noted that this appraisal does not include 
the value of indirect benefits to Canada of Beaufort 
development. The appraisal also does not include the 
benefits of improved infrastructure in the north. 
extended communication links. upgraded social and 
health services, and training facilities. As well. social, 
environmental and infrastructure costs have not been 
included. 

Incorporating the same benefits and costs approach 
above, the analysis was conducted for Canadian 
governments. Figure 7.2-6 indicates that the net 
benefits to governments will range from $9 billion to 
$16 billion (I981 dollars) at the same IO percent real 
social discount rate used above. This range represents 
the impact of two Beaufort development levels; the 
intermediate case, and the technicallv achievable 
case. It is apparent that government’sWincentives in 
the form of the Petroleum Incentive Program (PIP) 
grants to encourage Beaufort development (here 
defined as costs) yield a net benefit in income that 
accrues from taxes and royalties. 

There are other Government costs in addition to the 
PIP grants which have not been included. for exam- 
ple costs for education systems. transportation infrn- 
structure. and social services. However. the net 
benefit to the Government from development is 
expected to be more than adcquatc to cover such 
costs. 

TECHNICALLY ACHIEVABLE INTERMEDIATE 

iI:lj ~ iit-- 

-I 

19Bl 0 BILLIONS. 10% REAL DISCOUNT RATE 
e..-Csa- ^. . 
I 
Flm~nr: I.Z-3 UISCOU~~~U Denetm and costs to Canada for two levels of Beaufort deve/opment. Both yield net benefifs at a 
10% real social discount rate. 
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FIGURE 7.2-6 Government account. dwounted benefits and costs, for two levels ofdevelopment. Nef benefits occur in both 
cases. 

7.3 REGIONAL ECONOMIC 
BENEFITS 

7.3.1 REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

Beaufort development will affect all regions of Can- 
ada. The direct results in a regional sense are created 
by the degree of sourcing of materials and services 
from the regions. and by direct employment of people 
from each region. Since 80% of Beaufort personnel 
will commute on a 2 or 3 week schedule to their 
residences in all Canadian regions, these regions will 
benefit directly from employment income and asso- 
ciated provinctal income taxes, property taxes. and 
consumer expenditures. 

An aggressive Canadian industrial expansion pro- 
gram for increased supply of materials and services is 
outlined in Section 7.2.2 and results in an overall 85% 
Canadian content. This plan is translated in the 
Beaufort Planning Model to the detailed sourcing of 
49 categories of materials and services. by year. over 
the forecast period. For direct Canadian purchases. 
the share of demand referred to in Section 7.2.2 will 
range between $18 billion and $23 billion of materials 
and services for Canadian industry by 1990. and $47 
billion to $60 billion by 2000 (198 1 dollars). Addi- 
tional expenditures will be made for foreign materials 
and services. 

The Canadian sourcing program contains antici- 
pated purchases by region. The regional distribution 
is based on the existing industrial infrastructure and 
assumes that competition exists among suppliers. An 
example of the regional sourcing profile over time for 
a technically achievable Beaufort development sce- 
nario is provided in Figure 7.3-l. The profile repres- 
ents 30 major manufacturing items. Here it can be 
seen that the Canadian content improves over time 
reflecting increased domestic supply capability. 

The regional distribution of sourcing of materials and 
services is not the same for a pipeline based develop- 
ment as compared to marine. The overall sourcing 
percentages by regions in Canada are shown in Fig- 
ure 7.3-2 for both transportation modes. Production 
development activity is common for both cases, 
requiring production Islands dredged from sea-bottom 
material, and using barge-mounted drilling, produc- 
tion, and storage facilities. This aspect of develop- 
ment hasa considerable marine-sourced requirement. 

In the marine transportation mode, development 
focuses very strongly on an expanded marine ship- 
building industry, including a new international sized 
shipyard oriented to Canada’s East Coast and Quebec, 
The Pipeline Case represents a moderate marine 

. . . . . . ..-........... 
: QUEBEC:::::::::: 

WESTERN PROVING ---------- 

11)80 1986 lee0 1996 2wo 
YEAR 

FIGURE 7.3-l Regional purchases of materials and supp- 
lies for the technically achievable level of Beaufort develop- 
ment. These represent the results of an assumed aggressive 
Canadian industrial expansion program m response to 
potentral long term opportunities from Beaufort industrial 
demand. 
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emphasis as well as large demand on an established 
pipeline construction framework focusing on central 
Canada. For instance, the pipe would be rolled in 
Hamilton and Regina, the two locations with ade- 
quate capacity for pipe of this size. In both cases 
however, steel makers are in an advantageous position. 

7.3.2 REGIONAL SOURCING BENEFITS 

Regional benefits from Beaufort development result 
from the purchase of materialsand supplies. By 1990 
this is forecast to range from $18 billion (marine case) 
to $23 billion (pipeline case). By 2000, or over a 20 
year period, Canadian purchases of material and 
services could total $47 billion to $60 billion (1981 
dollars). Figure 7.3-2 presents the regional distribu- 
tion on a percentage basis. An example of the dollar 
value expenditure profile for Canadian regions is 
presented in Figure 7.3-3. These refer to purchases for 
the technically achievable development scenarios. 

Another measure of regional benefit is the combined 
result of these direct purchases plus the “second- 
round” or indirect effects. This includes the effects of 
interprovincial trade required when products pro- 
duced in one province necessitate inputs from another 
province. It also includes the first round of supplier 
purchases in the province. 

The direct plus indirect effects of procurement in each 

region are calculated with Statistics Canada Input- 
Output tables . The appraisal traces the sourcing of 
the 49 material and service items through an addi- 
tional 190 categories in the Input-Output tables to 
make up the total supply. 

Examples of these benefits are shown in Figure 7.3-4a 
for 1990 and Figure 7.3-Qb for 1995. It is apparent 
that Ontario, in addition to receiving the largest 
direct orders, also enjoys the largest indirect effect 
through inter-regional purchases. This is accounted 
for by the substantial industrial base in Ontario and 
also. by its linkages to other regions in Canada. Also, 
in 1990 the Prairie region enjoys the second-highest 
direct and indirect benefits. This is due primarily to 
the significant amount of well casing and oil produc- 
tion goods required in the Beaufort which are 
sourced from the established supply industry in 
Alberta. However. as noted above, linkages in the 
supply of this material to central Canada are also 
evident. Beaufort development will also enhance the 
economics of less advantaged regions in Canada. The 
scale of the development and its continuing large 
magnitude over time will dramatically benefit Yukon 
and the Northwest Territories. The close proximity of 
this region to the energy development scene will result 
in a direct growth of certain manufacturing and ser- 
vices industries. 

A major part of the necessary expansion of Canada’s 

I 

FIGURE 7.3-2 Comparison of regionalsourcing distributron for pIpeline and manne transportation modes. Arctic tankers are 
built in a new shIpyard in the Atlantjc region. Major prpelme components are sourced in central and western Canada. 
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1981 1994 1997 19so 1993 1990 1999 
YEAR 

FIGURE 7.3-3 Example of regional purchases of materials 
and services over a 20 year fime frame for a technically 
achievable level of Beaufort development. 

. 

shipbuilding industry to meet Beaufort demand will 
be in the Atlantic provinces. Shipbuilding creates 
large industrial supply centers in the immediate area 
of the shipyard. The benefits of increased demand for 
goods and services will become more pronounced in 
each of these regions over time as industrial bases 
mature. These effects are demonstrated in Figure 
7.3-4a and 7.3-4b. Both the Atlantic provinces and 
the northern region enjoy a greater share of total 
output in 1995 than in 1990. 

An example of the regional employment benefits of 
Beaufort development are presented in Figure 7.3-5 
for 1990. Direct employment is indicated by place of 
residence and includes those working on Beaufort 
construction as well as those operating Beaufort facil- 
ities and employed on the transportation system. For 
1990, the anticipated distribution suggests the largest 
direct employment will occur in Alberta, followed by 
Ontario. Indirect employment results from the provi- 
sion of materials and services. Estimates of indirect 
employment for 1990 from the Input-Output tables 
indicate that Ontario benefits the most from Beaufort 
development, with indirect employment that is 10 
times greater than its direct impact. New Brunswick, 
Nova Scotia and British Columbia play strong roles 
indirectly because of their existing or anticipated 
shipbuilding capacity. Quebec embodies both indi- 
rect roles ie: that of shipbuilding, and also as a manu- 
facturer of other supplies. Quebec’s employment 
impact supercedes Ontario’s employment impact by 
1995. 

The employment effects multiply as income from the 
Beaufort flows through the economy. These induced 
employment effects are concentrated in Ontario and 
Quebec. For example, under the pipeline scenario in 
1990, Ontario and Quebec contribute only 17% of the 

direct employment, but 48% of total employment. 
Thus, the strong existing industrial base and the 
established shipbuilding facilities increase the impacts 
on these central provinces. 

7.3.3 IMPROVEMENTS IN TOTAL GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT BY REGION 

The influence of Beaufort development on each 
region’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP), a measure 
of a region’s economic activity, is measured by 
Informetrica’s Canadian macro-economic model 
(TIM)in conjunction with Statistics Canada’s Input- 
Output tables. GDP gains, as measured here, repres- 
ent the results ofa region’s production to meet Beau- 
fort demand, plus the region’s indirect production 
and further induced production due to Beaufort 
demand. Thesedemands arise from direct sourcing in 
the provinces,and the demands induced by the wages 
of Beaufort employees resident in the region. 

Table 7.3-I summarizes the impact of Beaufort 
development on GDP for each ofsix regions in Can- 
ada. GDP is reported as an increase above the levels 
of GDP predicted for that region in the reference case 
where no Beaufort development occurs. To facilitate 
the presentation, 1981 is set as the base point for 
comparison, and the cumulative improvement for 
each IO year segment is noted. 

The benefits, as measured by improved regional 
GDP, can be summarized as follows: 

- The Atlantic region enjoys the highest improve- 
ment in Gross Domestic Product. For example, 
the Atlantic region will experience an accumulated 
increase in GDP of 45 ‘% to 5 1% to 1990 over what 
is forecast without Beaufort Sea development. By 
the year 2000 the additional cumulative growth 
increases from 104% to 125%. A major factor for 
this effect is the presence of large-scale shipbuild- 
ing in the region, plus the benefits of a more fully 
employed population. Even in the pipeline case, a 
large marine construction program is required. 

- Quebec gains 32% - 34$Xc in accumulated GDP 
growth by the year 2000. Direct regional materials 
sourcing and expanded shipbuilding are the major 
reasons for this. As in the case for Ontario noted 
below, Quebec’s GDP is large in comparison to 
the value of direct Beaufort sourcing in the pro- 
vince. Quebec will also benefit as a regional supply 
base to expanded shipbuilding on the East Coast. 

- Ontario’s GDP is very large in comparison to 
the value of direct Beaufort sourcing in the pro- 
vince. However, the well established industrial 
linkages with other regions still result in a strong 
overall accumulated GDP growth of 34% to 38% 
by 2000. Accelerated shipbuilding in Quebec and 
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REGIONAL DIRECT PURCHASES AND 
VALUE OF RELATED PRODUCTION 

1990 

REGIONAL DIRECT PURCHASES AND 
3ooo VALUE OF RELATED PRODUCTION 

1995 

FIGURE 7.3-4a FIGURE 7.3-4b 
Examples oldlrecf plus fndirecf /ndusfr,a/ benefits ofregionalpurchases (1981 dollars) for 7990and 1995. Representedare the 
technics//y achfevable cases for Beauforf development. Direct purchases create a second round of demand (indirect) for 
materials and services lo supply the producf purchased. The indirect demand can also occur between regions. Ontario. for 
example. could experience demand from Quebec /n response lo direct purchases in Quebec. 
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N.W.T. B.C. 
FIGURE 7.3-S An example in 7990 of the fofal employment benefits of a fechmca//y achjevable level of Beauforf develop- 
ment. Direcf employment represents jobs in the Beaufort Sea occupied by people residenf in the reg/ons. indirect and induced 
employment effects reflect jobs created by sourcmg in the reg!on, or by jobs creafed to meet fhe growmg consumer demand 
due to higher economic acfivrfy. 
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TABLE 7.3-l 

CUMULATIVE INCREASES TO 
REGIONAL GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) 

RESULTING FROM BEAUFORT DEVELOPMENT FOR A 
MARINE BASED TECHNICALLY ACHIEVABLE DEVELOPMENT RATE 

Region 

Allantac 

ouebec 
Ontario 
Prairies 
British Columbia 
and Territores 

1991 1990 2000 
Mhle PIpdIll Mwin* PIP&l* 

100 +51 +45 '125 +104 
loo +13 +14 + 34 + 32 
100 +13 +I8 + 34 + 38 
100 +21 +24 + 44 + 48 
loo +33 +37 + 87 + 89 

in the Atlantic region will call on Ontario’s indus- 
trial brrse for supplies. The demand for line pipe 
and related pipeline materials and equipment will 
also draw on central Canada’s industrial base. 

- For the Prairie region e\en today’s strong GDP 
performance is still improi,eti by Beaut’ort activity. 
The accumulated increase in GDP is 44% to 48% 
by 2000. The large ongoing demand for drilling 
equipment and supplies and for both Beaufort 
exploration and production wells provides the 
maior- stimulus for the economic impact on this 
IregIon. 

- In this macroeconomic analysis, British Colum- 
bia and the Northern 1.erritories GDP’s ha\.e been 
combined since rcfet-ence GDP measurements for 
the Territot-ies are not presently available. British 
Columbia’s marine related industries will enjo) 
increased demand in response to Beaufbrt sourc- 
ing, and the pro\,inces’s GDP will improve. These 
regions’ accumulated GDP will improve by 87’3; 
to 89’7 by 2000.. 

7.3.4 BENEFITS TO NORTHERNCANADA 

The regional economic and employment impacts 01 
Beaufort development will be pronounced in the 
north. and IIIOK specifically in the Beaufot-t Region 
and the Mackenzie Delta. Currently, the Territorial 
Governments continue to depend on Federal support 
at annual Icbelh ofappt-osim;ltely $4.800 tos7.200 pel 

person. The rapidly growing young native popula- 
tion faces limited future opportunities for employ- 
ment outside that presently offered through oil and 
gas exploration. The existing social and economic 
conditions for this region arc reviewed in more detail 
in Volume 5. 

Beaufort development will offer extensive employ- 
ment opportunities for- northerners. In both the 
technically achievable development case, and the 
intermediate development case the demand for em- 
ployees residing in the north will in essence provide 
jobs for every person who has a desire to work in the 
Industry. For example, it is forecast that 3.000 to 
4,000 Beaufort employees will reside in the north by 
1990. This could increase to 5.000 to 7.000 Beaufort 
employees by the year 2000. The total number ofjobs 
(direct. indirect and induced) created by Beaufort 
development will be greater. For example, new jobs 
would arise to staff retail stores. banks, garages, 
industrial and commercial businesses. Northern pop- 
ulation growth will likely be concentrated in the 
Beaufort area and. to a large degree in proximity to 
Inuvik. The population of the Beaufort Region could 
range from I I .OOO to t7,OOO by 1990, and from 20.000 
to 30,000 by 2000. 

Re\-enue into the region can be identified in the form 
of salaries and wages received by Beaufort employees 
residing in the region. Direct salaries and wages are 
forecast to total $1.5 billion to $2.1 billion (1981 
dollars) o\-er the period to 2000. This income w!itl bc 
redistributed in the region for such items as housing, 
food and transportation. As the region’s industrial 
base expands, mot-e and more of the income received 
by employees will remain in the north. When the 
incomes of the indirect and induced jobs created are 
considered. the economic effect is much larger. 

Sourcing of materials and services directly in the 
north is t’orccast to groM’ steadily through the fore- 
cast period. rapt-escntingabout 14’;: ofthe$47 billion 
to $60 billion in total to be expended in Canada for 
Beaufort de\,elopment by the >‘ear 2000 (I981 dol- 
lars). MaJor regional demand could occur for drilling 
muds. barite, sand, gravel. fuel oil supply and distri- 
bution. Additional industrial and business opportun- 
ities can be identified generally for concrete manufac- 
ture and supply, prefab buildings, petroleum fuel 
supply and distribution, cntcring. banking. ship 
repair and maintenance. trucking. barging. air freight, 
parts and recreation. 

The region as a whole would benefit from the estab- 
lishment of the necessary support systems for Beau- 
fort development. Some examples arc: 

- improvement of educational systems for north- 
erners: 

- improbed and much expanded freight and per- 
sonnel transportation networks (ail-. boat): 

- better medical and social services; 
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- the creation of a generation of local entrepren- 
eurs; 

- a largely expanded retail and services sector. 

The combined result is an improved self reliance in 
the north in social and in economic terms. 

7.4 COMPANY PROGRAMS, 
GOVERNMENT POLICIES TO 
MAXIMIZE BENEFITS 

The Federal Government presented a budget paper 
in November, 198 I, entitled “Economic Develop- 
ment for Canada in the 1980’s.” The paper brings 
together the policies of the Government of Canada 
for national economic development, and states “this 
policy framework will guide the Government of Can- 
ada’s actions in the coming years.” 

The development of natural resources is seen. by the 
Government of Canada, as a main stimulus for Can- 
ada’s economic growth. Beaufort Sea development is 
a prime example. This has been demonstrated in the 
analyses through the Industry’s Canadian Benefits 
Model, and through the macro-economic analyses 
conducted by Informetrica, as summarized in this 
chapter. 

The following sections describe the contribution of 
Beaufort development to key objectives formulated 
by the Federal Government. 

7.4.1 OIL SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

Beaufort Region development and the Hibernia east 
coast development, both offshore plays, are the near- 
est term new major crude oil supply sources for Can- 
ada. Beaufort crude oil production in 1990 could 
make up the forecasted shortfall in Canadian crude 
oil needed to meet Canadian demand. With frontier 
production, Canada could become self sufficient in 
oil supply. 

Beaufort Region development could be effective in 
placing new oil supply to the eastern region of Can- 
ada where imported oil is now used. Either a marine 
or a pipeline transportation system could deliver the 
oil directly to east coast refineries, both resulting in 
the backing out of imported crude oil. 

Beaufort development is a significant energy project, 
as it represents at least 10% of the total value of all 
major projects reported by the Major Projects Task 
Force. 

7.4.2 IMPROVING INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY 

Industry’s objectives are aimed at maximizing Cana- 
dian economic and industrial benefits. In summary 
these objectives are: 

1. Obtain goods and services on a fair and com- 
petiti\,e basis, at the lowest cost, considering qual- 
ity, safety, service. and delivery. 

2. Support and encourage the development of 
Canadian industrial technology and production 
capacity by giving first opportunity to a broad 
range of domestic suppliers who are competitive, 
and whose products carI-y a high Canadian content. 

3. Achieve substantial ongoing benefits both in 
employment and business to northerners and 
noI-thern rc,cions. 

Beauf-ort activities historically have had a high Cana- 
dian content for goods and services. The operating 
phases of exploration have consistently experienced 
Canadian content in excess of 75% o\‘t’r the last 5 
years. During the same period the magnitude of 
expenditures has increased 10 fold. The ongoing 
activity hasencouraged the development of northern 
businesses and almost 200 northern businesses were 
involved in Beaufort related actikitics during 198 I. 
This compares to less than 40 businesses 5 years ago. 

Beaufort development provides the opportunity to 
broaden Canada’s supply capability. Examples of 
this are: 

- Canada’s shipbuilding industry is identified as a 
critical supply deficient industr), in relation to 
Beaufort demand. Present shipbuilding capacity 
must be increased to meet long term requirements. 
A proposal to double Canada’s current shipbuild- 
ing capacity is before the Government. A new 
shipyard is envisioned as the most cost-effective 
way to add shipbuilding capacity for the construc- 
tion of Arctic Class crude oil carriers. This will be 
an international size shipyard that could be located 
on either Canada’s East or West Coast, to provide 
regional benefits where desired. 

- The Davie Shipyard in Quebec is to expand to 
build Arctic vessels such as icebreakers, large 
dredges, and drilling systems. This optimizes the 
use of the existing labour pool inside the shipyard, 
and provides long term business opportunities for 
the established regional infrastructure around the 
shipyard. 

- Other examples of supply gaps are found in 
pipeline construction requirements. Passive re- 
frigeration units for the support of above-ground 
pipelines in a permafrost area could be built in 
Canada. 
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- Highly sensitive leak detection systems, and pipe 
throughput monitoring control systems could be 
supplied domestically. 

Thus, Beaufort development provides a base demand 
on which the government can prepare long-term pro- 
grams for expansion, and for upgrading productivity. 

The long-term demand for a large range of domestic 
goods will allow existing industries to improve their 
efficiencies by utilizing slack capacity. Also, a long- 
term demand will permit industries to invest in mod- 
ern production equipment and thus increase their 
future competitivaeness. 

7.4.3 EXPANDING TECHNOLOGICAL 
APPLlCATIONS 

Beaufort daevelopment offers ample opportunity for 
the development of new commercial technology in 
Canada. Many-of the new technology applications 
will improve etticiency and cost effectiveness. 

Technological applications which have already bene- 
fited Canada are: 

- advanced ice-mechanics studies and applications; 

- artificial island construction (Issungnak, Tar- 
siut. etc.): 

- prototype icebreaker construction such as the 
KIGORIAK and ROBERT LEMEUR. 

The Beaufort will cause new technology transfers to 
Canada in the areas of: 

- sub-marine pipeline construction; 

- Arctic pipeline design and construction: and 

- highly sensitive “slow spill” pipeline sensor and 
monitoring systems. 

The research and development associated with the 
introduction of new technology is demonstrated by 
the following examples: 

- The ice regime in the offshore Beaufort Sea has 
necessitated the development of new Canadian 
technology to understand ice behaviour and for- 
ces, and to design facilities capable of operating in 
this ice regime. An international team of experts 
has been established in Canada to design and test 
production systems incorporating this new tech- 
nology. This is an ongoing program. Systems are 
being tested and improved under operating condi- 
tions. The latest example is the Tarsiut caisson- 
retained test island built in 198 I. 

- Arctic marine operations require the develop- 
ment of innovative ice reconnaissance systems to 
determine ice movement, concentration, and thick- 
ness along the shipping route. This technology will 
complement existing Canadian electronics and 
satellite technology. Research and development 
has been initiated in Canada to advance this 
technology. 

- Beaufort marine operations will require new 
technology to design and construct Arctic class 
crude carriers that can operate year-round in the 
northern region. Research and development to 
prepare a commercial cost-effective design has 
been underway for several years now. Prototype 
scaled down icebreakers have been built and 
tested. The latest ship. the KIGORIAK, has 
handled level ice up to 6 feet thick. A team of 
icebreaker naval architects has been assembled, 
and Canada is now acknowledged as a technologi- 
cal world leader in the icebreaker design field. 

- A new shipyard would be established in Canada, 
incorporating the advanced shipbuilding technol- 
ogy and procedures, including Japanese quality 
control systems and European production sys- 
tems. A Technical Assistance Agreement has been 
executed with Kawasaki Heavy Industries to 
transfer their technology in quality control sys- 
tems to Canadian shipyards. 

- The application of directionally controlled hori- 
zontal drilling for pipeline river crossings in envir- 
onmental sensitive areas could be applied in 
northern Canada. 

7.4.4 UPGRADING TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEMS 

The Mackenzie River system plays a key role in the 
Beaufort logistics of materials supply. Industry will 
not overload this system, or in any way impair deliv- 
ery of supplies to local communities. As Beaufort 
development proceeds and the river system becomes 
fully loaded, the alternative ocean routes for supply 
to the Beaufort would be used. 

Almost 80% of the substantial direct employment 
requirement in the Beaufort will be supplied by 
transporting people weekly from southern Canada. 
Air services to the north then will have to be 
significantly expanded and upgraded. 

Aside from the technological and economic benefits 
of Beaufort activity, a year-round northern presence 
enhances Arctic sovereignty, and has strategic mil- 
itary implications for Canada. Additionally, large 
mineral reserves such as coal, uranium and iron ore 
will have better opportunity for development with 



potential access to an appropriate year-round trans- 
portation system. 

7.4.5. DEVELOPING HUMAN RESOURCES 

All Beaufort acti\.ities offshore and onshore to date 
have included northern resident training and devel- 
opment programs to maximize employment oppor- 
tunities. Industry policies for training northern resi- 
dents for skilled and management positions in Beau- 
f‘ort development are re\,iewed in Volume 5,as are the 
policies regarding the training of northern business- 
men. 

outlines employment requirements by 30 job catego- 
riec. Table 7.4-l illustrates the broad range of skills 
required. Industry sponsored training programs will 
be eapanded and broadened fol- northerners to pro- 
vide the required skills. The supply of qualified peo- 
ple from all regions in Canada will require effective 
utilization of regional educational and skills upgrad- 
ing programs. Additional jobs and skills would be 
required for expanded Canadian shipbuilding opera- 
tions. Shipyard expansion proposals include special 
schools to upgrade skills levels to shipyard standards. 

Almost 25ci of the total Beaufort peak employment 
ol I.265 people in I98 I were northerners. Total north- 
ern salaries and wages paid have increased 400p’i in 
the last 5 )caI-s. 7.5 REFERENCES 

Thereuill bea demand fornewskitlsemanatingfrom Dome Pc~~oleun~ Llmltecl. 1981. Hc:~nlor-r Sea PI:lnning Model 
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I 1 
TABLE 7.4-l 

EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES BEAUFORT REGION DEVELOPMENT 

Geologist, Geophysicists 
Engineers, Technicians 
Maintenance, Janitors 
Production Operators 
Supervisors, Administrators 
Accounting, Clerical 
Cooks, Helpers, Supply 
Aircraft Pilots, Crew 
Marine Officers 
Marine Crew 

Radio, Pump, Mechanics 
Drivers, Equipment Operators 
Welders 
Insulators 
Electricians 
Carpenters 
Machinists, Millwrights 
Pipeline Crews 
Crane Operators 
Concrete Masons 

Seismic Crews 
Dredging Crews 
Log/Acid/Frac Crew 
Road Construction Crews 
Drilling Workover Crews 
General Labourers 
Security, Control 
Government Research, Environment 
Unclassified, Others 

. 
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